
Rotating memories, anyone? The cost-per-bit trap if you're in the 
discs and drums are rolling up market to buy. Throughput and 
exciting advances -- like shorter data rate are critically important. 
access time, more capacity and So is environment. Check the 
reduced prices. But beware the specs that aren't there. Page C16. 



Signetics chooses 10,000 
Two years from now you'll wonder why you waited. 

Take the time for a good hard 
look into ECL 10,000's high 
speed/performance advan
tages. And engineer your 
own head-start into tomor
row's optimized logic. Avail
able today-and tomorrow
from the major new source for 
ECL series 10,000. Signetics. 

Because Signetics never 
settles for less than total IC capa
bility, we researched your future require
ments in high speed log ic. And cut through 
the claims of existing ECL alternatives without 
mercy. All the know-how, the back-up, the all-out 
commitment you expect in Signetics linear, digital 
and MOS, stands behind our development and pro
duction of proven, line-ready ECL 10,000 devices. 

What's in it for you? A constant reliable supply 
of the best high speed/low power trade-off yet. 
Typical speed level : 2.0 ns propagation delay per 
gate. Low power dissipation of 25mW-with no 
special cooling required in any environment, still 

air or forced. Switching rise 
and fall times compatible 
with conventional system 
layouts (3.0 ns edge 
speed) . 

ECL 10,000 delivers 
outstanding design/ 
function flexibility . Multi-

level gating on a single chip, 
through open emitter out
puts and high impedance 

inputs, means a significant 
savings in gate and package 
count. Plus a free choice of 

terminating schemes and logic 
interconnects. 

Packaged in plastic Silicone 
DIPorCerdip, Signetics ECL 10,000 

line will provide a complete high speed 
logic family- some already on-shelf in 

factory or distributor stock, the remainder 
due by summer. 
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Contact your Signetics 
salesman, rep or 
distributor for availabil
ity information. He will 
also rush you our 
informative ECL 10,000 
booklet, free upon 
request. Or write 
Signetics/ ECL directly. 
811 E. Arques Avenue, 
Sunnyvale.California 
94086. 

SIGNETICS ECL 10,000 SERIES 

10101 Quad 1-lnput OR/ NOR Gate 
10102 Quad 2-lnput NOR Gate 

10112 Dual 3-lnput 1-0R/ 2-NOR Gate 
10113* Quad Exclusive -OR Gate/ Comparator 
10115* Quad Differential Line Receiver 

10130 Dual D-Type Clocked Latch 
10131* Dual D-Type Master-Slave Flip-Flop 
10161 1 of 8 Demultiplexer/ Decoder (Low) '.. 10105* Triple 2,3,2-lnput OR/ NOR Gate 

10106* Triple 4.3.3-lnput NOR Gate 
10107 Triple 2-lnput Exclusive OR/ NOR Gate 
10109 Dual 4,5-lnput OR/ NOR Gate 

10116 Triple Differential OR/ NOR Line Receiver 
10117 Dual 2-wide 2.3-lnput OR-AND/ QA Invert Gate 
10118 Dual 2-wide 3.3-lnput OR-AND Gate 

10162 1 of 8 Demultiplexer/ Decoder (High) ·· 
10170* 9 +- 2- lnput Parity Circuit 
10171* Dual 1 of 4 Demultiplexer/ Decoder (low) 
10172* Dual 1of4 Demultiplexer/Decoder (High) 101 10 Dual 3-lnput 3-0utput OR Gate 10119* 4-wide 4.3.3,3-lnput OR-AND Gate 

10111 Dual 3-lnput 3-0utput NOR Gate 10121* 4-wide 3.3.3.3-lnput OR-AND/ OA Invert Gate ·c oming soon 

!i!!IDDliC!i 
A subsidiary of Corning Glass Works 
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Choose. Don't compromise. 
The most experienced maker of storage tubes offers you 
a choice: the broadest selection of devices in a wide 
range of sizes to meet most any display requirement 
you may have. There's no need to compromise. If you 
don't see wh_at you need in our long line of standard 
models, we'll design one for you. r------------------, 
Write for new brochure: 2020 j HUGHES j 
Oceanside Blvd., Oceanside, CA ~------------------J 
92054. Or call <714) 757-1200. H~NGD:~~-~~:c:::~u~~.M:~vNY 



Low-cost SVP™devices can save your valuable 
equipment from destruction by voltage transients. 

You can no longer overlook the 
need for protecting your circuits. 
New sources of transients are 
cropping up every day. And any one 
of them might cause operational 
failure of your equipment. 

Now there is an easy low-cost 
way to protect your circuitry from 
these transients. It's a simple little 

gas-filled surge voltage protector. 
We call it an SVP. Only this Siemens 
SVP offers high-current capability 
(up to 50 kiloamps) in such a small 
package and a high impedance 
when not conducting (1010 ohms, 
1to6.8 pF depending on model). 

Siemens is the world's largest 
manufacturer of surge voltage 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 3 

protectors. More engineers are 
using them every day. You can 
benefit by doing the same. 

Siemens Corporation, 186 Wood 
Avenue South, lselin, N.J., 08830. 
(201) 494-1000. 
Siemens. A three 
billion dollar name 
inqualityproducts. SIEMENS 
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CONTROL 

CLOCK 

ROM CONTROL 

RCVR 

CONTROL SIGNALS 

Control - The trend is to use micropro
grammed ROM techniques to implement the 
control section. By comparison, the MECL 
10,000 control section cycles four times as 
fast as the TTL version , needs about the same 
number of ICs and board area , uses about l 'lz 
times the power, and provides a better cost/ 
performance ratio. 

Here's life insurance 
for minicomputer 

ARITHMETIC 

REG . 
FILE 

ALU 

DRIVER 

Ar ithmetic - MECL 10,000 MSI functions 
reduce delay times considerably as this com
parison illustrates: 

Delay in Nanoseconds 
TYP / Worst Case 

Function TTL MECL 10K 

Access Register File 35/60 7 /12 

Load Register A 30/50 3/5 

Access Register File 35/60 7 /12 

Load Register B 30/50 3/5 

ALU 60/92 16/21 

Shift/Swap/Select 15/25 4.5/7 

Store Result in Reg . File 30/50 7 /12 

TOTAL DELAY 235/377 47 .5/74 

REFRESH 
CONTROL 

ADDRESS 

MEMORY 

MOS/ 
ARRAY 

Memory - MECL 10,000 allows the designer 
to fully utilize current memory tec hnologies. 
As memory speeds increase, log ic delays 
become limiting factors when considering total 
memory system cycle time. TTL delay times 
are almost as long as memory access times 
making TTL unsuitable. By using MECL 10,000, 
memory systems may be upgraded to faste r 
types without any change in control logic 
except for clock speed. 

MECL and MECL 10,000 are trademarks of Motorola Inc. 

ELECTRONIC D ESIGN 10, May 11 , 1972 
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PERIPHERAL 

DEVICE 

CHANNEL 
ADAPTER 

Peripheral - MECL 10,000 enables the bus 
to operate at very high speeds by minimizing 
the time required for handshaking. To illus
trate, the delay path from the output bus, thru 
the line receiver , address compare, channel 
control, multiplexer and line drivers was cal
culated for both TTL and MECL 10,000. For 
TTL the delay is 133 ns typical, 211 ns maxi
mum. MECL 10,000 performs the function in 
20 ns typical , 26 ns maximum. 

E LECTRON IC D ES IGN 10, May 11 , 1972 

COMMUNICATION 

MODEM 

RECEIVE 

Communication - Systems oriented MOS 
functions (MC2257 Terminal Transmitter and 
MC2259 Terminal Receiver) minimize cost , 
size and power. The savings are dramatically 
represented as follows : 

TTL PMOS 

Number of ICs 71 2 

Power (Typ/Worst Case) 5.1/11.5 0.30/l.O 
Watts Watt 

Board Area ~10 Sq. In. 3 Sq . In. 

IC Cost $28.14 $28.20 

To maintain the competitive edge 
in today's minicomputer market, 
designers must effectively react to 
new technologies that increase 
machine capabilities. IC memories 
with their fast cycle times are 
extending minicomputer perform
ance. And as memory speeds 
increase, new designs will be logic 
limited unless implemented by high 
speed logic families. 

MECL 10,000 provides the bal
ance needed between memory speed 
and logic speed for next generation 
minicomputers. We compared a 
typical TTL design and a MECL 
10,000 system utilizing MOS mem
ories and system oriented MOS 
functions. The result was a dramatic 
improvement in price I performance. 
This improved state-of-art perform
ance iS' yours when you design 
around MECL 10,000. 

Get the whole story from our 
comparison study "New Technolo
gies In -Minicomputer Design." 
Write to Motorola Semiconductor 
Products Inc., P. 0. Box 20912, 
Phoenix, AZ 85036. And after you 
have compared, contact your nearby 
Motorola distributor for off-the-shelf 
evaluation devices. You really won't 
know how competitive your mini
computer is ... until you evaluate 
what MECL 10,000 can do. 

MECL •~,~~~ eliminates 
the alternatives. Evaluate 

and compare! 
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Mew Miniature 
Open Frame 

@Wt7W~~@ 
BABCOCK RELAYS ... 

Greater Sensitivit1J, Low Cost, 
Fast DeliverlJI 

SERIES T 

~ SERIES PS-100 

SE RIES OF 

These new, miniature provide greater in- Get complete 
Babcock open frame system versatility. technical data on 
dry reed relay series These models are these miniature 
offer the engineer a rated from 3 to 1 O Babcock reed re lays 
wide variety of watts, for switching today from Babcock 
configu rations to 28 to 250 VDC, at Control Products, 
meet virtually any 0.25 and 0.50 amp. Babcock Electronics 
design requi rement. Other configurations Corp., Subs. of 
High sens itivity, - mercury-wetted, Esterline Corp ., 
low-cost, extremely R.F .. high vo ltage - 3501 No. Harbor 
fast swi tching speeds are available. Blvd., Costa Mesa, 
to 0.5 ms .. low power Magnetic and/or Calif. 92626 - or 
consumption, high electrostatic better still, cal l 
density packaging, shielding are optional (714) 540- 1234. 
and a reliable long on axial-lead 
life to 100,000,000 versions. 
operations are 
among the many About Delivery -
features. From 1 to off-the-shelf for 
6 contacts, in forms standard units, and 
A, B and C-or only 2 weeks for 
combinations - specials. 

Mercu ry-Wetted 
MI L-R-6106 MIL-R-5757 Timers/Sensors and Dry Reed 2A Industria l 20A Industrial 

IEIL....--1 _ BA_B_CO_C_K _____, 
A UNIT OF ESTERLINE CORPORATION 
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(across the desk) 

What can 'one guy' do? 
Plenty, reader says 

With reference to the editorial 
in the March 2 issue ("Don't Be a 
'Don't Know,'" ED 5, p . 39) : 

At least, by making a choice, you 
did more than the average "don't 
know" type. 

I have wrestled with some of the 
problems that you1~ editorial writer 
faces-that is, what type of politi
cal society do we support? 

Supporting a lobbying organiza
tion, I believe, is wrong. Lobbyists 
are powerful today simply because 
the average individual says "I don't 
know" too often or, " I don't care." 
Lobbyists would be out of a job if 
every voter voiced his opinion di
rectly to his Representative in Con
·gress. I don't care whom you talk 
to-plumber, doctor, farmer, engi
neer, employed or unemployed- the 
average person hasn't written one 
word to his Representative in his 
lifetime! 

At one time I, too, had to admit 
that I was failing to write my 
Congressman. So how could I ex
pect him to do my bidding? In the 
last couple of years I have taken 
up this art of writing- to Congress
men, and it has produced some 
measure of results. I don't stop 
with just the Congressmen, but I 
write to every friend that I can 
think of who might share my opin
ion and ask him to write to his 
Congressman. 

The last paragraph of your edi
torial holds the answer to straight
ening out many of the problems in 
American society: Stand up and 
be counted. Somehow we have got 
to stamp out the feeling that so 
many Americans have-"what can 
one guy do ?"-and replace it with 
an attitude that reflects the fact 
that this country is made up of 
200 million "one guys." If each car-

ries his share by making himself 
heard, we would go a long way 
toward restoring the government 
that was framed in the Federal 
Cons ti tu ti on. 

CBC Inc. 
P.O. Box 602 

Roy E. Crocker 

Kailu, Hawaii 96734 

A clarification from Tl 
on TTL reliability 

I was pleased to see that my dis
cussion with Jules Gilder of your 
staff resulted in the appearance of 
a newsworthy article, "Low-power 
Beam Leads Hailed" (ED 3, Feb. 
3, 1972, p. 35),' but I would like to 
call your attention to an apparent 
misunderstanding in the third 
paragraph of the article. Specifical
ly: 

" ... the less reliable low-power 
chip and wire-connected res or the 
more reliable, but higher-power 
I Cs." 

This is an inaccurate statement 
of my views, and in addition it is 
not consistent with industry reli
ability data, which confirm that 
the low-power TTL logic is as re
liable as higher-power ICs. The 
source of added reliability in the 
beam-lead products is the elimina
tion of the wire bond. 

Larry Gast 
S enior Project Engineer 

Texas Instruments, Inc. 
Components Group 
P.O. Box 5012 
Dallas, Tex. 75222 
Ed.: Mr. Gast is right. The state
ment that engineers were pre
viously forced to make a tradeoff 
between reliability and power con
sumption was a conclusion incor
rectly drawn from the interview. 

(continued on page 10) 

Electronic Design welcomes the opinions of its readers on the issues raised 
in the magazine's editorial columns. Address letters to Managing Editor, Elec
tronic Design, 50 Essex St. Rochelle Park, N. J. 07662. Try to keep letters 
under 200 words. Letters must be signed. Names will be withheld on request. 
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The Elegant 
Tone Filters 

A full string of active filters. In the stand
ard frequency steps: 687 Hz to 1633 Hz 
± .5%. In lots of 100: 

About $19.95 each 

Precise specs from precise crafts
manship. Delivered economically through 
computer-aided design. That 's what 
you'll find in all components by EAi. 
Thick-film audio amps. Capacitors. Ana

log/dig ital converters 
plus other special func
tion modules. Custom 
coils. Solenoids. Trans
former kits. Molded plas

tic parts. And a growing list of other 
elegantly crafted etceteras. 

lill 
Electronic Associates, Inc. 

193 Monmouth Parkway 
West Long Branch, New Jersey 07764 

Tel. (201) 229-1100 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 6 
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TWT amplifier line 
four models: 10, 20, 100 
and 200 watts 
solid state with 
protective circuitry 
beam and helix 
current metering 
modular construction 
The industry's most advanced lWT amplifier line can 
now provide the microwave power and stability you 
need for EMl / susceptibility testing. antenna pattern 
measurement. RF power instrumentation calibration 
and component testing. 

Modular construction and plug-in boards allow the 
versatility to accommodate a wide variety of TWT s. 
Options include VSWR protection. harmonic filtering 
and variable output. Solid state components (except 
series regulator and TWT) and conservative design 
provide the reliability and performance necessary in 
modem electronic instruments. 

Beam current and voltage protection are built in 
along with regulation of all power supplies. 

Maximum TWT life is assured through efficient cooling: 
the 10 and 20 watt systems use conventional air cooling 
and the 100 and 200 watt are cooled with a liquid to air 
heat exchanger for quiet. reliable and efficient operation. 

One of our twenty-six lWT amplifiers will meet your 
power, gain, and frequency requirements. And all have 
a one year warranty. For complete specific;:ations call 
(312) 354-4350 or write: MCL. Inc .. 10 North Beach 
Avenue, La Grange, Ill. 60525. 

100 and 200 watt TWTA 

200WATI 

lOOWATI 

20WATI 

lOWATI 

SERIES 200 

SERIES 100 

SERIES 20 

SERIES 10 

1 GHz 6 GHz 12.4 GHz 16 GHz 

Opportunities developing now for RF engineers at MCL, Inc. -an equal opportunity employer. 
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' --~ ' McMOS I Control lo&ic 
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Basic Ramp Time Encoder 

Ramp v. Voltage 
Generator Comparator 

Start ulse JL 

EASIER INTERFACE, REDUCED 
SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS 

SIMPLIFY 
DIGITAL-LINEAR 

DESIGNS 
-----, 

llC14511 18CDl 

Motorola's rapidly expanding McMOS* comple
mentary MOS line is designed to provide a combina
tion of benefits other digital technologies can not. 

Put aside for a moment, but don't forget, the facts 
that complementary MOS in general, and McMOS in 
particular, has the best noise immunity (45% of Voo) 
and the lowest system power dissipation of any logic 
form. 

-15 y ______ _.__ __ ___, ' Not needed when max. current is less than 10 mA. 

Take note of the rapidly expanding number of 
available McMOS devices, with seven new MSI func
tions introduced since March, twelve since the first 
of the year, and many more coming in the several 
months ahead . Remember that McMOS combines the 
most popular second source units with original devices 
to fill the gaps. 

EXPANDING McMOS FAMILY 
Motorola Replaces 
Device # Function Pin-for-Pin 

MC14001AL/ CL Quad 2-input NOR gate CD4001AD/ AE 
MC14002AL/ CL Dual 4-input NOR gate CD4002AD/ AE 
MC14011AL/ CL Quad 2-input NANO gate CD4011AD/ AE 
MC14012AL/ CL Dual 4-input NANO gate CD4012AD/ AE 
MC14013AL/ CL Dual Type D flip-flop CD4013AD/ AE 
MC14015AL/ CL Dual 4-bit static SR, 

seria l in / parallel out CD4015AD/ AE 
MC14021AL/ CL 8-bit static SR, serial or 

parallel in / serial out CD4021AD/ AE 
MC 14027 AL/ CL Dual J-K flip-flop CD4027AD/ AE 
MC14501AL/ CL Triple gate 
MC14507AL/ CL Quad exclusive OR gate CD4030AD/ AE 
MC14508AL/ CL Dual 4-bit latch 
MC14519AL/ CL 4-bit AND / OR select, 

Quad exclusive NOR gate 
MCM14505AL/ CL 64-bit RAM 

MC14025AL Triple 3 NOR gate CD4025AD/ AE MC14025CL 
MC14510AL BCD Up Down Counter MC14510CL 
MC14512AL 8-channel Data Select MC14512CL 
MC14514AL 4-bit latch, high output MC14514CL 
MC14515AL 4-bit latch. low output MC14515CL 
MC14518AL Dual BCD Up Counter MC14518CL 
MC14520AL Dual Binary Up Counter MC14520CL 

recent introductions 

Price 
(100-999) 

$ 4.15/ 1.18 
4.30/ 1.22 
4.15/ 1.18 
4.30/ 1.22 
5.95/ 2.40 

12.65/ 5.60 

12.24/ 5.20 
6.60 / 3.18 
4.30/ 1.99 
4.74/ 1.86 

24.70/ 13.75 
4.75 / 2.10 

31.30/ 17.50 

$ 4.30 
1.22 

12.60 
7.00 
7.20 
4.00 

24.70 
13.75 
24.70 
13.75 
12.90 
7.20 

12.60 
7.00 

Now, concentrate on less publicized but no less 
significant aspects of McMOS' system optimized 
desirability. As indicated in this basic Ramp Time 
Encoder for simplified A/D conversion , digital-linear 
systems can be built with reduced power supply 
requirements . It s wide supply voltage range allows 
McMOS to operate from the +15 V linear supply. 
Interfacing is simplified too , because McMOS' ultra 
low drive current requirements permit nearly direct 
connection . . 

McMOS has many advantages for many sorts of 
systems. Complete information on McMOS is avail 
able in a new book, McMOS '72 , which is yours simply 
by circling the reader service number or by writing 
to Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc. , P. 0. Box 
20912 , Phoenix, AZ 85036. Get it. Then get McMOS. 
0 TRADEMARK OF MOTOROLA INC. 
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These guys know a good thing when they see it. Nothing else on 
the market puts so much perfo rmance into such a small package. 
And for hundreds-in most cases thousands-of dollars less than 
the big ones. 
Our all new VADC is designed for use in video data logging and 
analysis systems. The VADC is rugged , has wide operating ranges 
and is packaged to FIT into your system. 
New? Sure. But already, the VADC is being used for sonar and 
radar digitizing , video data transm ission , MTI systems and wave
form signature recognition. One of these many systems is already 
in flight tests. 
•Resolution is 8 bits at better than a 6 MHz word rate. 
• Input dynamic range is 5V. Zero to + 5 or ± 2.5. 
• Input impedance is 10 Mn and 10 pF. 
• Outputs are parallel , TTL data, binary or offset binary. 
• VADC has an integral sample-and-hold with better than 100 ps 

aperture time. 
What's more, it doesn 't take up a whole rack. It mounts on two 
compact PC boards. The entire unit measures only 6.8 by 4.5 by 
3.0 inches and weighs only 40 ounces. 
The VADC is not all. DOC also offers a 16 MHz 4 bit A/ D, 25ns 
D/ A, 100 ps aperture S & H, video multiplexer. Write us, or phone 
direct to either Steve Muth or Jim Sheahan (516) 433-5330. 

ANALOG/DIGITAL CONVERTERS mmB 
ILC DATA DEVICE CORPORATION 

JOO TEC STREET, H IC KSVI LLE, N . Y. ED5·11 
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ACROSS THE DESK 

(continued from page 7) 

Editorial stirs a cheer 
-and a firm dissent 

George Rostky's edi torial titled 
"The Curse of Cour tesy" (E D 2, 
Jan . 20, 1972, p. 39 ) is excellent . 
We believe t hat this subject matter 
could stand deeper coverage in a 
fu ll-size article in your magazine. 

We are in continual contact with 
engineering firms, and we f ind 
that all lack a "vice-president in 
charge of anti-bureaucratism." 
Most gui lty are t he governmental 
agencies working on pollution
abatement problems. The field of 
pollution abatement is in itself ex
tremely challenging and is the area 
that will require some original 
thinking plus a considerable amount 
of habit-breaking if we are to cope 
with the problem. More editorials 
like "The Curse of Courtesy" can 
only help. 

Roy E . Crocker 
CBS Inc., 
333 Uluniu St., 
Kailua, Hawaii 96734 

Mister, you're guilty of overre
acting! You have a point: A poor 
design should be cut shor t. But 
not with whispers of "fathead" 
and shouts of "horseshit." This is 
closer to a curse than courtesy
which, incidentally, is not a curse;' 
the misapplication of it is. Proper 
appl ication of courtesy in reacting 
to a poor design is to appreciate 
the man's well-intended efforts 
and, with a f irm positive and con
siderate hand, to redirect him. 

We talk of the need for profes
sionalism in engineering. Base 
language has no place in it. Nor 
does kick-in-the-rear management . 
I ask that you reconsider what you 
have printed. P lease! 

Ralph L. Charnley 
Pako Corp. 
6300 Olson Highway 
Minneapolis, Minn. 55440 

Overheard 
.. . At t he desk of Bill Farnbach , 
design engineer at the Colorado 
Springs Div. of Hewlett-Packard : 
"If the Lord had wanted man to 
work with electrons, he would have 
made them big enough to see." 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 10 ~ 



Your Guardian Angel presents: 

a very small addition to a 
line of small enclosed relays 

NEW "MINI" 1330 RELAYS: DPDT, 
5 amp relays less than three-quarters 
of a cubic inch small .• • 1etith a small 
price to match. Mechanical life? 100 
million operations DC, 50 million AC. 
Choice of printed circuit or plug-in ter
mination . . . plus mating sockets with 
solder lug or printed circuit terminals. 
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MLED50 Red LED 
Shows Big Performance 

• 1 med luminous intensity 
• PC-board mountable 
• Wide viewing angle 

CIRCLE NO. 211 

MLED55 LED Turns 
Red from Any Angle 

• 140° viewing angle 
• New diffusing lens 
• 600 µcd luminous intensity 

CIRCLE NO. 212 

MLED600 Mini-T* Gives MLED610 LED Offers 
High-Visibility Red High-Density Reliability 

• 1,100 fl brightness • Tiny, metal "pill" design 
• Economical plastic • l , 100 fl brightness 
• Unique, molded lens • Easy, PC-board mounting 

TRADEMARK MOTOROLA INC 

CIRCLE NO. 213 CIRCLE NO. 214 

See Us Speak 
In Our 

Everybody talks about optoelectronic capability but 
nobody documents anything about it. 
Nobody but Motorola. 

DOCUMENTATION #1: 

Motorola opto products are made on the same machines 
that turn out millions of plastic transistors each week. 
The same machines made Motorola the unquestioned 
production leader in this field in a few short years. 
Same stripline, leadframe stamping machines ... same 

Plastic IR LEDs Do Invisible 
Thin~s@ 9,000 A 

• Spectrally-matched to silicon 
350 or 550 µW output @ 
50 mA 

• Naturals for card/tape 
reading 

CIRCLE NO. 219 

Metal IR LEDs Emit 9,000 A, 
Small or Large 

• Tiny " pill " or T0-18 case 
• 150 to 650 µW output 
• Hermetically-sealed 

CIRCLE NO. 220 

automatic die and wire bonders . .. same molding 
encapsulation processes. All tuned to instantaneous 
production of opto devices. Optomation. 

DOCUMENTATION #2: 

Lower-cost, highly-available opto products are final
tested on fully-automated and computerized semicon
ductor test equipment. You get Motorola's traditional, 
fast factory turnaround on all your factory orders. 
Optomation again. 

MRDS00/510 PIN Photodiodes 
Respond In Nanoseconds 

• 1 ns typical response 
• Convex or flat lenses 
• Sensitive through visible/ 

near IR range 

CIRCLE NO. 221 

Plastic Photo Darlingtons 
Offer Economical Sensitivity 
• 40-cent, 100-up prices 

typical sensitivities to 
4 mA/mW/cm2 

• Ideal for high-volume 
insertion 

CIRCLE NO. 222 
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MLED630 Shines Out 
From T0-18 Package 

• 120° field-of-view 
• l, 100 red fl 
• Panel indicator 

CIRCLE NO. 215 

MLED650 Lights Up 
Panel Indicators 

• Wide viewing angle 
• Mounting hardware available 
• 200 mil bright viewing 

surface 
ADVANCE INFORMATION 

CIRCLE NO. 216 

Plastic Photodetectors 
For All Arrangements 

• High (MRD150) or moderate 
(MRD450) mounting 

-densities 
• Low-as-75¢, 100-up 
• Sensitivities to 

0 .2 mA/mW/cmz 
CIRCLE NO. 217 

Metal Photodetectors 
Are Fast And Rugged 

• T0-18 or " pill" -cased 
• Microsecond switching 
• Curved or flat lenses 

CIRCLE NO. 218 

Volu111cs 
Living Color 
DOCUMENTATION #3: 

Motorola's huge investment in in-house, III-V raw 
material facilities including crystal-pulling and epi
taxial deposition will ensure unparalleled wafer sup
plies to satisfy any and all high-volume requirements. 
Motorola, the production house of the industry. 

DOCUMENTATION #4: 

The largest factory and distributor sales organization 
in the semiconductor industry - over 750 trained 

technical salesmen and engineers - in 96 U. S. and 
Canadian locations - is ready to serve your prototype 
or production needs. Right now. 

MOTOROLA OPTO 
Let There Be Light 11 11 11 11 11 ft 

Custom Display Panels 
Count Up, Spell Out 

• Available with or without 
decoder drivers 

• Any combination of alpha 
or numeric digits 

• Ultra -reliable 0.7" digits 
ADVANCE INFORMATION 

CIRCLE NO. 223 

Opto Couplers Isolate 
Interfacing Perfectly 

• 1,500 V dielectric isolation 
• 60% transfer ratio -

phototransistor 
• Phototransistor or 

photodarlington 

CIRCLE NO. 224 

ELECTRON IC D ESIGN 10, May 11 , 1972 

MORlO Excellent Character 
For New Readout Role 

• 0.120" character light 
• Wide angle, single plane 
• Straight or spread leads 

CIRCLE NO. 225 

MDP70 Displays 7/10" 
Readouts Through BCD Inputs 
• Readable to 20 feet 
• Compatible with Tll 
• Easy insertion to connector 

ADVANCE INFORMATION 

CIRCLE NO. 226 
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The P&B R-10 Series offers de
signers a whole family of AC and 
DC industrial relays that combine 
extraordinary versatility in appli
cation , the reliability of telephone
type relays, and small size (less 
than a cubic inch) . They are widely 
used in copiers, computer periph
erals , business machines and.pre
cision instruments. 

So versatile is this series that 
each model is literally designed 
by you, to meet your special 
needs. You use a single family of 

relays, with common mechanical 
dimensions and common mount
ing techniques , to cover the whole 
range of switching loads you may 
desire, from dry circuit to 10 
amps, 28 V DC, 120 V AC. There 
are several terminal styles for 
solder or pc board mounting. 
Special octal plug mounting is 
available, and sockets multiply 
design options even more. 

R-10's can now be ordered with 
Form A, B and D contacts as well 
as Form C, with arrangements up 

to 8 Form C. Underwriters' Lab
oratories, Component Recogni
tion , File 42810. DC relays have a 
continuous pqwer dissipation of 
2.2 watts maximum. Standard 
sensitivity is 125 milliwatts per 
pole. Mechanical life is up to 100 
million operations, electrical life 
ranges from 100,000to100 million 
operations. Special light emitting 
diode (LED) indicator, a conven
ient check when trouble shooting 
a circuit is available as an option 
on R-1 0 relays. 

Take just four easy steps to "design" the R-10 relay 
that fits your requirements perfectly. 

1 Decide on the type of :~~als.stu#d~ 
terminal mounting you want: or plu~-in Z0 

mounting 

Printed circuit~ 
terminals. No 
stud mounting 

Tapped hlloes 
for mounting 
directly to 
surface 2 Select desired rating and contact form: .ii. £ 

Rating 10 ampt Samp Samp 2amp Low Level Dry Circuit 
(Bifurcated) (Bifurcated) (Cross Bar) 

Poles Forms Poles Forms Poles Forms Poles Forms Poles Forms Poles Forms 

Contact form 2 A,8,C,D 2 A,8 ,C,D 2 A,8 ,C,D 2 A,8 ,C,D 2 A,8 ,C,D 2 A,8 ,C,D 
4 A,8 ,C,D 4 A,8 ,C,D 4 A,8 ,C,D 4 A,8 ,C,D 4 A,8 ,C,D 4 A,8 ,C,D 
6 A,8 6 A,8 ,C 6 A ,8 ,C 6 A,8,C,D 6 A,8 ,C,D 6 A,8,C,D 

8 A,8 ,C 8 A,8 ,C 8 A,8 ,C 8 A,8 ,C 8 A,8 ,C 

Contact data . 125 DIA. .100 DIA . .100 DIA. . 078 DIA. .062 DIA . .017 DIA. 

I)/ ~ /)/ 6/ ~ ~ 
Resistive Typ. 7.5 Amps Typ. 5Amps Typ. 5Amps Typ. 2.0 Amps Typ. 0.1 Amp Typ. 500 mA load* @ 
2s voe Max. 10 Amps Max. 7.5 Amps Max. 7.5 Amps Max. 3.0 Amps Max. 2.0 Amps Max. 250 mA 

or 115 VAC Min . . 200 Amps Min. .200 Amps Min. .050 Amps Min. 0.01 Amps Min. 0.001 Amp Min. Dry Circuit 

'Total load not to exceed 30 amperes per relay. tUse ungrounded frame for loads over 5 amperes. 

3 Choose the proper 
coil resistance: 

• Standard and sensitive DC 
voltage coils available from 
3.0 to 115 volts@ 25°C. 

• AC voltage coils from 12 to 
115 V@ 25°C. 

• DC sensitivity as high as 20 
milliwatts per pole. 

• Bifilar coils to protect relay 
drive transistors available to 
48 V nominal. 

4 Pick the socket that fits. 

R-10 Relay Socket 
Retains floating terminals 
of either solder or P/C 
pin configurations. 

Printed Circuit 
Right Angle Socket 

Allows relay to mount flat on 
P/ C board , reduces height 
from 1.720" to .860" max. 

Bracket Mount 
Socket 

Allows solder terminal 
relay to mount flat on a 
chassis. 

Versatile R-10 industrial relays, with their almost limitless design 
options and application capabilities, are available nationwide from 
leading electronic parts distributors. Or call your P&B representative. 
For a free 214 page relay catalog , write Potter & Brumfield Division 
AMF Incorporated, Princeton, Indiana 47670. Telephone 812 385-5251. 

A~F 

Potter & Brumfield 

P&B makes more of more kinds of relays 
than anybody in the business. 

Anybody. 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 12 
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• You probably need a 
unlike any other ever 

programming system 

So did the men 
we built these for. 

built. 

Specialty patchboard programming systems have been 
Virginia Panel Corporation's business for nearly a 
decade. We create giants like the Fixed System on 
the right with nearly 10,000 contacts; or the first True
Through Shielded Coaxial Cable programming system 
next to it; the "System-in-a-Drawer" for space-saving 
consoles; or the 2,560-contact Roll Cam system that 
terminates in only 13 quick-change connectors. 

And we stock more than 80 standard models. 

Helping people like you make rapid or frequent 
changes in wiring sequences is what our designers 
and engineers do for a living. VPC systems can be 
found all over the world in analog computers, aero
space, communications, and specialized electronic test 
equipment. 

You can rely on VPC for all accessory products, for 
complete service, and for special training if necessary. 
Our experienced marketing and technical men are 
based in every major city . 

Let us mail you our 40-page catalog today. If you 
prefer, telephone (703) 942-8376 and a VPC pro
gramming systems specialist will be in your office 
whenever you say. We want to start working with you. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 13 

Virginia Panel Corporation 
1400 New Hope Road 

Waynesboro, Virginia 22980 
TWX 710-839-0406 
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Fluke problem solvers 

The New .0050/o 8300A DVM: 
Bare Bones, $1195; 5 Ranges 
DC, $1295; 5 Ranges DC & 
5 Ranges of Ohms, $1445 

Remember the original great Fluke 8300A ... the first 
reasonably priced 5Y2 digit high accuracy DVM ever 
offered. 

Now, after two years' high production and plenty of 
time on the learning curve, we've come up with a 
whole new family of 8300A's with lower prices over
all and package deal prices on the most popular 
configurations. 

There's the basic 0.005% unit with three ranges of de 
(10, 100, & 1000 volts). It's the 8300A-OO. It sells for 
a miserly $1195. If you need millivolt de ranges (0.1 
& 1.0 v) added, we'll give you the 8300A-10 for just 
$1295. For a few dollars more we'll give you the 
8300A-20 with five ranges of de volts and five ranges 
of ohms for $1445. 

So here's your chance to get famous Fluke quality at 
new low prices. And because we use single mainframe 

construction throughout, you can add all the other 
options to make a full bench multimeter or systems 
box in the field an option at a time, anytime. 

And remember, only Fluke can use the patented re
circulating remainder A-to-D conversion technique 
with up to five times fewer parts than comparable 
DVM's for greater reliability and the best MTBF in 
the industry. 

So, if you're looking for a very fine 5 digit DVM with 
0.005% accuracy, plenty of low cost options, includ
ing ac voltage, external reference (ratio), fully iso
lated outputs, remote programming and complete sys
tems compatibility including timing signals and ready 
indicator at package deal prices, take advantage of 
Fluke's great new DVM deal right away. For details, 
call your nearest Fluke sales engineer today or con
tact us directly. 

Floke, Box 7428, Seattle, WaoMngton 98133. Phone' (206) n4-2211. TWX' 910-449-2850/ln IF LU KE I 
Europe, address Fluke Nederland (N.V.) , P.O. Box 5053, Tilburg, Holland. Phone: (04250) 70130. ============-

Telex: 884-52337 I In the U. K., address Fluke International Corp., Garnett Close, Watford, • 
WD2, 4TT. Phone: Watford , 33066. Telex: 934583. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 14 



Actually the NAKED MINI is the ALPHA with its clothes off. 
We designed both with the same specifications for the same 
high performance. In fact, both are backed by the same one 
year unconditional warranty. The only difference is that the 
NAKED MINI is a computer that's really a component. 

At first blush, you may think that the NAKED MINI is 
stripped. But it 's not. It is just designed so that you can inte
grate a powerful mini-computer into your product and 
increase your profit margin. 

How? 
Because you don 't get skinned by the NAKED MINl'S 

prices. In OEM quantities you get the NAKED MINI 8 for only 

$1450, and the NAKED MINI 16 for $1995. And that includes 
4K words of memory. 

If you already have power and controls in your system, you 
may not need a control console, power supply and fancy 
enclosure with your computer. You may simply want to bury 
the computer in your product as another component. Yet 
you do want a complete and powerful general purpose com
puter that will add performance and reliability to y6.ur product. 

That is exactly what you get from the NAKED MINI. Full 
computer power at drastically reduced prices. Fully parallel 
byte and word processing , direct memory 1/0 channels . 
hardware multiply/divide, vectored priority interrupts, 4 K 



plug-in memory expandable to 32 K words. All this plus the 
industry's most powerful and straightforward instruction 
set, 156 basic instructions with many multi-function 
instructions. 

What this means is simplified programming for producing 
shorter programs that take less core 
and run faster. And this saves you 
money in many ways. The NAKED 
MINl 'S full broadside 1/0 and priority 
interrupt structure make it the easiest 
of all mini-computers to interface 

with your equipment- and this saves you money also. 
We offer a complete line of standard software and options 

including power fail restart, real time clock, parity, memory 
protect, buffered 1/0 cards, communication controllers, and 
multiplexers as well as all types of peripherals. 

The bare fact is, you'll be impressed by all of THE NAKED 
MINl 'S vital statistics. To get better acquainted call or write 
the NAKED MINI Company today. 

COMPUTER AUTOMATION, INC. 
895 West 16th Street • Newport Beach, California 
92660 • Phone (714) 642-9630 • TWX 910-596-1377 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 15 
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11AIY-TAPI 
11111 

• 

Put these FOUR mag tape drives to work and you 'll add 
real flexibility and power to your minicomputer system. 
Each drive in the CartriFile® 40 is independently control
lable-and reads or writes up to 18,000 bits per second. 
You can use each drive by itself or in combination with 
the others. 

CartriFile 40 comes complete with electronics (read, write, 
and controller) plus integral power supply. Also, inter
facing, cables, and basic software for all popular mini
computers. 

It operates with convenient, single-tape cartridges: new 
Tri-Data 1000 Series. These are available in 10-, 25-, 50-, 
and 150-foot lengths. With four 150-foot cartridges, the 
system can store nearly 13 million bits. 

And the price? You'll like it. Only $4950 with interface; 
$3015 in small OEM quantities (without interface). 

Get all the facts on the "many-tape mini "-CartriFile 40. 

TRI-DATA 

800 Maude Avenue I Mountain View I CA 94040 
Phone (415) 969-3700 I TVVX 910-379-6978 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 16 
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25-125 ips, auto-threading, vacuum tape handling. 

The Ampex TMA Tape Drive gives you top perform
ance in the most compact package on the market. Only 
19x24x 18", it designs itself into your OEM system. 
Bargain priced, too, for more computer power. 

Performance: 25 to 125 ips, lOlh" reels, ANSI/ 
ECMA 7 or 9 track standards, NRZI with 200, 556, 
800 bpi or 9 track 1600 bpi. Diode and triac switching 
for all control circuits. Option of auto-threading or man
ual. Single capstan. Linear reel servo system with vacuum 
columns for tender loving care of your tape. A series of 
drives and electronics to meet your needs. 

Reliable all the way. A compact performance giant. 
And a super-charged buy - the best price/perform

ance computer tape drive you can find. Special bargains 

when you buy in quantity. All this backed by Ampex 
worldwide service, 9 5 % interchangeable parts. Get 
more details on better tape drives, plus Ampex disk 
drives and core memories, with a call to your Ampex 
computer specialist. 

AMPEX 
AMPEX COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION 
13031 West Jefferson Boulevard 
Marina del Rey, CA 90291, (213) 821-8933 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 18 
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China market reported 
a tough nut to crack 

Despite some 800 million poten
tial consumers, the electronics mar
ket in mainland China is still small 
and competition in it is among the 
toughest in the world, the Electronic 
Industries Association reports. 

China's imports have been tra
ditionally low, the Triad Interna
tional Corp. of Tokyo, an Ameri
can-owned marketing concern, told 
the EIA. Imports of heavy electri
cal and electronics equipment were 
less than $11-million in 1969. 

The best showing, Triad reports, 
was in 1966, with some $34-million 
of electrical and electronic equip
ment imported. 

Another hurdle for U.S. manu
facturers, Triad points out, is Ja
pan, which had 50 % of the mar
ket by last year. The total market 

Quad amps offered, one 
at lowest op amp price 

Almost simultaneously, two semi
conductor manufacturers-Motor
ola and National-have announced 
the availability of monolithic, in
ternally compensated quad op amps 
that operate off a single power 
supply. 

Both devices are current ampli
fiers, as opposed to the more com
mon voltage amplifiers. Though 
similar in construction and appli
cation, the prices for each differ 
greatly. 

National's device, known as the 
LM 3900 Quad Amp sells for 75¢ 
each in quantities of 100. That 
figures out to less than 19¢ an op 
amp, the lowest available op amp 
price. The Motorola unit, designat
ed the MC 3401, sells for $1.75 
each in similar quantities. 

The new op amps are designed 
specifically for the single-power 
supply applications in industrial 
control systems and automotive 
electronics. Each device contains 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN 10, May 11 , 1972 

for imports then was only $7-mil
Iion, Triad says. 

One of the biggest electronic sales 
categories-test equipment-came 
to less than $800,000 last year, ac
cording to Triad, and consumer 
electronics to only $3000. 

The reasons for the poor market 
are reported to include a low pri
ority for electronics in the Chinese 
economy, limited foreign-currency 
reserves-estimated at between 
$600-million and $1-billion-and a 
basic Chinese policy of developing 
things at home. 

In the face of these obstacles, 
Triad advises American manufac
turers to avoid cost-cutting in com
peting with Japan and to empha
size the technical superiority and 
quality of equipment. 

four independent amplifiers that 
can be used simultaneously. This 
contrasts with the Harris PRAM, 
a four-channel programmable op 
amp. While there are four ampli
fiers in the Harris package, it's 
possible to use only one at a time. 
The two new quad amps are ideal 
for use in active filters, multi
channel amplifiers and any other 
application where multiple ampli
fiers are required in a small space. 

Prior to the introduction of 
these new devices, the only multi
ple op-amp device available-aside 
from the PRAM-was the dual op 
amp. In many cases extra time, 
money and space were taken up by 
the inclusion of an extra power 
supply for the op amps alone. 

Electronics tunes 
new optical filter 

A new type of electronically tun
able, narrow-band optical filter, 
suitable for use in pollution meas
urement and control instrumenta-

tion as well as in laser applications, 
has been developed. 

The solid-state filter, which can 
change its frequency of optical 
transmission in response to the 
frequency of an applied ultrasonic 
signal, measures 1-1/2 inches wide, 
1-1/ 2 inches high and 4 inches 
long. Competing systems-ruled 
grating and prism systems that. are 
moved mechanically to sort out dif
ferent colors from a broadband 
light source-are much bigger. 

The new filter was developed. by 
the Isomet Corp. of Oakland, N'.J. 
A prime advantage of the device, 
says Dr. Warren Ruderman, presi
dent of Isomet, is its ability to 
scan across the optical frequency 
band in 1 or 2 ms. Mechanical 
methods take much longer. 

The resolution of the filter is 
high. For example, at 5000 A the 
resolution is 1 to 2 A. Half-widths 
of lines in this vicinity range from 
about 1 to 4 A. 

The Isomet filter consists of a 
single crystal into which an acous
tic wave ranging from 30 to 90 
MHz is projected by a piezoelectric 
transducer. This gives filtering 
from 7500 to 4100 A. The wave
length of the optical passband is 
inversely proportional to the ultra
sonic signal frequency. 

The sound waves rotate the po
larization of a very narrow spec
tral component of the optical en
ergy, giving the filter its unique 
wavelength-selection capability. 

Optical transmission is 80 % , 
with an extinction ratio outside 
the passband of 5000 : 1. Power 
consumption ranges from 1 to 3 
W. The time required to shift from 
one optical frequency to another is 
about 25 µs, Isomet says. 

Army speeds design 
of microwave ICs 

Microwave integrated circuits 
that normally take three to six 
months to design are now being 
turned out in a week at the Army 
Electronics Command at Fort 
Monmouth, N.J. 

"A software program in an IBM 
360/ 65 computer permits an engi
neer to outline his problem to the 
computer and receive in return a 
sheet with all the information he 
needs to lay out the microwave IC 
design on an alumina substrate,'' 
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explains V. G. Gelnovatch, who de
veloped the software. Gelnovatch 
heads the command's microwave 
integrated circuits team. 

Called Demon, for Diminishing 
Error Method for Optimization of 
Networks, the program was de
vised to speed the design of minia
ture microwave transistor ampli
fiers. The Army command has 
given the software program to ap
proximately 15 Government labora
tories and six industrial concerns 
for testing. 

"This is the only complete opti
mum-seeking software system for 
the design of microwave ICs in 
the country, except for one offered 
by Optimal Systems Research , Inc. , 
in Manasquan, N.J.," Gelnovatch 
says. "The software analyzes the 
problems submitted to the com
puter, synthesizes them and pro
vides the optimum solution." 

In a typical design, about six 
million calculations are performed 
in six minutes as the computer 
seeks better and better solutions in 
a restorative process. The program 
permits the rapid solution of com
plex equations involving as many 
as 30 variables of the amplifier. 

Display sodety planning 
show with wide appeal 

The most diversified technical 
program ever assembled on infor
mation display is promised by the 
Society for Information Display 
at its 1972 international sym
posium and exhibition. 

The show, which will run from 
June 6 through June 8 in San Fran
cisco, will have 12 day sessions on 
such topics as plasma, liquid-crystal, 
solid-state and CRT displays. 

The program chairman, James 
H. Becker, notes that information
display systems have traditionally 
been military oriented but that this 
year the society is broadening its 
conference to concentrate more on 
the commercial aspects of display 
systems. 

Another important feature of 
the conference, Becker repo:rts, will 
be informal evening panel discus
sions by experts in numeric dis
plays, image storage in display 
terminals, interactive cable TV and 
other fields. 

A special two-day program on 
"Information Display Mechanisms" 
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is being planned for the week of 
the conference by the University 
of California at Berkeley. This 
program is scheduled for June 5 
and June 9, so that persons at
tending the symposium can enroll 
without conflict with the show 
date. The registration fee for the 
two-day program is $100. 

A radar-radiometer 
to ofter best of each 

A hybrid airborne radar-radiom
eter being developed by the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, 
Calif., receives both passive rado
metric emissions from the earth and 
reflected radar pulses from the 
same target at the same time. 

The objective is to acquire unique 
combinations of polarization signa
tures that will accurately identify 
trees, bushes crops, sand, rocks, 
plowed land and ocean currents. 

The sensor is being tested now 
on a 55-foot-high cherry picker. 
Later it will be placed in an air
craft and flown at 30,000 to 40,000 
feet. Eventually it will fly 500 to 
1500 km in a satellite. 

Besides its earth-resources job, 
for which the National Aeronau
tics and Space Administration has 
funded the project for the past 
three years, the hybrid sensor could 
conceivably be used on planetary 
probes to check, for example, what 
lies below the clouds that cover 
Venus. 

Receiving both active and pas
sive emissions in an aircraft has 
been done before but with different 
sensors, according to Allan Lader-

News Briefs 
Kakuei Tanaka, Minister for In
ternational trade and Indust'ry in 
Japan says the Government has 
obtained "broad agreement" from 
Japanese electronics manufactur
ers to restrict exports voluntarily. 
The Japanese hope the move will 
forestall possible import restric
tions by the U.S. and Europe. The 
controls will apply to color and 
monochrome TV sets, tape record
ers, small calculators and radios. 

Research and development spend
ing in the United States will hit 
$28-billion in 1972, according to 
an estimate by the National Sci-

man, task manager for the pro
gram at JPL. "A radar might be 
used and then replaced by a 
radiometer," he noted. 

JPL's hybrid system sensors op
erate alternately. Between pulses 
the radar is switched off and the 
radiometer on, allowing for several 
thousand samples to be taken by 
each instrument every second. 

Both sensors operate at 9.3 GHz, 
although eventually, Laderma,n 
says, they may use several radar 
channels-"perhaps three." 

Both sensors use the same re
ceiver-an X-band traveling-wave 
tube and a low-noise amplifier. The 
signal received is converted to L 
band and further amplified by a 
solid-state transistor. 

"The system is unique," Lader
man says, 'because of its capability 
for variable polarization and for 
making measurements simultane
ously. 

The radar is a forward-looking, 
coherent, pulse system that operates 
on a specular return basis-that is, 
it works with the first return 
rather than a scattered return. The 
radar is IC logic-controlled and 
has a pulse-repetition frequency 
that is variable from 500 per sec
ond to 10,000. The pulse width is 
also variable, "ranging from 30 
nanoseconds or lower up to micro
seconds," according to Laderman. 
The present system has a 40 ns 
pulse width. Peak power of the 
radar transmitter is 1 kW. 

The 1·eadout on the present sys
tem is on chart paper. Later ver
sions, Laderman says, will use an 
a / d converter and will store the 
information on magnetic tape, 

ence Foundation-a rise of 4% 
over the 1971 level. More than a 
half million scientists and engi
neers were employed in R&D dur
ing 1971, the foundation says
"more than one-third of all the 
scientists in the U.S." 

Video tape cartridges of feature
length movies will be available for 
rental next month by individuals, 
organizations or businesses from 
the Cartridge Rental Network, 
460 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 
The network is a joint venture of 
Columbia Pictures Industries, 
Inc., and Cartridge TV, Inc. 
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100-Mbit electron-beam memory 
promises fast access at .01¢/ bit 

A new approach to random-ac
cess, mass-storage memory systems 
allows bit storage densities of 108 

bit/ cm2 at a cost of only 0.01 cent/ 
bit. The new system, an electron
beam memory, has been built in 
prototype by the Stanford Re
search Institute of Menlo Park, 
Calif. 

In an electron-beam memory, 
miniature capacitive storage cells 
are addressed by a precisely con
trolled electron beam for both the 
read and write operations. Accord
ing to Louis N. Heynick, physical 
electronics group manager at SRI, 
t he typical access time can be a 
few microseconds, depending upon 
the peripheral electronics. The de-

Les Brock 
Western Editor 

velopment work at the institute has 
shown that practical electron-beam 
memories are economically feasible. 

Late this year, the Microbit 
Corp. of Lexington, Mass., which 
has been working with SRI, plans 
to introduce an electron-beam 
memory system that is to be com
petitive with existing fixed-head
per-track disc memories. Donald 
Smith, president of Microbit, says 
his system will not only be faster 
but cost less than disc systems of 
equal storage capacity. 

Microcapacitors store data 

The SRI electron-beam memory 
consists of an an-ay of micro-ca
pacitors (µ-caps ) etched into a con
ductor I dielectric/ conductor sand
wich (see figure ) . These capacitors 
can be as small as 0.5 µm (10-6 

MOLYBDENUM 
FILMS---

'""-'"° ~"o' CAPACITOR 

""'-'"'""" "'"'" FILM DOPED 
Si 

Physical characteristics of two storage cells using (a) an alu minum oxide 
dielect ri c -and (b) a s il icon dioxide dielectric . 

2KeV 

meters) in diameter with center-to
center spacing of 1 µm for an 
aluminum oxide dielectric system. 
The energy (eV) of the electron 
beam addressing these cells pro
duces more secondary electrons 
than originally strike the µ-cap 
surface. This condition is described 
as a secondary electron yield that 
is greater than unity. 

The read/ write electron beam of 
approximately 50 nA current has a 
diameter of about 0.5 µm. A beam 
energy of 2000 electron volts (2 
KeV) will produce a secondary elec
tron yield of greater than unity. 
When the substrate is - 50 V and 
the potential of the µ,-ca.p is around 
-40 V, the cell is defined as being 
in the logical ONE state. Converse
ly a cell potential near the zero 
volt surface (top ) potential is de
fined as a logical ZERO. The read/ 
write operations occur as follows : 

• Write ONE-If a logical 
ZERO state exists in the cell and 
the substrate potential is switched 
from - 50 V to zero volts, the µ,
cap is driven positive with respect 
to the grounded surface. When the 
electron beam is turned on, the 
secondary electron yield will be less 
than unity, forcing the µ-cap to
ward a negative potential until it 
reaches approximately zero volts . 
Then, with the beam off, the sub
strate is returned to - 50 V, pull-

2 KeV 
"o''STATE ELECTRON BEAM "l"STATE " O" STATE ELECTRON BEAM 

0 VOLTS O 0 ~., 0 
1'0P SURFACE-- - -- -- -- N_ - -

/J-CAP :::::;--~ - +~ - 0 --+- -~ 

O - O \t f/25eVT040eV O 

-40__ - -ill" - -Q.._ 

SUBSTRATE -50 VOLTS 0 0 -50 -50 -50 -50 

IL CAP +40_ SWITCH BASE t------l\:.M ON lSWITCH BASE BEAM ON /J-CAP 

POTENTIAL 0 -----... -------------------------~!-....,..---------- 0 POTENTIAL 
... -----------~,,,,,.,..----- 40 -40- -

Information is written with a 2- KeV elect ro n bea m that 
is 0.5 µ m in diameter. Both a logica l ONE and a logi-

ca l ZERO can be written by just changing the potential 
of t he subst rate or base mate rial. 
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ing the µ-cap to approximately 
-40 V by capacitive voltage divi
sion. 

• Write ZERO-With the base 
or substrate at -50 V, the beam is 
turned on and the addressed µ-cap 
is charged positively by secondary 
electron emission until the µ-cap 
potential is equal to the grounded 
surface potential. 

• Readout-Secondary electron 
velocities of 2 to 3 eV for the 
ZERO state elements and 40 eV 
for the ONE state elements are 
easily differentiated by a simple 
electron velocity selector. The selec
tor admits only the 40 eV electrons 
into the electron multiplier/ampli
fier while excluding the 2 to 3 eV. 
Signal-to-noise ratios in excess of 
100: 1 are practical with this sys
tem. 

Everytime a read operation is 
performed on a logic ONE cell 
( - 40 V) , its potential is raised 
toward zero volts. However, several 

25 4µ 

Typical array of storage elements in 
a Mo/Si02 / Si sandwich. 

read operations are possible before 
the information is completely de
stroyed. Refreshing of all cells 
simultaneously can be accomplish
ed by flooding the entire memory 
with electrons of a specific energy. 
The energy of this refresh electron 
beam is set precisely to produce a 
secondary electron yield of greater 
than unity for cells in the logic 

ZERO state, thereby charging them 
toward zero volts. For cells in the 
logic ONE state, the secondary 
electron yield will be less than uni
ty, driving them toward -50 V. 

Two versions of this memory 
have been investigated by SRI 
with excellent results. The first con
sists of a molybdenum (Mo)/ 
aluminum oxide (Al2 03 ) /molybde
num film sandwich on a sapphire 
substrate. Because of the avail
ability of very-high-quality silicon 
wafers, a Mo/silicon oxide (Si02 ) I 
silicon (heavily doped) system was 
also evaluated. 

In its present state of develop
ment, the Si02 dielectric system 
can yield 1-µm elements on 2-µm 
centers-about a quarter of the 
original packing density obtained 
with the A~03 dielectric system. 
The loss in packing density can be 
offset by a significant increase in 
cell yield with the silicon wafers 
now available. • • 

All the weather from one compact station 
A weather-reporting station that 

transmits in real time once a min
ute is the first of its kind to be 
developed as a completely integrat
ed unit, with all meteorological 
sensors and electronics in one 60-
pound package. 

Designed primarily for aviation 
use, it substitutes new solid-state 
elements and electronics for sen
sors that have remained unchanged 
for years. 

In addition the station incorpo
rates a solid-state laser for making 
what meteorologists consider to 
be one of the most difficult meas
urements--cloud height. The same 
laser system can also be used for 
determining ground visibility, and 
it is being considered by the Ari
zona Dept. of Highways in Phoenix 
for measurement of highway ob
scuration by dust storms. 

For remote operations, the out
puts of the various elements in the 
weather station are digitized and 
applied to multiplexing circuits for 
transmission over wire lines or 

Jim McDermott 
Eastern Editor 
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radio links. For local monitoring, 
such as at an airfield, the results 
are displayed to the observer. 

The new weather system, called 
the Integrated Environmental De
tection and Ranging System, is de
signed as a competitor for the 
automatic meteorological observing 
stations (AMOS III-70) now being 
set up by the National Weather 
Service. Instead of a combination 
of stations, the new system gives, 
in a single station, wind direction 
and speed, dew point, barometric 
pressure, temperature and cloud 
height. 

Solid-state improvements 

Frederick J. Schulz, developer of 
the system and manager of the En
vironmental Systems Div. of Sola
dyne International, Inc., San Diego, 
says that the use of solid-state 
techniques was decided upon to 
provide performance that would be 
equal to or better than that of the 
traditional sensors, with improved 
reliability and simple maintain
ability. The latter features are im
portant in remote operation. 

Among the new developments is 

the system's wind sensor, an acous
tic device that looks like an in
verted nine-inch dinner plate with 
the sensor in the center. This unit 
supplants the traditional anemom
eter and wind-direction vane. The 
acoustic output gives wind speed 
and direction as well as peak gusts. 

In operation, Schulz explains, 
the peak gust figure is updated. 
If a gust reading is constant for 
three minutes, the reading becomes 
that of the prevailing wind. 

The dew-point sensor is a solid
state device that makes use of a 
change in capacitance to signal the 
formation of moisture on it. In 
contrast to the popular, low-cost 
lithium chloride sensors, which are 
delicate, easily contaminated by 
salt air and not suitable below 
11 % relative humidity, the En
vironmental Systems dew-point 
sensor measures from close to zero 
to 100%. 

Whereas the· spray from a salt
air environment can contaminate 
the lithium chloride cell within 
three weeks, Schulz says, a nine
month maintenance is reasonable 
with the dew-point cell. 

(continued on p. 30) 
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The new system has tempera
ture-control and compensation 
units for the barometric-pressure 
sensor. This, Schulz says, improves 
long-term repeatability and accu
racy. The barometric sensor is 
mounted in a temperature-controll
ed oven, along with the electronic 
circuits for processing the output. 
A constant temperature of 120 ° ± 5 
F is maintained, Schulz reports. 

Laser measures cloud height 

The laser cloud-height range
finder is designed to measure the 
distances of diffuse interfaces, 
such as the heights of a thin cloud 
or fog over an airport runway. The 
laser uses auto-correlation tech
niques. It is a gallium-arsenide
diode array and transmits a string 
of pulses at a 1-kHz repetition 
rate. A 5-MHz crystal clock in the 
temperature-controlled oven pro
vides radar pulse timing. 

Each laser pulse is 30 ns wide 
and has a peak output of 300 W. 
However, Kenneth Jarvis, design 
specialist with Environmental Sys
tems says that the average power 
is below that of the Surgeon Gen
eral's recommendation to prevent 
bodily injury. 

The train of transmitted pulses 
is reflected to a larger or smaller 
extent by the density of the cloud 
interface. For thick clouds, returns 
are good, and the signal-to-noise 
ratio provides a sharp, distinct 
signal. 

However, for measuring the 
range of returns down that are 
cloaked by noise, such as for thin 
cloud cover, the use of a range-bin 
technique is effective. As the laser 
is pulsed at 1000 pps, range bins 
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All the sensors and electronics of this weather-reporting system are paCK· 
aged in one unit, operating from batteries or ac. Sensor outputs are converted 
to digital for multiplexing and are updated every 60 seconds. 

are generated by logic circuits at 
return intervals of 100 feet. When 
the pulse returns exceed the receiv
er threshold for eight out of 16 
pulses for a given bin, the height 
of the cloud cover is read out. 

All returned signals are put into 
the bins. As one bin is filled, the 
return pulses fill up the next one, 

and so on until the system runs 
out of bins or pulses. 

Cloud measurement takes place 
in less than two seconds. The nomi
nal range for the cloud-base meas
urement is 100 to 3000 feet, but 
system capability extends to 4000. 
Beyond that, the display reads out 
as "no cloud cover." • • 

The LHA: A communications 'first' 
When the Navy's first LHA am

phibious assault ship goes to sea in 
1975, it will carry the most inte
grated and automated shipload of 
transmitters, receivers and anten
nas ever put together. 

John F. Mason 
Associate Editor 
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The captain will be able to pick 
up an ordinary telephone, dial a 
number and be in immediate voice 
contact with terminals in more 
places than any ship's system has 
ever provided before. 

If he's calling the ward room for 
the dinner menu, the interior voice 
communications switching center 
will put the call through the ship's 

normal telephone system. 
If it's to a helicopter pilot taking 

off, landing or hovering some miles 
away, the number he dials will 
alert the switching center to di
rect the call to a shipboard termi
nal that has access to a radio. This 
terminal, in turn, will alert a 
switching matrix, which, from in
structions stored in a computer, 
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MOD POT is the most versatile %" 
square potentiometer available 
today. A whole family of cermet or 
hot-molded composition resistive 
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drives with single or concentric 
shafts. These pre-engineered, pre
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Millions of possible combinations 
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lems. Cermet elements are rated at 
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resistances from 50 ohms to 10 
megohms, five standard tapers. And 
if you need something truly special 
we 're equipped to handle that too. 
Call your appointed A-B distributor 
for details, or write: Allen-Bradley 
Electronics Division, 1201 South 
Second Street , Milwaukee, WI 
53204. Export: Bloomfield , N. J. 
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A computer will configure a special transceiver-transmitter, antenna and 
power amplifier-for every call made on the Navy's new LHA ships. 

will select a transmitter operating 
on the appropriate frequency band 
-uhf, in this case-and will 
actually configure the radio system 
to be used. The switching matrix 
will instruct the transceiver to in
terface with an antenna that's not 
in use and also with an unoccupied 
power amplifier. This will reduce 
both equipment and personnel and 
improve the performance of the 
equipment. Besides choosing the 
correct frequency band for each 
particular call, the matrix will com
bine components for best results. 
It also will sense when a component 
is failing and be able to switch to 
one that's performing better. 

The LHA, which looks like a 
sawed-off aircraft carrier in design 
representations, will be 781 feet 
long at the waterline, 820 feet at 
the flight deck and 106 feet in 
beam. It will displace 39,300 tons 
fully loaded and have a top speed 
in excess of 20 knots. 

Telephones on board the am
phibious ship will be priority cod
ed, making it impossible for certain 
telephones to call terminals off the 
ship. And it will enable high
priority stations to break in on 
lower-priority links. 

Typical terminals will include a 
vhf walkie-talkie network for use 
on board ship, vhf and uhf units 
for assault boats and for troops 
while landing, uhf transceivers in 
fighter aircraft, a variety of radios 
ranging from vlf to hf in other 
ships and submarines, and hf 
radios for long-haul calls to ports 
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and even to the Pentagon. 
"No other combat ship, with the 

possible exception of an aircraft 
carrier, has the severe communica
tions requirements of an LHA," 
says Thomas L. McCleery, man
ager of combat systems engineer
ing at the Litton Ship Systems 
Div., Culver City, Calif., prime 
contractor for the LHA. "We may 
have to talk with 40 or more people 
at a time." 

The communication system was 
designed by the Litton Data Sys
tems Div. in Van Nuys, Calif., and 
the ship is being built by Litton 
Industries' Ingalls Shipya_rd Div, 
in Pascagoula, Miss. 

Responsible for the interior voice 
communications system is RCA in 
Camden, N. J. A walkie-talkie sys
tem, called Man-on"the-Move, is be~ 
ing supplied by the Bendix Corp. 
in Baltimore, and Collins Radio in 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, is providing 
the radios. Chu Associates in San 
Diego designed the antennas. The 
Litcom Div. of Litton Industries in 
Melville, N.Y., built the switching 
matrix. And a AN /UYK-7 compu
ter is being provided by the Uni
vac Corp., Blue Bell, Pa. 

The interior communications sys
tem is primarily a voice network 
with a reed-relay space-division 
matrix capable of passing de to 
100 kHz. The system consists of 
two redundant switching centers, 
each containing a Mylar tape read
er for program tape or mainte
nance-test-tape loading and a tele
printer for maint~nance, status, 

memory dump and terminal table 
printouts. 

Each processor is a single-ad
dress machine using 26 instruc
tions, with a capability of expand
ing to 64. DTL ICs are used 
throughout the machine. 

The Univac AN /UYK-7 will con
trol the "exterior" communications 
system-the one involving use of 
radios. The computer will keep 
tabs so closely on what all the 
equipment is doing that it will 
permit transmitters to share an
tennas. There will be from 50 to 
55 transmitters on the LHA, cov
ering all the frequency bands that 
the Navy uses-from vlf to uhf. 
"Sometimes eight radios will use a 
single antenna," Litton's McCleery 
says. 

The computer also will perform 
a diagnostic function, warning the 
operator if certain equipment is 
about to fail. Collins' radios are 
being designed so the computer 
can query them digitally on their 
condition at all times. 

Screening of incoming messages 

Besides putting together radio 
units for transmitting messages, 
the computer will also be program
med to screen incoming messages. 
It will check the addresses, record
ing on discs only those messages 
intended for its own ship. It also 
will alert the operator when a 
high-priority message comes in. 
It will be able to handle as many 
as 2000 messages a day. 

There will be five switching 
matrices on , each ship, each able 
to reconfigure communication cir
cuits at a moment's notice on com
mand from the computer, says 
James J. Heigle, Jr., manager of 
advanced program development at 
Litton Systems' Litcom Div. in 
Melville, N.Y., where the matrices 
were built. 

Each matrix will be able to re
configure automatically 75 input 
channels to 75 output channels, 
with manual control available, if 
necessary. 

The matrices will be housed in 
vertical sliding drawers. Mainte
nance will be based on a throw
away philosophy to cut training 
and test-equipment costs. The sys
tem will be equipped with high
reliability miniature reed relays, 
life-tested for more than 50 mil
lion operations. • '• 
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Our AD508 series are 
extremely stable and 
highly accurate mono
lithic l.C. operational 
amplifiers. 
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precision performance 
of our AD504 series 
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processing. Which 
means you get bias cur
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Radar 'field test' in the lab? 
Yes, and with better results 

Radar systems can be tested in 
the field realistically only under 
actual operating conditions. Right? 

No. New simulation techniques 
developed by the Technology Ser
vices Corp. in Santa Monica, Calif. , 
allow the field conditions to be 
simulated in the laboratory. A 
computer simulation is generated, 
and then a programmable signal 
generator feeds realistic radar re
turns into the radar under test. 

This is not a new concept. But, 
Technology Services has gone a 
step further. Dr. Peter Swerling, 
president of the company, reports: 

"We are improving the realism 
with which one can use simulation. 
The basic models we use are more 
realistic and comprehensive than 
any previously used. We deal with 
unwanted as well as real targets. 
We consider ground clutter, birds, 
chaff, decoys and other target-

David N. Kaye 
Senior Western Editor 
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masking techniques. We also mod
el the propagation medium. Thus 
we don't have to wait for the prop
er weather conditions. We can 
model any weather conditions." 

Bird watching was the clue 

Swerling notes that the models 
now used arose from work that the 
company did for the Army Elec
tronics Command at Fort Mon
mouth, N.J . In that instance ' the 
TPQ-28 mortar-location radar had 
a high false-alarm rate. Technol
ogy Services determined through 
a computer model that t he problem 
was birds. The centroid of a flock 
of birds moves like a mortar shell. 

The computer models for Tech
nology Services' present radar work 
are being refined for a new Fort 
Monmouth project-the design of 
an artillery locator and tests for it. 

Software models developed on 
the program for target geometry, 
clutter, environment a nd the like 
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Radar-signal simulation requires that "a digital signa l be generated from a set 
of computer models . The digital representation of the signal is recorded on 
magnetic tape, and the tape is played into a mass storage memory. After 
passing through a buffer memory, the digital signal is converted to an analog 
signal and used to modulate a carrier. The modulated carrier serves as the 
test signal to the radar under test. 
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are modified in a computer by the 
radar geometry and antenna pat
tern. This gives the ideal average 
response at the input to the radar 
receiver. To this is added random 
statistical variation and thermal 
noise, to get a real input to the 
video section of the receiver. This 
signal is combined with the real 
video response of the receiver to 
give a realistic output from the 
video section of the receiver. This 
video response is in the form of 
an . in / phase and a quadrature/ 
phase component, each as a sepa
rate channel in digital form . 

Dr. Richard Mitchell, co-man
ager of simulation at Technology 
Services, points out that so far 
this video response has been gen
erated on a computer tape. The 
hardware to convert the tape into 
s ignal-generator outputs has not 
yet been built. 

Hardware has been designed. 
Dr. Glenn Gray, associate manager 
of development at Technology Ser
vices, says that the digital tape 
from the simulation program will 
first be stored in a mass memory. 
Then it wi ll be transferred iri 
pieces to a high-speed buffer mem
ory. The output of the buffer 
memory can be used directly for 
testing as a digital video signal. 
Otherwise the buffer will feed the 
in / phase and quadrature/ phase 
s ignals to a . pair of digital-to-ana
log converters. The two analog sig
nals wi ll each be used to modulate 
a carrier. Each signal will then be 
multiplied by an offset oscillator, 
and the resulting signals will be 
added. Depending upon the fre
quency of the carrier, the resulting 
signal could be an rf or an i-f sig
nal. If the outputs of the digital
to-analog converters are used di
rectly, the output will be an ana
log video signal. • • 
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0 CDS/MOS Integrated Circuits Manual .. CMS-270 $2.50 
0 High.Speed, High-Voltage, High.Current 

Power Transistors . . . . . ... . ... . .... .. PM-81 $2.00 
D RF Power Transistor Manual . .. ..•.• RFM-430 $2.50 
0 Transistor. Thyristor. & Diode Manual . .. SC-15 $2.50 
D Solid.State Hobby Circuits Manual . .. .•• HM-91 $1 .95 
D Solid.State Power Circuits 

(Designer's Handbook) .. . . . . , ...... . , SP-52 $7.50 
The seven technical manuals and six 

DATABOOKS are available from RCA distribu· 
tors or directly from RCA. I 0 Complete library of six DATABOOKS and seven 

Act now. See your RCA Distributor, or 
mail coupon with check, money order, or pur· 
chase order to : RCA Corporation, Solid State 
Division, Section ED-2. Box 3200, Somerville, 
New Jersey 08876 . 

Ren Solid 
State 

products that make products pay off 

technical manuals .. .. ..... . . .. .. ..... . .. . $34.45 

I RCA Solid State, Box 3200, Somerville, New Jersey 08876. 

I Please send books as indicated on this coupon . Check, money order, or purchase 
order enclosed. Payable to RCA Corporation. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
• 

Name~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Address~~----~~-~~~-----~--~------~~~~~---

CitY-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

State~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ZiP~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~ 

Payment by : Check 0; Money Order 0 ; Purchase Order 0 . ED-2 

( ( 



We started something in flexible cable 13 years 

ago when we pioneered Contour™ Cable for the Surveyor moon 

probes, Minuteman missiles and for the special needs of new 

high-speed computers. 

And we can terminate it, too. We've everything you 

need to interconnect your circuits. Flat flexible continuous cable, 

flexible etched circuits - and 19 different types of connectors. 

We're the only one offering a total interconnection system! 

approach, with the experience and on-going production to give yoL 

the benefit of all three (cables, circuits and connectors) now. 

Want to make something of it? 
We'll show you how. Write for our new 6-page 

Contour™ Cable catalog: 500 Superio r Avenue, Newport Beach, 
California 92663. f------------------~ 

i HUGHES i 
I I 

~------------------~ HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
CONNECTING DEVICES 

TM-Contour Coble is o trodeno me of Hughes Ai rcraft Company . 



Multilayer density boosted 
A twenty-fivefold improvement 

in the volumetric circuit density of 
multilayer printed-circuit boards is 
reported as a result of a new 
transfer process. 

Developed by Photronics, Inc., 
of Goleta, Calif., the process yields 
flush circuits with no plated
through holes, no voids and a sur
face finish of better than 4 micro
inches RMS. 

Nathan Pritikin, president of 
Photronics, says : "Conventional 
multilayer circuit boards use plat
ed-through holes as vias to inter
connect layers. We use solid elec
troformed posts that take up less 
space and will never break, even 
after many temperature cycles." 

Pritikin claims at least 100 mil
lion hours MTBF per interconnect 
when solid posts are used. 

Photronics' process costs about 
33 % more than standard epoxy
glass multilayer boards but less 
than half the cost of ceramic mul
tilayer boards. A two-layer circuit, 
Pritikiri says, would cost 75 cents 
to $1 per square inch. 

Layer by layer built up 

Starting with a flat surface, Pho
tronics electro-plates the surface 
conductor pattern. This pattern is 
covered by a layer of a resin de
posited everywhere but at the 

holes for the vias. The vias are 
electroformed in place, and the 
next layer of conductor pattern is 
electroplated and connected to the 
vias where desired. More resin is 
laid in place, and the process is re
peated until all of the layers are 
down. The multilayer structure is 
then covered with a plated ground 
plane or some other substrate that 
forms the base of the sandwich. 
Finally the structure is lifted off 
the flat starting surface, to expose 
the top of the multilayer board. 

Resin layers serve as a dielec
tric insulator. They can be as thin 
as 0.5 mil but are typically 1 mil. 
The dielectric breakdown of the 
proprietary resin used is about 
1000 V / mil. 

One advantage of solid vias, as 
opposed to plated-through holes, is 
that the solid posts can be much 
thinner and spaced much more 
closely together. This accounts for 
much of the volumetric density im
provement. 

Solid cermet conductive posts 
are often used on ceramic multi
layer boards as vias. However, 
these have a resistance of about 
2 ,f} VS only about 0.1 !} for the 
solid copper posts that Photronics 
uses. 

Flush circuitry has previously 
been used primarily in contacting 
commutators. •• 

Flush multilayer printed-circuit boards are constructed of alternating layers 
of conductor pattern and epoxy resin. The circuit is tied together by solid 
posts that connect layer to layer, and the entire multi·layer circuit floats in a 
sea of epoxy resin. The process improves circuit density 25-fold. 

~ INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 25 

Hughes is 
more than 
electronic 

components 
and systems. 

It's 
equipm.ent, too. 

Microwove TWTs, TWTAs and solid 
state products (RS 289) 

t ··· --
Displays (RS 291) 

Microc ircuit production equipment 
(RS 294) 

Gas lasers (RS 293) 

~ 

Thermal energy transfer (RS 299) 

For complete information, wri te Bldg . 100, 
M ai l Station c .s 12, Culve r City, CA 90230. 
Or request by Read er Service (RS) num bers. 

r------------------, 
I I 

: HUGHES l 
I I 

L------------------~ HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

Industrial Electronic Products 
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• 
~ 
~ ·::,._ 
THE~~ 
LONG LINE 

OFECC 
THERMOTAB® & THERMOPAK::~ 

TR IA CS 
World's leading 

Triac producer offers 
fast delivery, 

electrical isolation 
and competitive pricing. 

THERMOTAB and THERMOPAK TRIACS 
(Electrically isolated tab) 

• Wide current range 
lr(RMSI 0.8 · 16 amps 

• High voltage capability 
VDROM zoo -800 volts 

• High surge current ratings 
ITSM 20 - 150 amps 

• Sensitive gate triggering 
191 1. 111 3, 5, 10, 25, 50 ma 

All ECC triacs feature heavily glass passivated 
junctions for high reliability. They are available 
from your nearest ECC Sales Representative or 
Authorized Distributor. 

NEW 
CONDENSED 

' trademark of ECC 

CATALOG contains technical data on these 
and other ECC semiconductors. 
To receive your copy, circle No. 246. 
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ECC 
CORPORATION 

P. 0. Box 669 • Euless, Texas 76039 

817 /267·2601 

technology 
abroad 

Police patrol cars in Nuremberg, 
West Germany, are now automati
cally tracked at headquarters by 
a Siemens VSR-1600 process-con
trol computer. The computer is 
linked to the car radios and a net
work of four receiving antennas. 
The antennas cover an area of five 
kilometers square. Each car, when 
addressed by a control transmis
sion, sends back signals in a fixed 
pattern. These signals are picked 
up by the four antennas, are de
modulated and routed over the 
telephone lines to Police Head
quarters. At headquarters, the 
Siemens computer calculates an 
interrogated car's position from 
the differences in propagation 
times of the radio signal as it 
travels between the car and the 
four antennas. The system is pro
grammed to eliminate false data 
caused by multiple propagation 
paths. A headquarters computer
operated display, updated every 
30 seconds, can handle up to 100 
vehicles. 

CIRCLE NO. 458 

A tunable, far-infrared laser uses 
a relatively new crystal material 
called Proustite, or silver arsen
ide trisulphide, which has a non
linear transmission characteristic. 
This nonlinear property is exploit
ed in the fabrication of tunable de
vices demonstrated by research 
workers at Southhampton Univer
sity in England. Proustite was 
first grown as large artificial crys
tals some five years ago at the 
Royal Radar Establishment, Mal
vern. The Southhampton team has 
used the material in two devices
an optical parametric oscillator and 
an optical down-converter. In the 
first a pp 1 i ca ti on, tuning was 
achieved from 1.8 to 2.55 µ,m, but 
operation from 1.2 to 9.5 ,µ,m is 
considered possible. In the second 
application, tuning from 10 to 12.5 
µ,m was obtained. These tunable in
frared radiation sources can be 
used in infrared spectroscopy, in 
pollution monitors and in process 
control in chemical plants. 

CIRCLE NO. 459 

A novel resonance technique to 
determine metal thickness from 
0.12 to 1.2 mm, with an accuracy 
of 2.5 µm, is used in a new ultra
sonic thickness gauge. Developed 
by the Non-Destructive Testing 
Centre, Atomic Energy Research 
Authority, Harwell, England, the 
gauge has an electronic controller 
that sweeps the ultrasonic trans
ducer through a range of frequen
cies. At the resonant frequency of 
the metal being checked, there is 
large absorption of energy. This 
point is sensed by location of the 
center point of a resultant echo. 
Since thickness is proportional to 
the reciprocal of the frequency 
at the resonant point, either an 
analog or digital display of thick
ness can be provided. 

CIRCLE NO. 460 

A doppler-effect microwave radar 
to indicate closing velocities when 
docking has been fitted to two of 
Britain's largest tankers. The 
ships, over 255,000 tons, have the 
radar amidships, where it can in
dicate closing velocities from 0 to 
100 ft/min at a range of up to 
1000 feet. The heart of the radar 
is a Gunn-effect diode that oper
ates at 14.1 GHz. It is housed in a 
cylindrical body measuring 16 
inches long by 13.5 inches in 
diameter, and it can be aimed like 
a searchlight. 

CIRCLE NO. 461 

German and Dutch companies 
have combined to develop and 
market a new helical-scan video 
tape recorder. The recording sys
tem, developed by Fernseh Gmbh 
and Philips, is intended as a 
lower-cost competitor to quadruple
head systems for TV broadcast 
applications . The new recorder 
will have simplified operation and 
will reduce tape consumption by 
30 % . The one-inch tape has a 
video track, two audio tracks for 
stereo sound broadcasting, a con
trol track and an auxiliary track 
for cue and address-code pur
poses. 

CIRCLE NO. 462 
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250A PLANAR 
NPN SILICON 

POWER TRANSISTORS 

Solitron 's new family of planar power transistors are the most 
versatile high power, high current devices now available to 
you. Three individual series have been developed to meet 
various application requirements for high current switching such 
as motor controls and power supplies. Identified as the SOT 
5840, SOT 5850 and SOT 5860 Series, these silicon power 
transistors are constructed with the largest planar chip in the 
industry. 

MAXIMUM CURRENT VS. MAXIMUM VOLTAGE 

SOT 5850 l SOT 5860 
l
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FEATURING: 
• Hi-Rel Construction 
• ft = 15 MHz Typical 
• Low Saturation Voltage 

(1.0V max. @ le= 120A, 
19 = 12A) 

• Power Dissipation @ 
100°c = 300W 

• Low Thermal Resistance, 
9 J-C = 0.33° C/W 

TYPICAL VCltSl 

IC/ 18 = 10 

1.0 10 100 1000 
COLLECTOR CURRENT(AMPSl 

For complete information, prices and engineering application 
assistance, dial toll-free 1-800.327-3243. Or write: 

SAN DIEGO. CALIF. 
8808 Balboa Ave . 
CMOS, PMOS Circuits 
Diodes, Rectifiers. & 

Zeners 
FET & Dual FET 

Transistors 
High Voltage Assemblies 
Linear & Monolithic IC's 

f3olitron 
DEVICES, INC. 

1177 BLUE HERON BLVD. I RIVIERA BEACH, FLORIDA I !305) 848-4311 
TWX: (510) 952-7610 

RIVIERA BEACH, FLA. PORT SALERNO, FLA. 
1177 Blue Heron Blvd. Cove Road 
Hi-Rel Power Trans istors Microwave Connectors 
SI & Ge. Power Plaxial lRl Cable 

Transistors Precision RF Coaxial 
Hi·Rel Power Hybrids 
PNP-NPN Industr ial 

Transistors 

JUPITER, FLA. 
1440 W. Indiantown Rd. 
Microwave Stripl ine 

Components 
Microwave Diodes 
RF and Microwave 

Transistors 
Hi·Rel Power 

Transis tors 

TAPPAN, N.Y. 
256 Oak Tree Road 
Diodes & Rectifiers 
Ferrite & Ferrite Devices 
High Voltage Assemblies 
Power Rect ifiers 
Thick f ilm 

Hybrid Circuits 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 27 

KENT, ENGLAND 
Tubbs Hill House 
London Road, 

Sevenoaks 
Sol idev, ltd. 
full line of 

Sol itron devices 
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BEN BARAQ, fSRAEL 
51 Hayarkon Street 
AEL Israel, ltd. 
full line of 

Solitron devices 

TOKYO 105, JAPAN 
Rm. No. 21 , 

Kyodo Bldg. 
No. 4-10, 2 Chome 
Higashi Shinbashi 
Minato-ku 
full line of 

Solitron devices 
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THE GROWIN • TEKTRONIX@ 

- 7000-Series 
Oscilloscope Systems 

II 
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7904 Oscilloscope 

Exclusive to the 7000 Series is: 
CRT READOUT-
Deflection factors and sweep speeds, the 
DMM and counter outputs, invert and un
calibrated symbols, etc., are automati
cally displayed on the CRT-where you 
look for information. CRT Readout can be 
ordered initially or as a conversion kit 
that is easily installed. In each case the 
cost is only $400. And it is available in 
all scopes except the 7403N. 

MULTIPLE-PLUG-IN MAINFRAMES 
Three or four-plug-in mainframes allow 
up to twenty combinations of vertical 
and horizontal operating modes. You can 
now use plug-ins with widely different 
features ... simultaneously. If. you wish, 
start with only one horizontal and one 

vertical plug-in and add more as your 
measurement requirements change. 

PLUG-IN VERSATILITY 
Plug-ins are available to make virtually 
any measurement desired. Examples are: 
• single trace • dual trace • combina
tions for multiple trace • 10 µVI div dif
ferential • 1 mA/ div current amplifier • 
differential comparator • Sampling to 14 
GHz • 45-ps risetime TOR • 1.8 GHz 
spectrum analyzer • curve tracer • single 
time bases • dual time bases with cali
brated mixed sweep • 500-ps dual time 
base with triggering to 600 MHz • 525-
MHz direct counter • digital multimeter. 

RUGGEDIZED MILITARY VERSION 
The AN/ USM-281 C consisting of main
frame, vertical plug-ins, dual time base 
and accessory cover is the militarized 
version of the 7403N Oscilloscope System. 

to 50 MHz at 5 mV 
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dual-trace, 61h-inch CRT and delaying sweep for only $2200 

7403N Oscilloscope 
(R7403N 5 1/4-inch rackmount) 

7000-Series Scopes, complete with plug-ins, start as low 
as $1670. Call your nearby TEKTRONIX Field Engineer 
today for a demonstration of the scopes that make more 
measurements easier and quicker or write: Tektronix, Inc., 
P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97005. 

U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton, Oregon 

Tektronix lease and rental programs are available in the U.S. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 29 
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washington 
report Don Byrne 

Washington Bureau 

Navy sees off-the-shelf hardware for new f r igates 
Most, if not all, of the electronic gear aboard the Navy's proposed 

fast, light patrol frigates will be off-the-shelf equipment. No electronic 
R&D funding is planned for the ships. Navy brass recently told the House 
Armed Services Committee that the electronics would include the 
AN/ SQQ-23 PAIR sonar, the AN/ STS-49 search radar, AN/ STS-55 
surface search radar, the Mark 92 duo-channel fire-control system and 
the Mark 13 guided-missile launching system. The Navy is seeking 
approval of 50 of the ships for patrol duty. Each would cost in the 
neighborhood of $45-million. The Bath Iron Works of Bath, Me., has 
been awarded a $3.15-million engineering design contract for the ship 
and its propulsion system, and the Todd Shipyards Corp. of Seattle has 
received a $1.8-million contract to perform "similar design work of lesser 
scope." 

Western Union kicks off microwave scramble 
The Western Union Telegraph Co. has become the first established 

common carrier to file a tariff in competition with a specialized micro
wave common carrier-a move that should be duplicated more and more 
as the Federal Communications Commission grants more applications 
for systems now pending. Western Union filed tariffs to compete with 
Microwave Communications, Inc., on its Chicago-St. Louis system. MCI 
became the forerunner of all specialized microwave common carriers 
following a landmark decision by the FCC. AT&T has not yet filed a 
competitive tariff but can be expected to do so soon. 

Meanwhile the FCC has granted construction permits to a second 
specialized microwave common carrier, the Data Transmission Co. 
(Datran) for a 61-station system from Houston, Tex., to Palo Alto, 
Calif. That's about half of Datran's proposed digital-only transmission 
system. So far no other systems have been granted construction permits. 

It's spring again at the FAA-and here's latest plan 
Every spring the Federal Aviation Administration takes a long, hard 

look at its needs for the next 10 years and draws up a blueprint. Then, 
new administrators come along and change the over-all concept, the mood 
of Congress shifts or there is a change in Administration. Finally, the 
original 10-year plan is buried by revisions. 
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But here, for the record, i~ the F AA's newest 10-year-request: $1.05-
billion for the en-route portion of the national airways system. Included 
will be $306.8-million for long-range radar, $134.1-million for improve
ment in microwave links, $389.4-million for automation equipment, 
$306.5-million for improved landing systems (including $138.6-million 
for the introduction of a microwave landing system) and $109.1-million 
for en-route navigational aids. 

In terminal areas, the FAA says it will need $941.5-million over the 
same period. More than half of the facilities and equipment costs for 
these areas will be accounted for by terminal radar-$484.1-million. A 
total of $132.2-million more will be needed in terminal areas for auto
mation equipment. 

Space shuttle avionics may cost half billion 
The value of the avionics in the $5.2-billion space shuttle project will 

not be known until the airframe contract is awarded in July, but the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration says that studies indicate 
that the guidance, communications and navigational systems will range 
in cost from $200-million to $600-million. North American Rockwell, 
General Dynamics, McDonnell Douglas, Martin Marietta, Grumman, 
Boeing, Lockheed and Chrysler are expected to file bids for the shuttle 
award. 

Although the number of personnel needed to build the shuttle will 
depend on the award, the space agency believes several thousand engi
neers will be needed by the Government and its contractors at Cape Ken
nedy and Vandenberg Air Force Base, Calif., the launching sites. NASA 
has begun planning and designing modifications to pads at Kennedy. The 
construction, which is expected to begin late next year, will cost about 
$150-million, with somewhere between 10 and 15 % of that going for 
electronics. At Vandenberg, construction is expected to cost about $500-
million, with 10 to 15 % in electronics. Construction of the West Coast 
site is not scheduled to start, however, until fiscal 1975 or 1976. 

Capital Capsules: Watch for the Federal Aviation Administration to issue shortly a 
bid for color air-traffic control displays. Different types of data would be 
presented in different colors, making an air traffic controller's search for 
particular information easier. . . . NASA will use a helicopter-mounted 
laser system to me.asure the plankton in Chesapeake Bay areas. Plankton 
absorb the laser beams and give off a faint infrared radiation, which can 
be measured. At the same time NASA says it has awarded a $175,000 
contract to RCA's Aerospace Systems Div. to build a laser land-surveying 
system. Delivery is expected in 10 months. The project is for the U.S. 
Forest Service .... The Navy finds itself beleaguered on both sides of 
Capital Hill these days. The Senate Armed Services Committee is investi
gating spiraling F-14 costs, while the House Armed Service Committee 
is scrutinizing sizable overruns in the DD-963 destroyer program. Grum
man says that if the Navy enforces the current F-14 contract the company 
will be forced to close that portion of its business. It says it can't meet 
the original cost estimates. 
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Teradyne's L100 Automatic Circuit 
Board Test System speaks for itself. 

If you test circuit boards, you get the 
message. The L 100 doesn't just tell you a bad 
board is bad. It helps you find out why. And in a 
fraction of the time you 'd usually spend trouble
shooting. We'd like to send you a brochureful of 
reasons why the L 100 is the most money-saving 
system you can buy. · 
Write: Teradyne 
183 Essex Street 
Boston, Mass. 02111 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 28 
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OUR ANGLE: 
Modular D/S 
andS/D 
Converters 

Do Low Cost 
Repairable 

Circuit Cards 
Make Sense 

from Your Angle? 
North Atlantic 's new 701 D/S and 711 S/D Con

verters offer unmatched advantages for the digital/ 
analog interface at low-low cost ... typically $1000. 

Open-card construction is easily and economically 
maintained. Adaptable to systems needs, interchange

able converter cards are compatible with your auto
matic test, simulation or digital control systems. 

Compared to 19" panel designs, these units provide a 
choice of accuracy, frequency, resolution , and systems 

customization without the extra bulk and expense of un
necessary power supplies and other panel controls. They are 

ideal for multi-channel applicat ions where a converter is as
signed to a specific function . 

These new converters are available to meet a wide range of sys
tems needs. The 701 D/S has selectable accuracies of 9or12 bits 

with resolution of 8 through 14 bits, transformer output isolation 
and short circu it protection, operation at 60 Hz or 400 Hz with 1 VA or 

10VA output. The 711 S/D has 0.05° accuracy, 13 bit resolution with 
input transformer isolation, and continuously tracks 400 Hz synchro 

data to 1000° I second. 
Don't these converters make sense from any angle? Talk it over with 

your North Atlantic sales engineer ing representative today. 

NORTH ATLANTIC 
industries, inc. 

200 TERMINAL DRIVE , PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK 11803 
cable noatlantic / twx: 510 -221-1879 / phone : (516) 681-8600 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 30 
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(editorial) 

It's a great idea -
for the other guy 

If you have a son who has just learned about 
the metric system, you've no doubt been re
minded that many of our measurement units 
are pretty nutty. Your boy may be simmering 
about the cruelty of a country (and school sys
tem) that insists a kid manipulate factors like 
12, 36 and 5280 for measures of length and 
16 or 2000 for measures of weight, while most 
European youngsters need merel~ shift a 
decimal. 

Most of us, in fact, quietly curse those 
English kings who gave us inches, feet and 
yards, while we contemplate the staggering, 
but perhaps necessary, cost of switching to the metric system. 

Like most engineers, I strongly favor adoption of the metric system
for, after all, it won~t cost m e anything. Or will it? I wasn't so certain 
when I received a letter from Robert H. Armstrong of Addressograph 
Multigraph's Graphics Research and Development Center in Warrensville 
Heights, Ohio. 

Pointing out that the metric system would do away with furlongs, 
acres, fathoms, pints, etc., Armstrong asked what units I might suggest 
for replacing three measures of print: the point, the pica and the em. The 
point, normally used as a measure of print height, equals 0.01387 inch, 
which is as close as anyone needs to get to 1/ 72 inch. The pica, used 
mainly to specify line width, is 12 points, or about 1/ 6 inch. And the em 
is a variable measure, if you can imagine one, that depends on the specific 
type face and size; it's the space occupied by the letter m. 

I'm comfortable with these units. It's easy for me to tell our printer 
to set this editorial in 10-point Century Expanded, with the first 13 lines 
19 picas wide and the remainder 30 picas wide. Pressed to the wall, I'm 
sure I could learn to ask for 3.5138-mm type, · with the first 13 lines 
80.1146 mm wide and the rest, 126.497 mm wide. But I'd be far from 
comfortable. 

Fortunately, I probably won't have to make these changes. The point, 
pica and em are accepted and understood internationally. But I wonder 
about other changes, perhaps more beneficial and less comfortable, that 
I (or you) might readily accept and endorse-for the other fellow; not 
for us. 
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GEORGE ROSTKY 

Editor 
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The 'unconventional' 
conventional oscilloscope 

Storage, variable '-ersistence 
and normal operation 
all on a single instru•nt 

Philips PM 3251, a dual-trace, triple 
mode ·scope with unequalled bandwidth/ 
sensitivities. 
Switch to normal and it's a 
50 MHz/2 mV or extra stable 
5 MHz/200 µV instrument. A complete 
all-purpose 'scope with no DC drift. 
Switch to variable persistence, 
anywhere between 0.3 s to 10 mins. 
Waveforms that flicker now become 
stable. By combining variable 
persistence with storage, you can 
display several events at the same time. 
Or compare slow moving signals 
so the old fades as the new writes. 

• Subject to local taxes and duties 

Now switch to storage, variable from 
10 mins to 2 hrs. And it's storage with 
a difference. 
One, it's not limited to a few MHz as 
before. By addition of charges in the 
memory, very fast risetime, low 
repetition rate ns pulses are displayed 
at full intensity. 
Two, a unique halftone CRT with 
excellent luminance and 1.2 µs/div 
writing speed gives the same 
operational life as a conventional tube. 
No frequent tube changing. 
Three, this new tube is much more 
operator proof than any other previous 
storage CRT, where too high intensities 
could damage the storage layer. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 31 

If you think this 'scope should have 
knobs-a-plenty, look at the panel -
the bare minimum. 
PM 3251 applications aren't limited to 
electronics. Physics, mechanics, biology., 
medicine - to name a few. 
Price? Unconventional, too, compared 
with other storage oscilloscopes -
around Hfl 12,500·. 

Philips Industries, 
Test and Measuring Instruments Dept., 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands. ie TEST AND MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 

PHILIPS 



HOW TO 
BEAT 

THE SYSTEM. 
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For the most part, until recently, system design consisted of 
linking together a string of components, with little or no 
regard toward the cost effectiveness of the system as a total 
integrated unit. 

So, while pennies were being saved in one part of the 
system, dollars were being lost somewhere else. 

Today, in order to be competitive, you've got to look 
beyond the cost of an individual component as to how 
it functions in relation to all other parts of the system. 

Which is where we come in. 

OUR COMMERCIAL 

We make products to fit every part of the system. 
Input Interface. Processor. Memory. Power Supply. And 
Output Interface. 

Products designed to perform a specific function. 
But always in the context of the system as a whole. 

Products built so that the system you build doesn't 
end up costing an arm and a leg. Whether it's a computer 
system. Consumer system. Industrial system. Or 
military system. 

On this page, we've taken the liberty oflisting 
the types of products we make for each part of 
the system. 

FRIENDS IN THE FIELD 

No matter what kind of system you've got to beat, 
there's a National Field Applications Engineer in your 
area who's ready, willing and able to help. For his 
name and number, ask your local National distributor. 
Or call us at (408) 732-5000. 

INPUT INTERFACE CIRCUITS 

Single or dual NPN low level amplifiers; 
Single or dual N-channel low noise amplifiers; 
Code converters; Table look-up devices; Analog 
switches, hybrid and monolithic; Operational 
amplifiers; Comparators and buffers, linear and 
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digital ; EIA line receivers; Digital line receivers; 
MOS transmitter/ receivers; Bus line transceivers; VHF 
and UHF oscillators. 

PROCESSOR CIRCUITS 

Series 54/7 4 TTL, SSI and MSI; Series 54/7 4 Com
patible Tri-State* (TSL) Logic, SSI and MSI; Series 54S/74S 

TTL, SSI and MSI; Series 54H/74H TTL, SSI and MSI; 
MOS and bipolar ROMs and RAMs; Series 10,000 ECL; 
Series 930 DTL, SSI; CMOS, Series 54C/7 4C; Custom 
MOS; Microprogrammable Arithmetic Processor 
(MOS/ LSD; Linear communications circuits; RF/IF 

amps; N and P channel FET switches; NPN and 
PNP saturated switches. 

MEMORY CIRCUITS 

Dynamic RAMs, MOS; Static RAMs, MOS and 
digital bipolar; Read Only Memories (ROMs), MOS and 
bipolar digital ; Programmable Read Only Memories 
(pROMs),MOS and bipolar digital; Dynamic shift registers; 

Static shift registers; Character generators; Code 
converters; NPN and PNP core memory drivers; Clock 
drivers; Sense amplifiers; Peripheral drivers; 54/74 
multiplexers, comparators and control circuits. 

POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS 

Voltage regulators, ± tracking; Voltage 
regulators, fixed positive; Voltage regulators, 
fixed negative; Operational amplifiers; NPN and 
PNP medium power amplifiers. 

OUTPUT INTERFACE CIRCUITS 

NPN and PNP general purpose amplifiers; 
NPN and PNP RF amplifiers; NPN high voltage 

video output amplifiers; Custom MOS; Opera
tional amplifiers; Comparators/buffers; 
Peripheral drivers; Display drivers; Hybrid 
power amplifiers; Hybrid level shifters and 

digital drivers; Sample and hold hybrid circuits. 
*Tri-State is a trademark of National Semiconductor Corporation. 
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INPUT 
Telecommunication 

Receiver 
LM1489A EIA 

Local line Inputs 
DM8820A 

Bus Inputs 
' LM130, ' LM131 Series, 

DM8093, DM8094, 
' DM8095 Series 

MAIN FRAME 
COMPUTER 

•ro Be Announced 

INPUT 
EIA Input From 

Terminal Equipment 
LM1489A 

Balanced Input From 
Data Access Arrangement 

(Telephone Lines) 
LM301A, LM307 

l 

MODEM 

INPUT 
Keyboard Scanners 

(LSI) 
MM5704 Serial , 

' MM5740 Parallel 
(MSI) 

I-

DM74150 Series, DM8309, 
DM8312, DM8322, I-
DM8123, DM8214 

Line Input 
(local) 

DM8820A. DM8131, 
LM131 Series 

(Remote) 
DM8822, ' DM1489 

+ 

VIDEO DISPLAY 
SYSTEM 

FOR EXAMPLE: 
MEMORY 

Sequential Access Memory 
"Sificon Oise" MM5012, MM5013,MM5025 Series 

MOS Random Access 
MMllOl Series, MM1103, MM5260, ' MM5262 

Bipolar RAMs & Scralch Pad 
DM7489, DM8599, DM74200, DM8551, DM8553 

Memory Drivers & Sense Amps 
MH0025, MH0026, LM75451 , LM75452, 

LM75453, LM7520 Series, LM7534 Series 

PROCESSOR 
Microinstruction Decoders 

DM74187, DM8597, ' DM8596 ROM 's 
Arithmetic logic Unit 

DM7483 Fast Adder, DM74181 ALU , 
DM74182 Look-Ahead, DM8875 4-Bit Mull. 

Counters 
DM8281, ' DM8556 

Random logic 
DM8093, DM7442, DMl0,000 Series ECL, 

DM74S Series 

POWER SUPPLY 
'lohage Regulators 

LMlOO, LM104 , LM105, LM109, LM723, LM376 
Transistors 

Process 12 & 67 Medium Power Transistors 
Control Ampliliers 

LH0052, LM108A, LM112, LM741 

PROCESSOR 
Bias Level Conditioner 

LM30JA, LM307, LM709 
Active Notch Fiher 

LM373, LM374 
Phase Locked Loop 

LM565 
'lohage Controlled Oscillator 

LM567 
Random logic & Transistors 

74 Series, 
Process 20 & 63 Medium Pwr Transistors 

POWER SUPPLY 
LM300, LM304, LM305, LM309, 

' LM340, LM376, LM723, 
Process 12 & 67 Medium Pwr Transistors 

I-

OUTPUT 
Display Drivers 

LM350, LM75450 Series, 
DHOOll Series 
Line Drivers 

LM1488 EIA, DM8831 , 
' LM131 Series 

OUTPUT 
600 n Balanced 
Output Driver 

LMlOl. 
Process 12, 20, 63 & 67 
Medium Pwr Transistors 

Phase Locked Loop 
Control Vtl~Jj 

1
Transistor 

EIA Line Driver 
LM1488 

0To Be Announced 

INPUT 
(From Optical Dala & 

Card Position Sensors) 
Dartl/Light Comparators 

LM710, LMlll , 
Process 52 & 

LH0042 FET Amps, 
Process 83 Dual HET 

Amplifiers 

CARD READER 

INPUT 
AM front End 

Oscillator Mixer 
Process 46 Amplifier 

Transistor 
FM Tuner 

NF 506, LM1496, 
Process 43 & 44 
Dsc1llalor/ Mixer 

Transistors 
Record, Tape, & 

Microphone PreAmp 
LM1303, LM381, LM382, 

Process 52 Low Noise 
Transistors 

l 

PHONOGRAPH 

t-

MEMORY 
Rubber Band Accumulalor (RAMs) 

DM74200, MM1101, MM1103, MM5260, 
' MM5262 

first In/First Out Memory (Static Regs) 
MM5050, MM5051, MM5052, MM5053, 

MM5054, ' MM5055, ' MM5056, ' MM5057 
Memory Drivers 

MH0025, MH0026 

PROCESSOR 
Memory Control 

DM8281, DM7493, ' DM8556, DM7483, DM74181 
Card-Code Converters 
To ASCII MM5230BO 

To EBCDIC MM5230QW 
Random Control Logic 

DM7400 Series, Tri -Slate Logic 
Bus Address Comparator 

' DM8131 

POWER SUPPLY 
LMlOO, LM105, LM376, LM723, 

' LM140, LM109, LM104, 
Process 46 Medium Power Transistors 

PROCESSOR 
AM IF Strip 

LM372, LM373 

FM IF Strip 
LM373, LM703, LM3075, 
LM2lll , LM1351, LM2113, 
Process 47 IF Transistors 

Butter & Demultiplexer 
LM1304, LM1305, LM1307, ' LM1800, 
Process 27 Small Signal Transislors, 
Process 52 Audio FET Transistors 

Tone Controls 
LM381, Process 27 Transistors 

POWER SUPPLY 
' LM340, LM376, 

Process 12 & 67 Transistors 

AM/FM STEREO -1 
: :~L 

I-

OUTPUT 
Data Output Bus DrivefS 

*DM7438, DM7405 
Transmitters/Receivers 

DM7830,DM7831 ,DM7832 
Bus Transceivers 

' LM130 Thru LM136 
Card Posttion Drive 
DH0006, DHOOOB, 
DH0028, DH0034, 
Process 12 & 69 
Drive Transistors 

~o Be Announced 

OUTPUT 
Lett & Right Audio 

Power Amps 
LM380, ' LM383, 

' LM377, 
Process 12 & 67 Medium 

Pwr Transistors 

t 

•ro Be Announced 

............................. : ....... ~ ............................... . . ~ 

MEMORY 
Static Butter Registers 
MM5050 Thru MM5057 

line Memory 
MM5001 , MM5006, MM5018, 
MM5054, MM5020, MM5021 

Paae Memory 
MM5012, MM5013,*MM5017, MM5025 Series 

Memory Drivers 
MH0025, MH0026 

I :I 
PROCESSOR OUTPUT 
Formatting Horizontal & ll!rtical 

DM8570, DM8590, ' DM86L90 Oscmator/Driver 
Character Generator ROMs Process 48 HY Video 

MM5240, MM5241 , ' DM8596, DM74187 Output Transistors 

Sync Generator Z Axis Driver 
'M M5320 Process 48 HY Video 

Memory Page/Line Control I- Output Transistors 

DM8093, DM8094, DM8095 Series, Deflection Drivers & Amps 
DM8123, DM8322 LH0021, LH0041 , 

line Counter Process 12, 14 & 67 
Medium Power DM7490, DM7492, DM7493, ' DM8555 Transistors 

I 

POWER SUPPLY 
LM300, LM304, LM305, LM309 Series. 

LM376, ' LM340 

'To Be Announced 

INPUT PROCESSOR OUTPUT 
UHF Tuner Oscillator Sound & Video lf's Audio Amplifier 

Process 43 & LM3075, LM3065, LM2111, LM1351, LM380, 
47 Transistors Process 45 & 47 RF/IF Transistors Process 12 & 67 

VHF Tuner Oscilator Video Processor Transistors 
Process 43, 44 & 47 ' LMl845, Process 27 & 63 Transistors Video Output 

Transistors luminance Process 48 High 11'.lltage 
Automatic Fine Tunin1 H Process 20 & 63 Transistors H Transistor 

LM3064 Chrominance ll!rtical & Horizontal 
IF Discriminators LM3070/ LM3071 , LM3066, Process 27 & 71 Outpul Drive 

Process 27 & Small Signal Transistors, Process 12, 14 & 
47 Transistors Process 45 & 47 AGC/I F/ RF Transistors 67 Medium 

Chroma Demodulator Power Transistors 

LM746, LM3067, 
Process 27, 71 & 47 Transislors 

L -l. 

COLOR POWER SUPPLY 

TELEVISION ' LM340, LM376, 11'.lltage Regulators, 
Process 12 & 67 

Medium Power Transistors 

•ro Be Announced 

NOTE: Detailed block diagrams are available for the systems shown, 
as well as the following systems: ECM Receiver, MOS/ Bipolar 
Calculator, Credit Verifier, Telemetry, Process Controller, 
Printer and Digital Voltmeter. 



JOIN 
THE 

NATIONAL 
LIBRARY 
TODAY. 

; - --- --nW!l 
I LOWUT·-Eft • ~ i 

tKMOSRAM - I 
-

National Anthem 
One of the nation's up-and-coming 

bi-monthly publications. "A must for 
anyone who's deeply concerned 

about the quality of semiconductor 
life in this country;' 

says Charles Sporck. 

~---

Lln-r IC Applications Handbook 
"A real mind-boggier!" Perfect 

companion to the National linear 
IC Catalog. A virtual plethora of 
linear IC applications using both 
monolithic and hybrid circuits. 

304 pages fully indexed and cross· 
referenced for your reading pleasure. 

!!! __ 

Lin-r IC Catalog 
"A delight to read!" 205 pages. 

Comprehensive guide to National 
Linear products. Hundreds of 

illustrations. 

HOW TO 
BfAT 
lF-lE 
SYSTEM 
c serrr cr for buyers 

How to Beat the System 
Booklet for Purchasers 

Here's the one that has the Vegas 
big-shots cringing. Jimmy the Greek 

says, "A sure thing if you've got 
to save your company some bread." 
An informative course designed 

for purchasers who want to 
"beat the system'.' 

Here's your chance to gain access to a veritable 
wealth of product, application and design 
information from a single source. The kind of 
information that will help you to do your job 
better and more efficiently. 

The kind of information that's 
sometimes not available through normal 
Bingo Card channels. 

By joining the National Library, 
you choose only the selections you want. 
When you want them. Without being 
deluged by pounds of non-pertinent 
product pitches. 

~--
fvUi NlfGRAICD CK.UTS 

MOS IC Catalog 
"As big as a phone book and lots 

more informative;• says R. G. Phelps 
of Cleveland. 280 pages of every

thing you ever wanted to know 
about National's MOS !C's, but 

were afraid to ask. 

m ---

Digital IC Catalog 
"Eye-opening!!" A complete guide 

to digital !C's as designed by 
National. More than 200 pages. 
Including dozens of illustrations. 

More than 50,000 copies now in print. 

~--

Transistor Catalog 
"Revealing!" No-holds-barred 
126-page expose of National's 

complete line of small signal and 
bipolar field-effect transistors. 

National Semiconductor 
Memory Seminar Film 

A 30-minute filmic experience you 
won't want to miss. Five-part 

semidocumentary pie of the new 
super-realism genre. Use of actual 
memory experts adds a nice touch 

of authenticity. Length: 
30 minutes (Color). 

Best of all, there are no dues to pay. No 
overdue fines. No Dewey Decimal System to 

confuse you. And no crochety librarians to 
shush you around. 

So write today for your official 
National Library Card. When you do, we11 

also send you a Bibliography listing our 
current selections (some of which we've 

detailed above). 
, Simply write on your letterhead 
. to: "LIBRARY;' National Semiconductor 

Corporation, 2900 Semiconductor Drive, 
Santa Clara, California 95051. 

National 
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The book is about some 70,000 scientists, engineers, technicians, and 
supporting personnel who make up New Jersey's R&D industry. 0 
It's about the nearly 800 diversified R&D facilities in the State - their 
past accomplishments and current projects. D It's about all the 
reasons why big minds select little New Jersey to carry on their 
scientific pursuits. D It's about the $3 billion per year spent on R&D 
in New Jersey by some of the most brilliant professionals in the 
world. D "Brainpower: New Jersey" is, indeed, an intelligence report. 
And it's free to you. D Wouldn't it be an intelligent move to send 
for your copy today? Maybe we'll include you in our next edition. 

0 Ps~G Public Service 
& Electric and Gas 

Company 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 36 
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.. --------------, PSE&G 11 
BOX RD 
70 Park Place 
Newark, N.J. 07101 

Name __________ ~ 

Company _________ _ 

Address--------- -
City __________ _ 

State _ ______ Zip __ _ 

Please rush my free copy of your new 
in- depth report of R&D in New Jersey 

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW 
._ _____________ ... 
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Build-it-yourself stepper motor drive 
maximizes speed with velocity ramping and minimizes power 
dissipation in the standby mode with two circuits. 

A simple driver circuit for stepper motors can be 
improved by adding two modifications : a velocity 
ramping circuit to maximize speed and a circuit for 
minimizing power dissipation in the standby mode. 

Commercially available motor drive circuit boards 
do not, in general, incorporate these techniques, and 
those controllers that do range upwards in price 
from $700. The complete do-it-yourself circuit-
with modifications-can be built for a hardware 
cost of less than $30. 

A typical four-phase stepper motor can be made 
to rotate by switching the motor coils in a suitable 
sequence. Fig. 1 shows a basic drive circuit in which 
a logic switching and sequence network actuates 
switches SWl - SW4 (which are usually power 
transistors). The network steps the current through 
the coils-and hence rotates the motor shaft-in 
the proper sequence (Table I). The stepping rate 
is determined by the input signal E eik· 

Velocity-ramping ci rcu it raises speed 

To bring a stepper motor up to speed from stand
still, it's best to start with a low stepping rate 
(slow clock) and later to switch to a higher step
ping rate. 

Ideally, a voltage-controlled-oscillator would gen
erate a smooth, constantly increasing input fre
quency that eventually would stabilize at a prede
termined maximum. The process would be reversed 
when stopping the motor. This method would 
achieve high torque at start-up and maximum run
ning speed in minimum time. Also, registration of 
the stop point would tend to be more accurate. 

The idea design, however, involves several complex 
networks. A simpler circuit is shown in Fig. 2. This 
can substitute for the ideal, provided the motor has 
an adequate torque rating for the particular load 
and can develop the torque over the full range of 
operating speeds. While there are no provisions for 
" ramping down," the motor can reach its maximum 
operating speed and still stop accurately:. 

Harold Minuskin, Staff Consultant, Vought Div., Com
puter Equipment Corp., 290 Fischer Ave., Costa Mesa, 
Calif. 92626 
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In the circuit of Fig. 2, a unijunction transistor 
replaces a voltage-controlled-oscillator. When con
trol signal E e is removed from its grounded posi
tion, the UJT oscillator begins to generate a slow 
clock, E cik· Transistors Ql and Q2 are now off. 

When applied to the switching and sequence net
work (Fig. 1), the clock sequences the stepper 
motor at a rate def'!cribed by the equation 

T= (Rl ·Cl) ln ( 1 ~ n)' 

where n is intrinsic standoff ratio of the UJT. 
Pulses EP begin to charge capacitor C2 through 
resistors R3 and R4. 

After a given number of slow clock pulses, 
(E01k), the base voltage of Ql (Fig. 2) will be 
high enough to turn on both transistors Ql and Q2. 
The resulting new time constant will change the 
slow clock to a fast clock, with a rate given by 
the equation 

Tr= ( ~i ~ ~~ ) · Cl · ln ( 1 ~ n )-

The motor operates at the fast clock stepping rate 
until it is stopped by grounding control signal E e. 

Circuit minimizes power dissipation 

To minimize power dissipation when the motor 
is stopped, less current should flow through the 
motor. coils. However, when a stepper motor begins 
rotating, maximum power is required to get it up 
to speed and to keep it going at a specific rate under 
load. When the motor is not rotating, this same 
amount of power would have to be dissipated, large
ly as heat, in resistors R,1 and R.2 (Fig. 3). Yet 
some holding current is required to keep the motor 
detented in its last sequenced position. A circuit 
that minimizes power dissipation in the standby 
mode, while maintaining sufficient holding current, 
simply switches the motor coil power supply to a 
lower voltage. This lowers the coil current. 

During the standby mode, a current in the motor 
coils (determined by the 5-V de supply) detents the 
motor at a reduced power dissipation. Transistors 
Ql, Q2 and Q5 are ON, while Q3 and Q4 are OFF. 
Diodes Dl and D2 prevent reverse-current flow 
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LOGIC 
SWITCHING 

ANO 
SEQUENCE 
NETWORK 

ON/OFF 

ON/OFF 

ON/OFF 

ON/OFF 

Vd 124VI 

RSI 
6 

RED 50W 

• BLACK 

Rsz 6 
RED/WHITE 50W 

• 

WHITE 
GREEN .. 

GREEN/WHITE .. 
tt SUPERIOR ELECTRIC PIN HS 500 COILS SHOWN 

1. Four-phase motor drive steps the motor according to the logic switching and sequence network. 

Switching sequence for motor rotation 

Sequence SWl SW2 SW3 SW4 

cw 1 

t 
on off on off 

l 
2 on off off on 
3 off on off on 
4 off on on off 
1 on off on off 
2 ccw on off off on 

from the 24-V de power supply to the 5-V de. 
During the run mode, transistor Q2 is switched 

OFF by Ql, and Q3 is turned ON by Q4. Maximum 
current now flows through the motor windings. 

Two other important factors should be dealt with 

R3 

C2 
047J.LF 

R5 
IOk 
l/4W 

R2 
I Ok 
l/4W 

0 .1 J.LF 

for a thorough design. These concern arc suppres
sion of the motor coils and damping resistance of 
the circuit. · 

A modification to suppress motor coil arcs 

When any of the four current switches-SWl 
through SW4-are turned OFF, the current through 
the particular motor coil is interrupted. A resultant 

reverse voltage, ~~i , appears across the motor coils. 

This voltage must be limited to protect the tran
sistor switch, but it should not be totally sup
pressed, because the energy can be used to give the 
motor an extra kick to get it to its next position. 

A convenient method to limit the reverse voltage 
is to connect across each motor coil a 2-A diode in 

Cl 
IOO 
l/4W 

5V 

OPEN COLLECTOR IC 
114 OF SN7438N 

JUUl 

2. Velocity ramping circuit generates the clock pulse train E0 1k and varies its rate as governed by Rl · Cl. 
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~-----...J 
SN74107 

5 v 0------------. 

I 
I 

i 

120 
114W 

I 120 
: l/4W 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

-::- I __, IL 112 OF SN75451 ---------

I 
I 
I 

I I 

I SN75451 -::- : L,_ ____________ J 

5V 

01 
INSl97 

02 
IN5197 

MJE3055 

GREEN 

• 

REOIWHT 

WHITE 

RED 

• 

24 v 

Rsz 
6,50W 

Q3 
TIP36 

l.5k 
112 w 

"SUPERIOR ELECTRIC PIN HS50 COILS SHOWN 

lk 
112 w 

------ - - - , 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

~2__ ~ ':_ _S_'.:!7,?~~ _j 

3. Power dissipation in the standby mode is minimized by diodes Dl and D2 and transistor Q2. 

series with either a 15-fl resistor or a 20-to-30-V 
zener diode. The 2-A diode in series with either the 
resistor or the zener diode will reduce the reverse 
voltage without totally suppressing it. 

How to decrease circuit damping time 

The speed (stepping rate) of stepper motors can 
be increased by reducing the coil drive time con
stant, R/ L, as can be seen from the equation 

I = K [1 - e-R/ <t> ] , 
where I is the coil drive current, 

L is the motor coil inductance, 
R is the total series resistance (coil resist

ance plus circuit network resistance, and 
K is a circuit constant. 

As R is increased, the R/ L time constant decreas
es. At the same time the supply voltage must be 
increased so adequate current flows through the 
motor windings and maintains the torque at a usable 
level. 

An optimum point may be reached where a limit
ing maximum resistance value can be used with a 
reasonably sized power supply. If space permits, a 
programmed power supply-which increases its 

54 

output voltage as a function of the increased motor 
speed-can be used. But since power dissipation in
creases as the square of the applied voltage, veloci
ty ramping techniques should be considered first. 

An advantage of stepper motors is that they 
can be driven with relatively simple circuits. Po
sition control can be achieved without the com
plexity of a closed-loop servo, thus allowing greater 
design flexibility, easier trouble-shooting, and few
er power supplies than when servo drivers are 
used. The more complicated closed-loop servo sys
tems required with de motor drive networks also 
tend to dissipate more power than stepper-motor 
systems. 

Stepper motors find important applications in 
electro-optics, electro-mechanical systems such as 
tape drives, incremental plotters, precision film 
camera capstan drives, numerical control ma
chines, rotating forms overlay projection systems, 
and whatever accurate start-stop motion is required. 
Since a 1.8-degree step motor has ± 3 % accuracy 
for each step, positional accuracies of ± 0.054 de
grees are attainable. Positional error is noncumu
lative, since after each complete rotation the motor 
shaft is essentially back to its starting position. •·• 
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Generate noise-free timing pulses 
with an IC peak sampler from periodic waveforms 
that can vary in amplitude and frequency 

Timing or sampling pulses are often needed in 
data communications, signal processing and in
dustrial control systems. They are used to syn
chronize events occurring in different parts of a 
system. Such pulses are usually derived from 
a periodic waveform (o·r periodic motion) that 
then becomes the system master timing refer
ence. 

The two conventional techniques for generat
ing these pulses-zero-crossing detection or sens
ing threshold voltages near the reference-wave 
peaks-either fail to produce noise-free timing 
signals, or can't tolerate amplitude and frequen
cy variations in the reference waveform, respee
tively. 

A surprisingly simple circuit, Fig. la, obtained 
by modifying a standard peak detector, Fig. 1 b, 
solves both of these problems. Called a "peak 
sampler," it puts out noise-free timing pulses, 
extracted from a "dirty" periodic wave in spite 
of large amplitude and frequency variations. In 
one case such a peak sampler produced very good 
timing pulses from an input with amplitude 
swings between 0.5 to 3.0 V (peak-to-peak) and 
frequency changes from 200 to 1500 Hz. 

. Develop peak-sampler design equations 

While the operation of the peak sampler is 
very simple and is almost obvious from Figs. la 
and 2a, complete analytical understanding is a 
must for designing a circuit that will work over 
the desired limits. The difficulty in assessing the 
performance limits of the peak sampler occurs 
because the circuit dynamics involve exponentials 
that must be related to the frequency and ampli
tude variations of the reference. Furthermore, 
these variations must be related to the op-amp 
characteristics. 

Referring to Fig. 2a, the operation of the peak 
Bampler can be divided into two parts: 

1. Charging of the capacitor, C, when E ;n 

George S. Oshiro, Consulting Engineer, P.O. Box 90876, 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90009. 
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..n..n. 

0 E o Ide ~E;n-PEAKI 

1. Noise-free timing pulses are extracted from a sine
wave with a "peak-sampler," (a), that is built by modi
fying a standard peak detector, (b). 

(defined in the figure) is greater than E e. 
2. Discharging C when E ;11 is smaller than E 0 • 

The equivalent circuit for the period of charg
ing C is shown in Fig. 2b and the dynamic con
ditions existing at this time are describeq by 

Ee (t) c = E T + (Ecmin - E T) e<- l/Tc>, (ll 
where: ET= E 0 [Rd/ (Re + Rc1 )] 

Tc = [RcR,i/ (Re + Rd)] c . 
The equivalent circuit for the period of dis

charging of C is shown in Fig. 2c and the cor
responding dynamic conditions are described by 

Ee (t) D = E cmax e-(t /TJ >, (2) 
where: Td = Rc1 C. 

Starting with these two basic equations, we 
can now illustrate the relative immunity of the 
peak sampler to amplitude variations of Vp, see 
Fig. 3. Noting that t 0 and t c1 are considerably 
smaller than Tc and Tc1 , respectively, the angles 
a and f3 are essentially fixed. Thus for a fixed 
frequency and a given circuit, the triangle E cmin 
-Ecmax-Ecm;" will remain essentially constant 
for large changes in the amplitude of V p · The 
peak sampler, then, can track slow, but relative
ly large, input-amplitude variations. This track
ing ability, however, breaks down if V" quickly 
drops to the point where VP = E cmax· Let us de-
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velop a definition for this point in terms of the 
circuit parameters. 

Since E cm in is the voltage at the end of the dis-
charge time, td, of E e (t)o given by Eq. 2, then 

E emi n '= E cmax e-<t<1/T•> . (3) 
Similarly, from Eq. 1, it follows that 
E emax = E T + (Eemin - E T) e- <t ,/Tc). (4) 

Substituting E 0111 ;n from Eq. 3 into Eq. 4, get 
E cmnx = E T + [Eemax e-(ld/T<1) - E T] e- <t ,/Tc). (5) 

Finally, substituting Vpmiu for E emax and rear
ranging terms, we get 

v pm in= E T [1 - e- <t,IT,) ] I [1 - e- <t<1/Td) e- <t ,iTc) ] 
(6) 

Thus for proper peak-sampler operation we 
must make VP larger than Vpmin given in Eq. 6. 
The upper amplitude limit of VP is determined 
mainly by the op amp characteristics of differen
tial input voltage limit and maximum excursion 
of the output voltage. These will be detailed in 
the design example. 

The peak sampler is also invulnerable to rela
tively large frequency variations in the input, as 
long as VP is greater than V"111 ; 11 and T 0 is at least 
four times l / f over the operating frequency 
range (f is the input-signal frequency). This 
means that () in Fig. 3 remains essentially fixed. 
Furthermore, Fig. 3 shows that, if a and f3 are 
to remain fixed while the frequency changes 
(i.e., the side E cmin-Ecmin of the triangle E cmin
E cmnx-Ecmin varies), the angle () must remain 
constant. The result is that t e varies inversely 
with the frequency. The upper frequency limit 
(with all other parameters held constant) is, as 
in the case for maximum V", solely dependent on 
the op amp characteristics-primarily the slew 
rate. 

An expression defining t e in terms of R0 can 
be derived by first assuming that R0 < < Rd. 
Then 

E T= E o, Tc= ReC. 
Directly from Eq. 4, we get 

E cmax = E o + (Ecmin - E o) e- <t,R,O). 
Solving for t 0 , we obtain 

t e = - RcC Jn [ (Ecmax - E o) / (Ecmim - E o)]. (7) 
Therefore, t e is directly proportional to Re (for 

a fixed C) . This immediately implies that an ad
justable pulsewidth can be obtained using a 
potentiometer for R 0 • A suitable high-resolution, 
stable potentiometer is usually available since the 
value of Re will be small in most applications. 

Although the effect of slew-rate capability of 
the op amp on t c is negligible, as long as the slew 
rate is high enough, an idea of its effect can be 
derived as follows. 

Large-signal bandwidth = (slew rate) / 2TTV, 
where V is the op amp peak-to-peak voltage ex
cursion. For proper peak sampling, we must have 
(l / t c) ~ 1/ 2 (large-signal bandwidth), or 

,(l / t c) :::,... TTV I (slew rate). 
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In other words, the greater the slew rate, the 
greater is the safety margin for proper peak 
sampling. 

Let's design a peak sampler 

Suppose we have to derive a pulse train based 
on the positive peaks of a 400-Hz sinewave hav
ing a peak-to-peak amplitude of 28 ±5 % volts. 
The desired pulsewidth of the timing pulses is 
100 µs. We want to determine the amplitude
variation tolerance, and also to select the proper 
op amp. 

To simplify calculations, let us make these 
practical assumptions : 

1. E cmnx = maximum positive input voltage 
= 11 v. 

2. Td = 10 (l / f) = 10 (1 / 400) = 2.5 x l0-2s . 
3. C = 1.5 µF. 
From the above value of C, we have 

Rd= (2.5 x 10-2
) I (1.5 x 10-6 ) 

= 16.7 k!l. 
Directly from Fig. 2a, we obtain 

t d = (l / f) - te = (1 / 400) - (1 X lQ-4
) 

= 0.24 x 10-2 s. 
From Eq. 5, E cmln = 

E cm.ax e t./Td = 10 v. 
From Eq. 7, t 0 = (100 x 10-6 ) 

= - ReC In [ (11 - 15) / (10 - 15)], 
so that 

R 0 = 320!1. 

2. The simplicity of peak-sampler operation Is apparent 
from (a). Expressions for voltages shown in (a) are 
derived using an equivalent circuit (b) for the period 
of charging capacitor C. For the period when C is dis
charging, circuit (c) applies. 
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3. Proper peak sampling is unaffected by either input
signal amplitude or frequency variations, as long as VP 
is larger than E cmax · See text for detailed explanation. 

To determine the margin of amplitude toler
ance, we use Eq. 6, which, omitting the arithme
tic, yields 

Vpmin = 11.6 V, 
so that: 

Margin of tolerance = 14 - [ (0.05) (14)] 
- 11.6 = 2.3 v. 

The minimum required slew rate is determined 
from Eq. 8; using V = 15 volts: 

Minimum slew rate = 7rV t c 
= 1.88 VI µ,s . 

The differential input voltage limit of the op 
amp is dictated by the maximum expected excur
sion of the input voltage, or 

Minimum diff. input voltage = 
28 + [ (0.05) (28)] = 29.4 v. 

In summary, here are the peak-sampler param
eters: 

Re = 320fl. 
Rrt = 16.7 kn. 
C = 1.5 µ,F. 
Minimum op amp slew rate = 1.88 VI µs. 
Amplitude tolerance margin = 2.3 V. 
Minimum differential input 
voltage limit of op amp = 29.4 V. 

Note that in this design example, the positive 
saturation of the op amp sets the limit for the 
maximum expected positive input amplitude. If 
this limit did not exist, the margin of amplitude 
tolerance calculated above would mean that the 
input could vary by as much as ± 10 % from the 
nominal 28 volts and still not cause errors. • • 
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Meet 
Electronic Design's 
Editor Extraordinary . 
George Rostky 

Ta•1ll ••. a•ll le111ea1ell Far II! 
Readership doesn't just happen ... editors 
make it happen. Here are some of the ways 
George Rostky and his editorial team build 
unprecedented readership for Electronic 
Design. 

George Rostky is the toughest and most controversial 
editor in electronics publishing. Tough on engineers, tough 
on his fellow editors, tougher on advertisers, George says 
what he thinks without fear of favor. They all respect him 
for it. 

As editor of Electronic Design, Rostky must carry forward 
the basic editorial concept pioneered by the magazine two 
decades ago. It's an awesome responsibility because Elec
tronic Design now boasts a readership level that is unmatched 
in business-paper publishing . The fact that Rostky has pushed 
readership even higher is well known to advertisers. But how 
he does it is not so clearly understood. Yet, it's the " how" 
that separates Electronic Design from other media in the field . 

One of the reasons Rostky can function so effectively as 
editor of Electronic Design is because he began his career 
in journalism here, serving on the staff from 1957 to 1961 . 
Another is the singleness of purpose which always has-and 
always will-be uniquely identified with the magazine. George 
has so effectively engrained Electronic Design 's editorial 

polkies among his associates, that he says, ''If I left the paper 
tomorrow, God forbid , it would still keep on going the same 
way." He is the fifth editor to maintain this tradition . 

When Rostky speaks, engineers listen. That 's because they 
know he knows what he's talking about. And, he's not afraid 
to come out and say it in their own language. A PR man once 
said of him, " That s.o.b. Rostky keeps me honest. " 

While advertisers constantly bombard his door with public
ity stories and requests for covers, Rostky notes that, para
doxically, they also probe for signs of editorial weakness. 
Here is where Rostky's strength is most keenly felt. He stands 
firmly for the reader. 

Rostky believes a magazine can be aloof, distant, and 
professorial , or it can be close and personal. He and his care
fully picked editorial team can preach to them and engineers 
may listen-if they feel they must, but Rostky knows they'll 
listen quicker if the editors talk like engineers. Rostky's group 
want to be part of the engineering community, not the pub
lishing community .. . to think like engineers, talk like engi
neers, feel like engineers. Their success is Electronic Design 's 
success. Their victories are Electronic Design's victories. 

While Rostky is dead serious about serving his engineering 
audience, he has a quick sense of humor. He tells some of the 
best jokes in the electronics industry-and some of the worst. 

Some of this humor creeps into Electronic Design . Rostky 





"How close a book gets to 
the reader ls important." 

thinks that's good . Engineers aren 't squares. 
They 're human. And they love a joke about 
themselves or about their industry. A dash of 
humor once in a while heightens the serious
ness of the rest of the book. But Rostky has 
to know his readers. He has to know what 
they laugh at . 

Know the reader. That 's the first lesson he 
pounds into new editors. Due to Electronic 
Design's tightly controlled circulation, he 
stresses, " we have one reader-the engi
neer." And so the editors write only to him. 
They don 't write to students, professors, 
marketing men , ad men , treasurers, vice
presidents in charge of acquisitions and hob
byists. That makes an editor 's job easier. 

But Rostky never lets the job get too easy. 
Because of its single audience, he feels 
Electronic Design must serve the engineer 
better than anybody else possibly can. So 
the editors must work harder. He demands 
that editors learn what makes the engineer 
tick, as well as what he buys and what prob
lems he has that Electronic Design can help 
solve. 

He insists that editors learn to challenge 
what they read and hear. He wants them to 
Know what a company withheld from its press 
release; he wants them to check the specs 
that aren 't in the headline. He wants them to 
look for missing specs and fragmented specs 
that are separated in print though they in
fluence each other in a product. He asks 
editors to study pictures, too , for pictures 
don't always match product descriptions. 

"The engineer's victories are 
our victories." 

" The unusual units on the meter face," he 
once wrote, "are not the beginning of a new 
trend, but rather, a result of excess enthusi
asm on the part of the photographer." That 
was a gentle way to let readers know the 
equipment probably wasn 't available yet
something an engineer may desperately need 
to know. If he has a tight project deadline, 
he may want the product NOW. 

This kind of attention to detail once resulted 
in a famous Rostky tag line. A company 
boasted that it had packed a circuit into a 
one-inch cube, but some arithmetic showed 
that the volume was 1 .43 cubic inches. That 
wasn 't much bigger, but it was bigger . With a 
dash of irony, Rostky wrote, "The company 
can be forgiven the 43% rounding off . .. " 

In a similar vein, when a company an
nounced " the world 's smallest capacitor, " 
Rostky checked some records, then wrote, 
" The unit is almost as small as the world's 
smallest capacitor introduced by the company 
last year." 

Rostky feels that this kind of writing , which 
doesn 't appear in other magazines, is impos
sible without deep product knowledge. And 
an editor can 't achieve that kind of knowledge 
if he 's a generalist. So each Electronic Design 
editor must specialize and become expert 
in an assigned field-semiconductors, instru
mentation, data processing , circuit modules, 
passive components, electromechanical 
components , etc. 

That makes it possible to put products in 
their proper perspective-to write, for ex
ample, that an op amp has excellent drift 
specs but awful slew rate . That 's important, 
says Rostky. 

It's all too easy, he feels, to rewrite a press 
release and announce, for example, that a 
new scope has a bandwidth of 500-MHz and 
a sensitivity of 10 mV per division . Editors 

"It doesn't have to be dull 
to be technical." 

can assume that the readers know the signifi
cance. But Rostky thinks that 's a cop-out; a 
lazy editor's excuse for not doing his home
work. It's the editor's responsibility to tell his 
readers why he's writing the story. If the 500-
MHz scope has the widest bandwidth of any 
real-time, high-sensitivity scope, then it's his 
obligation to say so and to show how it 
stacks up against competing scopes-to tell 
readers who held the bandwidth crown be
fore the 500-MHz scope was introduced, and 
to tell them what trade-offs were made in the 
new scope. 

Though Rostky feels it's his obligation to 
call attention to misleading or omitted specs, 
he 's just as much obligated to hail an import
ant development and to show the kind of 
excitement an engineer shows when he hears 
about it. George reminds his editors that buy
ing products is an extremely important part 
of an engineer's job. Engineer's send Elec
tronic Design a million and a half inquiries a 
year-and that's not because they enjoy read
ing product literature. They needthe informa
tion to make intelligent buying decisions. 
" We've got to help them, and we do help 
them, even if we use strong adjectives like 
'sensational' and 'superb'-if we back them 
up with hard facts and research." 

"The editors must learn what 
makes an engineer tick." 

The "facts" that Rostky looks for must be 
useful to electronics engineers-not merely 
interesting. When a new editor justified an 
article on the grounds that it was " interest
ing," Rostky almost exploded . " No, dammit, 
we're not looking for stuff that's 'interesting.' 
We 've got to dig up material that 's useful to 
engineers.'' 

After that, George and his editors get to 
work to give the material interest and appeal. 
They use every professional trick they know 
to make articles inviting . That's why they pay 
special attention to graphics as well as writing 
style. It 's essential , they feel , to present a 



"Our job is to help the engineer 
do his job-engineering." 

good story to the engineer, but it's also essen
tial to present it so handsomely and invitingly 
that an engineer wants to start reading . 
" That's part of what it takes to make an article 
interesting," George adds, " but interesting is 
not the justification for an article . .. . useful
ness is. Interest is the gravy. Usefulness is 
the meat. " 

Though Rostky takes liberties with the 
English language in face-to-face conversa
tion , he insists on perfect English usage in 
Electronic Design. But he also insists on 
bright , colorful , fast-paced writing that helps 
an engineer absorb information quickly. He 
rejects the notion that "it 's got to be dull to 
be technical ," and squirms with distaste at 
heavy, pompous and ostentatious writing . 
" We want to punch the message through ," 
he says. " We don 't want to bog the reader 
down with cluttered sentences." 

Though his speech and writing are sprin
kled with engineering jargon and slang , 
Rostky surprises some people when he 
quotes Shakespeare, or Alexander Pope or 
a character in a Mozart opera to make an 
engineering point more vivid . 

" Aren't you talking over the heads of your 
readers?" someone asked . " Hell no! " he 
slammed back. " An engineer is a rounded 
individual. He has many interests-art, mu
sic, literature, boating , skiing , and , I'm 
told , blondes. But we don 't serve all his 
interests. 

" We help him become a stronger engineer 
or a stronger engineering manager. We don 't 
teach him the arts. We don 't help him be
come a better marketing man or advertising 
man , nor a better publ ic speaker or lecturer, 
nor a sharper investor. Our job is to help the 
engineer do his job-engineering." 



What manner of man ls this? 

Though all Electronic Design readers are familiar with the 
technical and vitriolic side of George Rostky, few people 
know anything about the personal side. 

Rostky holds a B.E.E. degree from City College of New 
York and worked for five years as a design / development 
engineer for a number of firms including Sperry Gyroscope 
Co. , Underwood Computer Division , and Bell Telephone 
Laboratories. 

He entered electronic journalism in 1957, joining Elec
tronic Design as a technical editor. Subsequently he moved 
to Mactier Publishing Corp ., serving first as editor of EEE, 
and then as editorial director of the company 's three pub
lications, EEE, Electro-Procurement, and BM / E (Broadcast 
Management/Engineering). He returned to Electronic Design 
as special projects editor in April 1971. 

He and his wife , Rhoda, have a 16-year old son , Mark, 
and a 12-year old daughter, Lisa. In his spare time, he likes 
to tinker with electronic equipment , read , or listen to music. 
He is extremely fond of the opera and chamber music, and 
his all-time heros are Beethoven , Bach and Mozart. 

George Rostky 
of 
Electronic Dalgn 
... ne !II 
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Here are a few hard-hitting lines from editor Rostky's pen: 

" When business is bad , we seem hell-bent on making it rotten . And when 
it 's good , we 're miserable unless we can make it sensational ... let 's not foul 
up the upturn. " 

" More than any other industry, ours is dominated by engineers. And we 
supposedly make decisions based on fact and reason ; we don 't get 
caught up in a swirl of emotional reactions . Do we?" 

" Arguing against safety standards is akin to arguing against flag and 
motherhood or taking a public stand on the side of sin. But a proposed 
safety standard for lasers leaves me feeling that someone's hanging his 
banner on a twig ." 

" Worrying about 50,000 lasers and neglecting 87 ,000,000 cars is like 
campaigning against dandruff in Vietnam." 

" The really sharp engineer keeps challenging himself . He doesn't allow 
himself to fall prey to structures-even structures he himself created ." 

" If President Nixon can really get his new technology opportunities pro
gram off the ground , we ' ll have a great new day for engineers ... if 
the N-T-0-P, a vast program of federal support for non-war technology, 
can get going without the usual morass of red tape and boondoggling, 
we 'll have more than lots of new jobs; we 'll have new pride." 

" The pages of the recent history of our industry are splattered with the 
blood of companies that lacked the man with the authority and guts to 
shout the right word at the right time." 

Electronic Design 
A Hayden Publication Peter 0. Coley, Publish.er 
50 Essex Street , Rochelle Park, New Jersey 07662 · 
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... developed specifically 
for computer terminals 

and other information displays. 
• A range of sizes, 4 inches to 15 inches diagonal 

• High resolution from center to edge, assuring good 
legibility of characters 

• Excellent ratio of usable screen to total bulb size 
• Flicker-free picture, reducing eye fatigue 
• Good price/ performance ratio 

For more information on these professional CRT's for 
monitor applications, contact us by mail or phone: 
Electro-Optical Devices Division, Amperex Electronic Corp., 
Slatersville, Rhode Island 02876. 
Telephone: 401-762-3800 

A1npere:. 
TOMORROW'S THINKING IN TODAY'S PRODUCTS 

Sold lhmu~h 
Norlh AmC'ric.1n Phili1>~ Elcclmnic Cumponl'nl Corpor.1tion 
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Special Report 
It's a new world for computer graphics. Five years 
ago interactive terminals were very expensive and 
found limited use. Today they can be bought for as 
little as $4000 and from more than 35 suppliers . . . C4 

Focus Report 
Disc and drum m·emories are generating a great deal 
of excitement. Access time is down, capacity is up 
and prices are coming down. But specs aren't all they 
appear to be . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. C16 

Technical Article 
Get the mini you really need by investigating what 
the manufacturer's specifications mean in terms of 
computer processing power . ....... : ......... . C28 

Products 
Desk-top calculator rivals minicomputer in capability 
and memory capacity ........................ C39 

Domain-tip memory offers core speed at disc prices . C40 

Plotter microprocessor saves memory core space ... C42 

Pen-entry system uses sound to digitize data .. .. . .. C44 
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It's a new 
Ralph Dobriner 
Managing Editor 

Whatever happened to the bright, prom1smg 
world of interactive computer graphics? The 
promise has become reality, that's what. 

As recently as five years ago the use of inter
active graphics-a method of communicating with 
a computer through static or animated diagrams 
via a display terminal-was limited to a few 
aircraft manufacturers, automobile companies 
and military agencies. The reason : Typical sys
tems were rather complex and cost anywhere be
tween $100,000 and $200,000. That was just for 
the hardware, and usually the user had to invest 
an order of magnitude more on software to get 
new productivity from the hardware. Also, only 
about a dozen suppliers offered commercial 
equipment. 

All this has changed dramatically. 
Today the price of admission has dropped con

siderably. Graphic terminals can be purchased 
for as little as $4000. Turnkey-applications soft
ware packages are available. And the buyer can 
choose from among more than 35 hardware and 
system suppliers, who are offering over 60 dif
ferent models. 

Use of terminals is rising 

Carl Machover, vice president of marketing for 
Information Displays, Inc., Mt. Kisco, N.Y., esti
mates that there are currently about 1200 high
cost graphic terminals and about 700 low-cost 
graphic terminals installed in the U.S. In general, 
high-cost terminals are priced at $50,000 and up, 
and low-cost terminals at $10,000 or less. Five 
years ago, Machover notes, about 300 high-cost 
terminals had been installed and no low-cost 
terminals were available. 

Interactive terminals like this IBM 2250 are being used 
increasingly for circuit design and analysis in __ industry. 
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world for graphic terminals 

Color displays, such as those generated on the Xerox 
BC 100 and BC 200 display stations, are finding wider 

Though some aspects of terminal performance 
have not changed much over the last few years, 
such as the maximum screen data content (num
ber of flicker-free points, characters and lines), 
significant advances have been made in other 
areas. These include: 

• The development and increasing use of the 
storage tube, which marked the beginning of low
cost graphic terminals. 

• A growing trend toward "intelligent termi
nals," which include their own commercial mini 
or midi general-purpose computers. 

• The development of new, low-cost operator 
input devices-especially the graphic tablet. 

• The availability of price-competitive color 
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use in management information systems. Up to eight 
colors are offered on a 12, 17 or 19-inch screen. 

displays that incorporate the Penetron, a dual 
phosphor color tube that offers essentially the 
same resolution as monochrome displays do. 

The basic display 

In its basic configuration, an interactive CRT 
graphic display terminal consists of a display 
generator, CRT display and input devices (see 
diagram). The terminal is usually attached to 
either a large or medium-scale computer, which 
provides processing capability for the display. 
The vector, character and circle generators create 
the appropriate analog voltages to draw the lines 
or characters on the CRT display. 

cs 
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Interactive CRT graphic display terminal consists essen
tially of a display generator, CRT display and such oper-

The operator can "converse" with the com
puter on-line and in real time with such input 
devices as the light pen, joystick, trackball, 
graphic tablet, "mouse" and function keys. The 
display processing unit, in its simplest form, acts 
as a decoder. It decodes the computer data words 
and routes the information to the appropriate 
function generators and function-generator 
modifiers. 

In standard CRT terminals the display is re
freshed somewhere between 10 and 40 times a 
second. Ordinarily this would have to be done by 
the central processor. To lighten the processing 
load on the computer as much as possible, many 
terminals use a storage of some type-random
access core or semiconductor memory. Then the 
central processor need only load the memory with 
a frame of data. The only time the processor is 
required is when a picture must be changed. In 
fact, there is a growing trend to the "intelligent 
terminal," in which the storage and part of the 
mode control are replaced by a minicomputer, 
thereby reducing the load on the central proces
sor even further. 

Software-supported "intelligent" terminals
which include their own commercial mini or midi 
general-purpose computers-are being offered by 
Adage, Inc., Bunker-Ramo, Control Data Corp., 
Digital Equipment Corp., Information Displays, 
Inc., IBM, Sanders Data Systems and Systems 
Engineering Laboratories. 

The Conographic Corp., Imlac Corp. and Sys
tems Concepts, Inc., furnish software-supported 
"intelligent" terminals with their own minis. 
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ator input devices as a light pen. The terminal is attach
ed to a digital computer, which provides the processing. 

Foremost of the graphic terminal developments 
in recent years is the storage CRT. This tube can 
retain a visual image for some time, or until 
intentionally erased, so that it is not necessary 
to refresh to avoid flicker. The picture can there
fore be written at a slower rate and the full 
visual density used. The absence of refresh elimi
nates the refresh memory, an expensive unit. 

As Machover of Information Displays points 
out: "Storage tubes have introduced one of the 
major changes in terminal configurations." Until 
about four years ago, he notes, virtually all 
graphic terminals used refreshed CRTs, with 
tube sizes ranging from 16 inches in circumfer
ence to 23 inches and with usable display areas 
of about 10 by 10 inches up to 14 by 14 inches. 

After Tektronix introduced the Model 611 X-Y 
storage tube, with a 6-by-8-inch usable area, sev
eral companies began to market interactive termi
nals incorporating the Model 611. These storage
tube terminals marked the beginning of low-cost 
CRT graphics. Originally introduced in the 
$12,000-to-$15,000 price range, the units are now 
selling for about $8000. Late last year Tektronix 
introduced a limited graphic storage terminal for 
less than $4000. 

But tube has shortcomings 

But the exuberance over the storage tube is 
not shared by Sol Sherr, vice president of North 
Hills Associates, Glen Cove, N.Y. He notes that 
the tube has deficiencies in visual performance, 
such as low luminance and contrast, and that 
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Licon has added LED's to one LPB switch line . .. 
another line offers neon or incandescent lamps ... 

both feature patented Butterfly® switching. 

You always get a great choice with 
Licone LPB switches. For example, take 
just two of our many lines-Types 
01-700 and 01-600 single light 
switches. OurOl-700 line is now 
available with integral Light Emitting 
Diodes. That means virtually infinite 
light life and negligible operating 
current. And the 01-700's low profile 
design assures maximum light 
intensity. Or choose neon or 
incandescent lamps instead. In either 
line. Mounting styles? Type 01-600 
line features bezel or bezel-barrier, in 

a single switch or multiple in matrix. 
Time-saving, snap-in mounting. 
Switching action? Choose from 
momentary or alternate- plus a 
selection of non-lighted switches or 
non-switching indicator lights in 
matching styles. But whatever you 
choose, you also get patented double
break Butterfly switching which 
offers greater reliability and other 
advantages not possible with single
break switches. Licon LPB's are easily 
installed and serviced. 
Test light them yourself. 

Call your local Licon 
rep or distributor for a 
lighted demo in your 
office. Or call or write 
for a Licon Switch 
Catalog. 
Licon, Division 
Illinois Tool Works 
Inc., 6615 W. Irving Park 
Road, Chicago, 
Illinois 60634. 
Phone 
(312) 282-4040. 
TWX 910-221-0275. 

DB LICON 
The Innovating Electronic Group of ITW ... LICON • ELECTRO MATERIALS • PAKTRON 



An estimated 10% of all utilities are using or planning 
to install graphic terminals. Here is a complete dispatch 
control center, installed at the Philadelphia Electric Co. 
It was designed by North American Rockwell Information 
Systems in Anaheim, Calif. 

there is a need to rewrite the entire picture if 
any element is changed. 

"It has its place in certain applications," Sherr 
points out, "but is not necessarily the nostrum 
it had been initially presented as." 

In the last two years several other terminals 
selling for less than $10,000 and using either re
freshed displays or some form of TV (either 
scan conversion or digital TV) have been intro
duced. Included are refresh displays from the 
Imlac Corp. and Information Displays Inc., scan
converter displays from Princeton Electronic 
Products and digital TV displays from the Data 
Disc Corp. These low-cost units are available 
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with varying levels of software support. 
Machover notes that, typically, the low-cost 

graphics terminals involve some compromise in 
terminal performance, such as small picture area, 
low contrast, restricted dynamic motion, poorer 
picture quality, lower resolution and some line 
drawing limitations and no gray levels. How
ever, for many applications, these are acceptable 
compromises, Machover agrees. 

Many sizes and capabilities 

Graphic-display consoles come in many differ
ent sizes, data-presentation capabilities, data
storage capacities, transmission characteristics 
and data-entry devices. 

The alphanumeric and line data presented on 
graphic displays vary considerably. The number 
of lines that are presented depends largely on the 
deflection and line generation subsystems. The 
number of characters per line ranges up to 128 
and the number of lines varies from about 28 to 
64. The typical graphic terminal can display 
1000 to 6000 alphanumerics and symbols. Data
storage capacities range from 1 k to 8 k words. 

Graphic displays are available that operate on 
a "stand alone," or multistation, basis. The dis
play configuration depends on the type of com
puter used and the location of the display rela
tive to the computer. Parallel data transfer is 
used when a large amount of data must pass be
tween the computer and display. 

Word formats used for graphic displays are 
quite different from system to system and appli
cation to application. The number of bits in a 
word can be as few as eight or as many as 36. 
The character code widely used is ASCII, but 
other codes are also used. 

Among the switches in display systems are 
push-button, rotary and thumbwheel switches. 
Push-button switch keyboards are used with 
either Hall-effect, photoelectric, magnetic or reed 
switch devices to extract data from keyboards. 

Pointer devices are used to interrogate data 
presented on the viewing screen. These devices 
include the following: 

• Light pen-a pen that detects the dynamic 
light changes from the CRT and sends a signal 
back to the computer corresponding to the data 
that were intercepted. It can be used either in 
a pointing mode or to enter information directly. 

• Joystick-a stick operated remotely from the 
viewing surface. As it is moved, a marker on the 
CRT moves in response. 

• Track-ball-a marker, such as a small circle, 
that is moved on the CRT screen in response to 
the manual movement of a ball, the latter rotat
ing freely in an assembly. 

• Graphic tablet-a stylus that inserts data in
to the CRT by moving over the surface of an 
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These rectifiers are rugged, both me
chanically and electrically. The General Elec

tric A14 (IN5059-62) and A15 (IN5624-27) 
feature 2.5 and 5 ampere capability 

respectively, and up to 1000 volts. 

POWER-GLAS™ passivation pro
vides a void free inorganic protection 

of the P-N junction. A dual heat sink 
glass encapsulated package offers 

the utmost in long term stability 
and mechanical integrity. Mil
lions of hours of proven per
formance attest to the value 
of General Electric's POWER-
GLAS™ passivation process. 

For high frequency ap
plication, General Electric of

fers the 2 ampere A 114 and 
the 5 ampere A 115-with 200 

nsec maximum reverse re
covery. 

We ' d like to show you our 
RUGGED RECTIFIERS ; for free sam

ples write on company letterhead to: 
General Electric Semiconductor Products 

Dept., Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York 
13201. 

GENERAL. ELECTRIC 
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Complex line drawings and patterns can be generated 
on the System 32 interactive graphics display terminal 
from Lundy Electronics & Systems, Inc. 

electronic data tablet. 
• Mouse--an assembly containing wheels, 

which are attached to position transducers. Mov
ing the assembly over a surface provides x and y 
coordinate signals. 

Although the light pen and keyboard continue 
to be the major operator input devices for CRT 
graphic terminals, the graphic tablet is a fast 
comer, especially since the light .pen cannot be 
used with storage-tube systems. Early versions, 
such as the Rand tablet, were expensive--about 
$10,000 to $15,000, compared with about $1500 
for the light pen. But Sylvania, at one time, offer
ed a digital version of the graphic tablet for 
about $7000, and at least two units selling for 
less than $3000 are available. One of the latter is 
from Science Accessories-the Graf Pen, using 
an acoustic principle--and the other from Com
putek-using a resistance technique. 

With the advent several years ago of a new 
color tube, the Penetron-introduced by several 
tube manufacturers, including Thomas Elec
tronics, Sylvania and General Electric-color dis
plays became a practical reality. Early systems 
employing the commercial shadow-mask tube 
were costly, difficult to keep aligned and had poor 
resolution-350 by 350 resolution elements, com
pared with the 470 in monochrome tubes. 

The single-gun Penetron uses a dual phos
phor, and color changes-over the range from 
red, through orange to green-are obtained by 
switching the anode potential, usually over a 
range from 6000 to 12,000 V. Switching times 
are currently on the order of 150 µ,s for each 
color. Penetron systems offer essentially the same 
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resolution as monochrome systems at a cost about 
$7500 higher. 

A range of applications 

Where are these interactive terminals being 
.used? 

Computer-driven, interactive, dynamic graphic 
display systems are turning up in a wide range 
of applications-from circuit design and analysis 
to the production of final drawings for complex 
mechanical assemblies. They are being used in 
airframe and automobile body designs, manage
ment information systems, architectural and 
road-building programs and urban planning, as 
well as in circuit design and automatic drafting. 

Over the last five years the use of graphic 
terminals in electric utilities, for control and 
simulation of electrical generating transmission, 
and in distribution systems has been accelerat
ing. Machover estimates that about 10 % of all 
investor-owned utilities are now using or plan
ning to install graphic terminals. 

In utility use, a line schematic or simulation 
of a portion of the electrical system is shown on 
the display. The schematic shows the state of the 
system, the position of switches and circuit 
breakers, the location of transformer taps and 
so on. An operator can designate a point on the 
schematic and, with his light pen or cursor and 
a keyboard, specify a particular action. This can 
be on-line in response to a critical situation or a 
simulation to determine the effect of an opera
tion on system loads before the operation is car
ried out. 

A way to speed design work 

Computer-aided design continues to be the 
biggest application area, particularly in the aero
space and automotive industries. And it is find
ing increasing use in architecture, shipbuilding 
and civil engineering. In the electronics industry, 
terminal-based computer graphics is being used 
for circuit design and analysis, particularly by 
the major semiconductor manufacturers in the 
design of masks for custom and production ICs. 

Circuit-analysis techniques that use computers 
have been around for a number of years. Such 
programs as ECAP and SCEPTRE were run in 
purely batch modes. Data on circuit performance 
were printed out, with large amounts of paper 
used and a new printout needed every time a 
parameter was changed. This often took days and 
weeks of computer time. With the advent of in
teractive graphics, the central processor can now 
be programmed to draw resistors, transistors, 
diodes and other circuit components on the dis
play in any desired circuit configuration. The en
gineer then assigns values to the components, 
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and analysis programs provide almost instant in
formation on the characteristics of the circuit. 
The operator can change circuit configurations, 
assign new values and obtain a circuit analysis 
almost instantaneously. If desired, a printout 
can be made for further study. In some cases a 
complete circuit analysis can be made in as little 
as a half hour. The savings in time and mate
rials, as opposed to breadboarding of the circuit, 
can be substantial. 

But the use of interactive graphics for design 
in the electronics industry is still limited to rela
tively large companies that can afford the 
$100,000 to $200,000 for medium to large-scale 
interactive systems and the $50 or $100 it costs 
for each hour of console time. 

As Sherr of North Hill Associates points out: 
"How many times do you design a circuit, even 
in a big electronics company? As console costs 
begin to drop to between $5 and $10 an hour
which can be anticipated within five years-it 
then might become economical, but even then it's . 
not a large-scale operation." 

Sherr sees, instead, an expanding use of inter
active graphics in electronics manufacturing to 
keep drawings up to date and to perform other 
drafting functions. 

"It costs between $5 and $10 an hour for a 
draftsman, and it will take him eight hours to 
do what an interactive system might accomplish 
in less than an hour," he says. 

A look at future displays 

What about tomorrow's interactive systems? 
It's generally agreed that tbe trend to low-
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Need more information? 
For more details on graphic terminal products 

r eader s may wish to consult the manufacturers 
li sted below. You may write, t elephone or circle 
the information r etrieval number. 

Ad age, Inc .. 1079 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass. 022 15. 
(617) 783-1100. Circle 374 

Bunker-Ramo Business & Industry Div., 445 
Stamford, Conn. 06904 (203) 348-429·1. 

Computek, Inc.. 143 Albany St., Cambridge, 
(617) 864-5140. 

Computervision Corp., South Ave., Burlington, 
(617) 272-7240. 

Conographic Corp., 6 Gill St., Woburn, Mass. 
935-7300. 

Fairfield Ave., 
Circle 375 

Mass. 02159. 
Circle 376 

Mass. 01803 
Circle 377 

01801. (617) 
,Circle 378 

Control Data Corp., 8100 34 Ave. So.. Minneapolis, Minn. 
55804. (61 2) 853-8100. Circle 379 

Data Disc Inc .. 686 W. Maude Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif . 94086. 
(408) 732-7330. Circle 380 

Digital Equipment Corp., 146 Main St ., Maynard, Mass. 
01754. (617) 897-5111. Circle 381 

Evans & Sutherland, 3 Research Road, Salt Lake City, Utah 
8411 2. (801 ) 582·5847. Circle 382 

Hazeltine Corp., 59·25 Little Neck Parkway, Little Neck, N.Y. 
11362. (2 12) 423-4800. Circle 383 

Honeywell Information Systems, Inc .. 60 Walnut St., Wellesley 
Hills, Mass. 02181. (617) 237-4100. Circle 384 

cost, multi-function terminals will continue. 
There will be increased use of multicolor 
graphic displays, with even better resolution 
than in current Penetron systems. 

A major technical obstacle to greater use of 
computer-aided design is the lack of generalized 
software. Most of the applications so far have 
been implemented with specialized programming 
or, at most, Fortran type of languages. What is 
needed is a universal graphic language. 

Tomorrow's displays will incorporate complex, 
relatively low-cost, integrated circuits, along with 
such special-purpose hardware as low-cost mini
computers. These will replace the computational 
functions previously done by software. 

Flat-panel readout devices-the Owens-Illinois' 
Digivue plasma panel, for example--may eventu
ally replace the CRT, although breakthroughs in 
driving and addressing such a flat panel are still 
needed. Light-emitting diodes, liquid crystals or 
magnetic dipoles are also in the running as a 
CRT replacement. 

New data-entry devices will be developed to 
provide more natural man-machine interaction. 
One potential technique that might become a 
reality is a speech-recognition system that allows 
the operator to "talk" to the computer yia, the 
display. 

Finally, Sherr makes this prediction: 
"Just as calculators are becoming single-chip 

devices, it might be possible, using microcircuit 
techniques, to put all of the electronics on the 
back of a flat-panel display. You could carry the 
display along in your briefcase, set it down 
wherever you are, plug it into a telephone, dial 
into a computer and you're ready to go." • • 

IBM, 1133 Westchester Ave., White Plains, N .Y. 10604. (914) 
696-2422. Circle 385 

lmlac Corp., 296 Newton St .. Waltham, Mass. 02154 (617) 
891 -1600. Circle 386 

Information Displays, Inc. , 333 N. Bedford, Rd ., Mt. KisC'o, 
N.Y. 10549. (714) 241 -1000. Circle 387 

Information International Inc., 12435 W. Olympic Ave .. Los 
Angeles, Calif. 90064. (213) 478-2571. Circle 388 

ITT Data Equipment & Systems, 157 E. Union Ave., East 
Rutherford , N.J. 07073. (201) 935-3900. Circle 389 

Lundy Electronics & Systems, Inc., 28 Park Place, Paramus, 
N.J. 07652 . (201 ) 262-5400. Circle 390 

Monitor Systems, 401 Commerce Dr., Ft. Wai;hington, Pa . 
19034 (215) 646-8100. Circle 391 

Princeton Electronic Products, P.O. Box 101, N. Brunswick, 
N.J. 08902 (201) 297-4448. Circle 392 

Sanders Data Systems, Inc., Daniel Webster Hwy., So. 
Nashua , N. H . 03060. (603) 885·4321. Circle 393 

Sperry Rand Corp., Univac Div., P.O. Box 500, Blue Bell , 
Penn. 19422. (215) 646-9000. Circle 394 

Systems Concepts, Inc., 524 Second St., San Francisco, 
Calif. 94107. (415) 433-5400. ,Circle 395 

Systems E:ngineering Laboratories, 6901 W. Sunrise Blvd., 
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla . 33313 (305) 587-2900. Circle 396 

Tasker Industries, 4561 Colorado Blvd. , Los Angeles, Calif. 
90039. (213) 246-6761. Circle 397 

Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Ore. 97005. (503) 
644-0161. Circle 398 

Vector General , Inc., 8399 Topanga Cyn. Blvd., Canoga Park, 
Calif. 91304 (213) 346-3410. .Circle 399 

Xerox Data Systems, 701 S. Aviation Blvd., El Segundo, 
Calif. 90245. (213) 679-4511. Circle 400 
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keeps pace with your 
ms--and your 

s why we refined 
dlremrv-wetted, dry 

relays-then built the 
e Unes available in 

make everything, 

The point is, Clare has the capability 
to participate with you in interface 
design, no matter how complex 
the problem. 



Our terminal capabilities outnumber 
yoar problems. 



The answer to your remote
computing needs is probably 
right on this page. 

Like our model 33. Economy 
and reliability have made it the 
most popular data terminal of its 
kind. Or like our new wide-platen 
model 38. We loaded it with big 
machine features but we left off 
the big machine price tag. For 
high-volume operations, our 
model 35 is built to run day and 
night, year in and year out. And 
if your system is highly complex, 
our model 37 delivers the utmost 
in flexibility and vocabulary. 

To move information on-line 
at speeds up to 2400 wpm, all our 
keyboard terminals are compatible 
with the Teletype® 4210 mag tape 
data terminal. We also manufacture 
paper tape senders and receivers 
with speeds up to 2400 wpm. 

To make sure you get what 
you need, we sell assembled ASR, 
KSR and RO terminals, as well as 
components-printers, keyboards, 
readers and punches. 

You can also select from three 
different interface options: a built-in 
modem; a current interface; and an 
EIA Standard R-232-C interface. 

Platen widths range all the 
way up tol5 inches. 

Besides alphanumerics, we 
can give you Greek letters, 
algebraic and chemical symbols, 
as well as special graphics. 

We also cover error detection 
and station control with a complete 
group of solid-state accessories. 

And our machines never 
have to stand alone. Our 
applications engineers will work 
with you to make sure the terminal 
you buy from us is exactly what 
you need. And our maintenance 

people are ready to make sure 
things keep running smoothly. 

So whatever data terminal 
problems you're up against, come 
to us for help. Because when it 
comes to flexibility, reliability and 
economy, you can't beat the 
machines that carry our name. 

It takes more than manufac
turing facilities to build the 
machines Teletype Corporation 
offers. It also takes commitment. 
From people who think service is 
as important as sales. In terminals 
for computers and point-to-point 
communications. 

That's why we invented 
a new name for who we are and 
what we make. The computer
cations people. 
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Cost per bit 
is the magic 
number for rotat
ing memories, as it is 
for others, but it's not 
easy to find. It's necessary to 
determine which is the true cost and which are 
the useful bits. And that can be sticky. Of course, 
if the memory breaks down or fails in any way, 
you don't get many bits, so the cost per bit ap
proaches infinity. Vendors never quote such 
high prices. 

The magic number should probably be expand
ed to include time, which would provide a better 

David N. Kaye 
Senior Western Editor 

Linear-motor head positioning is used on the Memorex 
660 disc drive, as well as on most other modern moving· 
head disc drives. The linear motor, called a voice coil, 
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criterion-cost per bit per second. Thus, if one 
memory system has one-quarter the access time 
of another but costs twice as much for equal bit 
capacity, it can provide greater throughput at 
lower cost than the less expensive but slower 
memory. 

Even with the expansion, the basic criterion 
is inadequate. It's an oversimplification. There are 
many important specifications that do indeed be
come parts of cost, bit capacity and time-but 
indirectly. So they merit separate study. There-

consists of a coil of wire inside a permanent magnet. 
As the coil moves in and out of the magnet, the record
ing heads move in and out of the disc pack. 
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fore the user should thoroughly evaluate usable 
capacity, realistic access time, data rate, reliabili
ty, working environment, available service and 
mechanical noise. 

Why discs and drums? 

Magnetic disc and drum systems provide mass 
data storage in the performance and price range 
between magnetic-tape systems and core or semi
conductor systems. For the same bit capacity, 
they cost more than tape but provide faster ac
cess. They cost less than semiconductor or core, 
but they give slower access. 

Rotating memory systems fall into these main 
categories : 

1• Moving-head, removable-media disc. 
• Moving-head, fixed-media disc. 
• Fixed-head/ track, fixed-media disc. 
• Fixed-head/ track drum. 
Media are defined as those devices on which 

data are recorded: A medium is usually a nickel
cobalt plated disc or drum, or an iron oxide coat
ed disc. A disc pack is a removable package con
taining from one to 12, two-sided discs mounted 
on a common spindle. All removable-media disc 
drives use disc packs. 

Data are recorded on the disc or drum on 
parallel tracks. Discs and drums record from 
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tens to hundreds of tracks per recording surface. 
Moving-head systems contain one recording 

head, mechanically moved from track to track, 
for each recording surface. 

Most modern drives use a voice-coil linear mo
tor to drive the head. Fixed-head/ track systems 
contain one magnetic recording head per track of 
recorded data. These heads never move from 
their dedicated tracks. 

In most systems the recording head or heads 
are designed to fly on an air bearing at 50 to 150 
microinches above the recording surface when 
the disc or drum gets up to speed. Some lower
performance disc systems use heads that are al
ways in contact with the recording surface. Some 
high-performance disc systems fly their heads at 
only 10 to 15 microinches to pack more bits/ inch 
onto the data track. 

Credit for the first random-access moving-head 
disc system goes to IBM, which designed it in 
1956 and called it the RAMAC. It stored 40 mil
lion bits and had an average access time of 0.6 
second. By comparison, the new IBM 3330 mov
ing-head disc system stores 800 megabits and 
has an average access of 27 ms. 

A typical disc or drum memo·ry contains a disc 
drive and a controller. The controller connects 
the disc or drum system to the computer's com
munication interface. Some users of rotating 
memories prefer to design their own controllers. 
Others buy them from drive manufacturers. Still 
others use controller manufacturers who are not 
related to the drive manufacturers. When the 
controller is priced out in combination with the 
drive, the cost/ bit question is considerably mud
died. This is because controllers can contain : 

• Track-address decoding. 
• Sector-address comparison. 
• Word count. 
• Level shifting. 
• Buffer storage. 
• Error detection. 
• Error-correction strategy. 
• Write/ read control. 
• Sector formatting. 
• Serial/parallel conversion. 
• Multiple-drive control. 
Most of these functions are contained in most 

controllers. However, some are often options and, 
depending on the combination of features, the 
price can vary by as much as 75 %. 

When pricing the drive system, almost every 

Optical interference patterns are used to measure the 
flying height of the recording head above the disc. Here, 
the measurement is made at Data Disc, where the heads 
fly at only 10 to 15 microinches off the disc surface. 
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The 733 moving-head disc drive is Itel's competitor to 
IBM's 3330. It is an 800-Mb drive with servo-surface 
head positioning. It uses the IBM 3336 disc pack, with 
19 recording surfaces. 

manufacturer considers a different set of fea
tures as standard equipment and options. The 
price may or may not include power supplies, 
rack-mounting hardware, a cabinet, read/ write 
electronics, decoding electronics or a controller. 
All manufacturers recommend that the power 
supplies be purchased with the drive. Often regu
lation requirements are quite severe, and an un
usual combination of voltages is required. Drive 
manufacturers always design their own power 
supplies. 

Which capacity? 

Storage capacity may be any of the following: 
capacity, unformatted capacity, full-track ca
pacity, sectorized capacity and net capacity. The 
first three terms express the total number of data 
bits that can be recorded on the media. They are 
developed by multiplying the number of tracks 
by the number of bits per track. The number can 
mislead. 

When a data record is recorded on a disc or 
drum, it is always preceded by a fixed number 
of bits, called a preamble, and followed by a fixed 
number of bits, called a postamble. The preamble 
initializes the read electronics, and the postamble 
turns off and discharges the write electronics. In 
a new system by the Digital Development Corp., 
the postamble also serves to allow time for trans
lation of a coding scheme that the company calls 
Rice code. Many other manufacturers also use 
the postamble to run parity or cyclic-redundancy
code bit-error checks. 
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Since the preambles and postambles require bit 
locations on the media, they subtract bits from 
the usable capacity. Data are recorded in a spe
cified length of track called a sector, and every 
time a read or write command is given by the 
controller, an entire sector is read or written. So 
the number of sectors specified for the media de
termine the number of necessary preambles and 
postambles and the number of nonusable bits. 
Thus only sectorized, or net, capacity gives the 
true usable capacity of the media. 

The access-time myth 

Given enough time, a disc system can provide 
near-infinite storage-limited only by the num
ber of available discs. The access time would 
equal the time required to fetch and install new 
disc packs. That's not the access time manufac
turers quote. 

· The more usual term, "average access time," 
is defined as the time required to make an in
finite number of random seeks on the media, 
divided by the number of seeks. That definition 
isn't very helpful, because most users can't check 
it by waiting for an infinite number of seeks, 
then dividing by infinity. 

It turns out, however, that average access is 
generally the time required to move the head 
about one-third the number of tracks and to let 
it settle in place. The current definition of aver
age access time for fixed-head / track systems is 
the time required for the media to rotate 180 °. 
This is called latency. 

For moving-head systems, the average access 
time ranges from 27 ms for the IBM 3330 to 60 
to 95 ms for several smaller systems aimed at 
the minicomputer market. Unfortunately these 
numbers don't mean much. First, latency is rare
ly included. Since most of these drives rotate at 
1800 or 3600 rpm, latency is either 16. 7 or 8.35 
ms, respectively. Second, and more important, a 
programmer can clump data in memory so that 
the seeks are very short. Thus access times can 
be much shorter than the quoted average access 
times. 

For fixed-head systems, the average access 
time ranges from 2.5 ms for the new IBM 2305 
to 17.5 ms for smaller 1800-rpm machines. Most 
fixed-head/ track systems rotate at 1800, 2400, 
3600 or 6000 rpm. If motors were perfect and 
there were no slip or head drag, these speeds 
would correspond to latencies of 16.7, 12.5, 8.35 
and 5.0 ms, respectively. But motors aren't per
fect and heads do give the media a drag con
stant, and, if the medium isn't perfect, it has its 
own drag factors. 

Therefore realistic manufacturers quote laten
cies that are slower than the theoretical. Com-
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Disc balancing and calibration is an important part of 
the fixed-head /track assembly operation. A nickel-cobalt 

monly quoted latencies are 17.5, 12.7, 8.5 and 5.1 
ms. 

Some manufacturers, however, ignore head 
drag and quote the theoretical value for latency. 
It's a more flattering number. IBM quotes 2.5-
ms average access for the 2305. But this system 
uses two heads per track, cutting latency in half. 

Latency is not a bad figure for average access 
time in fixed-head / track systems if one rule is 
preserved. The preamble must be long enougb so 
that if you want to write on one track and im
mediately read on an adjacent track, the read 
amplifiers have time to recover. If they can't, 
access time doubles. This quantity of time ap
pears on most data sheets as track-to-track 
switching time. 

Though average access-time figures can be un
scrambled and compared, it might be best if 
manufacturers were to provide maximum and 
minimum access times. 

It's so fast, we can't use it 

To give the user more capacity per square 
inch of media, many vendors play a horsepower 
game called, "Our bit density is greater than 
yours." Bit density is usually quoted in bits/inch, 
but sometimes in bits/ track. Typically it ranges 
from 2200 bpi to 4400 bpi, or from 30,000 to 
150,000 bpt. These numbers don't correspond to 
one another, because different manufacturers use 
different track lengths. 

When you multiply the number of bits/ inch by 
the rotational speed of a point on a track in 
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plated disc 1s being calibrated for a '6000-series disc 
memory at Digital Development Corp. 

inches/ second, you get the data rate in bits/ sec
ond. Data rate is one of the glamour specs. Manu
facturers compete with numbers that range from 
1.2 megabits/ s (Mb/ s) for several small systems 
to 24 Mb/ s for the IBM 2305. 

If the computer can't communicate with the 
memory at the specified data rate, it writes into 
memory too slowly to take advantage of the full 
capacity of the system. For example, if you 
write into a 24-Mb memory at the rate of 1.25 
Mb/ s when it accepts 2.5 Mb/ s, it becomes a 12-
Mb memory. You never fit a data record in a 
single sector. The solution is a buffer memory 
between the computer and the memory. The buf
fer, which may or may not be built into the con
troller, accepts slow data and writes them into 
memory at the proper speed. 

Missing: Bit-error rate 

The specifications that are not on the data 
sheet can be just as important as the ones that 
are. One spec that is rarely printed is reliability 
in terms of bit-error rate-that is: How often 
will the memory make a mistake? Also rarely 
called out are MTBF and MTTR-mean time 
between failures and, once the equipment fails, 
mean time to repair. Much of the mystery over 
reliability arises from difficulty in making these 
measurements. Typical numbers for moving-head 
systems should be about 1011 bit-error rate, or 
one wrong bit out of every 10 11 bits recorded, and 
two hours' MTTR. Typical numbers for fixed
head track systems are 1012 bit-error rate or 10,-
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Part of Varian Data Machines' 620/f, Pertec's 05000 
moving-head disc drive uses an I BM 2315 front-loading 
disc cartridge or equivalent. In this case it's a Caelus 
HD-24 cartridge. 

000 hours' MTBF, and a half-hour MTTR. A 
manufacturer doesn't often quote these specs. 
When he does, he rarelY: shows how he arrived at 
them. 

Did he calculate them, measure them, estimate 
them or cite experience in the field? If he cites 
experience in the field, is it on the same memory 
system he's selling now? 

The acquisition cost of a small memory sys
tem, in the $3000-to-$5000 range, can easily be 
matched by repair expenses in a three-to-five 
year span if you have a service call every 90 
days. Under continuous operation, 2000 hours of 
operating time can be generated in this period. 
Therefore even a 5000-hour MTBF may not be 
good enough. 

In any discussion of MTBF it's necessary to 
define a failure. In rotating memories, there are 
three types : 

• Mechanical failures, or head crashes into the 
media. 

• Electronic failures. 
• Nonrecoverable errors. 
The first two are clear, but the third is subject 

to interpretation. Every controller has designed 
into it an error strategy-that is, if it detects a 
bit error through parity checks or coding, it in
structs the memory to seek that location again 
to see if the bit error corrects itself. If it doesn't, 
it goes back and checks again. The number of 
times it tries is spe,i:ified by the person who pro
grams the controller. If the error is eventually 
eliminated, it is called a soft error. If after a 
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finite number of tries the error is still there, it 
is declared a hard error. Most users consider a 
hard error to be a failure. 

About 96 % of the errors are corrected within 
three tries. But manufacturers vary widely-very 
widely-in their try recommendations. The rec
ommendations range from three on some small 
systems to 28 for the IBM 3330. Since the 3330 
is a moving-head system, arm position may be 
the cause of a bit error. So the second 14 tries 
include small changes in head position. 

Which environment? 

Once disc and drum memory systems leave the 
protected confines of a computer room, environ
mental specs become important. Because drums 
can be built to stand a harsher environment than 
discs, most military systems have used them. 
Drums can stand more shock and vibration and 
are often sealed against corrosive environments. 
However, fixed-head / track disc systems are now 
also being built to withstand the environment of 
a factory. Moving-head disc systems are also be
ing touted for rugged environments. But even 
with improved air-filtration systems, they can be 
affected by smoke and other contaminants. 

Temperature is the most serious environmental 
problem. Most drives will not read and write ac
curately if the read and write operations are 
done at temperatures that differ more than 25 F. 
Though manufacturers quote a larger tempera
ture range, it's always wise to read and write at 
close to the same temperature. 

To operate in harsh environments, systems use 
one of two approaches: Either the unit is seal
ed, as in the case of many fixed-head / track 
drives, or it has an air-filtration system. Sealed 
units have either air or an inert gas sealed with
in. The Digital Development Corp. uses helium 
in some drives and nitrogen in others. Most com
panies use air, and many use air under pressure. 
If the system is not a positive-pressure one, it is 
impossible for the manufacturer to prove that the 
unit is sealed. If it is a positive-pressure system, 
it may eventually leak and require service. 

Most moving-head systems use positive-filtra
tion air-flow systems. These include a fan, a 
positive filter and, sometimes, a coarse filter. 
The positive filter is usually of the 0.3-µ variety 
with an efficiency of between 95 and 99.999 7o . 
The closer the flying height of the heads to the 
media, the more efficient the filter must be. Since 
0.3 µ is 11.8 microinches, drives that fly their 
heads at 50 to 80 microinches usually use 99.97 % 
efficiency filters . The amount of air flow is also 
important-the more the better. Typically air 
flow ranges from 15 to 100 cfm. Manufacturers 
with less say they don't need any more. However, 
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when asked to warranty the drive for operation 
in a smoky environment, they balk. 

Filters should always be downstream from 
blowers and motors and as close to the head and 
disc area as possible. If they're not, contaminants 
from the blower and motor may eventually get 
on the disc and cause a failure. 

One final environmental concern is noise pol
lution. Some drives make a lot of noise. And this 
generally doesn't appear in the specs. 

Explore the service problem 

If the drive is to be used in an on-line applica
tion, down time can be a critical parameter. It's 
particularly important then to raise a few crucial 
questions : Does the manufacturer service what 
he sells? Does he do it at the user's facility? Can 
the user perform routine service himself? The 
answer to these questions, in the case · of many 
manufacturers, is no. But several manufacturers 
make it easy for a user to service his own 
drive. 

If the unit is a fixed-head/ track type and a 
head goes out, there are usually spare heads and 
tracks on the drive. Head switching can require 
considerable disassembly, or it can be done at 
the flip of a switch. The electronics may exist on 
one convenient circuit board or on many small 
boards that are not so easy to work with. The 
unit may come apart readily, or it may require 
a factory-trained mechanic. Few small-memory 
manufacturers have service people in the field 
at all times. 

It's wise to use the "fly-before-buy" philoso
phy. Specs can mislead. So it's a good idea to 
run a benchmark on any system and to know the 
test procedure that the manufacturer used. To 
avoid overspecifying, it's a good idea to pose 
some questions : 

Is the application on-line or off-line? Is fast 
access necessary to maximize system throughput? 
Will the memory operate in a hostile environ
ment? 

If the application is for off-line storage, re
movable media are indicated. Disc packs can be 
stored on shelves to be used only when needed. 
If the application is on line, but extremely fast 
access time is not important, removable-media, 
moving-head disc drives are once again dictated. 
If the application is on line with fast access, fix
ed-head/ track discs or drums are the only way to 
go. If the memory must go into a hostile environ
ment, a drum system will likely be the choice. 

In the very large moving-head, high-perform
ance, disc-drive field, IBM leads with its 3330 
drive. This drive takes a 3336 disc pack, contain
ing 19 recording surfaces and storing up to 800 
Mb with 27-ms average access time. Bit density 
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Top-loading cartridges of the IBM 5440 or equivalent are 
used in the new Caelus 303 moving-head disc system. 
This memory uses a fixed disc as well as a removable 
one to achieve 48 Mb of storage capacity. 

is 4040 bpi, with 192 data tracks and a 6.4 Mb/ s 
data rate. A unique feature of this drive when it 
is used with its 3830 controller is called rotation
al position sensing. The controller doesn't pay at
tention to the drive until the head is three sectors 
away from the desired data record. This allows 
the controller to handle up to eight 3330s. 

Another unique feature of the 3330 is that the 
upper surface of the middle disc has a prere
corded surface, the servo surface, for head-posi
tioning information. As the head seeks a particu
lar storage location, its acceleration and settling 
characteristics are governed by the information 
on the servo surface. This allows head positioning 
to be a function of the disc pack rather than of 
the drive itself. Most other modern drives use an 
optical positioning system that is a part of the 
drive rather than of the media. 

Several other manufacturers make plug-com
patible drives with the same characteristics as 
the 3330. They include Memorex, Itel, Century 
Data Systems and others. 

Aimed at the minicomputer market are several 
small moving-head, removable-media disc drives. 
Some use the IBM 2315 front-loading, single-disc 
cartridge or an equivalent, and others use the 
IBM 5440 top-loading cartridge or equivalent. 
Among the advocates of the front-loading cart
ridge are Iomec, Diablo, Pertee and Hewlett
Packard. 

Among those favoring the top-loading cart
ridge are Caelus, Diablo, IBM and XLO Com
puter Products. Most of these make single-disc 
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Librascope's L107A and Ll07B fixed-head/track memo
ries have from 0.4 to 17.92 Mb of storage capacity. 

and dual-disc versions of their machines. The 
dual versions use a built-in disc as well as a disc 
pack. 

XLO is the most recent entry into the business 
with its 3322 drive. In its dual-disc version, it 
has 150-Mb capacity, average access time of 35 
ms, latency of 8.3 ms and a data rate of 6.5 Mb/ s. 
This is a belt-driven disc that will be one of the 
first small drives on the market, with a bit den
sity of 4000 bpi. 

Diablo is also introducing a new dual-disc, top
loading drive, the Series 40. It will have 38-ms 
average access time, 48-Mb capacity and a trans
fer rate of 2.5 Mb/ s. These small moving-head 
drives usually cost between $3000 and $6000 in 
small quantities. 

Also aimed at the minicomputer market is a 
large selection of fixed-head/ track disc mem
ories with capacities ranging from 1 to 20 Mb. 
Leading companies in this field include Digital 
Development, Data Disc, Inc., Singer Librascope, 
EDP / Tally, Pacific Micronetics, Applied Mag
netics, Alpha Data, Xerox and others. 

Most of these drives have similar specs, but 
they are considerably different in construction. 
They have access times between 8.3 and 17.5 
ms, unformatted capacities of 1 to 20 Mb and 
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Access times are 8.5 or 17 ms, depending on the model. 
Circuit boards contain read/write electronics. 

data rates of 1 to 4 Mb/ s. They usually cost be
tween $2000 and $15,000 in small quantities. 

Some of these units, such as those from Alpha 
Data, come with provision for keeping the heads 
off the media, even when at a rest. Others drop 
the heads to the disc when it stops. If the heads 
come to rest on the disc, it's worth checking to 
be sure that a bit error-rate measurement is 
made only after about 250 start/ stops. 

Small drum memories are also being made for 
the minic'omputer market. Two companies mak
ing minidrums are Datum and California Elec
tro Mechanisms. They cover the same capacity 
range with roughly the same specifications as the 
mini discs. 

Larger fixed-head / track drum systems come 
from XLO, Vermont Research, Univac and Con
trol Data. They have tens of megabits of capacity, 
2-to-6 Mb/ s transfer rates and access times simi
lar to those of the discs they compete with. How
ever, they are more expensive, more rugged and 
heavier. · 

There are also large fixed-head / track discs. The 
leader is IBM, with its 2305 storing 43.2 Mb. 
The access time is 2.5 ms, and the transfer rate 
is 24 Mb/ s. Others in the field include Univac, 
Burroughs, Digital Development and Pacific Mi-
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cronetics. The latter has already demonstrated a 
6000-rpm drive to customers. 

Military rotating-memory requirements have 
long been filled with drum systems. The leading 
contenders in this market are Hughes Aircraft 
and RCA. 

As cassette recorders have begun to invade the 
market for low-cost data storage in the 1 to 2-
Mb range, disc-drive manufacturers have joined 
the fray. They are offering superior performance 
at cassette-drive prices. The idea came from IBM 
when it developed the "floppy disc" recorder for 
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IBM's 2305 fixed head/track memory 
system is the fastest-access disc memo
ry. It uses two heads per track and 
achieves an average access time of 2.5 
ms. It is one of the few fixed-head/track 
memories to use iron oxide coated discs. 
The 2305 can store 43.2 Mb, and it 
has a data rate of 24 Mb/s. An 89.6-
Mb unit, the Model 2, is also available. 

lomec's Series One, Model 20 drives two 3M cartridge 
discs. Each contains a flexible Mylar disc that flattens 
out when spinning. Each disc stores 2 Mb and can be 
accessed, on the average, in 60 ms. The model 20 con
tains a master electronics package that can operate an 
additional six discs in either single or dual-disc drives. 
Each cartridge disc sells for between $15 and $20, 
depending on quantity. 

the 3830 controller and the 370 series CPUs. The 
medium is an oxide-coated Mylar disc in an en
velope. It resembles a 45-rpm phonograph record 
and is used for loading microprograms. IBM 
doesn't sell the drive by itself. 

Memorex and Century Data Systems have tak
en the idea and developed commercial small drives 
with these discs. The Memorex 650 is farthest 
along, with 1.4-Mb capacity, 20-ms track-to-track 
access and a 0.2-Mb/ s data-transfer rate. The 
drive has a moving head, with the head contact
ing the medium. It will sell for about $1000. The 
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discs will cost about $5 each. A 2315 cartridge 
costs from $70 to $90. 

More impressive is a new small drive just in
troduced by Iomec. It is called the Series One, 
and it comes in single-cartridge and dual-cartridge 
versions. The drive has a noncontacting moving 
head, with voice-coil positioning, as in the larger 
drives. The Memorex 650 uses a worm gear to 
position the head. 

Series One drives take a small Cartridisc de
veloped jointly by Iomec and the 3M Corp. The 
Cartridisc will sell for between $15 and $20. It 
incorporates an oxide-coated Mylar disc that flat-
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Need more information? 
The products cited in this report have, of 

necessity, received only cursory coverage. And 
they don't represent the vendors' full lines . Read
ers may wish to consult the manufacturers listed 
here for more details . For quick response, circle 
on the retrieval card the bold/ ace numbers that 
are shown below : 

Alpha Data, Inc., 8759 Remment Ave., Canoga Park, Calif. 
91304, 213/882-6500, Jerry Lessard, Director Marketing. 

,Circle 401 
American Totalisator Co., Uni -Tote Div. , 383 Hillen Rd. , 

Towson, Md. 21204, 301/825-5500, R. C. Hardin, Vice 
President. Circle 402 

Ampex Corp., Computer Products Div., 13031 W. Jefferson 
Blvd ., Marina del Rey, Calif. 90291. 213/870-2121. Chris 
Hoppin . Circle 403 

Applied Magnetics Corp. , Computer Memory Div., 75 Robin 
Hill Rd ., Goleta, Calif. 93017, 805/964-4881 , William A. 
Wells, Sales Manager. Circle 404 

BCD Compuhng Corp., P. 0. Box 240, Buffalo, N.Y., 14225, 
716/632-7533, Gary Pache, Marketing Manager. Circle 405 

Burroughs Corp., Burroughs Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 48232, 
313/972-7000, Peter Carney, Manager Editorial Services. 

Circle 406 
Burroughs Corp., OEM Product Sales, 1649 Wilshire Blvd., 

Los Angeles , Calif. 90017, 213/483-1425, E. L. Lyons, Man
ager OEM Sales. Circle 407 

Caelus Memories, Inc., 967 Matury Rd., San Jose, Calif. 
95133, 408/298-7080, Hal Sowle, Director of Sales Support. 

Circle 408 
California Computer Products, Inc., 2411 W. La Palma Ave ., 

Anaheim, Calif. 92801, 714 /821-2001 Robert Kovacev, 
Marketing Manager. Circle 409 

California Electro Mechanisms, 22519 S. Normandie Ave., 
Torrance, Calif. 90501, 213/328-2151, Frank C. Phillips , 
President. ,Circle 420 

Century Data System, Inc., 1630 State College Blvd., Ana-
heim , Calif. 92806, 714/632-7111, Robert Chartrand, Na
tional Sales Manager. Circle 410 

Computer Specialties Corp., 87 Burlew Court, Hackensack, 
N.J. 07601, 201/487-4116, E. Silver, President. Circle 411 

Control Data Corp., 8100 34th Ave . S., Minneapolis, Minn. 
55440, 612/853-4439, Robert A. Koenig, Marketing Re
quirements. Circle 412 

Data Di~c. Inc., 686 W. Maude Ave ., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086, 
408/732-7330, Ron Troxell , Manager of Marketing Services. 

Circle 413 
Data Memory, Inc. , 1255 Terra Bella Ave. , Mountain View, 

Calif. 94040, 415/961-9440, William Gaskins, Vice Presi
dent Marketing. Circle 414 

Data Systems Design, Inc., 1122 University Ave ., Berkeley, 
Calif. 94702, 415/849-1102, Sheila Lewis, Marketing Man
ager. Circle 415 

Datum, Inc., 1802 N. American St., Anaheim, Calif. 92801, 
714 /879-3070, Bob Manciet, Product Manager. Circle 416 

Diablo Systems, Inc., 24500 Industrial Blvd ., Hayward, Calif. 
94545, 415/783-3910, Samuel J. Wiegand, Vice President 
Marketing. Circle 417 

Digital Development Corp., 5575 Kearny Villa Rd. , San Diego, 
Calif. 92123, 714/278-9920, Frank Veloz, Manager of 
Marketing. Circle 418 

Digital Equipment Corp., 146 Main St., Maynard, Mass. 
01754, 617 / 897-5111, H . Steine, Public Relations. Circle 419 

Dynacoustics, Inc. , 1980 National Ave., Hayward, Calif. 94545, 
415/783-5614, D. G. Setera, President. Circle 421 

EDP/Tally, 1701 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica, Calif. 90404, 
213/829-3696, Barry Garfein, President. Circle 422 

tens out when it gets up to speed. Each disc has 
2-Mb capacity and accepts a data density of 3325 
bpi. The drive has an average access time of 60 
ms and a data rate of 1.2 Mb/ s. This is much 
faster than the Memorex 650, since the 650 takes 
20 ms to go track-to-track. Thus a 10-track access 
takes 200 ms. 

The Series One single drive costs $4400 and 
the dual drive $5500 in single quantities. Up to 
eight discs can be operated from a single master 
electronics package that is contained within the 
first drive. Additional satellite drives cost $1000 
less without the master electronics package. • • 

Friden Div., the Singer Co., 2350 Washington Ave., San 
Leandro, Calif. 9'4577, 415/357-6800, Paul Osterlie, Director 
Business Planning. Circle 423 

Hewlett-Packard, Cupertino Div., 1601 California Ave ., Palo 
Alto, Calif., 94304, 408/257-7000 Dave Asplund, Inquiry 
Supervisor. · ,Circle 424 

Honeywell, Information Systems Div., 200 Smith St., Waltham, 
Mass. 02154, 405/946-5421, J. B. Stroup, Director Com· 
munications. Circle 425 

Hughes Aircraft, Centinela and Peale Sts., Culver City, Calif. 
90230, 213/391-0711, Ed Skinner. Circle 426 

IBM Corp. , Data Processing Div., 1133 Westchester Ave., 
White Plains, N .Y. 10604, 914/949-1900 Ken Foe¥e. 

Circle 427 
Information Data Systems, 7550 Walnut Lake Rd., Walled 

Lake, Mich. 48088, 313/624-5525, E. E. Ecklund, Marketing 
Manager. Circle 428 

Information Storage Systems, Div. of Itel, 10435 N. Tantau 
Ave., Cupertino, Calif. 95014, 408/257-6220, Robert Daniel, 
Manager Planning. Circle 429 

lnfotechnics, Inc., 15730 Stag St., Van Nuys, Calif. 91406, 
213/780-3615, G. E. Zenzefilis, President. Circle 430 

lomec, Inc., 345 Mathew St., Santa Clara, Calif. 95050, 
408/246-2950, Avery Blake Vice President Marketing. 

Circle 431 
Kemper Engineering Co., 9337 Shoshone Ave., Northridge, 

Calif. 91324, 213/886-0121, D. Kemper, Chief Engineer. 
Circle 432 

Keonics, Inc. , 1600 Victory Blvd., Glendale, Calif. 91201 , 
213/243-8822, James D. Flora, President. ,Circle 433 

Librascope Div., the Singer Co., 808 Western Ave., Glendale, 
Calif. 91201, 213/245-8711, Jim Norwood. Circle 434 

Marshall Data System Div., Marshall Industries, 2065 Hunt
ington Dr., San Marino, Calif. 91108, 213/684-1530, T. J. 
Williams, Marketing Manager. Circle 435 

Memorex Corp., 1200 Memorex Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 95050, 
408/987-1000, Bob Rude, Director of Sales. Circle 436 

Microdata Corp., 644 E. Young St., Santa Ana , Calif. 92705, 
714/540-6730, Robert Oakley. Circle 437 

NCR Industrial Products Div., Main and K Sts. , Dayton, Ohio 
45409, 513/449-2000, L. M. Solganik, Ass<istant Vice Presi
dent. Circle 438 

North American Rockwell Corp., Autonetics Div., 3370 Mira
loma Ave., Anaheim, Calif. 92803, 714/632-0955, John 
Gasper, Program Development Manager. Circle 439 

Pacific Micronetics, Inc., 5037 Ruffner St., San Diego, Calif. 
92111, 714/279-7500, Klaus Spengler, Director of Marketing. 

Circle 440 
Pertee Corp., 9600 Irondale Ave., Chatsworth, Calif. 91311 , 

213/882-0030, Tazz Pettebone, Disc Products Specialist. 
,Circle 450 

Potter Instrument Co., 532 Broad Hollow Rd., Melville, N .Y. 
11745, 516/694-9000, J. Richardson, Manager OEM Prod
ucts. Circle 441 

RCA Electromagnetic Aviation and Systems Div., 8500 Balboa 
Blvd ., Van Nuys, Calif. 91409, 213/894-8111, Gary Spell
man, Manager Data Systems Marketing. Circle 442 

Telex Corp., 6422 E. 4lst St., Tulsa, Okla. 74135, 918/629-
2333, G. H. Ashbridge, Vice President. Circle 443 

Univac Div. of Sperry Rand Corp. , 311 Turner Street, Utica, 
N.Y. 13501 , 215/646-9000. D. L. Prasky. Circle 444 

Vermont Research Corp., Precision Park, North Springfield, 
Vt. 05150, 802/886-2256, W. Austin, Marketing Manager. 

Circle 445 
Wang Emory Systems, Inc., Div. of Wang Laboratories, 836 

North St., Tewksbury, Mass. 01876, 617/851-7311 S. Lam
bert. Circle 446 

Xebec Systems, Inc., 566 San Xavier Ave. Sunnyvale, Calif. 
94086, 408/743-9444, Andy Mester, Marketing Director. 

Circle 447 
Xerox Data Systems, 701 South Aviation Blvd., El Segundo, 

Calif. 90245, 213/679-4511, ext. 1956, Ted Charter. 
Circle 448 

XLO Computer Products Div. of Ex-Cell-O Corp. (formerly 
Bryant Computer Products). 850 Ladd Rd., Walled Lake, 
Mich. 48033, 313/624-4571, Bob Tilley, Marketing Services. 

Circle 449 
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Thinking flexible etched cable? 
Think AMP. Our capabilities are unique. 
And complete. · 
Imaginative design is our specialty. We like to 
tackle .. . and solve . . . knotty problems like the cable 
illustrated here. We can control impedance from 50 
to 125 ohms. Build a shield plane on one side of the 
circuit. Create performance values you 've been 
reaching for but never before attained. 
Long lengths. We can manufacture continuous lengths 
of cable, with repeat patterns up to 50 feet long. 
Widths to 22 inches. 
Reliable termination. Our insulation displacement 
crimp technique assures interface with proved en
vironmental stability, with the cost savings of auto
mated application . 

New economy. AMP solderless interconnection 
method lets us use lower temperature insulating film, 
eliminates costly complications. 
Complete capability. We can supply you etched cable 
with all connectors assembled , ready to plug into your 
equipment. Let's start thinking together. For a con
sultation , write or call AMP Incorporated, 
Industrial Division, Harrisburg, Pa. 17105. 

ANIP 
INCORPORATED 

Manufacturing and direct sales faci lities worldwide: Barcelona, Brussels , Buenos 
Aires , Frankfurt, London, Mexico City, Paris, Puerto Rico, Sao Paulo , 
s'Hertogenbosch (Holland) , Sydney, Stockholm, Tokyo, Toronto, Turin, Vienna. 
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We regretfully announce that we were 
system into our old calculator box. 

All we could get in were 52 times as many memory registers plus 16 times 
as many programming steps, a lot more logic, and a magnetic card reader. 
The rest of the stuff we had to leave outside. 

Our box still weighs 
22:Y2 pounds, 

but it now holds 
Up to 522 memory registers, in increments of 64. There's 4-rule arithmetic 
and special key functions into and out of all registers, and you won't destroy 
the contents when you turn off the machine. 

Up to 4,096 steps of programming, in increments of 512. You can do an 
entire program from the keyboard and see all your steps printed out for 
debugging. Symbolic addressing makes branching and jumping very simple. 
You can backspace, correct errors, and insert steps without having to re-€nter 
the program. You can program the decimal-point printing format, do 16-level 
nesting. 

A magnetic card reader /writer that lets you input programs, write 
programs, put data into memory, save programs and memory contents. 

Fully algebraic keyboard arithmetic, with nesting of parentheses. You enter 
equations the way you write them, not the way the machine wants them. 

Multiple key interlock and rollover, with buffering so you can enter data 
while the machine is calculating. 

Labeled keys for logs, antilogs, ax, and all common mathematical 
and trigonometric functions including hyperbolics, and also 
input/output in degrees-minutes-seconds, full 4-quadrant 
coordinate conversion, statistical summation (n, x, x2

), 

standard deviation and mean, factorial, sum- · 
square backout (correction of summations), 
plus optional user-definable function keys. 

compucorp~ 



unable to cram all of our new computer 

It doesn't hold 

An input/ output typewriter 
(your choice of brands.) 

An XY plotter. 

A cassette tape recorder. 

A punched-card reader. 

A mark-sense card reader. 

We're talking about the new 400 Series of desktop computers that 
complements and extends our Compucorp calculator line. The Model 425 is 
for engineers, scientists and surveyors, the 445 is for statistical folks. 

We've made more than 30,000 of our other models in the last couple of 
years. They come in little boxes that sit on a corner of your desk. Each one 
has an array of powerful one-punch keys that solve the problems of a 
particular kind of user. They have up to 20 storage registers and 256 steps of 
programming. 

There's a wide range of prices so you can buy enough power to do your job 
without having to pay for more than you need. 

But many customers have said, "That's not enough machine for me'.' Hence 
the 400's. 

The 400's are as easy to operate as our other models (easier, in fact.) They're 
enormously powerful and versatile, they interface with an array of peripherals, 
and they come in the same little box. 

The 400's start at $3,750, our other models a lot lower. 

Write down what you need on your letterhead. We'll show you a calculator 
or a desktop computer that fits your problems and your pocketbook. 

Computer Design Corporation 12401 West Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90064 Telephone (213) 478-9761 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 128 



Get the mini you really need 
by investigating what the manufacturer's specifications 
mean in terms of computer processing power. 

Say you are shopping for a minicomputer. You 
look at some catalogs and spec sheets, call a few 
minicomputer salesmen and reps. You are now 
ready to place an order. Right? 

You'd better not. If you follow this route, you'll 
wind up either thoroughly confused or in pos
session of a machine that isn't even close to what 
you had in mind, unless you : 

• Know precisely what every minicomputer 
maker means in his specs. 

• Prepare a complete specification list before
hand of the mini that will do the job. 

Why the need for such care? First, because 
there are no standards for minicomputer speci
fications. Second, because salesmen will be happy 
to confuse you by feeding you claims that aren't 
important, while ignoring necessary i!pecifica
tions. And third, because there are many factors 
that determine the processing power of a mini
computer- and processing power is what you're 
really after. 

Know what you need, first 

The first stop in selecting a minicomputer is to 
push aside all of the minicomputer catalogs and 
other literature and write down what you need 
in terms of yoitr job parameters. One way to do 
this is to pose and answer such questions as 
these : 

How much input/ output (I / 0) is going to be 
done-a little or much? Will it be "character" 
I/ 0 (like teletypes and communication) or 
"word-length" I/ 0 (like a / d converters) or bits 
(like process control) ? 

Are you going to do data transfers with high
speed devices, such as discs, magtape or drums? 
Are you planning to use equipment like card 
readers? Do you want to interface the minicom
puter with your equipment and have a lot of 
digital control signals, such as a security-system 
annunciator panel? Your concern here is both 
the amount of I / 0 and also how fast it must 
be sent. 

What kind of processing is required? Are you 

Roger C. Cady, PDP· 11 Engineering Manager, Digital 
Eq uipment Corp., Mayna rd , Mass. 0 1754 
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Before you buy a minicomputer, list your requirements 
and then investigate the ma nufactu rer's specif ications, 
advi ses Roger Cady. Only then, he says, will you be sure 
of getti ng t he processing power you need .. 

going to write the job in machine language, or do 
you need FORTRAN or BASIC or some other 
higher-level language? Do you need arithmetic 
computation? Do you need multiplication and di
vision capability? Does the job require file-han
dling and a great deal of sequential input and 
output, with very few computations-like in a 
magtape-to-printer system? Is there a real-time 
requirement? If so, will you need a computer 
that responds very rapidly to a few signals and 
interrupts, or to many of them? 

Will the machine have to do many computa
tions, like fast Fourier transforms? Is it possible 
to use a dedicated slow processor for the· system 
control and to do the processing later? 

Peripheral selection is just as critical as the 
mainframe. Follow the same questioning pro
cedure: 

Do you need a disc for data storage or for pro
gram storage? Do you need magtape for accumu
lating and transferring data to another com
puter? Does the magtape have to be compatible 
with another machine, or will its accumulated 
data be processed by the same computer? What 
about I/O equipment, like line printers, teletypes, 
and CRT displays? 

The checklist in Table 1 can help you draw up 
your detailed requirements. Once a complete job 
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There is a wide range of possibilities between this mini· 
mal desktop PDP-8/E with a core of 4-k, 12-bit words 
(left) and a typical larger system (right). The latter has 
32 k of core, four DECtapes, disc storage, a CRT and a 
LA-30 impact printer. Choosing the right one can mean 
dollars saved. 

description is prepared, you can start looking at 
the minicomputer specs and deciphering their 
meaning. 

Choose a suitable word length 

The basic information unit in a digital com
puter is the binary digit, or bit. Thus a funda
mental description of a minicomputer is its "word 
length," or the number of bits in a computer 
word. Common minicomputer word lengths are 
eight, 12, 16 and 18 bits. 

The word length is related to a number of 
things that are internal to the machine and that 
show up in other specs, notably the instruction 
power and the addressability (an address space 
large enough for a fair-sized program or data 
base). 

The primary thing to consider in the word 
length is how well it is suited to the type of data 
that you want to process. For example, if data 
are coming from a 10-bit a / d converter, then a 
12-bit machine is adequate. However, if the com
puter input is coming from character-oriented 
devices-teletype or communication lines-and it 
is in the eight-bit format, a computer with an 
eight-bit word length (or a multiple of eight 
bits) would be a better choice. If the job involves 
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considerable computation, then the longer the 
word, the more precision will there be in a 
single-word operation of the machine. But if 
the computational use is light, a shorter word
length machine might be better, provided it can 
handle multiple word-length data arithmetically. 

To boil it all down, you must analyze the job 
and the type of data to come up with the right 
word length for your machine. Always bear in 
mind that there may be more than one word 
length to do the job. At present the most popular 
minicomputer word length is 16 bits, and you'll 
find the widest variety of performance and prices 
in this categor~. 

Don't equate cycle time and throughput 

Cycle time is among the most frequently pub
lished, yet least meaningful, specs to help you 
select the computer. Cycle time is defined by most 
manufacturers as the time required to read or 
write a computer word into the central (usually 
core) memory. To a degree, it is representative 
of the maximum rate at which the central proces
sor could operate, since it requires memory for 
data. But in newer, asynchronous machines cycle 
time and central-processor time are not neces
sarily equal. Cycle time tells you only about the 
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mechanics of getting data into and out of memo
ry, not about the processor's ability to handle 
or process the data. That information is in the 
instruction repertoire and has no quantitative 
number. Once again, the important thing in a 
computer is its ability to do a certain job. Cycle 
time may give you an idea how fast the machine 
can do individual steps, but the real key to proc
essing power is throughput, or how much a com
puter can do in a given time. This may or may 
not have any relevance to cycle time (see graph). 

What size memory? 

An important measure of the computer is the 
amount of memory that can be installed in it. 
This is not important if the job requires only 
a small data base, but it becomes vital if the job 
is large or not too well-defined, or if future 
expansion is anticipated. 

Normally memory is measured in units of 1024 
words, referred to as 1 k. Thus a 4-k machine 
designates a minicomputer with 4096 words of 
memory. Mainframe memories can be as large as 
131 k. 

Some manufacturers specify memory in terms 
of bytes, while others speak about words. A 
byte is a data unit comprising a fraction of a 
word, most frequently eight bits. Thus a memory 
for a 16-bit machine in terms of bytes might be 
given as "8-k bytes," which would be equivalent 
to just plain 4 k in the case of a manufacturer 
who used the more common definition-computer 
words. 

In addition to the r.ner.norY.: size, memory type 

Table 1. Job description checklist 
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The primary computer function 

The secondary computer functions 

Mass-storage requirements 
Size, data rates 
For program or data 
Sequential (tape) or random access (disc) 
Removable or permanent 

Peripherals 
Performance specs 
Data rates 

Interfaces 
To what-analog or digital? 
Who should design them? 

Total I /0 rates 

Kinds of data 
Bits-for control & status 
Bytes-character handling, 1/0 
Words-what arithmetic precision?. 

Arithmetic power required 

Logical decision-making required 

Time constraints 
Real-time data acquisition or control 
Real-time computation 

should also be considered. In general, core mem
ory retains its data when the power goes off, 
while a semiconductor memory does not. Obvious
ly, while this consideration is important, other 
factors might also influence the final decision. 

Ease of addressing is important 

The basic programming problem is how to 
address the computer memory-that is, how to 
define the address of each memory cell in the in
struction. This is an extremely important meas
ure of the machine's ability to process data in 
minimum time and with minimum program ef
fort. If the addressability is small-say, 128 or 
256 word "pages"-then additional processor 
time and memory space might be required to ad
dress data in all of the memory. In general, ma
chines that have direct addressability to larger 
pol"tions of their memories will be more efficient 
in processing a program that has a moderate 
amount of data. 

Addressability is closely related to various 
techniques: 

"Direct addressing" refers to a memo·ry por
tion that you can reach with a single instruction 
-that is, the computer should not limit you to 
"pages," such as 256 or 1024 word11. 

"Indirect addressing" means the use of a mem
ory cell as the address of the desired piece of 
data. This feature is almost always present in 
small machines, and it can simplify programming 
considerably. 

"Relative addressing" permits you to write a 
program in which the address is relative to the 

Running-time limits 

Programming requirements 
Machine language. 
File handling 
1/0 monitor required 
Can you use existing programs and subrou-

tines: List them 

Estimated programming time 

High-Level languages 

Interactive (BASIC FOCAL) 
Single· user or multiterminal 
How sophisticated? (Matrices, strings) 

Batch (FORTRAN, COBOL) 
Is compatibility required? 
(ANSI IV or IBM 1130), 

Real-time constraints, performance desired 

Estimated program and data sizes 

Future expandability 

Services needed 
Training 
Hardware maintenance (final installation site) 
Software development, support 
Custom design, system engineering 
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program location. This, in turn, permits the pro
gram to be shifted to another memory location 
or moved about, as necessary, to meet the system 
requirements. 

"Indexed addressing" refers to the use of index 
registers. In some machines indexing is done 
with special core-memory locations, and in these 
cases you should evaluate the execution time of 
the indexing instruction and the flexibility of 
the indexing mode. 

"List sequential addressing" means an ability 
to get at sequential pieces of data with the "auto
indexing" or "list-sequential" features of the 
processor. Addressing via list-sequentials or auto
indexing hardware makes programming con
siderably simpler for many routines by removing 
the bookkeeping from the program. 

Consider the 'architecture' 

The heart of a minicomputer system is the 
central processor. It does the data processing 
and, in general, handles all the I/ 0 transfers. Its 
capability depends largely on its organization and 
the structure. These factors-the "architecture" 
of the machine-determine how instructions will 
be carried out and how easy or difficult it will 
be to program the minicomputer. 

Programming may be the most expensive part 
of your system. In a system configuration you 
will almost invariably spend morn money for pro
gramming than for the central processor itself. 
Thus ease of programming and the instructions 
that the machine can execute are most important 
considerations in the minicomputer selection. Ex-
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Don't be misled by a fast memory cycle time Into be
lieving that this means a fast central processor. As this 
plot-based on data from various minicomputer makers 
-shows, the time it takes to perform a typical operation 
bears little relation to the cycle time. 
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tra dollars invested in a more versatile central 
processor will almost always pay off in speed 
and ease of programming and program efficiency. 

In examining computer architecture, always 
consult your programmer. Some checkpoints for 
evaluation are listed in Table 2. 

Data format can affect versatility 

The data format that can be accepted by the 
computer often has a direct bearing on its over
all versatility. Can the central processor handle 
bits? Individual bits are used to indicate the on
off condition of I/ 0 devices or the state of a 
control system being operated by the computer. 
A single bit could indicate that a light is on or 
off, or that a valve is open or shut. If the com
puter handles bits well, programming for process 
and instrument-control systems will be greatly 
simplified. 

The computer's ability to handle bytes is prob
ably even more important, because bytes are 
among the primary forms of I / 0 data format. 
Teletype, paper-tape readers, communication 
lines are all byte-oriented devices. Many small 
cassette tape systems, printers, and card readers 
are also byte-oriented. Alphanumeric terminals, 
CRT displays and other such devices usually 
communicate with bytes. (A byte here is eight 
bits long.) 

Most computers handle words quite well, since 
this is the primary data format that computers 
are designed for. Look carefully, however, at the 
instruction set and at the completeness of the in
structions that operate on words. The degree of 
completeness of the instruction set will determine 
the over-all performance of the computer. 

In computational work, multiple words-or 
"multi-words," as they are sometimes called-are 
often used when extra precision is required for 
an arithmetic operation. Two or three words 
represent the arithmetic quantity rather than a 
single word. 

Registers and what to look for 

Table 2 lists the kinds of registers in the mini
computer. Every computer has at least one ac
cumulator, but the rule here is: The more accu
mulators there are, the easier the programmer's 
job. This is because the accumulator generally is 
the congestion po.int in most small computers. 
Look carefully at the instructions that require the 
accumulator, because in many machines one or 
more accumulators are always used in the in
struction execution, placing more demands on the 
accumulator structure. Beware of the "multi
register" machines that have dedicated register 
assignments. 

Index registers are useful because the address 
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of the required data item is often calculated or 
indexed, similar to the way you use subscripts 
to write an arithmetic expression. An index 
register thus holds the subscript, and it is used 
in computing the address for the piece of data. 
Multiple-index registers are quite helpful, since 
in many instances several indexes must be kept 
simultaneously. If there are multiple-index reg
isters, the indexes can be kept in registers rather 
than shuffled in and out of core memory. 

Auto-index registers keep track of the sequence 
when handling list data: They increment auto
matically, pointing to the next item in the list. 
This type of indexing is of tremendous help for 
input and output data processing or for handling 
character (or data) strings of any kind. 

In general, registers are solid-state memory 
elements within the central processor, and they 
do not use main core memory for storage. This 
means that they are faster, and usually easier to 
get to, than would be the case if they were using 
the main memory. To reduce costs, however, some 
computers are built with the registers in core 
memory. Such a machine, even with multiple 
registers, may be better than one with a single 
accumulator, but it still will be slow. 

Check instruction repertoire closely 

The capability of the minicomputer is almost 
totally reflected in its instruction repertoire. It 
must be examined in great detail, and all am
biguous or unclear statements must be discussed 
with the manufacturer's sales and application en
gineers. Are there instructions for handling in
dividual bits or bytes? Is there a "compare" in
struction that simplifies looking for a match 
between two quantities or characters? Are there 
adequate arithmetic capabilities? Just having an 
"add" or "subtract" instruction is nof enough 

here. Look closely at how the instruction handles 
the arithmetic operation. For example, is an in
dicator set when there is an overflow? If you 
are interested in data reduction, ask your pro
grammer to look closely at the indicator set to 
make sure that the instructions do what you 
want. 

What is the logical capability of the machine? 
What kind of decision network can you build 
with the instructions in it? There should be in
structions that do things like testing individual 
bits or bytes or words for unique conditions. 

Logical decisions are generally made with 
either skip or branch instructions. Look carefully 
at the conditions that signal skipping or branch
ing. In general, branching is more powerful than 
skipping because, in the single instruction, you 
can make the logical decision and go directly to 
another point in the program. Also, look for 
ability to make equality and inequality decisions. 

Keep in mind that not all instructions that 
seem alike are alike. In some machines an ADD 
instruction can only add registers to one another. 
Some add memory to registers, while at least one 
on the market adds memory to memory, mem
ory to register, register to memory, register to 
register and even mainframe registers or mem
ory to I/O registers. 

In checking the instruction repertoire look at 
what each instruction does and how it does it, 
not just its name. The more powerful an instruc
tion is, the faster and more program-efficient a 
processor will be, independent of cycle time. 

How effective is the subroutine call? 

Check the processor to be sure that it does the 
following in subroutines: linking, parameter pas
sing and re-entry. Does the subroutine call some
how mark where you are, so that when you fin-

Table 2. Computer architecture checklist 
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Data-handling. Instructions for: 
Bits-set test and clear individual bits 
Bytes-manipulation in memory and I /0 
Words (standard) 
Multi-words-multiple precision handling 

Registers (usable by program) 
Accumulators-How many? Flexibility 
Index registers-How many? Flexibility 
Auto index-list pointers 
General registers or fixed use 

Instruction repertoire 
Complete for each data type? 
Compare logical and arithmetic testing 
Branch conditions 
Arithmetic power, overflows 
Subroutine calling-linkage, parameter pass· 

ing, and re-entrancy 
I/ 0 instruction. How powerful? Can instruc-

tions go directly to memory? 

Addressing 
Direct (What limits?), word or byte level 
Indirect 
Relative 
Indexed 
List sequential 

Interrupt power 
Device priority structure. It it truly multilevel? 
Program control over priorities 
Interrupt service program priorities 
Interrupt identification 
True interrupt response times 

Direct memory access 
Costs and multiplexers 
Latency times 
Transfer rates 
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Bourns LOW-COST FAMILY was designed specifically 

to fill the requirements of cost-conscious ·industrial 
users - so were the prices! Imagine how they reduce 

on large production-run quantities. As a bonus, you 

get Bourns TRIMPOT potentiometer quality, reliability 

and performance. 

AVAILABILITY 

All models shown are stocked in depth RIGHT NOW, 

so delivery is off-the-shelf from the factory or your 

local Bourns distributor. 

Complete data on all models of the LOW-COST FAMILY 

is available upon request. Just write, or call, your local 

Bourns Sales office, representative, or distributor. 

*1 000-piece price Model 3389, U.S. dollars, F.0 .B ., U.S.A. 

s 
BOURNS, INC., TRIMPOT PRODUCTS DIVISION • 1200 COLUMBIA AVE., RIVERSIDE, CALIF. 92507 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 129 
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ish the subroutine you can return to the original 
program? Does it use a dedicated register or 
memory cell? This is called linking. 

Parameter (or argument) passing in the sub
routine is also important. For example, if you 
call a routine to output characters to the tele
type, the arguments might be the location of the 
characters to be printed and how many there are. 
Examine how argument passing from the calling 
program to the subroutine is done. 

The subroutine call is "re-entrant" when a 
subroutine can call itself-or, even more impor
tant, when a subroutine can be called by another 
program. This is especially significant in real
time processing. 

If the subroutine call does not pass arguments 
and does not keep its return linkage so it can be 
re-entered, it can't be used to call a re-entrant 
subroutine. This means that several copies of a 
subroutine may be necessary because of the limi
tatiOn of a single instruction. 

Interrupts can be tricky to evaluate 

Among the most difficult things to evaluate in 
most small computers are the interrupt struc
tures, or the ways in which the central processor 
responds to peripheral equipment or sensors. 
Most powerful computers assign priorities, de
fining the order in which the external devices 
will be recognized for interrupts. But make sure 
the manufacturer is offering a true priority-in
terrupt structure, with priority for r unning the 
program, and doesn't merely mean that there is 
a fixed sequence for recognizing the devices if all 
request an interrupt simultaneously. 

When you see the term "interrupt response 
time," ask what this really means and what hap
pens during that time interval. The important 
time is that from the initial interrupt request by 
the peripheral device to when the computer be
gins to execute an instruction for that device. 

Interfacing: Examine the documentation 

After checking such basic items as word-length 
compatibility, ask for documentation on the in
terfacing. Is the documentation complete? Does 
it have sample schematics with explanatory in
formation? 

If the documentation on the interfacing is un
clear, it might be very difficult to interface to 
that machine. If the designer can't describe it, 
how are you going to interface to it? 

Make sure the I / 0 bus is designed just as 
reliably as the memory bus. Many manufacturers 
spend much effort designing a reliable and noise
immune memory bus and then forget that the I/ 0 
bus must be just as good. 

Ask the vendor about special interface hard-
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ware that might suit your requirements. For one
of-a-kind and short-run systems, this can be the 
least expensive way to interface. 

Software can make or break you 

Software specifications are either nonexistent 
or vary so 11'rnch from vendor to vendor as to 
make meaningful comparison virtually impossi
ble. Obviously your programmer can be of great 
help. But there are basic areas to examine. 

First, check the program development aids that 
you would need to write the software, if you 
plan to write programs in machine language. 
These aids include the assembler, the editor and 
debugging packages. For a moderate amount of 
program generation, a disc operating system may 
well pay off in programmer savings. 

Next, look over the utility programs, which 
include conversion programs-such as octal to 
ASCII, fixed point to floating point-and math 
programs-such as sine, cosine etc. 

Even in small systems, if the vendor supplies 
an I/O executive system (monitor programs), 
you will save considerable programming. 

High-level languages-like FORTRAN; BA
SIC, FOCAL-are becoming very popular with 
small computers. They make the programming 
easier, but they are slower and need more mem
ory than machine languages. A good tradeoff 
may be possible here, especially with newer ma
chines. Since all languages with the same name 
don't necessarily have the same features, make a 
point-by-point evaluation. 

Software efficiency can be evaluated by look
ing over the operational data for various pro
grams. Get the execution times, and keep the 
storage requirements in mind. 

Software documentation should be clear and 
concise. Ask: Are such manuals available? Are 
there program listings? And how detailed are 
they? Also, find out who wrote the software pack
age; some manufacturers have outside companies 
prepare their software. 

The software libraries of manufacturers can 
be a good source for programs, and the quality 
and completeness of such libraries should also be 
examined. 

Finally, check over the company you are deal
ing with and ask about services that will help 
you get the most out of the computer. These in
clude scheduled, professionally staffed, schools 
for teaching the "how to" of both software and 
hardware. Make sure there is a local service cen
ter; don't rely on the "send it back to the fac
tory" bit. Local service centers should be able 
to provide both hardware and software support. 

And ask about special service groups for both 
software and hardware. Their assistance may 
help you cut costs dramatically. •• 
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It's as simple as a PDP-8. 
Anyone can interface a PDP-8. 

You just plug everything into the 
OMNIBUS.™ Anywhere. In any 
order. Any time. 

Now if you want to write PDP-8 
software you have to know pro
gramming. But you don't have to 
know much. PDP-8 is one of the 
easiest to program computers ever 
made. And it has the biggest library 

of minicomputer software in the 
world. So you might not need any 
new software anyway. 

Where you might want some help 
is in selecting the peripherals. There 
are over 60 standards to pick and 
choose from. Plus specials. 

But you won't have to waste time 
figuring out if the PDP-8 can do 
your job. Every job being done by 
minicomputers is being done by a 

PDP-8. And it111 do your job for a 
long, long time. PDP-81s have been 
known to run flat out, 24 hours 
a day, 7 days a week, for two 
years straight. 

You see, when you get a PDP-8, 
you won't get stuck. 

Digital Equipment Corporation, 
Maynard, Mass. 01754. 
(617) 897-5111. 



c. 
RCA types 40850, 40851 , 
40852, 40853, and 40854 per
form in off-line switching mode 
power supplies. Why not im
prove your system costs two 
ways: first , through RCA's ex
clusive thermal fatigue ratings to 
assure longer service l ife and, 
second, through competitive 
prices. 

A 
RCA 2N3440 , 2N5804 , 
2N5838 , and 2N6175 offer a 
high-voltage line-up for every 
high-voltage socket in color TV 
- video output , picture-tube 
driver, high-voltage regurator, 
class-A audio, horizontal driver, 
and vertical and horizontal de
flection. 

re 

RCA 2N5804, 2N5838, 
2N6077, and 2N6249 are em
ployed in inductive or capacitive 
discharge ignition systems or 
electronic carburetors. Device 
ruggedness is documented in 
RCA 's second-breakdown data 
and the industry's only thermal 
fatigue ratings. If your specs 
don't require thermal fatigue rat
ings, you can't be sure you're 
protected. 

Ratings within the basic families listed below vary from 200 to 400 volts. 
Custom selections with ratings above 400 volts are available. 

For more information on these and 
other RCA silicon power transis
tors, see your local RCA Represent
ative or RCA Distributor. Or call 
Gene Van Wagner, Power Transistor 
Marketing Manager, at (201) 
722-3200, ext. 3381 . For technical 
data on specific types write : RCA 
Solid State Division, Section 57E-ll 
/UTL-28, Box 3200, Somerville, 
N.J. 08876. International: RCA, 
Sunbury-on-Thames, U.K., or P.O. 
Box 112, Hong Kong. In Canada : 

Basic Family Max. Ratings 
PT(W) IC (A) 

2N3440 10 1 
2N5415* 10 - 1 
2N6175 20 1 
2N3583 35 5 
2N6211 * 35 -5 
2N6077 45 10 
2N5838 100 10 
2N5239 100 10 
2N5804 110 15 
2N6249 175 30 
*p-n-p types 
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Pkg. 100-Unit Price 
(Each) 

T0-5 $0.65 
T0-5 0.90 
T0-5 (P) 0 .59 
T0-06 0 .96 
T0-06 2.70 
T0-06 1.80 
T0-3 1.98 
T0-3 2.16 
T0-3 3 .30 
T0-3 6.00 

RCA Limited, Ste. Anne de Belle
vue 810, Quebec. 

Ren Solid 
State 

products that make products pay off 
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D. 
RCA 2N5415, 2N5838, and 
2N6077 are utilized for high-reli
ability service in antenna PIN 
diode phase-shift drivers. For 
this - and other high-voltage 
military applications - check 
RCA's high-voltage devices from 
one of the lines of combined 
JAN, JAN TX and equivalent 
types. 
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F. 
RCA 2N5804, 2N5838, and 
2N6249 are engaged in ultra-son
ic transducer/driver and output 
applications where reliability is 
essential , based on forward-bias, 
second -breakdown-free opera
tions and thermal-fatigue ratings. 
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E. 
RCA's high-voltage p-n-p devices 
contribute to the broadest high
vo ltage line in the industry . 
From it, select 2N3440 
2N3583, 2N5415, and 2N621 l 
for electrostatic and magnetic 
deflection applications requiring 
high-voltage complementary de
vice performance. 
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Four solid reasons 
for solid state switc • 
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Right now, you feel pretty safe with con
ventional switching techniques. 
You know what they can do. As well as 
what they can 't. 
Great. Except solid state can do so 
much more. 

Solid evidence for solid state. 
There 's speed . Easily up 
to 100,000 operations per 
second . 
There's reliabil
ity. Nothing 
moves, so noth
ing wears out. 
Billions of test 
operations have proved this. 

Actual Size 

There's no contact bounce. No con
tacts, so no bounce or contamination. 
There 's size. Or lack of it. Most are no 
bigger than the eraser on your pencil. 

How it works. 
The secret of our solid state switches is 
the Hall-effect principle. 
It's locked in a single silicon-integrated 
circuit chip package. Pass a magnetic 
field by the package and the switching 
action takes place, without the magnet 
ever touching. 

It's versatile. 
Just consider the ways a magnet can be 
moved past a switch . The list is almost 
endless. The specifications of our 
switches are also broad. 
Operating Temp. Range : -55° to 
+ 125 ° C are available. o Voltage . 

Range: From 4.5 to 7.5 voe. D Output : 
20 Ma digital signal. o Magnet Size : 
Determined by the operating distance. 
(For instance, a 0.06" operating dis
tance requires a magnet 0.187" in di
ameter by 0.187" long.) 

An example. 
Problem : To make certain the hole has 
been punched in 
a tab card . 
Solution : Put a 
magnet on the 
punch and locate 
our solid state 
switch so it's ac
tuated by the 
magnet when the 
punch moves. 

,. ,. .· 

.· 

Tab Card 
Punch 

Magnet 

f-:switch 

/ Tab Card 

Benefits : Long life. No effect from paper 
dust. Direct control of digital circuits. 

We're versatile too. 
MICRO SWITCH has been in precision 
snap-action switching since 1932. And 
into solid state switching for more than 
15 years. 
Bring us your problem. We have expe
rienced engineers who 'll work with you 
to solve it. And if one of our existing 
products won't do the job, we can de
sign one that will. It's all in a day's work. 
The quickest way to get started is a 
phone call to your MICRO SWITCH 
Branch Office. Or write to us direct. 

MICRO SW ITCH makes your ideas work. 

MICRO SWITCH 
FREEPORT ILLINOIS 61032 

A DIVISION OF HONEYWELL 

MICRO SWITCH products are available worldwide through Honeywell Internation al. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 1 32 
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SJCC products 

Desk-top calculator rivals minicomputer 
in capability and memory capacity 

Computer D esign Corp ., 1734 21st 
St., Santa Monica, Calif. (213 ) 
828-7597 . $3750 and up; May, 
1972. 

The Model 425 desk-top calcula
tor packs so much memory and 
program power that the Computer 
Design Corp. is calling it a desk
top computer. The machine can 
store more than one program at 
one time and solve long and com
plex problems without segmenta
tion. 

The program capacity permits 
up to 4096 steps . The basic capaci
ty is 512 steps, and it can be ex
panded in increments of 512. 

Programs don't occupy any data 
storage space. The user can start 
small and add more internal memo
ry or programming capacity at any 
time. The memory is nonvolatile ; 
therefore there is no chance of 
losing data or destroying a whole 
program if somebody turns off the 
machine. 

Key-selected functions don't oc
cupy programming space either. 
Key entries are buffered by 10 
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scratch-pad and up to 512 memory 
registers in increments of 64. 

Full four-rule arithmetic func
tions (plus, minus, multiply and 
divide ) can operate into and out of 
all registers. And because the keys 
are buffered, the user can keep on 
entering data even whi le the ma
chine is calculating. 

S.ingle keys give all the common 
mathematical functions, including 
logs and antilogs, and a choice of 
trigonometric functions, including 
hyperbolics . Single keystrokes give 
statistical summation and error 
backout, standard deviation and 
mean, and full-four-quadrant carte
sian/ polar conversion. Optional 
keys are available for special func
tions. 

Decimals can be entered direct
ly from the keyboard, and it's pos
sible to alter the demical settings 
in any desired way in program 
subroutines. The Model 425 has a 
floating, or fixed-decimal, output 
with automatic autopoint override 
and a dynamic range of 10" 9 to 
10-••. It calculates to 13 digits and 

prints 10 with a s ign, a two-digit 
exponent and identifying symbols 
for each function. 

Keyboard operations are com
pletely algebraic; there's seldom a 
need to rearrange equations to 
make them fit the machine. Compli
cated expressions, including nested 
parentheses, can be entered exactly 
as you would write them. The user 
can enter even the most complex 
programs directly from t he key
board and see each step printed out 
for editing, or debugging. A back
up key permits retracing of steps 
to correct a program error. And an 
insert key allows steps to be added 
withou t need for re-entering the 
entire subsequent program. 

The calculator also lets user 
branch, or jump, to decimal ad
dresses every 10 steps, or to pick 
from 96 symbolic address points 
that allow jumping to any point in 
the program. A magnetic-card 
reader/ writer records programs 
and stores data on a pocket-sized 
magnetic card. The card can be re
used or updated any number of 
times. 

The manufacturer offers a num
ber of peripherals-such as an X-Y 
plotter, 1/0 typewriter, a mark
sense/ punched-card reader and a 
magnetic-tape cassette-for attach
ment to the calculator. 
Booth No. 209 Circle No. 250 

Cassette tape enables 
typing-error correction 
Quindata Industries, D iv ., Quindar 
Electronics, Inc. , 60 Fadem Rd., 
Springfield, N.J. (201 ) 379-7400. 
$7 495; 60 days . 

An automatic typewriter, t he 
QuinType-80, with the use of a 
cassette-magnetic recorder, enables 
a typist to correct errors, add or 
delete material and produce an 
error-free document at over 175 
words/ min. It uses a heavy-duty 
Selectric typewriter with a stand
ard typewriter keyboard. 
B ooth No . 308 Circle No. 251 
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Domain-tip memory offers 
core speed at disc prices 

Cambridge Memories Inc., 285 
N ewtonville Ave., Newtonville, 
Mass. (617) 332-3100. $2300; June, 
1972. 

Monolithic magnetic domains 
·( DOTs) act as the storage ele
ments in a memory that can re
place existing discs and drums. 
The DOTram-16 is a nonmechani
cal, nonvolatile, fast magnetic 
memory. Since there are no moving 
parts, the control electronics are 
simple and require little power. 
The resulting compactness allows 
the memory device-at 19 x 
10-1 / 2 x 22 inches for 4-million 
bits-to be much smaller than con
ventional disc and drum systems. 

The DOTram-16 is a block-ori
ented, random-access memory. Each 
block is randomly accessed in 1 µ,s, 
and the information within the 
block is sequentially read, produc
ing an average word-access time of 
1.75 ms. This compares with 50 ms 
for a disc system like the recently 
introduced Digital Equipment 
Corp. RK05 DECpack, which costs 
$5100 for 2.45-Mb storage. 

The capacity of the DOTram-16 
is 65 k x 16, with expansion to 
128 megabits projected. The word 
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length is variable from 8 to 36 
bits. Interfaces to various mini
computers are planned, with both 
input and output levels TTL/ DTL
compatible. Power consumption is 
90 W for the 65 k x 16 unit. 

Domain-tip technology is a rela
tively old idea that is similar in 
principle to the bubble memories of 
Bell Telephone Laboratories. DOTs 
use an inexpensive nickel-iron-co
balt compound that is vacuum-de
posited on a glass substrate. The 
process uses only two masks and 
a tough polycrystalline magnetic 
film. It is less critical and produces 
higher yields than semiconductors. 
Batch-fabrication problems origi
nally blocked full development of 
DOT technology, but a storage 
density of 10,000 bits/inch2 has 
brought the cost down to 0.23¢ per 
bit. The densities of 72,000 bits 
per inch2 that are expected by the 
end of the year should bring the 
cost down to 0.09¢ per bit. 

Since the DOTram-16 has no 
mechanical wear and is nondegrad
able, it will offer an attractive al
ternative to existing mass-storage 
devices. Availability will be 60 
days after deliveries start in June. 
Booth No. 13, 15 Circle No. 463 

Tape transport features 
dynamic braking 

DigiData Corp., 4315 Baltimore 
Ave., Bladensburg, Md. (301) 277-
9378. $1927 ( OEM); 60 days. 

A family of single-capstan tape 
transports, the 1600 Mididek se
ries, operates at standard speeds 
of 25, 18.75 or 12.5 in. /s with op
tions for speeds of 37.5 or 6.25 
in. /s. All units feature densities 
of 200 to 1600 characters/in., ac
commodate 8-1 / 2 in. reels, are IBM 
compatible and mount in 12-1/ 4-in. 
of rack space. Dynamic electrical 
braking and edit features are 
standard. 
Booth No, l Circle No . 253 

Programmable terminal 
provides flexibility 

- ........... . .... ' ... . '.' 
If I I It 0 I I I I I 

_JI I I I I I I I I j 
l J 

Incoterm Corp., 6 Strathmore Rd., 
Natick, Mass. (617) 655-6100. 
$4640 (5 -19 ); 60 days. 

Combining a CRT data terminal 
with a stored-program minicom
puter, the SPD 10/20 offers flexi
bility at a price competitive with 
hard-wired units. It has a core 
memory of 2048 words, a 1.6-,us 
cycle time and a repertoire of 58 
instructions. The keyboard is un
der software control, and character 
positions can be changed or whole 
phrases per key designated. 
Booth No. 2228 Circle No. 254 
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HOW TO SAVE MONEY ON KEYBOARDS: 

UNLOCK REALLY 
BIG SAVINGS WITH THIS NEW .. .. GOLD "CROSSPOINT" CONTACT KEY 

ACTUAL SIZE 

Gold "Crosspoint" Contacts plus simplified electronics enhance reliability and 
provide long life, low profile, low power consumption and low, low cost. .;;;=====----.. 

HOW TD DESIGN YOUR OWN KEYBOARD: Call or write 

for the new six-page Cherry Keyboard Designer's Specification Sheet 

and the full -color Cherry Keyboard Brochure describing the reliable 

new Gold "Crosspoint" Key Module and Keyboards. 

~!!!!!;u~! • ·® 
3609 Sunset Avenue, Waukegan, Illinois 60085 • (312) 689 -7600 
Makers of patented Leverwheel/Thumbwheel Switches, Matrix Selector Switches, Snap-Action Switches and Keyboards. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMB.ER 133 
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Now ... lrom 
AM PE RITE-

Relays 

. Dependability 
Maximum OST 

at LOW C 
--backed by over ~O years 

of Relay experience. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 134 
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Plotter microprocessor 
saves memory core s·pace 

H ewlell-Packard Co., 1601 Califor
nia Ave., Palo Alto, Calif. (415 ) 
943-1501. $3400; 45 days. 

With writing speeds compatible 
with minicomputers, HP's new 
Model 7210A plots X-Y coordinate 
pairs at speeds up to 20 a second, 
and it draws up to five symbolR a 
second. Virtually silent, even at full 
tilt, the graphic plotter is said to 
compete favorably in speed with 
many higher-cost incremental plot
ters. Its writing mechanism uses 
high-torque de motors that can ac
celerate the pen to 10 inches a 
second in only 12 ms. The plotter 
can be driven by either a computer 
or "intelligent" terminal. 

A built-in microprocessor takes 
a substantial load off the computer, 
thus eliminating the need for com
plex software and saving several 
thousand words of computer-core 
storage. A typical program written 
in assembly language requires less 
than 250, 16-bit words of memory. 

Coordinate locations can be abso
lute or relative, as directed by the 
computer. When the plot is in ab
solute coordinates, the accuracy of 
a point doesn't depend on the ac
curacy of the previous point. In 
the relative coordinate mode, each 

new position is defined relative to 
the last. This mode saves computer 
memory, because it isn't necessary 
to calculate the absolute coordi
nates of each point. 

Data input can be accepted by 
the plotter in either binary or 
BCD codes. The control program 
selects either BCD or binary, as 
required. A versatile input circuit 
permits adaptation to a variety of 
different computer interface re
quirements. The plotter can be 
readily matched to machines with 
word lengths from 8 to 36 bits. A 
plug-interface board in the plotter 
takes care of any needed level 
shifting and data packing or buf
fering. 

The plotter draws any number 
of different line lengths in any di
rection, and the computer doesn't 
have to calculate the intermediate 
points. The resulting plot is smooth 
and free of the stairstep pattern 
that is characteristic of incremen
tal plotters. 

The plotter uses almost any type 
of graph paper in sizes to 11 x 17 
inches. Scaling controls on the 
front panel adjust for various 
graph patterns and sizes. 
Booth No. 2420 Circle No. 255 · 
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Centralab Potentiometers ... 
in line with your design requirements 

c111r11111m1-l1!" 
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~ 

Write 
Centralab 
for 
Bulletin 
No. 1526P3 

You can't tell a pot by its cover 
You have to look inside to see how a 
potentiometer is made. Centralab's new 
ULTRA-ONE™ %-inch potentiometer 
simply has more quality under its 
gold finished cover. 

The extremely quiet ULTRA-ONE 
operates within 0.5% maximum CRV 
(contact resistance variation] for 
linear tapers - not just initially- but 
through 100,000 cycles! 

We did it by an improved resistor 
system and by using a new contact. 
This quiet combination is a smooth 
conductive plastic element and a ten
fingered contact. The result is that 

ULTRA-ONE features 
• 0.5% maximum noise through 

100,000 "v 

• Multi-fingered contact 
• Conductive plastic element 
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CRV is almost unmeasurable throughout 
the life of the potentiometer. 

For versatility, the ULTRA-ONE can 
be coupled with snap-action, line and 
push button switches. It's available with 
a high-voltage bushing and shaft- with 
hollow shaft- and a high-torque feature. 

ULTRA-ONE is the industrial 
potentiometer line that gives you more 
design flexibility ... low noise 
operation, component add-ons , long life, 
and high-quality ... in an extremely 
attractive package. 

For complete specs, write 
Potentiometer Sales Manager, Centralab. 

• ± 250 PPM/° C 
• 1/2 watt at 40 °C 
• 500 volts DC 
• 6 R < 10% after load life 
• 6 R < 10% after 100,000 "v 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 135 

GET CENTRALAB 
THE "IN" LINE FOR 
YOUR DESIGN 

Hybrid Microcircuits 
Pushbutton & Rotary Switches 
Capacitors 
Potentiometers 
Technical Ceramics 
Ceramic Packages 
Semiconductor Devices 

CENTRALAB 
Electronics Division 
GLOBE-UNION INC. 

5757 NORTH GREEN BAY AVENUE 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201 

' 
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Pen-entry system locates position by 
sound and digitizes data for computer entry 

Science Accessories Corp., Div. of 
Amperex Electronic Corp., 65 Sta
tion St., Southport, Conn. (203 ) 
255-1526. Price : S ee text, 4-6 wks. 

Graf/ Pen is a data-entry device 
for both graphic and alphanumeric 
information. With a specially de
signed ballpoint pen, it enters the 
data into a system at the same 
time that the user records the in
formation on paper. 

Models 2021 / 22 enter data into 
an incremental, digital, magnetic
tape unit, and they sell for $8155 
in a seven-track version and $8645 
in a nine-track. Models 2012 
(binary code) and 2013 ( BCD 
code) enter data into a punched 
tape unit and are priced at $5995 
and $6295, respectively. 

Graf/ Pen uses sound transmis
sion to define the movement of the 
pen . The equipment consists of a 
stylus, tablet and control unit. 

The stylus combines a ballpoint 
pen (any type of writing instru
ment can be employed ) with a low
cncrgy spark generator at the tip 
of the pen. The standard tablet 
consists of a 14-by-14-inch trans
parent plate, with strip sound 
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sensors placed along the two coor
dinate edges of the plate. Both the 
tablet size and its 2000-by-2000-
point resolution are expandable. 

The sensors pick up signals gen
erated by the stylus spark and 
transfer them to a control unit. 
The control unit interprets the 
data to determine the X-Y position 
of the stylus, digitizes the position 
information and transfers the data 
to either a magnetic tape, paper
tape unit or computer. An optional 
CRT display can show the data as 
they are entered. Graf/ Pen can 
also interact with film viewers. 

It can be used for computer in
puts from graphs, rough sketches 
of drawings, land-contour outlines, 
weather patterns, tracings of X
rays and other photographic im
ages. In the latter case, a frosted 
Lucite plate permits images to be 
projected from the rear of the 
tablet, making tracing easier. By 
using various design forms and 
character-recognition algorithms, 
Graf/ Pen also performs the func
tions of a mark reader, hand-print 
reader or keyboard-input device. 

The mark-reader operation is 

done by correlating the mark 
meaning with the location of the 
pen as the data are recorded. To 
interpret the information on a 
form, a special logic package, rep
resenting an image of the form, is 
required. 

A more sophisticated recognition 
algorithm can permit on-line hand
print recognition. Because the re
corded data are monitored on-line, 
a more accurate handprint tech
nique than is otherwise available 
can be obtained. 

Keyboard opcratjon is perform
ed by placing a keyboard layout on 
the tablet. As the pen is placed 
over a particular character box, its 
position is converted into the char
acter's ASCII (or other) code. 
Many keyboard layouts can be 
strategically placed on different 
parts of the tablet, or they can be 
overlaid, with a separate code, in
dicating that another class of char
acters is being referenced. 

Graf / Pen terminals can be 
placed on-line or off-line and cou
pled with many other terminals. 
CRTs, for example, can be used, 
not only for verification but, by 
overlaying a form on the tube face, 
for direct, interactive applications 
as a li ght-pen replacement. 
Booth No . 991 Circle No. 256 

Private phone system 
tailored to your needs 
RCA, S ervice Co., Cheery Hill Of
fic es, Camden, N.J. ( 609 ) 963-9000. 
$500 per month (10 yr. lease); 200 
line system. 

Subscribers to this private-inter
connect telephone system enjoy {ix
ed communication costs, with in
stallation and maintenance service, 
on a lease basis with the option of 
purchase. Some features include: 
extension-to-extension direct dial
ing; restricted service for select 
extensions; toll diversion; storage 
of calls to busy extensions. 
Booth No. 1817 Circle No. 257 
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1,500,000 Indicator lights? 

Talk to the specialists at Dialight first. 
You won't have to talk to anyone else. 

Permutations on the indicator lights shown here (and others 
not shown) give you 1,500,000 different ones to choose from. 
This is no mere mathematical exercise. Thousands are available 
from stock; any other can be quickly made up for you. Just 
specify the size, shape, color and type of illumination (incan
descent, LED, neon) you want. If you need a specialty-oil-tight, 

flashing, MIL spec ... whatever-order it. You'll get what you 
asked for. Promptly. Because we and our distributors stock 
more varieties of indicator lights than anyone else. Our Selector 
Guide shows you how to find your way quickly to the indicator 
light you need . Send for your free copy and see how easy it is 
to find the one best suited to your needs. 

DIALIGHT CORPORATION, A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY • 60 STEWART AVENUE, BROOKLYN , N. Y. 11237 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER l 36 

(212) 497-7600 
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Norden Encoders perform for you! 
Look at these new additions to Norden's line. More are on the way. 

NEW! Optical Absolute 
NEW! Optical Absolute 
NEW! Optical Incremental: 
Series now available with shaft seal-permits drenched operation. 
NEW! Contact Size 11 
NEW! Contact Size' 11 Altitude Reporting Encoder 
NEW! Contact Size 11 
NEW! Contact Size 11 

NEW! Rugged Industrial Grade Optical Incremental Encoders 
All available with quadrature and 
internal squaring circuit options 

Optical Incremental Encoders 
All available with index marker, 
quadrature outputs and internal 
squaring circuit options. Other 
counts on special order 

Total 
Count 

10,000 
1,000 

8,192 
1,280 

10,000 
3,600 

2,000 Pulses 
1,500 Pulses 
1,250 Pulses 
1,000 Pulses 

600 Pulses 
500 Pulses 
300 Pulses 
200 Pulses 
100 Pulses 

100 Pulses 
250 Pulses 
256 Pulses 
336 Pulses 
500 Pulses 

· 512 Pulses 
1,000 Pulses 
1,024 Pulses 

Revolutions for 
Full Count Diameter" 

50 
1 

32 or 64 
16 

100 
36 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2.25 
2.25 

1.06 
1.06 
1.06 
1.06 

3.500 
3.500 
3.500 
3.500 
3.500 
3.500 
3.500 
3.500 
3.500 

2.250 
2.250 
2.250 
2.250 
2.250 
2.250 
2.250 
2.250 

loAl>del Number 

OADC-23 / 4/ BCDQ-200L 
OADC-23 / 3/ BCD-lOOOL 

ADC-11 / 13/ BNRY-256L 
ADC-ll-ALT-1280 
ADC-ll /4/ BCDX-100 
ADC-11 I 4-36/ BCDX-100 

OADC-35/2000/ INC 
OADC-35 /1500 I I NC 
OADC-35/1250/ INC 
OADC-35 /1000 /I NC 
OADC-35 / 600/ INC 
OADC-35 / 500/ INC 
OADC-35 /300/ INC 
OADC-35/200/ INC 
OADC-35 / 100/ INC 

OADC-23 / 100/ INC 
OADC-23 / 250/ INC 
OADC-23 / 256 / INC 
OADC-23 / 336 I I NC 
OADC-23 / 500/ INC 
OADC-23/512/INC 
OADC-23/ 1,000/ INC 
OADC-23/ 1,024/ INC 

IC-Compatible Encoders. For direct interface with TTL & DTL circuits 
Binary 128 1 1.750 ADC-ST7-BNRY-E/L 

8,192 64 1.750 ADC-13-BNRY-E/L 
524,288 4,096 1.750 ADC-19-BNRY-E/L -------------------------- --------------------- ---- --- ------- ----------------------- ---------· 

Binary-Decimal Code 

External Logic V-Scan Binary Encoders 

Single Turn Gray Code Encoders 
Available with various 
levels of RFI suppression 

Multiturn Gray Code Encoders 
Available with various 
levels of RFI suppression 

Low Cost Magnetic Noncontacting Encoders 
Incremental 

Binary 
Binary 
Binary 

100 
1,000 

10,000 
100,000 

1,000,000 
360 

3,600 
36,000 

360 
3,600 

36,000 
360,000 

128 or 256 
8,192 or 16,384 

524,288 or 1,048,576 

256 
256 
512 

1,024 

1,024 
1,024 

128 
128(V scan) 

8, 192(V scan) 
524,288(V scan) 

For more information and detailed specs, write Norden, Att: Com
ponents Dept. , 200 Helen Street, Norwalk, Conn . 06856. Phone 
(203) 838-4471. TWX: 710-468-0788. 

1 2.250 ADC-ST2-BCD/ L 
10 2.250 ADC-3-BCD/L 

100 2.250 ADC-4-BCD I L 
1,000 2.250 ADC-5-BCD/ L 

10,000 2.250 ADC-6-BCD IL 
1 2.250 ADC-3-36BCD-E-360L 

10 2.250 ADC-4-36BCD-E-360L 
100 2.250 ADC-5-36BCD-E-360L 

1 3.250 ADC-ST3-36-BCD/ L 
36 2.250 ADC-4-36-BCD I L 

360 2.250 ADC-5-36-BCD/ L 
3,600 2.250 ADC-6-36-BCD I L 

1 1.750 ADC-7 /8-BNRY-XB 
64 1.750 ADC-13/ 14-BNRY-XB 

4,096 1.750 ADC-19/ 20-BNRY-XB 

1 1.066 ADC / 11 /8/ GRAY 
1 1.750 ADC-ST8-GRAY 
1 2.250 ADC-ST9-GRAY 
1 3.062 ADC-STIO-GRAY 

4 1.062 ADC-ll/10GRAY256 
16 1.062 ADC-11/lOGRAY 64 

1 1.750 MADC-18/128/INC 
1 1.750 MADC-18/ 7 I BV 

64 1.750 MADC-18/13 / BV 
4,096 1.750 MADC-18/19/BV 

u Norden OfVISION OF UNITEO AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

R® 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 137 
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If you\re been looking for a miniature 
crystal-controlled clock oscillator 
in a 14 pin DIP package to fit standard 
PC board sockets, stop looking and 
start ordering. Get details on model 
K1091A from Motorola Component 
Products Dept. 4545 W. Augusta Blvd. 
Chicago, Ill. 60651.@MoroRoLA 

Specifications : 4 to 20 MHz range ; 0.01 % stability; prototype 



ANNOUNCING: 

COOi power 
Model CP-5-5 

for IC logic 

These new power modules from ERA 
provide coo/ performance, total protec
tion for specialized use in IC, computer, 
telemetry, strain gauge and transistor 
applications. 

The Transpac CP series is equipped 
with unique heat sinking for cool (71'°C, 
free air) operation at high currents , pro
tects itself and your equipment through 
built-in short circuit protection with in
stant recovery, adjustable current limit
ing and overvoltage protection. 

A special burn-in test program at the 
factory assures reliability while compact 
silicon design saves space. 

Send for catalog. Write today - before 
you design. 

STANDARD MODELS 

Output Current@ Voltage 
voe 50°C 60°C 71°C Model 

3.6 3.2 2.8 2.5 CP-3P6-2P5 

5 3.2 2.8 2.5 CP-5-2P5 

3.6 6.5 5.7 5.0 CP-3P6·5 
5 6.5 5.7 5.0 CP-5-5 

3.6 13.0 11 .4 10.0 CP-3P6-10 

5 13.0 11.4 10.0 CP-5-10 

3.6 22.0 19.5 17.0 CP-3P6-17 

5 22.0 19.5 17.0 CP-5-17 

3.6 32.0 28.5 25.0 CP-3P6-25 

5 32.0 28.5 25.0 CP-5-25 

II ERA TRANSPAC 
CORPORATION 

A Subsidiary of 
Electronic Research Associates, Inc. 

67 Sand Park Road , Cedar Grove, N.J. 07009 
(201) 239-3000 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 139 
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lmpactless printer does 
240 characters per sec. 

Data Interface Associates, Box 33, 
Brookfield Center, Conn. (203 ) 
792-0290. $4100.; July '72. 

Featuring dry operation and 
magnetic printing, the DI-240 
prints on plain paper. It uses a 
10 x 12 print matrix and can pro
duce the complete 96-character 
ASCII set. Printing in Russian, 
Greek or Hebrew characters is 
avai lable. Operation is asynchro
nous with input rates up to 50,000 
b/ s with serial or parallel ASCII 
or Baudot entry codes. It can pro
duce an 8 x 10 in. page in 20 sec
onds. 
B ooth No. 1610 Circle No. 258 

Disc memory withstands 
10-g shock, 2-g vibration 

Singer, Librascope Div., 808 W est
ern A ve., Glendale, Calif. (213) 
245-8711. $7450 and up; 90 days. 

Up to 18 million bits o{ storage 
on 256 racks are provided by the 
Ll07B disc memory. The system 
features TTL-NRZ interfaces and 
is available with. either 8.5 or 
17-ms average access time and a 2-
MHz bit rate. A flying head-per
track design is used. It is rugged
ized for industrial appl ications and 
can operate at 10-g shock and 2-g 
vibration without special mount
ing. 
Booth No. 3, 5 Circle No. 259 

Terminal copier can 
multiplex inputs 

T ektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, 
B eaverton, Ore. (503) 644-0161. 
$3550; 8 wks. 

The 4610 hard-copy unit is avail
able for use with the 4010 com
puter display terminals. It pro
duces dry copies via a thermal 
process using a CRT, and prints 
on 3M-Type 777 dry-silver paper. 
Copy time is 18 seconds for the 
first copy, on a 8-1 / 2 x 11 in. 
page. An option for multiplexing 
up to four terminals is available. 
Booth No. 720 Circle No. 260 

High-speed page reader 
uses laser scanning 

Creative Logic Corp., 80 E. Ridge
wood Ave., Paramus, N.J . (201 ) 
265-7700. $30,000; 3 months. 

The L V-2000 page reader scans 
at speeds greater than 2000 char
acters per second. It employs a 
laser beam, fiber optics and reads 
a special typewritten font typed 
below the normal characters. The 
reading head recognizes only this 
special font. A vacuum transport 
accepts 3 X 5 to 9 X 11 in. page 
sizes. 
Booth No. 2329 Circle No . 261 
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Harris' Family 01 DP Amps. 
They're a dillerent breed. 

BY design. 
Harris op amps have always been a little bit different ever since we introduced the industry's 
first internally compensated op amp back in 1966. 

Today, we still make our op amps a little different. For example, our PNP's, or better put, our~ -
are vertical instead of lateral to give you P 
superior AC performance without sacrificing , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ., , , , ., , , 
DC characteristics. 120 III [ 

Then take our designs. We employ a f-'k-f+-===t"~=:-+--+••·""20'-+--<-+++--+-~++-+-+-+-<+-+-< 
single gain stage to provide better behaved ! .,r:;;;-Jt:;~-~-..,dt-.J~:f#~"~~·;~!!"'--1-+1[-+--+-i-++-+-++t+-l-l 
frequency response. Our bias networks are a bit ~ 1-- ~ ~ • ..,... ·~·~ 
more complex for uniform performance over a ~ 001-+-+-A-1 ... "'+br--+-Rl'~~""t!lc-JIF'l--dt-1- ; ••. ,.,.-+--+-+-++--+-< 

wide range of supply voltages and temperature g .. 1-1-+-++"",.-i,,,".,'-H"l-k+++~&~Ulc+'t't--...._d-++-++-+-1 
ranges, and our output stages have better ~ 20 1-1-+-1+"°'1-T-+•T_"'-+"'-++t--.....,-+N-+--A>~f:!!-+f:::+Pt-..~N~-f't.H-1 
output current capabilities. In testing we're g Jl t- ~- f'L 
different too-more thorough. In fact, we were 
guaranteeing slew rates and rise times long ·-:00.,.._.~~,.._,.._~, ..... ~~~,00,.,.~~ ........ ,.._~.__...,~~ 
before other manufacturers did. Consider just •••0 u••cv ..... 

two examples: 
Harris wide band general purpose op amps offer: 
•Close loop bandwidth up to 100 times greater at the same gain or 100 t imes greater gain 
capability for the same bandwidth than the common 7 41 types. 

• Much lower closed loop phase shift, lower gain error, and lower distortion at all frequencies. 

• Superior response at higher gains. 

• Hundreds of times better DC performance (for example, the HA-2600/ 2620 has a 5nA bias 
current, 300MO input resistance, and 1 OOK minimum open loop gain ). 

1K 

0.1 

FULL POWER BANDWITH (20V. P-Pouqiut) 
FREQUENCY · H.i: ... , ... 1M 

MOST OTHERS \. HA.,620 HA"IOO 1 H,2520 

I ~111 f f 11 ~ .}.11 I· I 
1 10 100 

SLEW RATE · VOLTS PER MICROSECOND 

Harris high slew rate series offer: 
•The only monolithic high slew rate amplifiers 
that are true operational amplifiers. They can be 
operated inverting, non-inverting , or balanced with 
fast settling times. In fact, they provide improved 
performance in virtually any standard hookup. 
•The fastest settling time of any monol ithic op 
amp. (For example, the HA-2520 settles in 
250 ns to 0.1 %.) 

•Higher output voltage swing at high frequencies. 
(If you have ever tried to put a 1 OV peak 1 MHz sine 
wave through a 741 type, you know what we mean. ) 

In summary, Harris makes a difference ... our family of proprietary devices and popular 
alternate source devices can offer you the best price/ 
performance op amp package for your system. 

Full military temperature range (- 55°C to + 125°CJ: 
HA-2101A HA-2600 HA-2620 HA-2500 HA-2520 HA-2909 
HA-2101 HA-2602 HA-2622 HA-2502 HA-2522 HA-2700 
HA-2107 HA-2510 HA-2400 
HA-2107-3 HA-2512 

Commerical/lndustrial (0°C to + 70°C): 
HA-2301A HA-2207 HA-2505 HA-2525 HA-2704 HA-2404 
HA-2201A HA-2605 HA-2515 HA-2911 HA-2705 HA-2405 
HA-2307 

All in standard 741 pin-compatible 
configuration. (Except HA-2400/ 2404/2405 
4-channel op amp.) For details see your Harris 
distributor, representative, or contact us direct. 

EB 
HARRIS 

SEMICONDUCTOR 
A DIVISION OF HARRIS -INTERTYPE CORPORATION 

P.O. Box 883, Melbourne, Florida 32901 
(305) 727-5430 

DISTRIBUTORS: Schweber Electronics: Westbury, New York (516) 334-7474; Rockville. Maryland (301 ) 881-2970; Hollywood, Florida (305) 927-0511 I Harvey/ A & D Electronics: 
Lexington. Massachusetts (617) 861-9200 I Semiconductor Specialists, Inc.: Chicago (312) 279-1000; Detroit (313) 255-0300; Minneapolis (612) 884-8132; Kansas City (816) 452-3900; 
St. Louis (314) 428-6100; Dallas (2 14) 358-5211; lndianapolis (317) 243-8271; Pittsburgh (412) 781-8120; Dayton (513) 278-9455 I R.V. Weather1ord Co.: Albuquerque (505) 265-5671 ; 
Anaheim (714) 547-0891 ; Austin (512) Enterprise 1443; Dallas (2 14) 231-6051; Oenver(303) 427-3736; Glendale (213) 849-3451 ; Houston (713) Enterprise 1443; Palo Alto (415) 321-5373; 
Phoenix (602) 272-7144; Pomona (714) 623-1261; San Diego (714) 278-7400; Seattle (206) 762-4200. HARRIS SALES OFFICES: Wellesley, Massachusetts(617) 237-5430; 
Wayne. Pennsylvania (215)687-6680; Palos Heights. Illinois (312) 597-7510; Melbourne. Florida (305) 727-5430; Palo Alto. Galifornia(415) 321-2280; Melville. NewYork (516) 249-4500; 
Syracuse. New York (315) 463-3373; Washington. D.C. (202) 337-4914; Dallas. Texas (214) 231-9031 ; Scottsdale. Arizona (602) 946-3556; Long Beach. Galifornia (213) 426-7687. 
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PRINTED CIRCUIT 
CARD ENCLOSURES 

You're looking at a card enclosure that no one wants ..... 

EXCEPT the engineer who needed to house 19 boards 4-1/8" 
by 7.310" on .650 centers with connectors off~et .187_ to 
the right. You see, we know that no two packaging require
ments are alike ... and the designer who is forced to 
cannibalize a "standard" rack is wasting time and dollars. 
That's why ELECTRO-FLEX offers you total design flexi
bility with no limitations on size, card spacing, connector or 
back plane mountings or special holes and hardware. For 
precision fabrication at costs that are the most competiti~e in 
the industry, call or write for literature and assembly prints. 
Standard or special, you 'I I get what you want. 

ELECTRO-SPACE FABRICATORS, INC. 
TOPTON, PENNSYLVANIA 19562 • (215) 682-7181 
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SJCC PRODUCTS 

Batch data terminal 
saves phone-line time 

Teletype Corp., 5555 Touhy Ave., 
Skokie, Ill. (3 12) 982-2000. $2200 
to $2375; 4-6 months. 

The Model 4210 magnetic-re
cord, data terminal operates at 
speeds to 2400 baud. In a batching 
mode, it operates unattended, re
ceiving data over phone lines at 
high speed and stores up to 150,-
000 characters/cartridge. When 
connected to a Model 38 teleprint
er, once a batch of data is received, 
the tape is automatically reversed, 
and copy is printed at 100 words/ 
minute. When printing is com
plete, the 4210 returns to its un
attended answer mode. 
Booth No. 2108 Circle No. 262 

Modem uses ARQ-error 
control on dial-up line 

Paradyne Corp., P.O. 5144, 2040 
Calumet St., Clearwater, Fla. (813) 
442-5126. $6450; 30 days. 

The Bisync-48 operates at 4800 
b/s on 2 or 4-wire unconditioned 
dial-up networks. It can directly 
replace a conventional modem like 
Bell's 201A. Features include auto
matic equalization, two-block, con
tinuous, A R Q - er r o r control, 
throughput meters, poor-circuit in
dicators, lock status and an equal-
izer monitor. 
Booth No. 2214 Circle No. 263 
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It's a real nuisance when a drawing gets sepa
rated from its support data. But you can keep that 
f rom happening by using the new Recordak 
aperture cards. 

Avai lable in several formats, the new cards 
feature a transparent protective envelope that 
holds various combinations of 35mm and 16mm 
microfilm, for drawings and related information. 
A special translucent version accepts written or 
typed notations which reproduce , along with 
the film image, on tab-size diazo copies . 

Other advantages of the aperture cards include 
fast, automated reference, simple updating, 
and easy, inexpensive reproduction. 

Want the ful l story? Send in the coupon and 
we'l l put it all together for you. 

The new 

,,, 
• 

RECORDAK Aperture Cards 
keep it all together. 

r-------------------------, Please send me complete details on the new Recordak 
aperture cards. 

Name--..---------------~ 

Position _________________ _ 

Company ________________ _ 

Address. _________________ _ 

City ________ State ____ Zip ___ _ 

Eastman Kodak Company 
Business Systems Markets Division 
Dept. DP835, Rochester, N.Y. 14650 Ml 
ENGINEERING SYSTEMS · · · 
BY KODAK 

L-------------------------~ 
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SJCC PRODUCTS 

Mux handles 18 data 
channels on a phone line 

GTE Lenkurt Inc., 1105 County 
Rd., San Carlos, Calif. (415) 591-
8461. Single-channel: $450; 8-
channel: $2580; 30 days. 

Handling up to 18 data channels 
at speeds from 110 to 600 bauds, 
the 25C data-transmission system 
multiplexes them over a single 
voice circuit. It uses frequency
shift-keyed modulation and is all 
solid-state. A desk-top single-chan
nel subset and a terminal-shelf 
eight-channel unit is available. 
Booth No. 2429 Circle No. 264 

Teleprinter uses 5 X 7. 
impact print matrix 

International T eleprinter Corp., 
493 Washington A ve., Carlstadt, 
N.J. (201) 438-1770. RO: $1100; 
KSR: $1400; ASR: $2000 (500-
up); RO;KSR-July, ASR-Nov. 

The Series 30 teleprinter is a 
serial-impact page printer that· op
perates asynchronously at 30 char
acters per second. It uses a 5 X 7 
wire-dot matrix to print 64 char
acters, and five carbons can be 
produced. Operation is half or full
duplex. It uses friction or sprocket 
feed on roll or fan-fold paper with
out the need to change parts. 
Booth No. 1709 Circle No. 265 

The UnPlotter 

the first graphic digitizer 
that is rapid, accurate and affordable. 

Plotted data is piling up. You need it quickly 
converted to computer format. Keypunching is 
too time-consuming and inaccurate. 
The practical solution: The Ruscom Digitizer 
from Electronetic Systems! So easy to use that 
a new operator is easily trained within minutes. 

System oriented mm1 
provides flexibility 

Lockheed Electronics Co., Inc., 
6201 E. Randolph St., Los Angeles, 
Calif. (203) 722-6810. $4295; 2 
months. 

Carrying the acronym SUE, for 
System User Engineered, this mini 
is organized into independent plug
gable systems modules that fit 
into a multilayer, printed-circuit 
board. SUE systems are available 
standard or custom assembled, and 
are field alterable. Asynchronous 
communications between modules 
via a common, high-speed bus are 
monitored by a bus controller at 
200-ns intervals. 
Booth No. 1621 Circle No. 266 

Ill 

It's fast and exceptionally economical. Accuracy, 
resolution, and repeatability are all held within 0.01 ". 
Keyboard entry and display are standard. And the 
Un Plotter drives any computer peripheral you can list. 

Less than $8000! With so much more to offer! Contact 
Electronetic Systems today for complete details on the 
Ruscom Digitizer. The UnPlotter for any budget. 

62 ALNESS STREET, DOWNSVIEW, ONTARIO, CANADA 
TEL (416) 636-3673 • TELEX 02-21374 • TWX 610-492-1333 
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ferramic® 
components 
instead of 
guessing a lot 

• Inverter-Rated components end guesswork in your 
inverter designs. They're tested under actual inverter 
conditions to give you guaranteed, relevant electrical 
parameters, not just routine magnetic material data. 

Inverter-Rated Ferramic components not only make 
your design and selection more precise--they work. 
Developed, tested and specified tor inverter applications. 
So the reliability you design in-stays in. 

For applications with unipolar or bipolar switching of 
direct currents, Inverter-Rated Ferramic components 
deliver. No trial and error selection. No rejects due to 
cores that only meet a material spec. 

Ferrites for inverters are the latest in our growing 
family of application-rated components. And they're 
available now in Pot Cores, U Cores, Cross Cores, 
E Cores and Toroids. 

We'd like. to send you samples of our new Ferramic 
components that work in inverter applications. And 
specs that make sense. Or to consult with you about 
your design problems. Just contact l.ndiana General, 
Electronic Products, Keasbey, N. J. 08832. Or call (201) 
826-5100. 

National distribution through seven Permag locations. 

indiana general ~ 
a division of Electronic Memories & Magnetics Corp. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 144 
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If you've seen 
one stop with the 
Delevan Hysteresis 
Brake .. ¥Qu've seen 
them all! 
That's because Delevan Hysteresis brakes 
develop repeatable torque. In contrast 
with the peaked torque developed by 
other methods, the Hysteresis brake pro
duces controlled torque with linear decel
eration. No danger of overtorqueing the 
system and damaging the disc pack. 

The Delevan Hysteresis Brake also adds 
tremendous savings in time for swapping 
discs in your computer data bank. Less 
than Y2Amp. produces rated torque with 
minimum power consumption, and vir
tually eliminates electronic noise. 

There's no metal to metal contact. No 
mechanical noise or wear. No metallic 
dust to foul up your system. It's inherently 
clean ... at a competitive price. 

Sizes and torque ranges to meet spe
cific computer designs. Shaft or through
hole rotors ... mounting flexibility to any 
plane. 
For complete selection, write for catalog. 

Delevan ' ~AMERICAN • PRECISION 
Division INDUSTRIES INC. 

274 QUAKER RD./ EAST AURORA, N.Y.14052 
TELEPHONE 718/852-3600 

OTHER DIVISIO NS OF AM ERICAN PRECISION INDUSTRIES lNC .: 

BASCO• OU STE X •MOELLER IN STRUMENT CO . • OXFORD CORP . 
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Serial printer has 
throw-away ink rollers 

Printer Technology Inc., Sixth Rd., 
Woburn Industrial Pk., Woburn, 
Mass. (617) 935-4246. $2200; 2 
months. 

Offering an output rate of 100 
characters/ s, a serial impact print
er keeps pace with normal human 
reading speed. Key features of the 
Printec-100 include a built-in in
terface for ASCII input data, 136-
characters / line at 10-character/ in. 
spacing, a throw-away ink roller 
(good for 30-million impressions ) 
and a unit for tabulations and 
check writing. 
Booth No. 2122 Circle No. 267 

Controller interfaces 
cassette data recordets 

Sykes Datatronics Inc., 375 Or
chard St., Rochester, N.Y. (716 ) 
458-8000. 2120: $1860; 2200: 
$2690; 30 days. 

The Series 2000 general-purpose 
tape controller interfaces one 01· 

two Model TT120 cassette trans
ports with computers and data ter
minals. It uses a record / file for
mat with variable-length records 
selected automatically by data 
availability. A search feature al
lows backspace or skipping records 
or files. An eight-bit character 
register permits parallel data 
transfer with minimum timing re
straints on external devices. 
Booth No. 221 Circle No. 268 
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ANY QUANTITY PER ITEM MULTIPLES OF 10 PER ITEM 

CATALOG 1·99 100-999 1000-UP 100·990 1000·9990 10,000·UP 
NUMBER MIX MIX MIX MIX MIX MIX 

7400 .26 .25 .23 .22 .21 .20 
7401 .26 .25 .23 .22 .21 .20 
7402 .26 .25 .23 .22 .21 .20 
7403 .26 .25 .23 .22 .21 .20 
7404 .28 .27 .25 .24 .22 .21 

7405 .28. .27 .25 .24 .22 .21 
7406 .52 .50 .47 .44 .42 .39 
7407 .52 .50 .47 .44 .42 .39 
7408 .32 .30 .29 .27 .26 .24 
7409 .32 .30 .29 .27 .26 .24 

7410 .26 .25 .23 .22 .21 .20 
7411 .28 .27 .25 .24 .22 .21 
7413 .58 .55 .52 .49 .46 .44 
7416 .52 .50 .47 .44 .42 .39 
7417 .52 .50 .47 .44 .42 .39 

7420 .26 .25 .23 .22 .21 .20 
7421 .26 .25 .23 .22 .21 .20 
7426 .34 .32 .31 .29 .27 .26 
7430 .26 .25 .23 .22 .21 .20 
7437 .56 .53 .50 .48 .45 .42 

7438 .56 .53 .50 .48 .45 .42 
7440 .26 .25 .23 .22 .21 .20 
7441 1.73 1.64 1.55 1.46 1.37 1.27 
7442 1.27 1.21 1.14 1.07 1.01 .94 
7443 1.27 1.21 1.14 1.07 1.01 .94 

7444 1.27 1.21 1.14 1.07 1.01 .94 
7445 1.71 1.62 1.53 1.44 1.35 1.26 
7446 1.24 1.17 1.11 1.04 .98 .91 
7447 1.16 1.10 1.04 .98 .92 .85 
7448 1.44 1.37 1.29 1.22 1.14 1.06 

7450 .26 .25 .23 .22 .21 .20 
7451 .26 .25 .23 .22 .21 .20 
7453 .26 .25 .23 .22 .21 .20 
7454 .26 .25 .23 .22 .21 .20 
7460 .26 .25 .23 .22 .21 .20 

7470 .42 .40 .38 .36 .34 .32 
7472 .38 .36 .34 .32 .30 .29 
7473 .50 .48 .45 .43 .40 .38 
7474 .50 .48 .45 .43 .40 .38 
7475 .80 .76 .72 .68 .64 .60 

7476 .56 .53 .50 .48 .45 .42 
7480 .76 .72 .68 .65 .61 .57 
7483 1.63 1.55 1.46 1.38 1.29 1.20 
7486 .58 .55 .52 .49 .46 .44 
7489 4.25 4.00 3.75 3.50 3.25 3.00 

7490 .80 .76 .72 .68 .64 .60 
7491 1.43 1.35 1.28 1.20 1.13 1.05 
7492 .80 .76 .72 .68 .64 .60 
7493 .80 .76 .72 .68 .64 .60 
7494 1.18 1.12 1.05 .99 .93 .87 
7495 1.18 1.12 1.05 .99 .93 .87 

ANY QUANTITY PER ITEM MULTIPLES OF 10 PER ITEM 

CATALOG 1·99 100·999 lOOO·UP 100·990 1000·9990 10,000-UP 
NUMBER MIX MIX MIX MIX MIX MIX 

7496 1.18 1.12 1.05 .99 .93 .87 
74100 1.52 1.44 1.36 1.28 1.20 1.12 
74107 .52 .49 .47 .44 .42 .39 
74121 .56 .53 .50 .48 .45 .42 
74122 .70 .67 .63 .60 .56 .53 

74123 1.21 1.06 1.00 .94 .89 .83 
74141 1.63 1.55 1.46 1.38 1.29 1.20 
74145 1.41 1.33 1.26 1.18 1.11 1.04 
74150 1.63 1.55 1.46 1.38 1.29 1.20 
74151 1.20 1.13 1.07 1.01 .95 .88 

74153 1.63 1.55 1.46 1.38 1.29 1.20 
74154 2.43 2.30 2.16 2.03 1.89 1.76 
74155 1.46 1.39 1.31 1.23 1.16 1.08 
74156 1.46 1.39 1.31 1.23 1.16 1.08 
74157 1.56 1.48 1.39 1.31 1.23 1.15 

74158 1.56 1.48 1.39 1.31 1.23 1.15 
74160 1.89 1.79 1.68 1.58 1.47 1.37 
74161 1.89 1.79 1.68 1.58 1.4 7 1.37 
74162 1.89 1.79 1.68 1.58 1.4 7 1.37 
74163 1.89 1.79 1.68 1.58 1.4 7 1.37 

74180 1.20 1.13 1.07 1.01 .95 .88 
74181 5.20 4.90 4.59 4.28 3.98 3.67 
74182 1.20 1.13 1.07 1.01 .95 .88 
74192 1.98 1.87 1.76 1.65 1.54 1.43 
74193 1.98 1.87 1.76 1.65 1.54 1.43 

74198 2.81 2.65 2.50 2.34 2.18 2.03 
74199 2.81 2.65 2.50 2.34 2.18 2.03 
NE501 2.99 2.82 2.66 2.49 2.32 2.16 
NE531 3.81 3.58 3.36 3.14 2.91 2.69 
NE533 3.81 3.58 3.36 3.14 2.91 2.69 

NE536 7.31 6.88 6.45 6.02 5.59 5. 16 
NE540 2.16 2.04 1.92 1.80 1.68 1.56 
NE550 1.24 1.17 1.11 1.04 .98 .91 
NE560 3.57 3.36 3.15 2.94 2.73 2.52 
NE561 3.57 3.36 3.15 2.94 2.73 2.52 

NE562 3.57 3.36 3.15 2.94 2.73 2.52 
NE565 3.57 3.36 3.15 2.94 2.73 2.52 
NE566 3.57 3.36 3.15 2.94 2.73 2.52 
NE567 3.57 3.36 3.15 2.94 2.73 2.52 
N5111 .90 .86 .81 .77 .72 .68 

N5556 1.87 1.77 1.66 1.56 1.46 1.35 
N5558 .80 .76 .72 .68 .64 .60 
N5595 3.40 3.20 3.00 2.80 2.60 2.40 
N5596 1.87 1.77 1.66 1.56 1.46 1.35 

709 .42 .40 .38 .36 .34 .32 

710 .42 .40 .38 .36 .34 .32 
711 .44 .42 .40 .37 .35 .33 
723 1.00 95 .90 .85 .80 .75 
741 .44 .42 .40 .37 .35 .33 
748 .48 .46 .43 .41 .38 .36 

SOLID STATE SYSTEMS, INC. 
P.O. BOX 773, COLUMBIA, MO. 65201 
PHONE (314) 443-3673 TWX 910-760-1453 
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SJCC PRODUCTS 

Impact printer employs 
plastic hammer 

Odee Computer Systems Inc., 25 
Greystone St., Warwick, R.I. ( 401) 
738-9500. $7900; 3-4 months. 

Operating at speeds of 110 and 
250 lines per minute, Series 1300 
printers work on ASCII or EBC
DIC codes. Available with 48, 64 
and 96-character fonts, the medi
um-speed line printers have plastic 
impact hammers and need no clip
guide lubrication. Character slugs 
can be snapped on or off the 
carrier belt, individually. Options 
include parity checking, special 
characters and an RS-232-B com
munications interface. 
Booth No. 1616 Circle No. 269 

Core memory expands 
PDP-11 's capacity 

Standard Memories, Inc., 2801 E. 
Oakland Pk. Blvd., Fort Lauder
dale, Fla. (305) 566-7611. $4500 
and up; 60 days. 

The Ecom F-11 is offered as a 
. PDP-11, plug-to-plug compatible 
package in sizes of 4 k to 32 k 
words, in 4 k or 8 k increments. 
Cycle time is 750 ns. It may be 
purchased in its minimum capacity 
and upgraded by the insertion of 
single-card, digital stacks. 
Booth No. 1018 Circle No. 270 

Decision Data Computer Corp., 100 
Witmer Rd., H orsham, Pa. (215) 
67 4-3300. $8400; 90-120 days. 

The 9660 data recorder is a buf
fered key entry device for punch
ing, printing and verifying 96-
column cards. It also performs 
auxiliary operations such as card 
sorting, reproducing, gangpunch
ing, interpreting and data posting. 
Many other standard and optional 
functions are available. It reads 
300 cards per minute and punches 
60 cards per minute. 
B ooth No. 409 Circle No. 271 

Minicomputer combines 
core and semi memories 

Digital Computer Controls Inc., 12 
Industrial Rd., Fairfield, N.J . 
(201 ) 227-4861. $9400; 45 days. 

Both semiconductor RAM with 
200-ns access and a 1-µ,s core 
memory are intermixed in the 
D-112H/ SC minicomputer. Special 
look-ahead circuits determine if 
the next address is for the semi
conductor or core memory. Core 
memory can be increased from 
4096 12-bit words to a maximum 
of · 32,768 words, while the semi
memory comes in 256-word incre-· 
ments. The architecture and in
struction repertoire are fully com
patible with the PDP-8 and have 
additional instructions for han
dling extra capabi li ties . 
Booth No. 400 Circle No. 272 
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New from the "expensive" switchlight maker ... 

. . . an inexpensive one! 

If switches turn you on, you know 
that our line has a I ways been 
known for quality. From now on we 
will be recognized for quality at a 
startlingly low price. Call it a 
breakthrough, if you like, but we'd 
prefer you call it "the monoform 
family" of switchlights. 
monoform I (the single lamp, 
momentary & alternate, rated 2 
amp 120 Vac)'and monoform][ 
(two independent lamps for hori-

zontal split legends, mom. & alt., 
2 amo 120 Vacl are available now. 
monoformDI(the 10 amp, 11.f 
H.P. power switch version) is com
ing soon. And this means a new 
low-cost range of models ... read
ily available, easy to mount for 
almost every application. 

... in the $2 range! 

l""I"\ OARE·PEN:>AR'" 
"4-' Phone208-773-4541 
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~~ n1 .. ,. .. 
RUB ... rr·s TRANSFERRED 

PERFECT REGISTRATION because you position patterns f i rst, then 
rub them down. 

CORRECTIONS ARE EASY because you can lift patterns w ith a knife 
and reuse them . 

TOUGHER THAN STICK·ONS because the ink is underneath a hard 
plastic over-coat. 

Try the JotDraft Sampler and conv ince yourself. It's an assortment 
of 746 patterns and pads (2X scale) for $4.50. Or write for a f ree 
sample and catalog. You'll be glad you did! · 

The DATAK Corporation 
85 Highland Avenue • Passaic, New Jersey 07055 
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THEINTERCHANGEABLE 1. 

Completely interchangeable with 
over 80% of the most widely used 

Plug-in Delay/Interval Timers 
Who ever heard of a line of depending upon quantity. 
plug-in delay/interval Timers Consult us for further informa
that is reliable, economical tion and the G.P. Bulletin 310. 
and interchangeable for as Call 201-887-2200. 
little as $27.90? You just did. S';:I 

Delivery is stock to 6 weeks, a::I INDUSTRIAL TIMER 

A UNIT OF ESTERLINE CORPO R ATION 

Industrial Timer Corporation, U.S. Highway 287, Parsippany, N.J. 07054 
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Our one-two punch knocks 
heat problems cold. 

It delivers up to 125 cfm against 
the toughest opposition. 

\\e call I~ "The Tandem Boxer.4949 

Synergistic. Push-pull operation of the 
Tandem's impellers moves volumes of air 
through systems where high density com
ponent packaging would otherwise im
pede air flow. Nearly twice the output 
of two equivalent fans working inde
pendently. 

Parallel redundancy. Wiring and fusing 
the fan motors in parallel adds an extra 
measure of protection . 

Interchangeable with all standard Boxers 
(or the other contenders). Only depth 
dimension is increased. 

Eliminates the problem of premature air
mover specification. 

Other airmovers? Of course ! 

Send for our full - line catalog No. ND4r. 
It's free, and contains performance data, 
electrical and mechanical speci f ications 
on more than 100 units. 

And valuable application information too. 

For immediate service, contact us at IMC 
Magnetics Corp., New Hampshire Divi
sion, Route 168, Rochester, N.H. 03867, 
tel. 603-332-S300. Or the IMC stocking 
distributor in your area . There are more 
than SO nationwide and overseas. 

1011;113 
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The Answer Fan. 
Low-profile installation? Ifs a 

mere 35/s'' sq., 11/i' deep. 
High output vs back pressure? 

It packs a 46 cfm cooling wallop. 
We call It, "The Mini Boxer.4949 

MiniBoxer fi ghts th e damaging effects 
of heat in rack panels, tape decks, main 
frames and similar space-critical applica
tions. 

10 high perfo rmance models, ball or new 
Grand Prix sleeve bearing types, prov ide 
10 or more years normal operating li fe. 
Also available in rugged Mil Spec ver
sions. 

Other airmovers? O f course! 

Send for our full -line ca talog No. ND4r. 
It's free, and contains performance data, 
electrical and mechanical specifica tions 
on more than 100 units. 

And valuable application information too. 

For immediate service, contact us at IMC 
Magnetics Corp., New Hampshire Divi
sion, Route 168, Rochester, N.H. 03867, 
tel. 603-332-S300. Or the IMC stocking 
distributor in your area. There are more 
than SO nationwide and overseas. 

iQlii,J3 
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SJCC PRODUCTS 

Asynchronous terminal 
prints line or character 

Computer Transceiver Systems, 
Inc., 317 Route 17, Paramus, N .J. 
( 201 ) 261-6800. Keyboard send
receive: $4500; 90 days . 

An asynchronous serial impact 
printing terminal with a speed of 
120 characters per second, is com
patible with low and medium-speed 
teletypewriters. Designated the 
Execuport 1200, it can print one 
character at a time at speeds of 10 
through 120 cps, or a fu ll 132-
column line from a buffer. The 
basic character set is ASCII, but 
is also available in EBCDIC, or 
both as an option. 
Booth No. 301 Circle No . 273 

Magnetic-tape cartridge 
is self threading 

3M Company, St. Paul, Minn. 
(612 ) 733-9134. $5 ( 10-up) ; stock. 

By eliminating manual t h read
ing, the C142 cartridge speeds 
loading operations and protects 
tape from damage. It wraps 
around a tape reel and snap-locks 
in place. The cartridge can remain 
permanently in place and serves as 
a dust-protective collar. C142 car
tridges are fu lly compatible with 
all IBM 2420 and 3420 automatic
threading tape drives . 
Booth No. 2111 Circle No. 274 
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FREE YOKE SELECTION KIT 
Information you need to know about select
ing and specifying a precision yoke tor your 
CRT disp lay. Indicates the interaction 
between circuitry, CRT and yoke. Includes 
an application checklist to simplify your 
work. Send tor your kit. 

SYNTRONIC INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
100 Industrial Road Addison, Ill. 60101 (312) 543-6444 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 153 

LINE ELECTRIC 
A UNIT OF ESTERLINE CORPORATION 

Line Electric Company, U.S. Highway 287, Parsippany, N.J. 07054 
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The new EU-801 E Mini-Computer Interface allows owners of any PDP-B 
family computer (with positive 1/0 bus) to take full advantage of their 
mini 's capabilities . .. by allowing direct input of measurement data and 
output of processed data and control information. The BOIE is ideal for 
interfacing a variety of digital instruments ... designing complex dedi
cated interfaces .. . or just learning about interfacing. All connection 
points necessary for a functioning interface are readily available outside 
the computer: all signals required for any given data transfer operation 
are legibly and logically presented on the top of a plug-in card in the 
BOIE ADD unit. Connection points on the card top include I2-bit digital 
inputs and outputs (Accumulator In, Accumulator Out and Buffered Mem
ory Busl, three control lines, five timing lines and two status lines. And 
because the BOIE is a patch system using positive-contact connectors 
and ordinary hook-up wire, there is no soldering. Simple data transfer 
circuits can be patched and tested in a few minutes. Signal modifica
tion and device control circuits can be quickly developed and refined. 
For detailed information on the new Heath/Schlumberger EU-BOIE Mini
computer Interface, send coupon below for free brochure ... and learn 
how you can turn your PDP-B into a maxi-mini . 

EU-801E System, 42 lbs .......... . . .. .. .. . . .... . .... . . $1250.00* 

f ~~t~is~h;u:;e~;; ~;e~t7ti~ ;n;t;u;;,~ - _-;;_•llDll:I~ 
1 Department 5n-2&4 
1 Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 
: O I'm convi nced and I need a max i-mini now. Enclosed is $•----
1 plus sh ipp ing for EU-801E(s). 

O I'm interested but not convinced. Please send EU-801E brochure. 
O Please send 1972 Instrumentation Catalog. 
Name ___________________ ~ 

Title ____________________ _ 

Company/ Inst itution __________ _____ _ 
Address ___________________ _ 

City State Zip, ___ _ 
*Mail Order price ; F.O.B. Benton Harbor, Michigan EK-329 

-------------------------------------J 
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SJCC PRODUCTS 

RO printers use 
pressure-sensitive paper 

Extel Corp., 5255 N. Michigan 
Ave., Rosemont, Ill. (312) 678-
0430 . $1300; stock. 

The Series AC and AD receive
only .printers are fully compatible 
with ASCII and Baudot teleprinter 
codes at speeds to 15 cps. The 
AC uses a 50 character/ line for
mat on 6-in. paper, the AD, 74 
characters/ line on 8-1 / 2-in. paper. 
Printing is by means of a 5 x 7 
dot matrix acting directly on pres
sure-sensitive paper. Three copies 
can be printed. 
Booth No. 1705 Circle No. 275 

Magnetic tape head 
uses Hall effect 

Pioneer Electronics Corp., c/ o 
IMAI Marketing Associates, Inc., 
525 W. Remington Dr., Sunnyvale, 
Calif. ( 408) 245-3511. $40 (100-
up) ; June. 

The CRH-7201 is a two-channel 
tape head for reading digital data. 
It meets ABA and IATA standards 
and is constructed of ferrite and 
crystalized glass, both known for 
their good wear qualities. The de
vice can respond to 100 in. / s of 
recorded data. 
Booth No. 320 Circle No. 276 

Modem maintains synch 
on frequency offset lines 

Sangamo Electric Co., P.O. Box 
3347, Springfield, Ill. (217 ) 544-
6411. $3750; stock. 

A family of 4000-b/ s, data sets 
offers built-in equalizers for a 
range of phone lines from C2-
conditioned private lines to most 
unconditioned facilities, in three 
models, T4800 A, B or C. A pseudo
random scrambler desensitizes the 
modems to data patterns and pre
sents a constant average power 
output. The modulation method is 
an eight-level system using four 
phases and two amplitudes. 
Booth No . 2322 Circle No. 277 

Pertee introduces 
the new Data Communication 

Building Blocks. 

DATA COM M 
FORMATTER 

MAG PERIPHERAL 
TAPE CONTROLLER 

COMM 
CONTROLLER 

BUFFER 

SALES OFFICE: Los Ange les (213) 882-0030 •Orange County (714) 830-9323 • San Francisco (415) 964-9966 •Chicago (312) 696-2460 • Ph iladelphia (215) 849-4545 
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FFT system uses flexible 
hard/software mix 

Ell 
Unicomp, Inc., 197 49 Bahama St., 
Northridge, Calif. (213) 882-6313. 
$25,000 and up; 6 months. 

Under control of a central proc
essor, this fast-Fourier-transform 
(FFT ) processor performs the 
Fourier transform or its inverse 
on data stored in the central-proc
essor memory. The user may start 
with a minimal hardware system 
with most computations performed 
by software. Hardware can be add
ed when need arises for greater 
speed. Hardware for sine/cosine 
and other needed tables and func
tions is available. This saves com
putation time. 
Booth No. 214 Circle No. 278 

Data collection system 
writes directly on tape 

B ell & Howell, Electronics & In
struments Group, 360 Sierra Ma
dre Villa, Pasadena, Calif. (213) 
796-9381. $9300 and up; 30 days. 

The Mark-Tape, a data collection 
system, reads pencil marked, key
punched, or preprinted data (or 
combinations) from tab cards or 
page-sized documents. Data are op
tically read, translated and wi-it
ten directly on either a seven or 
nine-track computer tape. ASCII, 
EBCDIC and other output codes 
are available. The system scans 
and writes at 70 to 140 charac
ters/ s. Many variations and op
tions are offered. 
Booth No. 1803 Circle No. 279 

Moving-coil servo 
positions pickup head 

Diablo Systems, Inc., 2000 Com
monwealth Ave., Newton, Mass . 
(617) 332-4694. $5200; 60 days. 

For small computer systems, the 
Series 40 cartridge disc drive pro
vides mass-storage capability to 
48-million bits. The recording bit 
density is 2200 b/ in. at 100 tracks/ 
in . The equipment has a bit trans
fer rate of 2500 kHz. Head posi
tioning is done by a moving-coil 
linear motor and noncontacting 
transducer servo system. The av
erage access time is 38 millisec
onds. 
Booth No . 1101 Circle No. 280 

A modular approach to 
low cost IBM compatible 

data communication capability 
for your system. 

Now you can add low cost data 
communications capabilities to your 
remote terminal, point-of-sale, or data 
collection system. 
With Pertec's powerful building 
blocks, a whole spectrum of IBM 
compatible Binary Synchronous Com
munication (BSC) facilities can be 
constructed to suit your requirements. 
Working into a standard modem inter
face, the units can simulate either 
the 2770 or 2780 interface and handle 
ANSI, EBCDIC, or EBCDIC transpar.:
ency codes and are available for multi
point or point-to-point operation. 

Coupled with any one of Pertec's Buf
fered Tape Transports the resulting 
stand-alone Tapecommr"' system can 
synchronously transmit data recorded 
on IBM compatible magnetic tape to 
any telecommunication system equip
ped for BSC or a similar Pertee instal
lation. In this configuration the system 
can perform extended tape error re
covery functions, horizontal and verti
cal data compression, multi record 
blocking, ANSI/EBCDIC translation, 
and 9 track to 7 track code conversion. 
It also has a cute audio alarm, 
adjustable of course. 

The new BSC communications 
system is backed by a complete 
factory-trained customer service and 
support organization in 30 U.S. cities 
and 20 foreign countries. 

If you want to economically add data 
communications capabilities we can 
help you. Write or call today. Pertee 
Corporation, Peripheral Equipment 
division, 9600.lrondale Avenue, Chats
worth, Calif. 91311 . (213) 882-0030. 

PEW I EC 
PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT 

Boston (617) 890-6230 •Washington, D.C. (703) 573-7887 • New York (203) 966-3453 • Detroit (313) 769-4376 • London Read ing 582115 
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PANEL 
INDICATOR LIGHTS: 
D LED's 1311s .. & 114 .. mtg. dia .1 

D Self-Driven 
Incandescents 
(built-in drivers & keep alive bias) 

D Standard Neons 
& Incandescents 

D Customs too! 
Ruggedly built with shock proof and fully in
sulated bodies . • Attractively designed and 
available in several lens and collar colors. 
•Low profile and standard mounting models. 
•Life ratings to 30 years . •Front panel re
placeability with optional panel mount sock
ets . • Low cost and ready availability. 

Call or write for more information today! 

the little light people 

DATA DISPLAY 
PRODUCTS 

Klnli Wt!sll<1w11 Avt> l os Ao1p!lt>s C.1 'llllWi 
1/J:l1 li41 1;:;; 
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SJCC PRODUCTS 

Batch terminal offers 
wide in-out flexibility 

Badger Meter Inc. , Electronics 
Div., 150 E. Standard Ave., Rich
mond, Calif_ ( 414) 355-0400. $42,-
500; 30 days. 

The DTS-100 programmable re
mote batch data terminal acts as a 
communications link to larger com
puters at remote locations. Fea
tures include a card reader ( to 600 
cards/ min), a printer (to 1000 
lines per minute) and other input 
and output devices. In the com
munications mode it meets EIA
RS-232 interface standards at 2000 
to 9600 bauds in standard incre
ments. Modular configuration pro
vides for a large variety of periph
eral devices and options. 
B ooth No. 1719 Circle No. 300 

Tape drive minimizes 
mechanical parts 

Computer Operations, Inc., 1077 4 
Tucker St., B eltsville, Md. (301 ) 
345-5377. $3950 single drive; 30-
60 days. 

A single or dual Linc tape trans
port, Model C0-500, offers bidirec
tional, high-speed operation with 
direct access to any block. It can 
load a 16-bit, 4096 word computer 
memory in under one second. Oth
er features include: write protect; 
permanent-prerecorded block ad
dresses; and 63-ms block-traverse 
time (256 word blocks) . The sys
tem has no capstans, pinch rollers 
or mechanical brakes. 
B ooth No. 1704 Circle No. 301 

Medium-speed printer 
mates to minis & modem 

-

Vogue Instrument Corp., Shepard 
Div., 131 St. at Jamaica Ave., 
Richmond Hill, N.Y. (212) 641-
8800. $9800; 30 to 60 days . 

An impact printer featuring a 
carriage width of 132 characters 
and a print speed of 600 lines per 
minute, the 400C is matched to the 
latest minicomputers and telecom
munications applications. Complete 
interfacing, including on-site 
equipment installation, is provided 
for the following eq u i pm en t: 
PDP-18, 11, 15, HP-2100 Series, 
Nova, Varian 620, Honeywell 316 
and 516, as well as the 201 and 202 
modems. 
Booth No . 1620 Circle No. 302 

Multi-point modem has 
automatic equalizing 

Codex, Inc., 15 Riverside Ave., 
Newton, Mass. (617 ) 969-0600. 
$5755 and up; 30 days. 

For use in multi-point, polled 
networks, the 4800-b/ s Codex 4800 
provides automatic equalization for 
each point in the network. Through
put is maximized by eliminating 
operator adjustments. The modem 
includes comprehensive systems 
diagnostics a long with hands-off 
operation. 
B ooth No. 516. Circle No. 303 
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designing 
Point-of-Sale? 

consider DigiWand! 
Nortronics' new DigiWand is a pencil-sized, azi
muth-independent magnetic reader pen designed 
to accurately read ABA and IATA encoding formats 
for Point-of-Sale (credit card) systems. Its circular 
gap configuration sharply reduces error rates by 
permitting the operator to tilt the pen 20° in any 
direction. Just another example of Nortronics in
novation translated into product reality. Write 
today for detailed information. 

'world's leader in magnetic heads' 

NORTRONIES 
COMPANY, INC. 
8101 Tenth Avenue North 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55427 • (612) 545-0401 
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FOR TOP 
PERFORMANCE 

choose 

DEL MODEL 12 ORD .25-1 
CATHODE RAY TUBE POWER SUPPLY 
The silent partner in peak performance, with no audible 
noise ... dependable performance built into every feature: 
automatic shutdown and recovery on overload .. . low energy 
storage ... input reverse voltage protected ... input transient 
protection to 60V .. . short circuit proof. Result : optimum 
image resolut ion at low cost for computer display applica
t ions-plus opt imum dependabil ity that has made Del the 
standard by which quality and performance are judged. 

Operates from 24 to 32 Volts DC • Three outputs: 12 KV 
at 250 microamperes with line regulation of .1 % and load 
regulation of .05% from .5 to F.L., .1% RMS ripple. Auxiliary 
output voltages of 500 Volts and -190 Volts at 1 MA regu
lated to .25% for line and load. 

Other output voltages and MIL versions available 
SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOG OF ----

HIGH VOLTAGE EQUIPMENT AND CAPACITORS 

DEL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
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MDDUll RACK 
parl Dfacomplete 
11ckaging capability 
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. 1n response, 
in price and 
in reliability. 
Murata's complete line of 455 KHz 
ceramic piezoelectric filters are de
signed to provide exceptional per
formance and reliability in communi
cations receiver applications. Models 
offering bandwidths from 50 dB at 
±30 KHz to 70 dB at ±4.5 KHz and 
with up to 15 ladder connected lead 
zirconate - titanate ceramic ele
ments, provide an unexcelled selec
tion to meet every application require
ment. 

These units are particularly suited for 
use in transistorized communications 
equipment where their unusually 
small size and light weight, combined 
with low impedance and high selec
tivity, may be used to best advantage. 

To find out how these filters can per
form for you, write for our new tech
nical data. 

m11Rata 
MURATA CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

2 Westchester Plaza. Elmsford, New York 10523 
Telex: Murata EMFD 137332 

Phone:914-592-9180 
Subsidiary of Murata 

Manufacturing Co .. Ltd .. Japan 
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SJCC PRODUCTS 

Tape reeler features 
switchless take-up 

Lillon ABS OEM Products Div., 
600 Washington Ave., Carlstadt, 
N.J. (201 ) 935-2200. $150; 60 
days. 

Compatible with ANSI standard 
tape reels the OEM 92A uses a 
triac motor control which operates 
during slack-tape or no-tape condi
tions but automatically senses a 
tight tape without switches and 
stops. Low rfi is featured. 
B ooth No. 1617 Circle No. 304 

Static card reader uses 
optical hole sensing 

Panasonic, Pan Am Bldg., 200 Park 
Ave., New York, N.Y. (212) 973-
5710. $1500; 5 weeks. 

Standard 80-column cards are 
read in a static condition by the 
Model ZU960HC-3IL reader. It is 
composed of a light-sensor mat
rix ( 12 x 80), a card slot and light 
sources. Cards are inserted manu
ally, one at a time. The reader out
put is compatible with TTL logic, 
uses incandescent bulbs at 5 V de 
and consumes 12 W. 
Booth No. 2316 Circle No. 305 

Sound dampeners quiet 
noisy EDP equipment 

Van San Corp., 32 S. San Gabriel 
Blvd., Pasadena, Calif. (213) 681-
8444. $169 .50 and up; stock. 

Softening the noise generated 
from IBM Selectric and MTST 
typewriters is the job of these 
acoustically dampened cabinets. 
These Soundoff dampeners offer 
hinged plexiglass lids for visibility 
and access. Models are available 
for a variety of equipment. 
Booth No. 111 Circle No. 306 

Voltage regulators keep 
computers on line 

Sola Electric, 1717 Busse Rd., Elk 
Grove Village, Ill. (312) 439-2800. 
Standard units: $2657 to $19,800; 
stock. 

Protection against computer
room, power-line variations is pro
vided by the Solatron LVR series 
voltage regulators. Transient re
sponse is complete within 4-1 / 2 
cycles. With a combined line and 
load regulation of ± 1/ 2 % and a 
±7 % adjustable output, the regu
lators have capacities from 10 to 
225 kVA. 
Booth No. 203 Circle No. 307 
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Supply limited-first come, first served. Check the 
box next to the GE Vacuum Fluorescent Tube that 
meets your requirements. Typical applications: 
calculators. clocks, instruments, scales, timers, cash 
registers, control, etc. Fill out the coupon and &end it 
to: General Electric Imaging & Display Devices, 
318 E. 9th Street, Owensboro, Kentucky 42301. 

------STATE,-------ZIP--------

APPLICATION----------------------

GENERAL 
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DESIGNERS and ENGINEERS 
BEFORE iou ST ART, 

CONSIDER MANUAL PUSH BUTTON SWITCHES 
CAPABLE OF REMOTE CONTROL 

CHANCES ARE A CAPITOL 
MECHANICALLY OPERATED SWITCH IS 

BETTER* p~ovi<!es . many more contacts and 
circwts in less total space 

CHEAPER
* freq~ently eliminates auxiliary 

eqwpment - transformers, relays, 
their installation and space 

MORE RELIABLE* 
Simple, quality construction. Fewer components insures 
greater reliability 

ILLUMINATED SWITCHES CAN ELIMINATE PILOT LIGHTS 
Mechanical actions: interlocking. no-two operate , ac· 
cumulative lock.up, push to lock push to release , 
momentary. Combinations of al l these are available on 
the same strip. Plus, many combinations of contact assemblies. 

• Proven by Vending machine, communication , 
Computer, Recording and many other industries 

C A'DITOIL ~"~,~~,~~~ ~:;:i~~~ND SWITCH co. ff f ~ 87 Newtown Road, Danbury, Conn. 06810 
Representatives in princ ipal cities Tel: 203-744-3300 TWX:110-456-03&5 
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Expand your 
audio transformer 

choice 

Get the new Expander - TRW/ UTC's big 48-page designer's 
guide listing all UTC audio transformers by impedance. 
The guide also contains a full audio catalog, to reduce your 
matching and finding task to a simple look-up. The book is 
indispensable! 

Best of all , TRW/UTC offers real application assistance 
and real local inventories to meet your transformer needs 
in a hurry , through your distributor. 

Send for the guide today. TRW/UTC Transformers , an 
Operation of TRW Electronic Components , 150 Varick Street, 
New York, N. Y. 10013. Tel : (212) 255-3500. 

TRW 
UTC TRANSFORMERS 
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If you spec'd an I /0 printer 
that would turn your 'mini' 
into a 'maxi' accounting system ... 

it would look like this 

Wide Carriage 
Direct Tabbing ln•0t;;;w·;:-o---
d irect ions (192 print positions} 
enables operator to simul
taneously make entries on 
Invoices, purchase journal and 
sales journal. A tremendous 
time-saver. 

Front Form Feed 
For easy insertion of 
ledger cards, invoices, 
passbooks, journal 
rolls and continuous 
forms. 

Separate Numeric 
Keyboard 
Faster entries with less 
chance of error and 
ease of operation. 

Speed 
Twice as fast as an 
IBM Selectric 1/0 
writer. Three times 
faster (30 cps) than 
TTY or any other low
cost printer on the 
market. 

Split Platen 
Independent feed for 
simultaneously per
forming a multiplicity 
of accounting 
functions. 

Electric Line Finder 
(Optional) 

so, why bother? 

SJCC, BOOTH 1617 
We also have a full line of readers and punches 

For more Information 
call Frank Misiewicz 
OEM Products 
(201) 935-2200 

[8 
Litton 

LITTON ABS 
Automated Business Systems 
600 Washington Avenue, Carlstadt, N. J . 07072 
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Ylf lUire wrao®Panels saue soacel 
New Funnel-Entry™ Wire-Wrap® Terminals 

E.M.C.'1 br•nd new Funnel-Ent r• 
dHlgn (P•I. •PPI. for) olmpllflll 
manual or automatic lnMrtlon of 
l.C. IHdo •. Terrnln•I• evelleble 
In 2 or 3 level1 of wrap, tor 
100"11rld center1, Hperately 
or with E.M.C. penelo (below). 

Low-Profile . .. for minimum 
space requirements. 
Nurl-Loc ® Terminals* prevent 
twisting during wrapping. 

Save space, and plug into 
present PC connectors of 

any make! Brand new high
density packaging panels 
from EMC utilize ){6" non

warping glass epoxy 
boards, and low profile 

Nurl-Loc terminals. 
Typical board shown 

is 60-position mix 
pattern, for 40 14-Pin 
(voltage and ground 

committed) and 20 
16-Pin (uncommitted) 

dual-in-line l.C.'s. 
Standard test jacks 
are accessible from 

front. Eight decoupling 
networks are positioned 

for a cleaner voltage. 

Write or Phone for Computer 
Products Catalog No. 71 

WIRE-WRAP9 1.C. PACKAGING PANELS• TRANSISTOR ANO IC SOCKETS• TEST JACKS • TERMINALS • LAMP SOCKETS• BINDING POSTS 
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Before you start building your next 
minicomputer, phototypesetter, 
automatic test equipment, numeri
cal control or other system, why 
don't you get in touch with us. 

You see, it won't cost you a 
penny to talk to us about how we 
can help you make your equipment 
better. 

How do we do it? That's easy. By 
showing you why it's smart to have 
some of our peripheral equipment 
designed into whatever you ' re put
ting together. 

Our staff will show you how it's 
possible to save time, money and 
effort by designing one of our digi
tal magnetic tape cassette systems, 
compact perforator/reader com
binations, tape readers or reader/ 
spooler combinations into you r 
product. 

You 'll be back again and again to 
pick our brains and buy our prod
ucts. That'll be good for business, 
you rs and ours. 

We've built our reputation as a 
peripheral innovator over the past 

Pick our brains. 

A UNIT OF ,,...xLa 
~~® 

EX·CELL·O CORPORATION 
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decade th is way. Our price/per
formance has helped, too. 

Use your head by using ours. 
Remex, 1733 Alton St., Santa Ana, 
California 92705. In Europe and the 
U.K., contact S.p.A. , Microtecnica, 
Torino, Italy. 

Give us a call (714) 557-6860. If a 
genius answers, hang on . 

/(EMEX 
~~ 

l~ -- ul~.;t l 



"SCOTCH FLEX" IS A REGISTERED TRA0£1"1ARK 01'" !Jlt CO, 

"Scotchflex" Flat Cable and Connectors 
can offer you trouble-free packaging for 
your next generation equipment. 

There's built-in reliability for your circuit 
inter-connects. Our flat, flexible PVC Cable 
has up to 50 precisely spaced conductors. 
The gold plated U-contacts are set into a 
plastic body to provide positive alignment. 
They strip through the insulation, capture 
the conductor, and provide a gas-tight 
pressure connection. 

Assembly cost reductions are built-in, 
too. "Scotchflex" Connectors make up to 
50 simultaneous connections without strip
ping or soldering. No special training or 

costly assembly equipment is needed. 
Off-the-shelf stock offers you flat cable 

in a choice of lengths and number of con
ductors from 14 to 50. Connector models 
interface with standard DIP sockets, wrap 
posts on .100 x .100 in. grid, or printed 
circuit boards. Headers are available to 
provide a de-pluggable inter-connection 
between cable jumpers and printed circuit 
boards (as-shown) . Custom assemblies are 
also available on request. 

For full information on the "Scotchflex" 
systems approach to circuit- 3 m 
ry, write to Dept. EAH-1, 3M 
Center, St. Paul , Minn. 55101 . CDITTPANY 
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Microdata gives you a new kind of minicomputer 

The Twin Mini 
doubles throughput 

for just a 
few dollars more· 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 39 
ELECTRON IC D ES IGN 10, May 11 , 1972 

Put two microprogrammable CPU's 
with separate control memories and 
1/0 facilities into a Micro 1600 cabi
net where they share a common core 
memory. That's the idea behind the 
Twin Mini. And it works wonders. For 
the first time, core memory is used so 
efficiently that your throughput rate is 
more than double that of other CPU's. 
Applications which normally call for 
much larger or more expensive com
puters can now be handled simply 

and economically by this effective 
combination of Micro 1600 parts. 

You show us your requirements. 
We'll show you how to build a 
system with unmatched process
ing power per dollar. Your sys
tem may fit into a single Micro 
1600 cabinet or overflow into two. 

Either way, the performance will 
match our claims or your money 

back. Find out how easy it is to 
do business with Microdata. 
Write for details. 

;.£t~~1~~~-~ I~ Ill 
(714) 540-6730 

TM trademark Microdata Corporat ion 
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( ideas for design) 

Optical coupling isolates ac current limiter 
to insulate load circuit from line power 

An SCR switch provides foolproof short-circuit 
and overload protection for ac power supplies 
(Fig. 1). Optical coupling insures continued iso
lation of the load circuit from the ac line. 

The relatively low primary current required 
for the protection circuit allows use of inexpen
sive epoxy components, for a parts cost of around 
$5. The circuit's performance does not depend on 
load voltage, and the technique is applicable over 
a wide range of load currents. It works faster 
than fuses or ordinary circuit breakers, and is 
completely automatic, resetting itself when the 
fault is corrected. 

Current-sampling resistor R. sets the limiting 
point. When the voltage across R. becomes suf
ficient for the lamp to glow, the resistance of the 

IZOVac LINE ~ 
n---------10:1 
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I 
I 
I I MPOIOABO, 
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SCR 
IG.E.!0681 

IM 

CdS CELL 
CLAIREX 504L 

ONQUE TUBE 

z 

zz vzw 

#47 LAMP 
MOUNTED O..OSE 

TO CdS CELL 

ac 
LOAD 

1. Excessive current drops enough voltage across 
R. to light the lamp, thus reducing the resistance 
of the CdS cell and cutting off the SCR. This opens 
the primary circuit. 

cadmium sulphide cell in the optical coupler 
drops, shutting off the SCR (which is normally 
on) and opening the primary circuit. As the lamp 
extinguishes, the SCR turns on briefly. In the 
limiting region, the SCR triggers every few 
cycles, settling at a duty cycle that keeps the 
average secondary current from rising above a 
safe level (Fig. 2). 

The lamp operates well below its 6-V rating to 
insure long life. The fuse is included only for: 
protection against catastrophic component fail
ure. 

Maxwell G. Strange, Senior Engineer, E xperi
ment Engineering Branch, NASA, Goddard Space 
Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. 20771. 

CIRCLE No. 311 

~1 1 

16 
~ 

r-t-... 

l 

" 6 

4 

-i--~ 
z 

o.z 0 .4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
LOAD CURRENT IAMPSl 

2. The duty cycle of the SCR limits average sec
ondary current until the load fault is corrected. The 
current-limiting curve is for R. = 2 n. Foldback 
is caused by thermal inertia and SCR hysteresis. 

12 
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There's not much sense in using cheap 
wirewound or carbon trimmers anymore. 
Not when the new Hel i pot Series 91 Cermet 
Trimmers are available off-the-shelf for a 
few cents more. 

These single-turn, 3/a ", covered trimmers 
come in 10 different mounting styles and 
19 standard resistance values from 10 

contamination. Which means, in addition to 
cermet stability and better resolution, you 
get long-term dependable performance. 

The breakthrough price is just 35¢ each 
in the 50,000 piece quantity, and they're 
equally well-priced in other quantities. 

Send now for complete data on the 
Series 91 Trimmers .. . the finest of their 

ohms to 2 megohms. Covered 
construction helps protect 
against moisture, corrosive at
mospheres, dust, oil and other 

Beckman® 
class : We've made them for 
your projects where the budget 

INSTRUMENTS, INC. may be tight, but you don't want 
HELJPOT 01v1s10N to compromise performance. 

Fullerton, Col1forn10 

HELPING SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF LIFE 

INTERNATIONAL SUBSIDIARIES AMSTERDAM. CAPf TOWN GENEVA GLENROTHES SCOTLAND MEXICO CITY MUNICH PARIS STOCKHOLM. TOKYO VIENNA 
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Broadband 
Low Distortion 
RF Power Amp 

• 10 watts output 
• Flat response from .05 to 80 MHz 

Model RF-805 is a solid-state amplifier 
with - 30 db harmonic and intermodula
tion distortion. Gain is 47 db minimum, 
constant within 1 db for full output with 
less than 0.1 volt at 50 ohm input. 

Tunable 
10-500MHz 

RF Power Amp 
• Up to 8 watts into 50 ohms 
• Small and lightweight 
• 35 db minimum gain 

Model RF-815 is tunable in six band
switched ranges from 10 to 500 MHz. All 
solid state except for the one tube output 
stage, the unit's simple mechanical de
sign makes maintenance easy. Output 
metering and overload protection are 
provided. 

Applications 
Radio Communications • Laser Modula
tion • Accelerator Driver • NMR • RF 
Power Calibration • Ultrasonics • Trans
mitter Driver 

HARRIS 
RF COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
Electronic Instrumentation Operation 
1680 University Avenue 
Rochester, New York 14610 
Telephone : 716-244-5830 TWX : 510-253-7469 
A Subsidiary of Harris-lntertype Corporation 
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IDEAS FOR DESIGN 

Circuit monitors TTL 
outputs for minimum 
output voltages 

The outputs of TTL logic circuits can be moni
tored by a Schmitt-trigger circuit to verify that 
they are meeting the minimum specified output 
voltages-0.4 V for a logic ZERO and 2.4 V for 
a logic ONE. Data-bus or any other TTL-com
patible outputs may be checked by this approach 
to guarantee reliable interfacing. 

Two TTL inverters arranged with feedback via 
R4 form the Schmitt trigger (see diagram). 'i.'he 
circuit switches V out from a high state (about 
3.4 V) to a low state (0.1 V) when V in reaches 
0.4 V or below. The output remains low until 
the input reaches 2.4 V or higher, then it switch
es to the high state again. The hysteresis of the 
Schmitt trigger insures that the circuit will not 
change state until these minimum voltage levels 
are met at the input. 

The hysteresis can be changed by altering the 
value of R4, and the threshold by changing R3. 
If discrete resistor values do not give thresholds 
exact enough, variable resistors should be used 
for R3 and R4. With specified values of R4 = 
562 !l and R3 = 422 !l, the circuit has a hystere
sis of 2 V and a lower threshold of 0.4 V. 

Sink current to the driving device, in the zero 
state, may be varied by changing resistor Rl. 

5V 

562 

R4 

RI 365 

CRI 
IN4375 R2 

R3 422 

ALL RESISTORS 
118 WATT 1% METAL FILM 

Schmitt trigger consists of two SN7404 inverters. 
Feedback resistor R4 varies the hysteresis, resistor 
R3 adjusts the lower threshold, and R4 provides 
sink current. 
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However, Rl must provide enough current to 
raise the input of the Schmitt trigger high 
enough to change state. With Rl = 365 n as 
shown, a sink current of 10 mA is provided. 

John C. Bernath, Jr., Electronic Tooling Engi
neer, Hewlett-Packard, 1900 Garden of the Gods 
Rd., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80907. 

CIRCLE NO. 312 

Simple recursion 
solves ladder 
networks 

Ladder networks are widely used because 
many circuits-active and passive--can be put 
into this convenient form (Fig. 1). And now, 
with a suitable FORTRAN program (Fig. 2), 
the analysis of these circuits is greatly simplified. 

Consider the passive r-th section of the net
work of Fig. 1. If Zr is the impedance of the 
series component, Y .. the admittance of the shunt 
component, Gr the section input admittance and 
v r the input voltage, then 

(1) 

V V ,+1 (2) 
' = (1 - Z, x G,) 

These two equations form the basis of the recur
sion used in the program. The attenuations can 
be determined throughout the network for each 
section. 

Even transistors or other active components 
may sometimes be included in the networks. If 
the current gain of the transistor is hr., the 
standing de current through it is I mA and z. 
and ZL are the emitter and collector load imped
ances, then at low frequencies the following ap
proximation is reasonable : 

1 
Gr = (hre + 1) X ( Ze + 2

1
5) 

(3) 

V , = (1 + ~r. )( z. + 
2
1
5
)( Gr+l + iJ x Vr+1 (4) 
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Two Top 
Choices 
Frequency 
Synthesizer 

01Wiliiil q · · 0 • • n ii D • • • 
J.. ...... . -

• 1 kHz to 80 MHz in 1 kHz Steps 
• 1 Hz Resolution Optional 
• Fully Programmable 

Model RF-828 is offered with 1 kHz phase
locked steps. An optional vernier provides 
1 Hz resolution. The RF-828 is fully pro
grammable with contact closures, RTL, 
DTL or TTL logic. 

Or 
Synthesized 

Signal Generator 

·-
61 i 0 i 0 ,·; , -=~L' -• AM/FM/Pulse Modulation 

• Manual and Automatic Sweep 
• 160 db Output Level Range 

Model RF-808 is three instruments in one: 
signal generator and frequency synthe
sizer and sweeper. Frequency range is 
0.05 to 80 MHz in 1 kHz phase-locked 
steps with a vernier for 1 Hz resolution. 
Frequency, modulation and attenuation 
are programmable. 

Applications 
Automated Test Systems • General Lab 
Use • Computer-Controlled Signal 
Sources • Semi-Automatic Test Systems 
• Receiver and Transmitter Systems • 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance • Crystal 
Calibration and Resonance 

Electronic Instrumentation Sales 
1680 University Avenue 
Rochester, New York 14610 
Telephone: 716-244-5830; TWX: 510-253-7469 
A subsidiary of Harris- lntertype Corporation 
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V I 

1. Suitable active sections can be introduced anywhere in the basic ladder network . 

In the recursion, (3), (4) then replace (1), (2) 
for this section. 

To illustrate how equations 1, 2, 3, and 4 can 
be used, the attenuation response of the circuit 
is found with the computer program. All of the 
series impedances are resistive, all of the shunt 
admittances are capacitive, and a single transis
tor stage forms the sixth section. Its emitter re
sistor RE is bypassed by a capacitor CE in series 
with the resistor Ra. Its collector load resistor is 
RL. The termination resistor is RT. 

The program was originally written to run on 
IBM's Call-360 time-sharing service, but it can 
be simply adapted to run on other computer 
services. 

M.H.E. Ward, Section Leader, Mobile Radio 
Laboratory, Pye Telecommunications Ltd., N ew
market Rd. , Cambridg e, E ngland. 

CIRCLE No. 313 

VOTE! Go through all Idea-for-Design entries, select the 
best, and circle the appropriate number on the Reader-
Service-Card. · 

SEND US YOUR IDEAS FOR DESIGN. You may win a 
grand total of $1050 (cash)! Here's how. Submit your 
IFD describing a new or important circuit or design 
technique, the clever use of a new component or test 
equipment, packaging tips, cost-saving ideas to our 
Ideas-for-Design editor. You will receive $20 for each 
accepted idea, $30 more if it is voted best-of-issue by 
our readers. The best-of-issue winners become eligible 
for the Idea Of the Year award of $1000. 

IFD Winner of January 6, 1972 
Glen Coers, Electronic Devices Div., Texas 
Instruments Inc., P. 0. Box 5012, Mail Sta
tion 84, Dallas, Tex. His idea "Discharge Ca
pacitors with a MOSFET" has been voted 
the Most Valuable of Issue award. 
Vote for the Best Idea in this Issue 

100 "PROGRAM TO ILLUSTRATE SOLUTION OF LADDER NETWORKS BY RECURSION" 
110 COMPLEX W.ZE . G<7> , V(7) . Z<S>, Y<S> 
120 DIMENSION R<S> ,C(S) 
130 PI=3.HlS92bS 
HO WRITE<b,10> 
150 10 FORMATClHO,TlS, 1FILTER RESPONSE'//) 
lbO "ENTER CIRCUIT:: : ::::: :: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 11 

l?O WRITE(b , 20) 
180 20 FORMAT<' INPUT : Rl.R2,R3,Ri+,RS OHM5 1 ) 

iqo READCS ,• ><RCI>,I=l,S> 
200 WRITE(b, 30> 
210 30 FORMATC I INPUT:c1.c2 . c3 . Clf . CS FARADS') 
220 READCS ,• ><CU>,I=l , S> 
230 WRITE<b . ~0) 

2'+0 lfO FORMAT< I INPUT : HFE . oc CURRENT<MA> . RE . RL .RT . RGCOHM) I CE< FARAD> I) 
250 REAO(S , • >HFE , DCI, RE , RL ,RT .RG , CE 
2b0 G<7>=1.0/RT 
210 V<1>=1.0 
280 "ENTER FREQUENCY SWEEP:::::::: : ::::: :: ::::: : ::::: : : : : : : : :: : ::: :: " 
2qo WRITE<b, SO> 
300 SO FORMAT( ' INPUT: FMIN , FMAX,NSTEP <HZ>'> 
310 REAO(S , • >FMIN,FMAX.NSTEP 
320 WRITE<b . bO) 
330 bO FORMAT<lHO, 'FREQ. <HZ> I I 7X. ' ATTEN . COB) I) 
3•0 J=NSTEP+l 
350 00 3000 I=l , J 
3b0 FREQ=FMIN+ ( I - 1) • <FMAX-FMIN >INSTEP 
370 W=CMPLX<o. 0.2.o • PI · FREQ) 
380 "CALCULATE TRANSISTOR SECTION : :: :: :::: : :::::: :: ::: ::: ::::: :: :::: :: " 
3qo ZE=l.O/ (1.0/RE+l . 0/ <RG+l.O/ (W • cE))) 
'+00 G<b>=LO/ < <HFE+LQ) • <ZE+2S . O/OCI) > 
HO V(b)= (l.O+LO/HFE> . <ZE+25 . 0/0CI) . <G<? )+l . O/RL) •vn) 
'+20 11 SET UP IMPEDANCES ANO AOMITTANCES:::::::::: :: ::: : :: : ::::: :: :::: :: u 
~30 oo •ooo M=l.s 
~~O Z<M>=R<M> 
'+SO 'toOO Y(M)=w · c<M> 
'+bO "RECURSION : :::: : :::::::::: : ::: :: : : ::::: :: :: : :: : :::::: : : : ::::::: : : : " 
~70 00 SOOD M=l.S 
~BO K=b-M 
'+qQ G<K>=LO/ <Z<K>+l.O/ <YCK>+G<K+l > > > 
SOO V<K>=V<K+l )/ CLO-Z<K> •G<K» 
SlO SOOD CONTINUE 
S20 "OUTPUT RESPONSE : :: : ::: : :: : :: : : : ::::: : :::: : : : :::: ::: : : :: : ::: : : : :::" 
S30 ATTEN=2Q.O •ALOG10 <CABSCV(l > > > 
s~o WRITE<b . 10>FREO . ATTEN 
sso 70 FORMAT<F10.1 . sx.no . 2> 
SbO 3000 CONTINUE 
S10 STOP 
580 END 

FILTER RESPONSE 

INPUT:Rl.R2.R3 . R~ . RS OHMS 
? 1E3, bBO, b80 , b80 , 1E3 

INPUT:c1 . c2 . c3 . C•.cs FARADS 
? 33E- q , lOE- q. lOE- q , ! OE - q , 33E - q 

INPUT : HFE ,QC CURRENT<MA> , RE . RL , RT . RG<OHM> ,CE <FARAD> 
? 100 .'+ 1820 , 2E3 .2E3 . 10, SOE-b 

INPUT:FMIN,FMAX.NSTEP <HZ> 
?SO, lOE3. lS 

FREQ. <HZ) 
so.o 

713 , 3 
137b.1 
20~0.0 
2703 . 3 
33bb . 1 
•030 . 0 
%q3.3 
S3Sb . 7 
b020.0 
bb83 . 3 
73% . 7 
8010 . 0 
8b13.3 
q33b . 7 

10000 . 0 
STOP 
TIME 2 SECS. 

ATTEN. <DB> 
- 20. q9 
-2~ -10 
- 23 . lS 
- 21. 83 
- 20.35 
- 18 . 82 
- 17. 30 
-lS . 81 
-1~ - 37 
-12.97 
-ll.b3 
- 10 . 33 

_q _o7 
- 7 . 8b 
- b . b9 
- S.Sb 

2. Attenuation response of the ladder network 
shown in Fig. 1 is calculated with the described 
FORTRAN program. 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN cannot assume responsibility for circuits shown nor represent freedom from patent infringement. 
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CTS now offers you a choice of 
four popular space-saver 
packages. Packed with up to 
17 resistors per module, they 
provide an infinite number of 
circuit combinations. All are 
designed to simplify automatic 
insertion along with IC's and 
other DIP products for reduced 
costs. Easy to hand-mount, too. 
Available without inorganic 
cover coat, so you can trim for 
circuit balance in your own 
plant. 5 lbs. pull strength on all 
leads; .100" lead spacing; rated 
up to 2 watts on 18 lead style. 
Choose from standard circuit 
available for immediate delivery 
(see data sheet 3760 ... or 
custom design to specifications). 

CTS of Berne, Inc., Berne, 
Indiana 46711 . (219) 589-3111. 

Series 750 edge mount 
cermet resistor packages 
available in infinite 
number of resistor 
patterns and wide 
selection of package 

C rsra;;RPORATION + 
Elkhart. Indiana ~ 

A world leader in cermet and variable resistor technology 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 43 



iNSTRUMENTATION 

Analyzer reads direct transmission 
gain/loss, VSWR & return loss 

'~-------~·" ""';.:..J 
Vari-L Co., Inc., 3883 Monaco 
Pkwy, Denver, Colo. (303) 321-
1511. $3950. 

If you've ever had to stop in the 
middle of a series of gain, Joss and 
reflection measurements to change 
the circuit configuration, you'll ap
preciate the Vari-L TRA-1001 
Transmission/ Reflection analyzer. 
The new unit, which also provides 
the convenience of absolute cali
bration via a direct reading meter, 
Jets the user select reflection and 
transmission modes directly from 
front-panel pushbutton switches. 
Eliminating initial calibration pro
cedures and the need to disconnect 
and reconnect between measure
ments can save considerable time. 

Three matched diode detectors, 
at an additional cost of $625 are 
necessary to make all the various 
switch-selectable measurements. 
Four full-scale ranges for return 
loss, transmission gain and loss 
and three VSWR ranges are select
ed by a set of pushbuttons. They 
are: 40, 15, 6 and 1 dB for gain / 
loss, and 1.02 to oo, 1.44 to oo, and 
3 to oo for VSWR. 

Unlike most meters, the dB / 
VSWR meter reads from right to 
left, thus placing the 2% error on 
the low, or least important, end of 
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the scale. In addition to direct 
reading of gain, loss, return loss 
and VSWR over a standard range 
of 1 MHz to 12.4 GHz, the unit 
features a 60-dB dynamic range, 
with a resolution of 0.001 dB. How
ever, the specified sensitivity of 
- 65 dBm (for 10-dB signal-plus
noise/ noise ratio ) applies only 
over a 40-dB range. The user 
selects either of two operating 
ranges by pushbutton: the - 60 to 
- 5 dBm button gives the larger 
dynamic range but less sensitivity; 
the - 65 to - 25 dBm button pro
vides the greater sensitivity but 
reduces the range by 15 dBm. 

Sensitivity, at least on the low 
end of the range, is also affected 
by the channel bandwidth which is 
user selectable with still another 
set of pushbuttons: 20, 100, 200 
and 400-Hz settings are provided. ' 

The 0.001-dB resolution, intend
ed for measurement of small vari
ations around a large nominal gain 
or loss level, is obtained by use of 
a meter offset feature consisting of . 
a set of six pushbutton-controlled 
attenuators (1, 2, 3, 6, 10 and 20 
dB) plus a 0 to 1-dB three-digit 
vernier. 

To make measurements over the 
full 60-dB dynamic range, one uses 

a series of attenuators (one set per 
channel). Attenuations of 0 to 30 
dB are provided, selectable in 10-
dB steps. 

Other key features include two 
identical signal channels; auto
matic input-attenuation offset; and 
front-panel outputs, useful for 
swept-frequency scope displays, 
X-Y recordings or DVM display of 
gain or loss. Use of an external 
DVM eliminates the ubiquitous 2 
percent meter error. 

Power gain or loss in the indi
vidual channels can be displayed on 
a separate power meter calibrated 
in dBm. 

The accuracy achieved is 0.025 
dB per dB, plus or minus the two 
percent meter error. Channel at
tenuator accuracy is ± 0.04 dB per 
10 dB and offset attenuator accu
racy is ±0.1 dB per step. The lat
ter, however, may be adjusted to 
be zero. Temperature stability of 
the Model TRA-1001 is 0.05 dB/° C, 
.referenced to 25 C. 

CIRCLE NO. 324 

Fast-write storage scope 
is almost burnout proof 
Hewlett-Packard, 1501 Page Mill 
Rd., Palo Alto, Calif . (213) 877-
1282. 

The Model 181 variable persist
ence, high brightness scope lets the 
user view traces directly in am
bient light. Previously, the traces 
had to be photographed. A unique 
reduced scan mode coupled with 
new storage surface processing 
provides greater than 200 div /,µ,s 
writing speed. This is fully com
patible with a single-shot 10-ns rise 
time transient with an amplitude 
greater than 1 cm. The new tube 
is almost impossible to burn out. 
The storage time control allows a 
trade off of viewing brightness for 
storage time (up to two hours). 

CIRCLE NO. 325 
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HEWLETT. PACKARD 

POWER SUPPLIES 
21201 

Value has always been synonymous with HP 
power supplies, and these new 62000-series 
modular power supplies are no exception. 
They're competitively priced (with quantity 
and OEM discounts), reliable, systems com
patible, and available now. Coverage is from 
3 to 48 volts, at up to 200 watts, with per
formance assured to specifications. Best of 
all, HP offers applications assistance and 
service support before and after the sale. 
It's all backed up with an international 
network of 220 offices to serve you. For 
detailed information, contact your local HP 
field engineer. Or, write: Hewlett-Packard, 
Palo Alto, California 94304. In Europe: 1217 
Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland. 
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When you buy a TEC-LITE IC compati
ble readout, you buy a unit that's ready 
to mount to your panel with two screws 
- nothing else! Or you can specify 
an attractive TEC aluminum bezel and 
mount up to 10 (or more) readouts•• 
in your panel with just two nuts. 
TEC has designed and built more com· 
pletely packaged LED indicators, 
switch-indicators and readouts than 
anyone else - you expect more from 
the information display leader. 

LED status in-
dicators are com

bined with TEC·LITE 
switches in this attractive, easy to 
mount panel assembly. Your choice 
of number and type of switches/indi
cators. Priced from $2.25* complete , 
ready to mount. 

PANEL MOUNT LED's .r!I" e=-. --t 
Slip bezel assembly in panel hole 
from the front, secure with Tinnerman 
clip from the rear. Replaceable LED 
snaps in place from the front. $1.50* 
with clip. 

PCB MOUNT LED's • ~-
Molded polycarbonate lamp holders 
are soldered to PCB. LED plugs Into 
unit at right ... permanently mounted 
in device at left. Priced from $1 .50* . 

*100-499 quantity 
* *80¢: a position 

See TEC-LITE for the complete line of 
readouts, indicators, switches, display 
panels, keyboards , CRT terminals . 

TEC, Incorporated; 9800 North Oracle 
Road , Tucson, Arizona 85704; or phone 

"'"' "~·~-"" 
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Quick-change readout 
in low-parts-count DPM 

Weston Instruments, Inc., 614 Fr~
linghuysen Ave., N ewark, N.J. 
(201 ) 243-4700. Price: see text, 
A vailability: stock. 

A single, 24-pin LSI chip in 
Weston's 1295-series digital panel 
meter replaces nine or more 14-pin 
ICs normally found in bipolar, 
3-1/ 2-digit DPMs. The reduction 
from 126 to 24 of IC pin connec
tions, common sources of failure, 
allowed Weston to package all but 
the readout circuitry on a single 
board, eliminating at least one con
nector. 

The only connector on the board 
is the one that accepts the plug-in 
readout module, which can include 
a LED or seven-segment readout. 
The LED readout is Opcoa's gal
lium phosphide display, with 0.334-
inch characters. The seven-filament 
readout, from Pinlites, has 0.44-
inch characters. The complet('! 
DPM consumes 2.5 W with Opcoa's 
display, 3 W with Pinlites'. 

The availability of interchange
able, plug-in readouts offers a par
ticular advantage to manufacturers 
with some customers preferring 
one type and others with a prefer
ence for the other. Prices in quan
tities of one to nine are identical, 
$185, but the 100-up price is $4.75 
lower, at $95, for DPMs with the 
seven-filament display than for the 
LED-display DPMs. 

The readout card is easy to re
place. You snap off the front bezel, 
give the main circuit board a 
slight shove from the rear, then lift 
out the readout card. It's almost 
as easy to change ranges. 

To provide a 1-V range instead 
of the standard 100-m V range, you 
simply melt away a small solder 
bridge. With the bridge in place, 
you can provide one of five current 
ranges from 10 ,µA to 100 mA by 
adding a single resistor or one of 
three voltage ranges from 10 V to 
1000 V by adding three resistors . 
There's room on the internal cir-

A LED reaaout or seven-filament 
readout can be plugged into the 
single board that contains the re
mainder of the circuitry in Weston's 
1295 DPM. Most of the circuitry is 
in the LSI chip, just behind the read
out receptacle . 

This compact DMM was first to use 
the LSI chip that allowed Weston to 
mount all but the readout circuitry 
in a new DPM on a single board. 

cuit board, thanks to the space 
saved by the LSI chip. 

The chip, manufactured for Wes
ton by Mostek, has all the digital 
logic as well as the threshold-cross
ing comparator and circuitry for 
polarity sense, out-of-range sense 
(which blanks the three least-sig
nificant digits and blanks the over
range 1), strobe synch and storage. 

It's the same chip that Weston 
used to slash the cost of the Model 
4440 digital multimeter, introduced 
in December, 1971. At $285, that 
instrument is the lowest-priced, 
battery-operated DMM with 3-1/ 2 
digits. And the price includes the 
four required nickel cadmium C 
cells and a battery charger. 
For the DMM - CIRCLE NO. 320 

For the DPM CIRCLE NO. 321 
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® has the world's 
with 
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largest selection of STAY-ACCURATE 

QUALITY 

WIDE-VUE 
1 W'. 2%•, 3%•, 4%•, s• 

RUGGED SEAL 
3%•, 4%", 4" x 6" 
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DESIGNER SERIES NEW CENTURY SERIES BOLD-VUE RECTANGULAR 

2%",3%" 
round style available 

3%•, 4%. 1~2~3~4%" 2~3%" 

STANDARD 
EDGEWISE 
1 %", 2%" 

" 

STACKABLE 
EDGEWISE 

1 %", 2%" 

PYROMETERS 
4%" 

NEW 3%" STACKABLE 
EDGEWISE METER RECTANGULAR 

4%" 

METER RELAYS 
3%•, 4%·, 4• x 5• 

NEW 3%" EDGEWISE 
CONTROLLER 

Many features. 
Request Bulletin C1206 

• THE ABOVE PANEL METERS ARE AVAILABLE IN 
AC/DC VOLTMETERS, AMMETERS, MILLIAMMETERS, 

• MATCHING WATTMETERS, RADIO FREQUENCY, 
SEGMENTAL, VU AND DB, RECTIFIER AND ELAPSED 
TIME METERS ALSO AVAILABLE. MICROAMMETERS ... DC MILLIVOLTMETERS 

AND GALVANOMETERS ... RF AMMETERS AND 
MILLIAMMETERS. • SIMPSON CAN MAKE CUSTOM PANEL METERS AND 

METER RELAYS TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS. ANY 
• METER RELAYS AVAILABLE IN DC MICROAMPERES, PRACTICAL RANGE CAN BE SUPPLIED. SEND US 
MILLIAMPERES AND MILLIVOLTS . .. AC AMPERES YOUR REQUIREMENTS. 

GET 'Off. THt-SHELF OH/VERY FROM YOUR LOC. L ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTOR. WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG 4100. 

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago, Ill. 60644 • (312) 379-1121 •Cable: SIM ELCO 
IN CANADA: Bach -Simpson Ltd , London, Ontario 
IN INDIA : Ruttonsha -Simpson Private Ltd, International House. 

Bombay-Agra Road, Vikhroli, Bombay 

OIVISION 

MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD FAMOUS SIMPSON 260 



INSTRUMENTATION 

Digital IC tester 
has 0.2% accuracy 

~-. - ' ~ =- ~ ~- -,-3.- . . . .. .. 

Alma Corp., 1061 Terra Bella Ave., 
Mountain View, Calif. (415) 961-
9837. $5750. 

The Model 380 digital IC tester 
features full functional, input cur
rent and fan in and fan out test
ing to manufacturers specs. Pro
gramming and controls are design
ed to provide fast error-free 
testing with full capability for 
auto handling and probing systems. 
Throughput rate depends on auto
handler cycle speed and can be as 
high as 4000 parts per hour. Meas
urement accuracy for all de param
eters is 0.2%. 

CIRCLE NO. 326 

Function generator 
gives 9 modes for $495 

Krohn-Hite Corp., 580 Massachu
setts Ave., Cambridge, Mass. (617) 
491-3211. $495.00; 30 days. 

The Model 5200 offers nine 
modes of operation. Functions in
clude separate waveform and ramp 
outputs, pulse, sweep and burst 
modes and external voltage con
trol of the main output frequency. 
In external and sweep modes, the 
frequency range extends from 0.-
00003 Hz to 3 MHz. Maximum 
main output is 20 V p-p open cir
cuit, or 10 V across 50 ohms; max
imum ramp output is 10 V pk with 
200 ohm source impedance. Pulses 
as narrow as 200 ns are possible 
at rep-rates anywhere between 100 
kHz and 0.1 Hz. 

CIRCLE NO. 327 

12.5 MHz counter 
sells for $395 

Systron-Donner, 888 Galindo St.; 
Concord, Calif. ( 415 ) 682-6161. 
$395. 

The Model 114 frequency count
er comes with a universal tilt base 
but can be mounted as a panel 
meter. Frequency range is 1 Hz to 
12.5 MHz. The readout includes: 
four digits (5th and 6th optional ), 
an auto-positioned decimal point, a 
"kHz" annunciator, and display 
storage. Accuracy of readings is 
± 1 count ± power line frequency. 
The unit can also perform limited 
time interval measurements. With 
optional crystal oscillator, range is 
100 µsec to 10 s. Without the tilt 
stand the unit weighs five pounds 
and measures 3-1 / 4 x 7 x 8-1 / 2 
in. 

CIRCLE NO. 328 

Environmental control? 

76 

... and high voltage displays. 
These unregulated power modules 
plug into a standard octal socket and carry 
a five-year warranty. Shi_pment: Three days. 

Nominal Current Model Price 
Voltage Amp. DC 

12 1.5 US12 $35 
12 5.0 U12 65 
24 1.5 US24 35 
24 5.0 U24 65 
28 1.0 US28 35 
28 5.0 U28 65 

180 0.1 US180 55 

"G" case size-3.40 x 3.28 x 5.0 inches 
"Q" case size-4.15 x 3.33 x 7.0 inches 

Case 
Size 

G 
Q 
G 
Q 
G 
Q 
G 

Acopian Corp., Easton, Pa. 18042 
Telephone: (215) 258-5441 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 47 

Laminar-Flow 

TenneyZphere 
For simulation of 
temperature, humidity, vacuum. 

Clean Stations 

~riteorca11forfurther~u ~~-..~~v 
1nformat1on on any of ' " f/C:/ J/T J/T J/T J/T 'f:/4 
these, or autoclaves, 
packaged refrigeration ENGINE Ell ING, INC. 
~~~~~~; · 1~h:rt~~perature 1090 Springfield Rd., Union, N. J. 07083 
storage 'chests, etc . (201) 686-7870 • (212) 962·0332 

874A 
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The FIRST source for standard ROM 's is AMI. 
Trade-up by using AMI 1K to 16K bit ROM's. Why use 
2, 4, 8 or more when one will do it. 
Production quantities of the following are available 
at prices that are hard to beat, try us. 

Description 
128x12, Hollerith to ASCII 
128 x 12, ASCII to Hollerith 
64 x 7 x 5, char. gen., static 
64 x 7 x 5, char. gen., dynamic 
64 x 5 x 7, char. gen., static 
256 x 10, static 
512 x 8, static 
512 x 10, static 
64 x 7 x 9, static 
64 x 9 x 7, static 
2048 x 4, dynamic 
COMING - 4096 x 4 

Model # 
S8457 
S8539 
ME51L 
S8327 
S8499 
S8614 
S8772 
S8771 
S8866 
S8564 
S8865 

Whatever your memory requirements, from code con
version to programmable memories, contact AMI. 
The company that shipped over 1 billion bits of mem
ory in 1971. 

Send today for current specifications, price list and 
memory application work sheet. 

A• AMI Micro-Products 
Ml A DIVISI ON OF AMERICAN MICRO-SYSTEMS. INC. 

® 3800 Homestead Rd. Santa Clara, CA 95051 (408) 246-0330 TWX (910) 338-001 8 
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COMPONENTS Licon-Div. Illinois Tool Works 
Inc., 6615 W. Irving Park Rd., 
Chicago, Ill. (312) 282-4040. Pro xi m·ity switch goes 

solid state Licon's solid-state, proximity 
switch offered for use on machine 
tools and in-process control is said 
to be compact (but no dimensions 
are given ) , consists of a single 
transistor high-Q oscillator. Mag
netic material 0.025 in. from the 
sensing element (L of the oscilla
tor ) will inhibit oscillation , chang
ing the output from 14 V at 2.6 
mA to 2 V de at 8 mA drain. 
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CIRCLE NO. 329 

If any 
old knob 
will do, 
see 
someone else. 
If the knob you require 
doesn't require things like 
careful craftsmanship and 
precision performance, 
maybe you don't need 
Raytheon. Maybe you should 
tum to somebody else. 

But if the kind of knob that will 
do for you must be a high quality, 
reliable component, we're the 
only ones to see. Raytheon 
knobs have set a new 
standard of excellence. 
Because with Raytheon, 
excellence is standard. 

Each Raytheon knob is 
made to exacting military speci
fications and injection molded of 
the highest quality impact resist
ant plastic. Every knob 
surface is clearly defined , 
mar-free, with no flash 
marks or conspicuous gate 
marks. And every knob 
features double set-screws 
and corrosion-resistant 

aluminum bushings. 
Our Standard, Designer, 400 

and Panelrama Series offer a 
distinctive variety of stock sizes, 
styles and colors to match most 
any application. And 
our new Microvemier 
control knob provides 
a better, low-cost 
method of obtaining 
high-resolution tuning or 
precise zero setting. 

If you have unique require
ments, we'll customize a knob 
to suit your specifications. 
So don't make do 
with any old knob. 
Write Raytheon 
Company, Fourth 
A venue, Burling
ton, Massachusetts 
01803. 

CEAYTHEO~ 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 50 

High voltage rectifier 
product line introduced 

• 
, ,. 

Arthur Fallon Industries, 400 War
burton Place, Long Branch, N.J . 
(201 ) 229-8300. $0.45 to $15 ( 100-
999 ) . 

High voltage rectifiers available 
in range of 1000 to 50,000 volts 
PRV, up to 3 A, standard and fast 
recovery (200 ns typical ) with low 
reverse leakage current (10 nA to 
1 µA typical ) . Designated the 
3NV, NV, MR, 78, 35ST and FRR 
Series, applications for the new 
rectifiers include high vo ltage 
multiplier power supplies, electro
static power suppl ies for copiers, 
air filters, television high voltage 
power supplies and microwave 
ovens. 

CIRCLE NO. 330 

Thumbwheel switch is 
precise volt/res. source 

Digitran Co., 855 S. Arroyo Pkwy. , 
Pa.~adena, Calif. (2H ) 449-3110. 

The Digivider using a Kelvin
Varley configuration with a stand
ard accuracy to ± 0.01 % full scale 
voltage ratio has a resolution up 
to 0.0001 % . The Digidecade selects 
precision resistances rather than 
voltages. The Digivider/ Digidecade 
eliminates sensitive positioning re
quired of a potentiomenter dial. 

CIRCLE NO. 331 
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PACKAGING & MATERIALS 

Alumina 40-lead package 
is on a single plane 

... . ·{{{{{{{~ 
''{{(f1~tg}_j_~ 
\~\ \~ 

~,~W ~\\\\\\,, .. 
r r r 

American Lava Corp., Manufactur
ers Rd., Chattanooga, T enn. ( 615 ) 
265-3411. 

A single-plane 40-lead all-alumi
na ceramic package costs 35 % less 
than the three-tier design, accord
ing to the manufacturer, who 
didn't cite prices. Except for the 
seal ring, all metallization is on one 
plane. The device area is 0.2-in. x 
0.22-in. To help insure high yields 
with the single plane construction, 
adequate isolation paths have been 
designed between the seal ring and 
the lead fingers and also between 
the lead fingers and the chip pad. 

CIRCLE NO. 332 

Circuit zaps now come 
in assortments 

International Rectifier Corp., Semi
conductor Div ., 233 Kansas St., El 
Segundo, Calif. (213) 678-6281. 
CZl00-$7.95; CZ200-$15.99; stock. 

Two packaged assortments of 
Circuit Zaps, copper component 
patterns, pads and conductor paths, 
enable design engineers to create 
prototype or customized circuit 
boards without the use of chemical 
photoprinting, etching and other 
costly steps associated with proto
type fabrication. Assortment CZ200 
contains various quantities of all 
15 patterns-a total of 104 pieces. 
The CZlOO assortment has 48 pat
terns and a printed circuit board. 

CIRCLE NO. 333 

Fiber optic components 
come in assortments 

International R ectifier Corp., Semi
conductor Div. , 233 Kansas St., El 
Segundo, Calif. (213) 678-6281 . 
$23.95; stock. 

A special assortment of plastic 
fiber optic materials, contains all of 
the fiber optics components and ac
cessories needed to construct engi
neering applications, hobbyist proj
ects, or equipment for use by service 
technicians. The assortment, Model 
OP808, believed to be the most 
complete available, includes 264 
feet of Mono Fiber in four sizes 
(0.010, 0.020, 0.030 and 0.087-in. ); 
nine feet of jacketed light guides 
in three sizes from 0.087-in. to 
0.152-in.; a four-channel light 
head ; a low voltage power source; 
plus bulbs, eyelets, and adhesive/ 
end-treat compound. 

CIRCLE NO. 334 

STRIP/BUS 
by Rogers 

relays... general purpose, sensitive, 

miniature, mechanical and magnetic latching 

"""" 

80 

low Cost Bussing Systems 

Easy Installation 

Reliable Solder Joints 

Greater Pin Exposure 

Write or call for details 

Rogers Corporation I Rogers, Conn. 06263 (203) 774-9605 

INFORM ATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 52 
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CA CAD RA CBT 

stepping switches ... 
~-·~ , .._ . 

ATM miniature 
- 2 pole, RT rotary 

- 1, 2, & 10 or 12 
position 

• 
·~~!!!!!!!!tl 4pole 

accessones ... 
plugs, sockets and dust covers 

HIGH QUALITY• LOW COST• IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGS 

~f Jil?(~ f iL 1 ELECTRICAL SALES CORP. 

1140 Broadway, New York, New York 10001 Tel: (212) 683-0790 
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Invention. 
Making something new. Solying old problems with 

new answers. Making progress from inertia. 
Invention is what makes the difference between a 

good company and a great company. Invention shows that a 
company knows how to give as well as receive. It shows that a 
company's not just living off its markets, but operating as a vital 
force within them. Invention is life. 

Matsushita Electric has been built on invention. As 
the parent of Panasonic, we're always trying to do things a little 
better. We're always trying to stay "just slightly ahead of our 
time." 

When we heard of a demand in the magnetic 
recording industry for a better head material, we found one. 
HPF.rn Matsushita's HPF material is produced by a unique, 
patented sintering process. It offers much better magnetic and 
mechanical properties than conventional high density ferrites. 

HPF is available now - in configurations suitable to most any 
application. 

Then there's our Optical Static Card Reader. It meets 
the need for something between super-sophisticated high speed 
card readers and conventional mechanical devices. It reads 
Hollerith cards or badges, from 10 x 10 to 12 x 80 matrix. It's 
compact, reliable, and easy to operate. 

These are only two Matsushita inventions. There are 
many, many more. New components, new motors, new 
compressors, new switches. From now on, when you think of 
invention, think of Matsushita and Panasonic. We learn 
something new every day. 

Panasonic .. /Matsushita Electric 
Industrial Division, 200 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017 
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MICROWAVES & LASERS 

VIG multiplier is 
tunable from 2-12 GHz 

Advanced Microwave Labs., 825 
Stewart Dr., Sunnyvale, Calif. 
( 408 ) 245-5770. $1895; 6 wks. 

A new YIG-tuned harmonic 
multiplier, the YHG1001, can be 
tuned continuously from 2.0 to 12 
GHz. The available power varies 
from 30 mW at 2.0 GHz to 2 mW 
at 12 GHz. Power is obtained by 
generating harmonics of a 1 W, 
1.0 to 2.0 GHz input s ignal and 
selecting the desired frequency 
harmonic with the voltage-tuned 
YIG filter. 

CIRCLE NO. 335 

Rf relay goes to 
150 W at 500 MHz 

General Electric, 777 14th St ., 
N.W., Washington, D.C. (202) 393-
3600. 

A radio-frequency relay, the 
3SBW, has spdt rf contacts de
signed for frequencies from 0 to 2 
GHz. Power handling capacity is 
150 W at 500 MHz. Auxiliary 
Form C contacts for up to 2 A at 
28 V de are also available. The 
typical rf response characteristics 
of the 3SBW include an insertion 
loss of 0.08 dB at 1 GHz, an isola
tion of 30 dB at 1 GHz, and a 
VSWR of 1.05 at 1 GHz. 

CIRCLE NO. 336 

Miniaturized mixer 
has 8-dB noise figure 

Optimax, Inc., P.O. Box 105, Ad
vance Lane, Colmar, Pa. (215) 
822-1311. $895 . 

A miniaturized integrated pre
amplifier offers a maximum noise 
figure of 8 dB. Designated the inte
grated mixer preamp AM-1000, this 
unit has a conversion gain of 29 
dB . An additional feature is the 
delivery of a 1-dB compression in
put level of + 10 dBm. The model 
measures 3.56 x 1.44 x 0.50 inch
es and weighs 2.5 ounces. Four 
models are available in the frequen
cy range of 1 to 12 MHz. 

CIRCLE NO. 337 

INVESTIGATE 
Fused Quartz 

Type 124 fused quartz is a General 
Electric specialty featuring high purity 
and the absence of large bubbles. 
Almost equivalent to Type 204, long 
the standard in high purity quartz 
tubing, Type 124 finds ideal applica· 
tion as semiconductor stock, commer· 
cial stock, mirrors, high temperature 
uses and any application where low 
cost and high purity are needed. 
Prompt delivery in ingot sizes up to 
72 in. in diameter. Type 125 fused 
quartz features the absence of large 
bubbles combined with low stress 
birefringence and high transmissivity 

in both the near ultraviolet and infrared wavelengths. Typical applications: 
domes, plates, lab use, optical flats, infrared windows, epitaxial plates 
and as stock for slice racks. Type 125 can replace any commercial grade 
you now use and can frequently replace more expensive grades selected 
to meet bubblesize requirements. Available in single piece solids up to 
22 in. in diameter and 11 in. thick. 

LAMP GLASS DEPARTMENT, GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
24400 Highland Road, Richmond Heights, Ohio 44143 

GENERAL. ELECTRIC 
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MODULES & SUSASSEMBLIES 

C-S op amp 
doesn't spike 
Teledyne .Philbrick, Allied Dr. at 
Rt. 128, Dedham, Mass. (617) 329-
1600. 1703; $33 (100), 17031; $42 
(100); stock. 

A chopper-stabilized op amp, the 
Model 1703, eliminates spiking. 
The device may be used where low 
initial offset voltage ( ± 40 µ. V), 
low drift (2 pA/°C) , low bias cur
rent ( ± 50 pA), and a low offset 
voltage tc (± 1 µ.V/°C) are of 
prime importance. A selected ver
sion, the Model 17031, with im
proved initial offset voltage and 
higher thermal stability, is avail
able. Size is 1.5 x 1.5 x 0.42 in. 

CIRCLE NO. 338 

Tiny de/de converter 
provides big 5 watts 
Datel Systems, Inc. , 1020 Turnpike 
St., Canton, Mass. (617) 828-6395. 
$79; stock. 

The Model BPM-15/ 150-D5 de/ 
de converter operates from 5 V de 
and provides ± 15 V de @ 150 mA 
(5 watts). At constant input 
voltage the output regulation-no 
load to full load-is ± 0.1 % and 
voltage regulation for line changes 
at constant load is ±0.05 % . Input 
to output isolation is greater than 
100 megohms. Temperature coeffi
cient is ±50 ppm/° C and output 
voltage stability is ± 0.05 % from O 
C to +71 C. The unit is epoxy cast 
into a black anodized case approx. 
four times the size of a 24-pin 
DIP I C. 

CIRCLE NO. 339 

Analog comparator gives 
5-ns response 
Optical Electronics, Inc., P.O. Box 
11140, Tucson, Ariz. ( 602) 624-
8358. $69 each; stock. 

The unique feature of the 9050 
is its 5 nanoseconds max response 
time, 3 nanoseconds with TTL 
logic. The 9050 can also interface 
with MOS with 10 to 15 V logic 
levels. The 9050 comes in a 1.125 
in.2 by 0.5 in. module and also fea
tures: 10 V output swing; 1000 
VI .µs min I / 0 slewing rate; volt
age gain of 1000 and a differential 
input impedance of 10,000 n min. 

CIRCLE NO. 340 
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Solid flame·retardant 
epoxy with precise 
dimensions for 
automatic insertion. 
Completely shock and 
vibration resistant. 

Flat surface permits 
clear easy-to-read 
marking. 

No rundown to interfere 
with seating of capacitors 
on printed wiring board. 

Rugged 0.025" dia. tinned .-. 
leads maintain alignment. 
0.100" lead spacing for 
standard PWB grids. 

I 

PRODUCTION-ORIENTED 
SOLID TANTALUM 
CAPACITORS 

ACTUAL SIZE 

Top fl at for easy 
identification of 

positive lead either 
visually or by touch. 

Standoff feet on base 
to eliminate moisture 

entrapment and 
facilitate cleaning of 

wiring boards. 

Formed leads with either 
0.200" or 0.250" spacing 

to permit 
interchangeability with 

dipped capacitors. 

Type 198D Low-cost 
Econoline*Tantalum Capacitors 

Lead in Performance! 
When it comes to low-cost solid tantalum capacitors, the new Sprague 
Type 1980 Econoline Capacitors outperform all other designs. Here are 
some additional advantages: 

• Low d-c leakage • Withstand severe 

• Low dissipation factor 

• Wide voltage range, 
4 to 50 voe 

• Capacitance range from 

temperature cycling and 
temperature shock over 
-55 C to +85 C 

• Speedier handling for insertion 

0.1to100µ.F • Easier-to-read markings 

The new Sprague Type 1980 epoxy-encased Econoline Capacitor is tooled 
for mass production and priced competitively with imported dipped units. 
Investigate this new Sprague breakthrough without delay. 

Call your nearest Sprague district office or sales representative, or 
write for Engineering Bulletin 3546 to: Technical Literature Serv
ice, Sprague Electric Co., 347 Marshall Street, North Adams, 
Mass. 01247. 

4SM·2110 

*Trademark SPRAGUE. 
THE BROAD-UNE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS 

THE MARK OF RELIAB/llTY 
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Tune to 

for the 
families of 
problem 
solvers. 
VVC DIODES FOR: 

Straight-line-frequencyVCO's 
Octave or greater tuning 
Sweep generators 
VCXO/TCXO's 
Voltage-tuned filters 
Frequency or phase modulators 
AM/FM tuners 
TV tuners and chroma control 

Now available. HF, VHF, 
UHF families for off-the shelf 
delivery; ion-implanted 
KEVICAP™ VVC diodes, 
abrupt and hyper-abrupt with 
broad spectrum capabilities. 
Audio frequencies to 800 
MHz; capacitance range 
10-500 pF; ultra-high Q. 
Our ion-implantation process 
allows superb reproducibility 
in production quantities at 
low cost. Hi-rel components 
for military and aerospace 
applications. 
Write today for more information. 

EV 
ELECTRONICS CORP. 
WILMINGTON INDUSTRIAL PARK 
WILMINGTON, MASS. 0 1887 
PHONE C617l 658- 697 0 

Pioneers in ion implantation 
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TTL-compatible MOS circuit 
is complete counter time base 

EXTllNT 
OSC. OUT 

FEEDBACK Ira~~ • 

FEEDBACKZ 
CLAW' EXT 

too--4>-----.I + 10° 

Mostek Corp., 1400 Upfie/,d Dr., 
Carrollton, T ex. (214) 242-1494. 
P&A: See text. 

First came a digital voltmeter 
on a single chip (from Mostek) . 
Then a signal generator on a chip 
(Exar Integrated Systems ) . The 
latest entry in the movement to
ward large-scale integration of in
strument circuits is a MOS digi
tal-counter circuit on a chip made 
by Mostek. 

Actually Mostek's new program
mable divider and osci llator-the 
MK 5009 P- is not an entire fre
quency counter, but it does provide, 
in a single 16-pin ceramic DIP, the 
time base that every counter re
quires. Since it offers frequency
division ratios from 1 to 36 x 108

, 

a 1-MHz reference can be divided 
into the basic time periods needed 
for most frequency-measuring in
struments-1 µs through 100 s. In 
fact, with the addition of an ex
ternal 100 K-n resistor and a 0.1-
µF capacitor, timing periods can 
be derived from the chip's own in
ternal oscillator or from 16 x 10-3 

s to 58 x 106 s ( 1.8 years ) . 
Without the MK 5009 P, eight 

14-pin, TTL decade counters would 

+10 1 

+102 

"'103 <:> 
-'-104 z 

+Z• 1o4 ~ 
+105 

~ +lo' 
+107 .... 

::> 

..;- 6 •107 ° 
+ 108 

+ 6. io• 

+ 3h101 

BUFFER 

be required to do the same job. 
Eight decades of TTL counters dis
sipate about 1.3 W. The Mostek 
chip dissipates only 50 mW. 

To achieve fu ll TTL compatibili
ty, Mostek used ion implantation 
to set the P-channel MOS device 
threshold voltages. 

Period-to-period timing accuracy 
in frequency-counter applications 
requires low-edge jitter on t he out
put timing signal. The Mostek chip, 
therefore, has been designed to 
have an output edge jitter of less 
than 15 ns. 

A separate oscillator output is 
available for use with other meas
urement equipment, as is usually 
the case on commercially avai lable 
frequency counters. BCD selection 
of the time-base period makes auto
matic ranging of the time base pos
sible with the addition of a simple 
counter. 

Pricing for the MK 5009 P is 
$15 in unit quantities and $9 at 
the 100-to-499 level. The circuit 
will be available from distributor 
stock after June 1. 

For Mostek CIRCLE NO. 322 

For Exar CIRCLE NO. 323 
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TI ups voltages 300,o. 
Wedro 

prices 20°0. 
T0-66 plastic package 

T0-3 plastic package 

On Texas Instruments 
plastic power components. 

Big news. Tl has just introduced new 
extended voltage ranges * up to 400 volts 
on their versatile plastic silicon power 
transistors. 

Not to be outdone, Weatherford's marking 
the occasion with a 20%-off-l ist-price offer, 
for the next 30 days, on any quantity of Tl's 
entire line of plastic power devices: transistors, 
SCRs, triacs . Look 'em over. Get a quote on 
what you need from the most complete family 
of power semiconductors in the business. 

Ask about Tl 's new 816-page Power Semi
conductor Data Book, available right now. 

We've got them. 
In stock. All of them. Even the new-voltage

range transistors. Call us and enjoy the kind 
of service that's made us Tl 's largest inde
pendent distributor. Eight (count 'em) 
Tl-authorized offices throughout the West. 

Albuquerque: (505) 265-5671 
Anaheim: (714) 547-0891 
Denver: (303) 427-3736 
Glendale: (213) 849-3451 
Palo Alto: (415) 493-5373 
Phoenix: (602) 272-7144 
Pomona: (714) 623-1261 
San Diego: (714) 278-7400 
Other sales offices 
Dallas: (214) 231 -7141 
Seattle: (206) 762-4200 

Plastic Power Transistors 

Type 

NPN 

TIP29 
TIP29A 
TIP29B 
TIP29C 
TIP31 
TIP31A 
TIP31B 
TIP31C 

*TIP47 
*TIP4B 
*TIP49 
*TIPSO 
TIP41 
TIP41A 
TIP41B 
TIP41C 
TIP33 
TIP33A 
TIP33B 
TIP33C 
TIP30SS 

*TJPS1 
*TIPS2 
*TIPS3 
*TIPS4 
TIP3S 
TIP3SA 
TIP3SB 
TIP3SC 

PNP 

TIP30 
TIP30A 
TIP30B 
TIP30C 
TIP32 
TIP32A 
TIP32B 
TIP32C 

TIP42 
TIP42A 
TIP42B 
TIP42C 
TIP34 

VCEO 

40V 
60V 
BOV 

100V 
40V 
60V 
BOV 

100V 
2SOV 
300V 
3SOV 
400V 
40V 
60V 
BOV 

100V 
40V 

TIP34A 60V 
TIP34B BOV 
TIP34C 100V 
TIP29SS 60V 

2SOV 
300V 
3SOV 
400V 

TIP36 40V 
TIP36A 60V 
TIP36B BOV 
TIP36C 100V 

Plastic Power SCRs 

Type VoRM 

TIC106Y 30V 
TIC106F SOV 
TIC106A 100V 
TIC106B 200V 
TIC106C 300V 
TIC1060 400V 
TIC116F SOV 
TIC116A 100V 
TIC116B 200V 
TIC116C 300V 
TIC116D 400V 
TIC116E SOOV 
TIC116M 600V 
TIC126F SOV 
TIC126A 100V 
TIC126B 200V 
TIC126C 300V 
TIC1260 400V 
TIC126E SOOV 
TIC126M 600V 

Plastic Power Triacs 

Type VoRM 

TIC226B 200V 
TIC226D 400V 

It 

SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 

12A 
12A 
12A 
12A 
12A 
12A 
12A 

It 

BA 
BA 

Po 
2s0 c 
30W 
30W 
30W 
30W 
40W 
40W 
40W 
40W 
40W 
40W 
40W 
40W 
6SW 
6SW 
6SW 
6SW 
BOW 
BOW 
BOW 
BOW 
90W 

100W 
100W 
100W 
100W 
12SW 
12SW 
12SW 
12SW 

Package 
Equivalent 

T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-3 
T0-3 
T0-3 
T0-3 
T0-3 
T0-3 
T0-3 
T0-3 
T0-3 
T0-3 
T0-3 
T0-3 
T0-3 

Package 
Equivalent 

T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 
T0-66 

Package 
Equivalent 

T0-66 
T0-66 

weaTHeRFORD 
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Subminiature transistor 
for thick-film circuits 

Sprague Electric Co., 347 Marshall 
St., North Adams, Mass. (4 13) 
664-4411. 

A subminiature epoxy transistor, 
only 0.090 inches in diameter and 
0.060 inches thick, has been de
signed specifically for thick-film hy
brid circuits. The new transistor 
has 5-mil thick tab leads which can 
easily be soldered or welded to 
thick-film ceramic-based circuits or 
printed wiring boards. The Sprague 
transistors, termed METs, may be 
obtained with dual collector leads, 
as shown, or with CEB or CBE 
lead configurations. 

CIRCLE NO. 341 

MOS shift register 
boasts 10-MHz rate 
Hughes Aircraft Co., P.O. Box 
90515, L os Angeles, Calif. (2 13) 
670-1515. $20 (100); stock. 

The HDSR 1024, a 1024-bit multi
plexed dynamic shift register, pro
vides a 10-MHz shifting rate over 
the full MIL-spec temperature 
range (-55 to + 125 C). The de
vice is structured as a single 1024-
bit shift register, and is also 
available as a dual 512-bit (HDSR 
1025) and a quad 256-bit (HDSR 
1026) . Clock capacitance is 100 pF 
and power dissipation, for 5-MHz 
operation with 25 % duty cycle 
,clocks, is typically 150 mW at 25 C. 

CIRCLE NO. 342 

McMOS device provides 
data routing control 

Motorola Semicoriductor Products, 
Inc., P.O. 20912, Phoenix, Ariz. 
( 602) 273-3465. $2.10 (CL), $4.75 
(A L); 100-999. Stock. 

The MC14519 AL /C L 4-bit 
AND / OR Select device provides 
low power data routing control. 
Using two control bits, one of two 
4-bit information channels can be 
selected for output distribution. 
This device can also provide a 
quad-Exclusive NOR gate function. 
The MC14519AL operates from a 
supply in the range of 3.0 to 18 V 
over the - 55 to + 125 C range ; 
the MC14519CL values are 3.0 to 
16 V and - 40 to +85 C. 

CIRCLE NO. 343 

Seven-segment display 
with BCD data outputs 
Harris S emiconductor, Melbourne, 
Fla. (305) 727-5430. $7.!iFi (com
mercial) , $11.25 (military); 100 to 
999. Stock. 

A bipolar monolithic 4-bit latch/ 
decoder/ display driver with BCD 
data outputs provides a high speed, 
high current data handling ca
pability for LEDs and other types 
of numerical displays. Termed the 
HD-0140, the circuit provides 40 
mA output to drive a single seven
segment numeric display. Typical 
data rate for the HD-0140 is 10 
MHz. 

CIRCLE NO. 344 

High voltage pnp 
and npn transistors 
Industro Transistor Corp., 35-10 
36th Ave., Long Island City, N.Y. 
(212) 392-8000. 400, $3; 800, $7 
( 1000 quantities ). 

A line of low-priced, high volt
age pnp and npn transistors fea
ture the highest voltages available 
in commercial models, according to 
the manufacturer. The units, desig
nated the 400 to 800, have a v ceo 

range of 400 V to 800 V (sustain
ed ) respectively. The characteris
tics of the units include a V EB of 
6 V min, h r. of 25 to 300, V cE (sat ) 
of 1.5 V max and V BE (sat ) of 1.0 
V max. These values are the same 
for both the pnp and npn transis
tors. 

CIRCLE NO. 345 

EIA driver /receiver 
group added to line 
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc., 901 
Thompson Pl., Sunnyvale, Calif. 
( 408 ) 732-2400. 

A line driver and receiver group 
designed to the specifications of 
EIA standard RS232C, extend the 
company's line of interface devices. 
The Am1488 is a quad line driver 
that operates from a ± 9-V upply 
to produce a ±6-V output (3-kn 
load ) . The device offers a short-cir
cuit protected output and slew-rate 
control through the use of an ex
ternal capacitor. The Am1489 is a 
quad line receiver that can accept 
signal swings of up to ± 30 V. Both 
devices have built-in feedback re
sistors for ac noise immunity. Tf!e 
Am1489A offers a higher noise 
margin. 

CIRCLE NO. 346 

CAN 'bu gi-roP 
IN 200 N~ec 
wrrHoUT MAl'lJN 

WAVE<;f'? 
~ 

i+iow 
OFF! 

1NTeCfjS A-132 A~t'tik..PA~r Tt-lE' F'ASTEST FET
INPUi DIFFE'R,E'NilAL op AMPS ARoUN D. WE 
GUAfGAlll-rEe: A S'LEW RATE OF lf)OO V/l\,lS, 
0.01% gE1iLING 1iME OF 2.0oN5, AND LB!S 
'ft1AN 5% UllJDER,9-IOOT OR. OVER.'<>HOOT. 
"1'/PICALS ARoE l,SOO V/-«.~ AND 100 NS 
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~EITLING- liM5: IJ-H: A-l 32 DR,,IVE.~ 
-HIGl-1-SPE.ED LOGIC AND OTHER. LOAD~ To 
JOOO PF WITl-l IT~ 10 MA QJTPJT, WHILE" 
-ft1E A-134 DRIVES v'IDEO CABL,ES AND 
oTl-lffi ~EAVI~ 19At>£' Wm./ IT5 lo0 MA 
OUTPUT. 

·- o........-e/A\(i\)11-, INCORPORA°TEt> 1:1. OUUL.5~1.!Jlltl ('\OS) 244-0500 
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Surface-Wave 
Delay Lines 

""'~\ ·.·'W"iililii_ -· 
'"""-

••• a new state-of-the-art 
development. 
By transferring the signal across the surface instead of 
through the body, the new Surface-Wave concept results in 
substantially smaller packages, lower cost in production 
quantities and superior performance over a 20 MHz to 
200 MHz range. 

Damon Surface-Wave Delay Lines consist of coupled 
transducer arrays accurately spaced on a lithium niobate 
or quartz substrate, using precision photo-etching tech
niques. The delay of signal propagation is controlled by 
varying the distance between the interdigital structures. 
The devices are ideal for use in radar, communications 
and sonar and have potential use as i-f filters for color 
television and acoustic logic for computers . Del ivery in 
evaluation quantities in 6-8 weeks. For complete 
information or evaluation samples write 
Damon Electron ics Division , 115 Fourth Avenue, 
Needham Heights, Mass. 02194. 

cb> 

Input Waveform 

0.1 µsec/Div. 
Typical wavef00T1s for a 0.5 microsecond delay line 

driven by a 0.25 microsecond pulsed carrier at 60 MHz. 

RANGE OF PARAMETERS 
Frequency Range: 
Time Del;iy Range: 
Bandwidth at - 3dB: 
Insertion Loss: 
Spurious Responses: 

Env i ronment: 

Typ ical Size: 

20 MHz - 200 MHz 
0.5 microsecs. - 10 microsecs. 
3 % - 30 % of center frequency 
10- 20 dB 
25 - 30 dB below desi red re
sponse 
Full mil itary temp. , shock, v ibra
tion available 
Less than one cubic inch 

DAMON/ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 61 
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Here's the rechargeable battery for 
your tough, high-temperature design 
applications. General Electric's new 
Goldtop nickel-cadmium batteries have a 
maximum sustained temperature 
capability of 65°C- permitting their use 
in spots previously too hot for nickel
cadmium batteries. And, at 65°C cell 
temperature, Goldtop batteries have a 
longer life expectancy than conventional 
units at 50°C cell temperature. Goldtop 
batteries are also available in a quick
charge_version that can be recharged in 
3V2 to 4 hours using a standard charger. 
These cylindrical cell batteries are 
available in a wide variety of sizes and 
ratings. 

For more information, write Section 
452-02, General Electric Co., 
Schenectady, New York 12345, or 
circle reader service card. 

452-02 

GENERAL. ELECTRIC 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 62 
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DATA PROCESSING 

More flexibility for minis 
provided by 4-deck tape unit 

Tri-Data Corp., 800 Maude Ave., 
Mountain View, Calif. (415) 969-
3700. $4950. 

With four-independently-con
trolled tape drives to log, compare, 
sort, collate and merge data, the 
CartriFile 40 adds increased capa
bility to a mini's range of opera
tion. It reads or writes up to 
18,000 b/s in 16, 12 or 8-bit word 
lengths on any of its four tapes
and can simultaneously loadpoint/ 
search the other three. The unit 
will operate with a tape cartridge 
loaded in only one or any combina
tion of the drives. 

Tri-Data 1000 Series endless
loop, single-tape cartridges are 
used. They are available in 10, 25, 
50 and 150 foot tape lengths. With 
four 150-foot cartridges, the sys
tem can store nearly 13 million 
bits of data. Computer grade, certi
fied error-free, 1/ 4-in. tape is pro
vided. 

The tape unit uses a two-track 
format with a bit-serial, phase-en
coded recording technique that oc
cupies only two tracks near the 
center of the magnetic tape. The 
edges of the tape are avoided, thus 
dropouts due to edge damage are 
eliminated . 

The CartriFile system is avail
able complete with interface cir
cuitry, cabling and software for 
use with small computers such as 
the PDP-8, PDP-11, Nova, Hew
lett-Packard, Interdata and others. 

For programming use, typically, 
one tape is reserved for the opera
ting programs, such as editors, as
semblers and debuggers. A second 
tape is reserved for the object pro
gram library. The two remaining 
tapes are used for input-source 
programs, to be edited or assembl
ed, and output files for the editor 
or assemblers. Using this arrange
ment, a new program can be proc- . 
essed from raw input, edited, 
assembled, and cataloged into the 
object program library without op- ' 
erator intervention to change or 
move tapes. Alternative file ar
rangements are, of course, avail
able to the programmer. Any of the 
four available tapes may be used 
for any file without restriction. 

It also provides flexibility in pro
duction test systems. Typically, one 
tape is reserved for operating pro
grams, one is reserved for test pat
terns and the remaining two are 
used for data logging. Utilizing 
two tapes for data logging allows 
continuous operation, since it is not . 
necessary to halt the system when 
one tape reaches its capacity. 

In systems where one computer 
is controlling several test or pro
duction machines, it may be advan
tageous to assign one tape to each 
device being controlled. For exam
ple, if a s ingle computer is con
trolling four NC machine tools, it 
is likely that the four machines 
will be making totally different 
parts. It simplifies the system if 
a separate source file is provided 
for each NC machine. 

The four independently controlled 
tapes make the CartriFile suitable 
for sorting and merging files. Tri
Data tape cartridges provide a 
convenient method of storing mas
ter files and transaction data for 
historical records. Each 150-foot 
tape will store in excess of 300,000 
alpha-numeric characters. 

CIRCLE NO. 347 
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A CAMBION® Double "QQ" Product Line 
As often as you want, too. The design of the jack and the materials 
from which it is produced give it the strength to be cycled more 
than 50,000 times (we've done itl without appreciable change in 
contact resistance. 
And we didn't just do it once "in the lab." 
We have tens of millions of these jacks out, in use by customers. 
ID's range from .016" to .080". And are available in different 
shapes and types for mounting components, patching, plugging, 
or whatever you have in mind. 
All CAMBION cage connectors are standard, immediate delivery 
items. You can have them fast in whatever number you want. 
That's the CAMBION Double "QQ" approach, the quality stands up 
as the quantity goes on. Ask for a sales engineer or a catalog. 
Cambridge Thermionic Corporation, 445 Concord Avenue, 
Cambridge, Mass. 02138. In Los Angeles, 8703 La Tijera Blvd. 90045. 

This cage jack was built 
for recycling! 

- ..... 
Standardize on 

c,._..BIOllte 
the guaranteed electronic components 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 63 

NEW\ THE 
LOVE 

SWITCH 
Our Customers 
Love Its 
1,000,000 Detents 
(for high quality) 
And Low Cost 
(for savings)! 

9 Top Quality Features 

1. .05 ohms max. contact resistance. 
2. 200 megohms min. insulation . 
3. 1,000 volts min . dielectric strength. 

MIN IA TU RE PRECISION 
THUMBWHEEL SWITCH 

4. 2 amps@ 115VAC current carrying capability. 
5. 125 ma@ 115VAC current breaking capability. 
6. Mounts on Y2" centers only 1Y2" behind panel. 
7. Glass laminate with precious metals contacts & plating. 
8. Mult i-applications-you name it. 
9. Over 1,000,000 detents. 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. ASK ·THE PRICE-BE PLEASANTLY SURPRISED. 

CHICAGO DYNAMIC INDUSTRIES, INC. 
~ PRECISION PRODUCTS DIVISION 
~ 1725 D1ve rse y Blvd , Chi cag o, Ill 60614 Phon e 312. WE 5 4600 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 64 
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looking for a •••. 

LOW COST 
HIGH QUALITY 
POPULAR SIZE 

. •t ' ••.. ceramic capac1 or. 

Well, look toward USCC/Centralab. 

Our Mono-Kap™, a radial lead, epoxy coated 
monolithic ceramic capacitor could be the 
ans~er. They're available in six sizes from 
.100 x .100 to .500 x .500 in NPO, W5R, Z5U 
and Y5V dielectrics. Capacitance values 
range from 4.7pF to 1 OMfd in 50, 100 and 
200 voe ratings. 

USCC/ Centralab has developed highly auto
mated assembly techniques for Mono-Kap 
and our other ceramic capacitor products
from raw materials to chip capacitors to 
leaded capacitors with no sacrifice to quality. 
All this makes possible the fastest delivery in 
the industry on the wide variety of USCC com
ponents. Ask us, we'll give you our best. 

U. S. CAPACITOR 
CORPORATION 

For FREE Mono-Kap evalua
tion samples, write on com
pany letterhead to USCC/ 
Centralab, 2151 N. Lincoln 
Street, Burbank, California 
91504. For complete techni
cal data on Mono-Kap, and a 
FREE copy of our Ceramic 
Capacitor Catalog, circle the 
information retrieval number 
below. 

A · ~ 
. CENTRALAB 

Electronics Division • GLOBE-UNION INC. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 65 
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A. W. Haydon Company motors ... 
problem-solvers for 
Hewlett-Packard 

Minimum magnetic interference, 
reversibility, accurate positioning 
and low cost are some of the fea
tures offered by two A. W. Haydon 
motors used in the Hewlett-Pack
ard Model 10 programmable cal
culator. 

Amazingly versatile, the calcula
tor combines plug-in modules with 
a wide number of options which 
allow it to be adapted to a host of 
disciplines using mathematics, sta
tistics and other functions. 

One option, for instance, permits 
often-used programs to be stored 
on magnetic cards. The cards can 
then be fed through a built-in mag
netic card reader for speedy data 
and program entry. 

But herein lay design problem 
No. 1. Find a motor capable of 
feeding the cards in and out at a 
smooth, constant speed. Also, one 
which would keep electromagnetic 
interference to a minimum to pre
vent the input data from being 
adversely affected. 

The answer? An A. W. Haydon 

43100 reversible de motor. Widely 
used for timing and control appli
cations, the 43100 series features 
permanent magnet construction 
encased in a steel shell to minimize 
stray electromagnetic fields. An
other design advantage: a hollow 
cage ironless rotor which elimin
ates cogging. Result : the magnetic 
card is fed through the reader at a 
smooth constant rate of speed. 

Problem No. 2 was to find a 
motor capable of driving the 
Model 10's alphanumeric printer. 
Accurate positioning and economy 
were essentials. The answer was 
"on the shelf" ... a standard A. W. 
Haydon 12 vdc IDOS stepper motor 
which offers accuracy and depend
ability at an attractive low cost. 

If your own design problems en
compass timed motion or control , 
our broad range of synchronous, 
de timing and stepper motors -
plus our extensive engineering ex
perience - can help solve these 
problems and lower your costs. 
Try us and see. 

Write for our Motor Catalog. 

A. W. HAYDON CO. PRODUCTS 

I NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CONTROLS CORP. I 
90 

A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY 
232 North Elm St. · Waterbury, Conn . 06720 · (203) 75b-4481 
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design 
aids 

Plastic fastener terms 
The first industry-wide glossary 

of standard terms for plastic fast
eners has been developed and pub
lished by the Industrial Fasteners 
Institute (IFI ) , an association of 
the leading North American manu
facturers of bolts, nuts, screws, 
rivets, and all types of special in
dustrial fasteners . Standard No. 
IFI-120, Glossary of Terms Relat
ing to Plastic Fasteners, was pre
pared by IFI's recently formed 
Division III- Plastic Fasteners, to 
establish uniform terminology for 
all producers and users of plastic 
fasteners. The new standard de
fines 125 terms grouped according 
to product classifications, mate
rials, and additives, physical prop
erties, manufacturing and testing 
and inspection. Industrial Fasten
ers Institute. 

CIRCLE NO. 348 

Torsional coupling chart 
A handy two-color slide chart 

enables the user to calculate tor
sional isolation and select the prop
er elastomeric coupling to suit his 
particular application. One side of 
the 4-3 / 4 x 8-1/ 2-in. slide chart is 
designed to determine torsional re
sponse characteristics of a drive 
train. The other side can be used 
to select specific Lord part num
bers from Lordco Supply, a service 
of the parent company. Lord Man
ufacturing Co. 

CIRCLE NO. 349 

Waveforms comparisons 
A picture-reminder of how ten 

different basic waveforms look in 
terms of five different processing 
domains is printed on a 10 x 12-
in. wall-chart. The waveforms con
sist of five examples of repetitive 
waveshapes and five different ran
dom signals. The typical functions 
shown are: time, auto-correlation, 
averaged frequency spectrum 
(PSD ) , probability density, and 
cumulative distribution. Federal 
Scientific Corp. 

CIRCLE NO. 350 
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SE Series: versatility through variations in a miniature 
terminal block. 
This series includes a variation for any application, 
from the simplest surface connection with # 2-56 binding 
screws, clamps for positive connection without bending 
or hooking wires, variations providing 2 to 6 quick
disconnect tabs per pole, and feed through , internal 
connection pins in either the turret-type for soldering 
or the straight type for printed circuits. The blocks, 
available with 1 to 26. terminals, are black, molded 
thermo-set phenolic with the poles on V4" centers. 
Rated at 5 amperes, 300 volts , for use with wire up 
to # 16 AWG. . 

Contact factory for your nearest local Curtis representa
tive, distributor, or for additional information. 

CURTIS DEVELOPMENT & MFG. CO., INC. 
CNEMAJ •••m 3236 N. 33rd St. • Milwaukee, Wis. 53216 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 67 

DESIGNER SERIES 
Instrument packaging CASES 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 68 
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146 MOMO·KAP TM 

Monolithic capacitor values 

NOW IMMEDIATELY 
AVAllABLE 
FROM YOUR 
CENTRALAB 
DISTRIBUTOR 
The superior reliability of Centralab MONO
KAP capacitors has already been tested 
and proven. Now they're, available, for the 
first time, from Centralab Distributors. That 
means the same tested and proven local 
service you 've come to expect on other 
Centralab components. 

Let your distributor prove his reliability 
for immediate delivery of the most complete 
range of radial lead, epoxy-coated mono
lithic capacitor values in the industry. You 
can rely upon his complete stock for the 
prototype or small production quantities you 
need. Let your distributor prove how fast and 
how well he can handle your requirements. 

Remember, he also stocks a complete line 
of Centralab ceramic disc capacitors as well 
as other highly reliable special purpose ce
ramic capacitors. You can depend on him for 
feed-thru, variable trimmer and transmitting 
types plus a wide range of polystyrenes and 
miniature electrolytics. Check your require
ments, then call your Centralab Distributor. 
He has just the right capacitors you need. 
Immediately! 

Need complete Mono-Kap technical data 
and the · name of your closest distributor? 
Write Centralab Distributor Products, Dept. 
MK-1. 

DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS 

CENTRALAB 
Electronics Division 
GLOBE-UNION INC. 

5757 NORTH GREEN BAY AVENUE 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 69 
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think woven 

for precision 
When you don 't think an interconnect 
can be made to do precisely what you 
want it to. Think again . Think Woven! 
Programmed lead break-outs and other 
exacting custom features by Woven 
Electronics offer cable capabilities 
never before available. 

WOUED ELEETRODICS 
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WEAVING COMPANY 

P.O. Box 189, Mauldin, S.C. 29662 , (803) 288-4411 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 72 

Reliably 
accurate timing 
and drive by Synchron® 
Several of the large computer manu
facturers now protect their expensive 
printers with Bijur lubricators. These 
lubricators accurately meter minute 
quantities of oil at regular intervals to 
provide carefully controlled lubrication . 
Too much oil could result in disfiguring 
or staining the paper. Too little could 
result in failure of printers that cost 
upwards of five figures. Thus, depend
ability and long life are essential. "That's 
why we use Hansen Synchron® motors 
to time and drive lubricating pumps 
used for this type of application, " says 
l<a Staoley, BU"' P"'ch.,log .• 

- Why don't you depend on Synchron motors when you have a lot at stake? 

I.ii HANSEN MFG . CO., INC.-PRINCETON, INDIANA 47670 

HANSEN REPRESENTATIVES : Carey & Associates, Houston and Dallas, Texas; 
R. S . Hopkins Co., Sherman Oaks, Calif.; Melchior Associates, Inc., San Carlos, Calif.; 
The Fromm Co. , River Forest, ill.; John Orr Associates, Grand Rapids, Mich .; 
H. C. Johnson Agency, Inc., Rochester, N .Y.; Winslow Electric Co., Essex, Conn ., 
Kiley Electric Co. ; Villanova, Pa., and Herbert Rude Associates, Inc., Teaneck, N .J . 
EXPORT DEPARTMENT: 2200 Shames Drive, Westbury , N .Y. 11590 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 70 

evaluation 
samples 

Wire saddle fastener 
A WWS-2N wire saddle fastener 

features a barbed arrow insertion 
tip for permanent installation. 
Simple finger-tip pressure com
presses the tip into a 0.187-inch 
diameter hole. Once inserted, the 
tip expands to lock permanently in 
position and cannot loosen or fall 
out. The new locking design, for 
which a patent is pending, is so 
effective that the fastener will 
withstand even forcible removal. 
Made of nylon , the WWS-2N is 
wider than previous designs and 
will saddle an area 750 mil in 
width and 500 mil in height. Rich
lok Corp. 

CIRCLE NO. 351 

Glass substrate 
Glass, as thin as 6 mils, and up 

to 10 x 14 inches in size can be 
equipped with a pattern of through 
holes and other etched patterns in 
one or both surfaces. These in turn 
can be filled with various mate
rials . Through holes as small as 8 
mils in diameter and other details 
can be held to ± 0.0005 in. toler
ances. Applications include sub
strates for thin film memory 
planes and display tubes of various 
types. Dynamics Research Corp. 

CIRCLE NO. 352 

Epoxy adhesive 
Epoweld 8173 epoxy adhesive 

sets in 3-5 minutes. It bonds to 
metal, wood, most plastics, concrete, 
and fabric surfaces. The epoxy is 
packaged in disposable Double/ 
Bubble twin packets. Hardman Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 353 
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application 
notes 

Transformer selection 
An eight-page booklet provides 

information on the selection of in
strument transformers. Entitled, 
"How to specify an Instrument 
Transformer," the booklet provides 
information on how to properly 
select an instrument transformer 
and tips on how to avoid buying 
more transformer than is really 
needed, thereby keeping costs down. 
Ritz Instrument Transformer Co., 
Redondo Beach, Calif. 

CIRCLE NO. 354 

MOSFET fm tuner design 
An application report on design

ing an fm tuner using MOSFETs 
provides test data and helpful hints 
on designing with the 3N201 dual
gate MOSFET at 100 MHz. Bul
letin CA-164, eight pages, includes 
de considerations for a 100-MHz 
"rf amplifier and for a mixer. The 
high gain, low loise, and large age 
range that the dual-gate MOSFET 
provides and an rf amplifier are 
described. Texas Instruments, Inc., 
Dallas, Tex. 

CIRCLE NO. 355 

Hybrid oesign manual 
The design of hybrid micro-cir

cuits is outlined in a 20-page man
ual. Advantages of hybrid design 
and various packaging techniques 
are described. Airpax Electronics, 
Controls Div., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 

CIRCLE NO. 356 

Testing MOS RAMs 
A four-page application note 

completely describes test proce
dures used on MK 4006 P and MK 
4008 P MOS RAMs. The new re
port is being made available in 
response to user interest in testing 
MOS/ LSI RAMs and the difficul
ties frequently encountered. The 
tests are all performed under 
worst-case address change, refresh 
and other applicable conditions. 
Mostek Corp., Carrollton, Tex. 

CIRCLE NO. 357 
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Bare bones 
recorders 

• Save up to 50% ... No fancy 
Panels or Cases 

• d. c. - lSOHZ 

•Complete with amplifier, power 
supply, and chart drive 

Bare Bones Recorders . . . that's 
what we call these precision 
O.E.M~ High Speed Recorders. 
They are: Very Low Cost, Com
pact, Highly Accurate ... but with
out fancy cases, or push buttons. 
Just the "bare bones" of features, 
performance and quality. 

Now, for the first time, you can 
buy an O.E.M. configuration 
recorder at the low O.E.M. prices. 

These are complete recorders. 
Included are: precision high 
speed galvanometer (d.c. to 
lSOHZ), integrated circuit ampli
fier, regulated power supply, 
two speed chart drive. 

*0.E.M. to the uninitiated is Original 
Equipment Manufacturer who incor
porates these recorders in his own equip
ment with his o,wn name. Now these 
recorders are available direct to you, 
the user. 

$286! One Channel 

,----------~ 

I ASTllO·MED ·=~~::'.L I 
I n11:. I 

A DIVISION OF ATLAN· TOL INDUS TRIES. INC 

I ATLAN · TOL INDUSTRIAL PARK I 
WEST W ARW ICK. RHODE ISLA ND 02893 

Gentlemen: I 
f40'1tnfJ 70 ro 

1 I Please send complete literature. I 

I Our application is I 
I I 
I I 
I Telephone I 
I Name I 
I I 
I Title I 
I Organization J 

I· Street I 
I City I 
I State ip I 
L __________ _j 

$575 ! Two Channel 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 71 
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NEW PRODUCTS FROM EDC 
ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT CORP. 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

DC TWIDDLE BOX WITH GALVANOMETER 
(& ti. VM) Measurements from ±I µ V to I 0 
Vdc. Accuracy (Worst Case - Limit of Error) 
±0.005% of se tting. Zin at null : oo; Z;n off null 
= 10 MD.. Sensitivities from ±I µV to ± 10 
V. High Linearity, off-null-measurements for 
Differential Voltmeter ( Ll VM) use. The buck
ing Voltage Standard is an active Calibrator 
(Source) with ± 0 .005% accuracy (Limit of 
Error). 50 mA current and Zout = I 0 miUi
ohms. Two ranges: JO V, resolved to IOµV , 
and I 00 mV output resolved to I 00 Nanovolts 
(I ppm). "Confidence Ind icator" shows that 
the instrument is operating with sufficient line 
power, no short , no overload and no malfunc
tion. Weight : 8 - 1/2 lbs. Delivery 2 weeks. 
Price: Model MV I 00 B =$770 (calibrator 
on ly); Model MV 100 B/G =$995 (Calibrator 
and Galvanometer). Instruments available for 
engineering evaluation. 

Circle #168 

AC CALIBRATOR 
EDC Model AC I 000 D/ll. Push a frequency 
button and direct dial the amplitude. 4 ranges 
include: I 0 µ V to 1111 Vac. 5 fixed fre
quencies: 50, 60, 400, I 000 Hz, plus one 
opt ional frequency. External oscillator may be 
used to operate a t other frequencies. Burden 50 
VA (2A max) . At calibration frequency, Accur
acy: 0.025 % rms, Distortion: 0.2%, Stability : 
0.0075%. Protected aga inst over-load and short 
circuit. APPLICATIONS: Calibration of AC 
Voltmeters, DVMs, VOMs, dynamometers and 
accelerometers. Reference for A/D converters. 
Power Source in design and evaluation of 
ampJjfiers, converters, filters, rectifiers, regu
lators, and se rvo, gyro and wattmeter appli 
ca tions, demodulators, xfmrs, inductors, RMS 
converters, gain-control circuits and oscillators. 
Test & calibrate SCR's and switching circuits. 
Instruments ava ilab le for Engineering Eval
uation. Price: Model AC I 000 D/B $3 100. 
Delivery 2 weeks. For engineering in format ion, 
ca ll Robert Ross: (617) 268-9696 . 

Ci rcle # 169 

II 
Elect ronic Development Corporation 
11 Hamlin Street • Boston, Mass. 02 127 
(6 17) 268-9696 

(new literature) 

E
NSTRJl\ENTS 

UNICATIONS 

ES,11\C. 
AIOGEFIE\.O CCOOMClJCUT 

·l 

Test instruments 
A 12-page illustrated catalog de

scribes in detail the company's line 
of test instruments and subsystems 
for data communications. Among 
the products described are their 
tech controls/systems, test/ moni
tor systems, modular data test 
sets, "Mini-Cheks" (a new line of 
field portable packs) , voice-fre
quency instruments, militarized 
test sets and miscellaneous test 
equipment. Digitech Data Indus
tries, Inc., Ridgefield, Conn. 

CI RCLE NO. 35 8 

Extension cable 
Two designs of served armor 

wrap thermocouple extension cable 
in 18 possible constructions are de
scribed in a new catalog sheet. 
Thermo Electric, Saddle Brook, 
N.J. 

CIRCLE NO. 359 

Miniature connectors 
The UMI series of ultra-minia

ture connectors is now detailed in 
a concise, two-color illustrated cata
log designated No. UMI-C. The 
ten-page specifications manual pro
vides full data on the seven series 
of ultra-miniature connectors. Al
so included are charts, materials 
data, compatibility analyses, test 
reports and recommendations, as 
well as background information on 
military specifications compliance, 
patents. U. S. Components, Inc., 
Bronx, N . Y. 

CIRCLE NO. 360 

• 

Portable 
luardobal 
may cut your 
Testing Time 
in Half! 

If your people are still using the 
calibrate. calculate and specu
late method of testing and trou
bleshooting . now is the time for 
you to purchase a Portable 
GUARDOHM , and swftch to 
time-saving , In -Circuit compon
ent testing . 
The exclusive Guard Circuit in 
the GUARDOHM employs oper
ational amplifiers and electrically 
isolates the component under 
test to permit accurate . fool
proof, in-circuit testing . 
This economical, portable test 
instrument uses the same Guard 
Circuit that has been proven by 
years of operation in Systoma
tion 's $40,000 production PC 
board testing systems. and offers 
many advantages: 
• No need to unsolder compo

nents, ever! 
• Direct meter readout of actual 

component values. no parallel 
value calculations. 

• Measures resistance. checks 
polarity of capacitors . imped
ance and IA drop of diodes, 
transistors . and integrated cir
cuits at specified current . 

• Accurate to ±3%. easy to 
read linear meter . measures 
10 ohms to 10 meg oh ms , 
1 OONA to 1 OOMA. 0 .1 V to 
1,000V. 

IN-CIRCUIT-TESTING is as sim
ple as A.B.C! To test R1, connect 
test leads to A and B. and Guard 
lead to C. Read the meter . 

ONLY 

$139 
COMPLETE 

c 

Systomation Inc. 

l~
hfton Park, Elnora, New York 12065 

Telephone 518-877-7424 • INFORMATI ON RETRIEVAL NUMBER 73 
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AM/FM/SSB service monitor 
An 8-page brochure describes a 

new communication service moni
tor, Model FM-lOC. Features and 
design philosophy are described in 
full, together with specifications 
and applications. The FM-lOC pro
vides a complete AM/ FM/ SSB 
servicing package in the range 50 
kHz to 512 MHz. Singer Instru
mentation, Los Angeles, Calif. 

CIRCLE NO. 361 

High noise immunity 
A 64-page brochure shows com

plete family characteristics for 
Series 300 high noise immunity 
logic, including absolute maximum 
ratings, summary of propagation 
delays and Ice currents, pinout ref
erence guide, device data and ap
plications. Teledyne Semiconductor, 
Mountain View, Calif. 

CIRCLE NO. 362 

Oiltight pushbuttons 
A 24-page brochure describes 

type PW miniature oiltight push
button switches. Included are light
ed and unlighted pushbuttons, one 
and two-lamp indicators, selector 
units and contact blocks. Micro 
Switch, Freeport, Ill. 

CIRCLE NO. 363 

Tnermoplastic resin 
A full color, 19-page brochure 

focuses on the unusual combination 
of engineering properties found in 
V ALOX thermoplastic resin. Some 
of these properties are : resistance 
to most organic chemical environ
ments, low surface friction and 
wear, outstanding fatigue endur
ance, Underwriters' Laboratories 
SEO and Class I recognition, su
perior electric properties, very low 
water absorption rate, plus molded
in color, and excellent dimensional 
stability. General Electric Co., 
Pittsfield, Mass. 

CIRCLE NO. 364 

Optical filters 
A 20-page catalog contains de

s cri p ti on s , curves, specifications 
and prices for optical filters, infra
red optics and CR-39 plastics. Pom
fret Research Optics, Inc., Stam
ford, Conn. 

CIRCLE NO. 365 
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if you're hearing comments like ... 

"Who rnak.es them?" 

"We don't 
have a catalog." 

\ 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 74 

Sapphire substrates. More for less. 
Polished, single crystal sapphire substrates cut from sapphire ribbon 
stock. Standard lengths from 114 to 4 inches. Standard widths in 114, 
1h, 3/4 and 1 infh sizes. For thin film and epitaxial requirements. 
Available with 1102 orientation for SOS work. Free of microvoids. 
Low in cost. Check 'em out . Call Frank Reed, Marketing Manager, 
for price and delivery. 

~CO saphikon division 16 Hickory Drive • Wa ltham , Mass . 02 154 • (617) 890-2400 

lNFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 75 
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the only printed 
circuit Relay 

[FJ[fa[fi]~ 
MAGNETIC ~iTN~r~~~H~~g RELAYS 

The only relay designed to make 
full use of printed circuit technology. 
Unlike others adapted with terminal 
pins or sockets for solder mounting, 
Printact plugs directly into your mod
ule. Precious metal plated PC pads 
mate with shorting bar contacts on the 
pivoting armature, which is the single 
moving part. Held by a permanent 
magnet, it eliminates return springs, 
pigtails, electrical and mechanical 
connections-assuring reliability for 
millions of cycles. 

Inherent Custom Features include: 
Low Thermal EMF, Low Contact 
Bounce, Impedance Matching, 45-60 
db Isolation, Bifurcated Contacts, and 
Encapsulated Coil-all at low cost! 

Send for Test Sample and PC Board 
Preparation Aids to simplify design 
and production of your module. 

For action write or call 212-EX 2-4800. 

96 

fricl!iJne 
PRINTACT RELAY DIVISION 

P.O. Box 1430ED 
LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 11101 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 76 

NEW LITERATURE 

Miniature PC socket 
A miniature PC socket, which 

provides repeated pluggability for 
ICs, LSis, lamps, transistors, LEDs 
and other components, is described 
in a 4-page bulletin. Berg Elec
tronics, Inc., New Cumberland, Pa. 

CIRCLE NO. 366 

Potentiometric recorders 
An 8-page catalog covers Series 

400 Potentiometric strip chart re
corder line. The catalog describes 
the Model 400 miniature single 
channel recorder, the Model 3400 
dual channel recorder and the sin
gle channel Model 1400 for EIA 
rack mounting. A number of fea
tures and options for each model is 
also shown . Rustrak Instrument 
Div., Gultron Industries, Inc., Man
chester, N .H. 

CIRCLE NO. 367 

Data storage system 
A 2-page spec sheet describes a 

cartridge disc memory system for 
minicomputers. Data capacity, ac
cess time, adapters and read / write 
logic are discussed. lomec, Inc., 
Santa . Clara, Calif. 

CIRCLE NO. 368 

Line driver module 
Bulletin 819 details complete elec

trical specifications for the type 14 
ba lan ced-differential line driver 
module as applied to the transmis
sion of incremental encoder pulses 
down long lines and in noisy en
vironments. The module contains 
the complete driver circuitry in
cluding a voltage regulator. Trump
Ross Industrial Controls, Inc., 
North Billerica, Mass. 

CIRCLE NO. 369 

Digital cassette recorders 
A 4-page brochure describes the 

Termi Series of digital cassette 
recorders and memories for point
of-sale equipment, data capture, 
peripheral storage, data communi
cations, keyboard-to-tape and other 
modern applications. Text and com
prehensive specifications are sup
plemented by illustrations of each 
unit. Telex Communications Div., 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

CIRCLE NO. 370 

Free Samples 

Low-price reed relay 
A new low-cost reed relay is 
being offered for as low as 
29¢ (1 million quantities). 
Other price breaks are: 39¢ 
for 100,000; 56¢ for 10,000; 
and 80¢ for 1000 quantities. 
This new relay features MIL
Q- 9 8 5 8 A specifications, a 
magnetic shield for high-den
sity packing and contact re
sistance of less than 100 mn. 
Its contacts are rated at 1 A or 
250-V switching at 20 W. 
Coils are available for 1, 3, 5, 
6, 10, 12, 15 and 24 V. The 
relay's size is 0.275-in. in out
side diameter by 0.95-in. long. 
Free samples are available. 

Electronics Applications Company 
2213 Edwards Ave. 
South El Monte, Calif. 91733 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 77 

Three chicks in 
all. One will surely 
lay a gold egg. 

Nippon Pulse's ultra compact 4-phase step
per motor - that is! Ranging from the 
above pictured PF1 -20, seven models in all, 
with MSI drive unit. Diameter ranges from 
12 to 51 mm; maximum torque, from 0 .4 
to 3,200 gr-cm; and stepping angle, from 
7.5 to 18°. All, giving you a long depend
able service, are offered at strongly compet
itive prices. For details, write us today . 

PF1 -20: Diameter, 12mm; Max. Pull-out 
Torque, 0.4 gr-cm; Max. Pull -in Rate, 440 
pps; Max. Pull -out Rate, 1000 pps; Stepping 
Angle, 18° 

International Department 

NIPPON PULSE MOTOR CO., LTD. 
No.13-16, 2-chome, Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 
Japan Cable : NIPULSEMOTOR TOKYO 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 78 
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Power conversion equipment 
A 12-page catalog enables the 

:electronic system designer to "De
sign as he orders" custom power 
conversion equipment. The catalog 
describes the features, specifica
tions, modifications, and mounting 
dimensions for the company's mini
ature and subminiature power con
version equipment. Arnold Mag
netics Corp., Culver City, Calif. 

CIRCLE NO. 371 

Electronic test instruments 
A mini-guide is now avai lable 

listing four lines of electronic test 
instruments. The easy-to-use guide 
gives a fast glance at all major 
specifications needed for selecting 
any one of Dana's five series of 
DVMs; two series of data ampli
fiers; two series of electronic 
counters; and a series of frequency 
synthesizers. Also included is price 
information. Dana Laboratories, 
Inc., Irvine, Calif. 

CIRCLE NO. 372 

Panel meter spec terms 
Precise definitions of terms used 

to describe d'Arsonval movement 
panel meter performance are pre
sented in an 8-page booklet. Limit
ed to terms describing parameters 
of major importance to the meter 
user, the discussion draws distinc
tions among such concepts as "ac
curacy," "calibration accuracy," 
"full-scale accuracy," and "track
ing accuracy," as well as related 
terms. The practical importance of 
the major specifications is a lso in
dicated. Beede E lectrical Instru
ment Co., Inc., Penacook, N.H. 

CIRCLE NO. 373 

A/d-d/a converters 
A comprehensive jacket catalog 

contains detailed electrical and 
mechanical information on a new 
line of ultraminiature analog-to
digital converters and digital-to
analog converters plus modular 
data acquisition systems. The hard
ware described forms the basic 
building blocks for many forms of 
data acquisition, data analysis, 
data reproducing, and graphic dis
play equipments. Date! Systems, 
Inc., Canton, Mass. 

CIRCLE NO. 451 
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then it's time you looked into 
Visual Search Micro Film. 

VSM F Design Engineering System: 
• Arranges products by parameter. "H1.<y ,thisis easy ." 
• Allows rapid comparison 

of like products. 
• Contains complete 

data sheets. 
• Provides paper copies 

instantly. 
• Is updated every 30 days. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 74 
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BIGllBBBS 
WBOllOW 
ZBIBB DIODES 
SPIC DIOISOI 

" The 
Specialists" 

That 's because Dickson has earned a reputation for 
excellence in voltage regulating (Zener) and reference 
(TC) diodes. Since Dickson has always been a 
specialist in Zeners, engineers expect the best and 
they get it ... from a hi-rel military unit to low-cost 
industrial devices. Give us a try! Write, today, for our 
6-page Zener Selection Guide. 

"Where Quality Makes The Difference" 

.DICICSOitT 
ELECTRONICS CO RPORATION 
PHONE (602) 947·2231 TWX 910·950·1292 TELEX 667-406 
P. 0 . BOX 1390 • SCOTTSDALE , ARIZONA 85252 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 79 
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AMERICAN MADE 

Tolerance 

SCHAUER 
1-Watt 

ZENERS 

Kit contains a 51-piece assortment 
of SCHAUER 1 % tolerance 1-watt 
zeners covering the voltage range 
of 2. 7 to 16.0. Three diodes of each 
voltage packaged in reusable poly 
bags. Stored in a handy file box. 
Contact your distributor or order 
direct. 

A $54.57 value for 

ONLY $24fill 
Semiconductor Division 

SCHAUER 
Manufacturing Corp. 

4511 Alpine Ave. Cincinnati, Ohio 45242 
Telephone: 513/791-3030 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 80 
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NEW LITERATURE 

Negative thermistors 
An 8-page brochure describes the 

· company's line of negative temper
ature thermistors. Easy to follow 
charts offer thermistor dimensions 
as well as characteristics of values 
from 4 to 500 n. Siemens Corp. 

CIRCLE NO. 452 

ISSCC digest 
The fifteenth ISSCC report, DI

GEST of TECHNICAL PAPERS, 
with 256 pages and more than 500 
captioned illustrations, featuring 
condensations of all papers-in
vited, contributed and keynote-
and a complete index of papers and 
authors is now available at $15 per 
copy (IEEE members ) and $20 
(nonmembers ) from H. G. Sparks, 
The Moore School of Electrical En
ginering, University of Pennsyl
vania, Philadelphia, Pa. 19104. 
Orders for the DIGEST should be 
accompanied by remittance in U.S. 
currency payable to Solid-State 
Circuits Conference. 1972 IEEE 
Int~rnational Solid-State Circuits 
Conference, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Audio frequency amplifier 
An 8-page application bulletin 

describes the LM354, monolithic 
integrated circuit which serves the 
functions of amplification in lower 
frequency. The LM354 is particu
larly designed for use as an audio 
amplifier in TV, record players 
and other industrial uses. Euro
pean Electronic Products, Corp., 
Culver City, Calif. 

CIRCLE NO. 453 

Digital and linear ICs 
Four handbooks, 54/74 TTL 

Handbook, "8000" Series TTL/ 
MSI and Memory Handbook, MOS 
Silicon Gate 2500 Series Handbook 
and Linear Integrated Circuits, 
Volume I , in the form of a com
plete "how-to-do-it" reference pack 
are now available. The handbooks 
describe 275 different MOS !Cs, 
bipolar digital devices and linear 
circuits. A nominal fee to cover 
postage and handling costs of $3.00 
for the complete package of four 
handbooks is charged. Individual 
books can be obtained for $1.00 
each. Signetics, 811 Arques Ave., 
Sunnyvale, Calif. 

Bicycle Built For Two 

I Tandem bikes are a current 
fad. Tandem monolithics are 

more than a fad - they're the state 
of the art. And for good reason . If you 
need four-pole performance, or better, 
you probably need a tandem mono
lithic crystal filter. Like to know more? 
Talk with us. We make monolithics 
and tandem monolithics - more of 
them than anyone else - and we'll be 
glad to discuss which is best for your 
application. 

Who Gets Your Business 

I Many companies know a 
little bit about making a lot 

of things. We know a lot about making 
just one thing- monolithic crystal 
filters. The fact that we are the only 
specialists in the field is a reassuring 
point for you. Especially when you 
need assistance and technical know
how in solving filtering problems. 

Standard Versus Custom Models 

I In the horse-and-buggy days 
of electronics (year-before

last) all crystal filters were custom 
models - expensive and uncertain in 
price, performance and delivery. 
We've changed all that with a wide, 
wide selection of standard models. 
Twenty-one new models at 21.4 MHz. 
Over twenty-five models at 10.7 MHz. 
All available from stock. Plus many 
others, all using our proven mono
lithic technology. Standard models 
save time, save money, and you know 
what you 're going to get. When you 
do need custom filters, we can help. 
From writing specifications to deliver
ing on time. 
Like more information on mono
lithics? Drop us a line or call us. 

P-n 
Plezo Technology Inc. 
2400 Diversified Way 
Orlando. Florida 32804 
305-425-1574 

The standard in monolithic 
crystal filters. 
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bulletin 
board 

Litton Industries' Monroe 1300 
series of electronic business cal
culators offers both LED display 
readout and tape printout in the 
same machine. The machines pro
vide a wide choice of modular key
boards specifically tailored to in
dividual customer requirements 
and are priced from $745 to $895. 

CIRCLE NO. 454 

Mercutronic Unicluster keyboards 
vary in price between the unit 
price of $249 and the p·rice for 
quantities of 500 of $87.15. The 
price in lots of 50 is $174.30 and 
for 100 is $136.95. 

CIRCLE NO. 455 

Price reduction 
DEC has reduced prices on PDP-
11 minicomputer systems by 13-
24 % by introducing a cartridge 
disc drive unit and an 8 k memo
ry system. The new RK05 DEC
pack cartridge disc drive replaces 
a similar system formerly manu
factured for Digital. It is priced 
at $5100 compared to $8000 for the 
previous unit. The redesigned 
MEll-L 8 k core memo·ry system 
is priced at $5200 with add-on 
incremental 8 k memory units at 
$4400 each, up to the 24 k ca
pacity of the system. Previous 
DEC 8 k core cost $7500. Quanti
ty discounts of up fo 36 % are now 
available on both new systems 
and on the standard core memory. 

CIRCLE NO. 456 

Digital Computer Controls has re
duced prices on its D-112 series 
of 12-bit minicomputers. A D-112 
with a 4 k memory, TTY inter
face, programmers console, power 
supply and chassis is now $3690, 
reduced $300 from $3990. An 8 k 
D-112 with the same description 
is now $5590, reduced $775. A 4 k 
D-112 with programmers console, 
power supply and chassis is now 
$3390. A 4 k D-112 with TTY in
terface, turnkey console, power 
supply and chassis is now $3490, 
reduced $300 from $3790. An 8 k 
D-112 with turnkey console, pow
er supply and chassis is now 
$4990. 

CIRCLE NO. 457 
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VSMF keeps it simple, you find it fast 

• Cuts search time up to 90%. 
• Puts information where you need it': .. Data Centers and 

Satellite units. 
• Reduces file maintenance. 

VSMF costs less than a file clerk. 
For a demonstration, write 

- Information Handling Se1"vices 
An Indian Head Company 

P. 0 . Box 1154, Dept. ED-5, 
Englewood, Colorado 80110 
Or, call ~..--......_ 

(303) 771-2600 

"This could be the start 
of something big." 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 74 

READS AMPLITUDE AND PHASE 
vs FREQUENCY 0.1 TO 20,000 Hz. 

•FAST OPERATION • 

filters 
BANDPASS 
& NOTCH 

•Seven day delivery 

•Low cost 

• Computer designed 

• PC board mounting 

• Excellent frequency 
stability 

• Encapsulated 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 7172 ON 
OUR COMPLETE LINE OF FRE
QUENCY RESPONSE ANALYZER& 

BAFCD,INC. 717 Mearns Road 
Warminster, Pa. 18974 

Telephone (215) 674·1700 

~~ BE
1lJmKnEmRS 

\'.'.:V LABORATORIES, INC. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 82 

r~ 1324 Motor Parkway 
Hauppauge, New York 11787 

516-234-2200 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 83 
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Electronic Design 
ELECTRONIC DESIGN'S f unction is: 

• To aid progress in t he electronics 
manufacturing industr y by promoting 
good design. 
• To give the electronic design engi
neer concepts a nd ideas t hat make his 
job easier and more pr oductive. 
• To provide a central source of 
timely electronics information. 
• To promote communication among 
members of the electronics engineer
ing community. 

Want a subscription? ELECTRONIC DE
SIGN is sent free to qualified engineers 
and engineering managers doing de
sign work, supervising design or set
ting standards in the United States 
and Western Eur ope. For a free sub
scription, use t he application form 
bound in the magazine. If none is 
included, write to us direct for an 
application form. 

If you do not qualify, you may take 
out a paid subscription for $25 a year 
in the U.S.A., $35 a year elsewhere. 
Single copies are $1.50 each. 

If you change your address, send us an 
old mailing label and your new ad
dress; ther e is gener ally a postcard 
for t his bound in the magazine. You 
will have to r equalify t o continue 
receiving E LECTRONIO DESIGN free. 

The accuracy policy of ELECTRONIC 
DESIGN is: 
• To make diligent efforts to ensure 
the accuracy of editorial matter. 
• To publish prompt corrections 
whenever inaccuracies are brought to 
our attention. Corrections appear in 
"Across t he Desk." 
• To encourage our readers as re
sponsible member s of our business 
community to report to us misleading 
or fraudulent advertising. 
• To refuse any advertisement deemed 
to be misleading or fraudulent. 

Microfilm copies are available of 
complete volumes of ELECTRONIC DE
SIGN at $19.00 per volume, beginning 
with Volume 9, 1961. Work is now 
in process to complete the microfilm 
edition of Volumes 1-8. Reprints of 
individual articles may be obtained 
for $2.00 each, prepaid ( $.50 for 
each additional copy of the same 
article) no matter how long the 
article. For f urther details and to 
place orders, contact the Customer 
Services Department, University Mi
crofilms, 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan 48106 telephone 
(313) 761-4700. 

Want to contact us? If you have any 
comments or wish to submit a manu
script or article outline, address your 
cor respondence to: 
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Editor 
ELECTRONIC DESIGN 

50 Essex Street 
Rochelle Park, N.J . 07662 

Design Data from 

King of Korrelators® Conquers Fuzziness 
Exact 

• • time? 

. . . . . . .. 
Fuzzy 1 OD-points 

A Exact 
, ' time! : . . . . . 

-""'. ··.....__ 
Ub iqu itous~ fine focus 512-points 

~~~} 

UC-2018 calculates fastest, is most sensitive, and 
has the finest time resolution of any digital correlator. 
A complete time-domain measurement lab for real
t ime auto/ cross correlation , signal enhancement, 
probability. For underwater acoustics, fluid dynamics, 
medical, noise / vibration analysis. Exact time meas
urements with digital dial ; computes integral & differ
ential of any stored function ; pre-computational delay 
built-in (up to 8192 samples optional) ; zero time can 
be at center of display; sampling increments % usec 
to 2 sec; complete ext. (computer) control plus digital 
outputs; built-in test signals check all modes; small , 
portable, easy to use. Many options . · 

CIRCLE NO. 171 

Federal Scientific Corporation 
a subsidiary of Elgin National Industries, Inc. 
615 West 131st Street, New York, N. Y. 10027 

Measure Vector Angle, Magnitude And Components 
TloloO l'ttAstJ\'1.LTO& 
l..00.·l 'l .\..\U'l.#'lrl. 

--, 
p 
A 

. R _ _J 
--.., 

.•.c:n::J, 
. . • . . • !• " ~• " 

' "'-""' --'""'··-·- ................. _.., ... ,, .. . ., ____ .. ,.., ..... 
. ......... .._ .. _.,_ _____ .......... .... 
. .,_, ,...,_, ....... ... ._ .. _ ... , ... ...., ......... _ . ,. ____ ...,,.,. 
. -·-·--····-· I 

_ ·_-_·_--_-_-_·_-_ - __ _j 

The new PARTM Model 129 Two Phase Lock-In /Vector 
Voltmeter, enables you to simultaneously measure the 
magnitude and phase angle with respect to a refer
ence signal of virtually any low-level signal within its 
range of 0 .5 Hz to 100 kHz-even if the signal is 
buried 60 dB beneath background noise At the flip 
of a switch , you can also measure the in -phase and 
quadrature components of the vector. The Model 129 
features fully automatic reference tracking, inde
pendent output expansion and filtering for each 
channel. Complete specifications are contained in 
bulletin T-314, available on request . 

CIRCLE NO. 172 

PRINCETON APPLIED RESEARCH CORPORATION 
P.O. Box 2565 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 

for Instant PC Boards 
Circuit Za ps:Jl) are 1 ounce copper circuit com 
ponent pattern s, pads, and conductor path s, 
preci sion -etched on 5 mil (.005") glass epoxy 
base material, backed by a speci al pressure-sensi, 
t ive ad hesive. Ci rcu it Zaps:Jl) com pletely eliminate 
the artwo rk, photography, photoprinting, tou ch 
up, etching, st r ippi ng, and other time-consuming 
steps in PC board development. 
Write today fo r the FREE TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
1003 with FR EE SAMPLE. 

CIRCLE NO. 173 

Bishop Graphics, Inc. 
7300 Radford Avenue (ED) 

North Hollywood, California 91605 
(213) 982-2000 Telex 674672 
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Manufacturers 
Adv erti sem en ts of booklets, brochur es, cata log.• and data sh eets. To order use R eader-S er vice Card 

( Adver t isemenl ) 

PC Drafting Aids Catalog 

;), BVBVK Thousands of time saving, cost saving artwork 
ideas are found in the By-Buk P-50 catalog of 
pressure sensitive printed circuit drafting aids. 
With the most practical artwork patterns for: TO 
cans, multi-pads, dual -inlines and flat packs fea 
tured . Donuts, connector strips , teardrops, ovals, 
tapes , tees , elbows, etc., by the hundreds are in
cluded in the most comprehensive list of sizes. 
Opaque black, transparent red and transparent 
blue materials for one and two-sided board de
signs_ For a free copy and samples , write today. 

By-Buk Company 
Subsidiary of Webtek Corp., 4326 W. Pico Blvd. 
Los Angeles, California 90019 (213) 937-3511 

CIRCLE NO. 174 

New Brochure Describes Low-Cost Power Supply Systems 

A new brochure by Transistor Devices offers designers 
and engineers technical data on its expanded range, 
multiple output, X-L Series of power supplies. Such 
features as short circuit protection, remote sensing, 
adjustable outputs and 0.25% regulation , with out
puts of l-30V and current levels of 0.7 to 8 amps 
give d~signers a wide selection of models priced from 
$48.50 to $115.00, 

CIRCLE NO. 175 

Transistor Devices, Inc. 
85 Horsehill Road, Cedar Knolls, N. J. 07927 

Tel. (201) 267-1900 

Free Booklet On Programmable Instruments 

Zehntel Inc. 

Zehntel 's Testpac is a unique automatic test system 
which interfaces with all makes of programmable 
instruments ; HP, Dana , Kepco, Systron-Donner etc. 
We 've compiled into a slimline booklet , a listing of 
hundreds of these standard instruments from ampli 
fiers through voltmeters. It 's entitled " From A to Z 
in Prog ra mmable Instruments " and is must reading 
for anyone concerned with automatic testing. We ' ll 
also include a brochure on Testpac, which annually 
saves thousands of dollars for companies who manu
facture components, circuit boards, modules, instru
ments, sub-systems and systems. 
An affiliate of Electronic Memories and Magnetics Corporation. 

CIRCLE NO. 176 

1450 Sixth Street, Berkeley, California 94710 
(415) 527-5440 TWX 910-366-7047 
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The SPACE 

f 
SAVERS 
rom 

tecnetics 
.316 CUBIC 
INCH HYBRID 
CONVERTERS 

AND 
REGULATORS 
As a team they're a miniature 
DC- DC regulated converter. 
Or, take them individually. 

1.05" x .94" x .32" 

HC hybrid converter: 
. converts voltages at the point of load 
. output isolated from input 
. 3W output maximum 
. less than 4W input typical 
. outputs to 300 volts 

HC hybrid converters : 
$59 hermetically sealed; 
$49 non-hermetic. 
1-9 quantity. 

VR regulator : 
. maximum output current 250mA 

with 1W max. internal power dissi
pation 

. output voltage +3 to +36 or - 3 to 
-36 voe 

protection 
. power dissipation 

limited 

VR regulators: $39 
hermetically sealed only 
1-9 quantity. 
Hybrid converters and regulators
the space savers from Tecnetics. 
2 x DIP mounting and off-shelf 
delivery . 
(See EEM catalog vol.1 pp.880-885) 

tecnetics inc. 
P.O.Box 910, Boulder Industrial 
Park , Boulder, Colorado 80302 

(303) 442-3837 TWX 910-940-3246 
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Encapsulation Shells are precision 
molded in flame-proof glass-fibre 
filled Diallyl Phthalate, conforming 
to MIL-M-14, Type SDG-F. Over 1600 
standard shells are available in 
oblong, round and square styles. 
Robison Electronics, Inc., 2134 W. 
Rosecrans Ave., Gardena, Calif. 
90249. Phone: (213) 321 -0080. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 181 

Best Buy: 51; 2 DMM, $1195, delivers 
outstand ing performance, 50 % sav
ing. Model 2540 gives DVC, ACV, re
sistance, voltg. ratio, auto-ranging, 
auto-polarity, isolated BCD outputs, 
remote triggering and ranging. 
±0.001 % f.s. , ±0.007% rdg., ± 1 
digt. guaranteed 6 mos. certf. of con 
formance. Eights models. Data Pre
cision , Audubon Rd ., Wakefield , Ma. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 183 

VCXO at freqs. from .00005 Hz to 50 
MHz, freq. tol. ±.0005% 0 °C to 
+ 50 ° C, control voltage range + lOV 
to - lOV changing freq. 20 ppm/V, 
linearity ±.002%, 1.75" sq . x 0 .5" , 
Supply 5 to 15Vdc ± 1 % . Sq . wave 
24V into 200!1 at Vdd = 5V, 9.5V 
into lOKn at Vdd = 10 V; stock to 3 
weeks; Connor-Winfield Corp., Win
field, Ill. 60190, Tel. 312-231 -5270. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 185 

New and current products 
for the electronic designer 
presented by their manufacturers. 

Precision rotary switches are com
petitively priced and available for 
prompt shipment. Select from three 
sizes. Up to 48 positions per pole; 
up to 6 poles per deck. Request 
Catalog 201. Shallco, Inc. , P. 0. Box 
1089, Smithfield, N. C. 27577. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 182 

A minicomputer Interface, tape unit 
and formatter from $4,650. Ultra 
high speed incrementals, 3000 char
acters/second and up from $3,350. 
Continuous, incremental and low 
power tape units from $1,950. 
Digi-Data Corporation, 4315 Balti
more Avenue, Bladensburg, Mary
land 20710 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 184 
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Model 4604 mos-bipolar memory 
exerciser - 10 MHz. 20 add bits 
in 4 fields sized for diagnostic test
ing of system, card or chip. 16 data 
bits, T' L, refresh with management. 
Step and loop repeats, English lan
guage programming via front panel, 
internal memories or external mag. 
tape. Program key lockout. Techni
trol, Inc. , Phila., Pa. (215) 426-9105. 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 186 

Advertisers wishing to re

serve Qu ick Ad units 

should note the following 

mechanical requirements: 

Specs-Supply glossy 

photo of product and ap

proximately 40 words 

which will set no more 

than 10 lines of 34 char

acters each. AFTER 

SUBMISSION NO COPY 

CHA NGES CAN BE AC

CEPTED. Quick Ads cost 

only $300 per insertion, 

less for frequency adver

tisers . 

RATES: 

lx 
$300 

7x 
$280 

13x 
$255 

19x 
$250 

26x 
$245 

39x 
$240 

52x 
$235 

104x 
$230 



SERllO-TEK® 
PRODUCTS COMPANY 

1086 Goffle Road, Hawthorne, N. J. 07506 • 201 - 427-3100 
Servo-Tek of California, Inc. 

8155 Van Nuys Blvd ., Van Nuys, California 91402 • 213 - 786-0690 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 85 

·1 ~- SCIENCE· OPTICS· ELECTRONICS 

UNUSUlt foHJl=c BIR6J!llNS 
.' NEW PRODUCTS ·NEW MATERIALS • NEW METHODS 

FLEXIBLE IMAGE TRANSMITTER 
Hi·resolution image-transmitter lets 
you see into remote , inaccessible Illu 
minated areas: through pipes, tubes or 
any 3/8" + opening no matter how 
intricate. Provides clear, wide sighting. 
7X maunif)'ina eyepiece focuses from 
less than I /2" from subject to In 
finity. Ideal for monitoring hazardous 
processes, surveillance instrument. dem
onstrate fiber optics. Over 4,000 coher
ent glass fibers (.002"L 3 /8" dia . 
semi-rigid gooseneck sheathing. 
Stock No. 60.857DA ........... $40.00 Pod . 

- -~ . . < 
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50-150-300 POWER MICROSCOPE 
Amazing Value-3 Achromati c QIJ . 
jective Lenses on Revolving Turret ! 
Color- corrected , cemented achromatic 
lenses in objective give far s uperior 
res ult ~ to ~ ingl e lenses us ually found 
1n this n11 croscope price range. Re
s ults are worth th e difference! Fin e 
rack and pinion focusing. Imported ! 
Slor.k No. 70,00BDA .. . . S24.50 Pod . 
MOUNTED 500 POWER OBJECTIVE 
Thread ed acromatic lenses, 3mm 

~j;~k No. 30. 197DA ... . . $5.88 Pod . 

-AMAZING NEW Wankel Engine Kit! 
Build your own see-through motorized 
model of revolutionary pistonless type 
engine, rights for which GM recently 
paid $50 million ! Only one. engine ex
perts think economically modiflable to 
meet new pollution standards. Replaces 
piston , cylinder, crank assemblies with 

~~,~~ ~ta~i:~~s ) ~ s~~~~~~!r {~:~o~~dnv:~~ 
tional: fewer parts, greater re liability, 
same speed w/ less horsepower. 
Switch. Req. 2 - I .5V bait. (not 
incl.). 
No. 71.424DA (4 '/1 "x5"x9") $6.75 Pod . 

GIANT FREE CATALOG 
Completely new 1972 editi on - 148 
pages. Bargains galore! New categori es. 
Items. illustrations. I .OOO 's of buys for 
Industry-Optics , Ecological and Phn
ical Sciences, Electronics . On·the-Job 
helps . quality control aid s. Qpti cs for 
resea r.: h labs. des ign engineers. experi 
me nters. Instrum ents for checking, 
measuring : improve quality . cut costs. 
Hard - to-11 et surplu s bargains. Write 
for catalog " DA" . 

EDMUND ~ 300 EDSCORP BLDG. 
SCIENTIFIC CO. K.._ BARRINGTON, NEW JERSEY 08007 
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THE GREATEST 
ACHIEVEMENT 

YETIN 

ELAPSED 
TIME 

INDICATORS! 
CompaCT12 

Yes, ENM has put it a// together in a small package and 
gift wrapped it for you. Everything you've ever wanted in 
an elapsed time indicator that records to 100,000 hours. 
Epicyclic gearing conserves space and delivers an easy
to-read 6 digit indicator only 1.72" wide. And it even 
counts tenths of hours. 
The versatile CompaC T12 is interchangeable with com
petitive devices and may be base mounted or ba.ck panel 
mounted for multiple stacking in minimum space. Or add 
a bezel for front panel mounting. 

And we didn't forget price, either. How does $5.68 in 
100 lots grab you? That's the gift wrapping. 

WRITE FOR LITERATURE 

I . f!lf!!l!!fls£.~r:c~tf/ 
• •• - . PHONE: (312) 775-8400 TELEX: 02-5468 
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TAUTBAND, 0.5% AND. • • 
Low Cost* 
There are many other words 
that describe our complete 
line of portable standard in 
struments, too - like rugged , 
versatile and available . 
Yokogawa Electric has over 
55 years of exp.erience in the 
manufacture of precision in
struments and is now intro
ducing this complete line of 
taut-band portable standards 

to the U.S. These instruments are reknown , world-wide, 
for their quality and precision. Write for our complete 
technical data and prices today. We're confident that 
we have a portable AC or DC standard voltmeter, am
meter or wattmeter that will more than meet your re 
quirements at prices that will surprise you . 

*low cost like ... 
AC Ammeter 2/5/10/20 Amps $65.00 
DC 17 Range Volt/ Ammeter, 3 to 

1,000 V, 1 mA to 30 A $145.00 
AC/DC Wattmeter 5/25 A, 120/240 V $155.00 

® 

IYllW] 
Yokogawa Electric 
In the USA, contact : 
Yewtec Corporation• 1995 Palmer Ave. 
Larchmont, N.Y. 10538 • 914-834-3550 
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HERE ARE TWO EASY WAYS TO SOLVE 
LIGHTED PUSH BUTTON SWITCH PROB
LEMS. Economically. Reliably. Fast. The 
Molex 1175 snap mounts. Offers spade or wire 
terminals for fast, easy assembly. A choice 
of nine colors, 500 variations. And look at 
the Molex 1820. You can use one, or a gang 
of them, for an infinite variety of applica
tions. Lighted push button can be wired to 
light independently of the switch. And it's 
available in colors galore. Best of all ••• both 
switches are priced considerably under one 

dollar in quantity. • Th~se components are 
good examples of the Molex creative approach 
to design problems. And we have the ability 
to design reliability and ease of assembly 
into a product without letting costs run wild 
due to over-engineering. • If this makes 
sense, and you would like a free sample of 
either the 1175 or 1820 switch, write: Molex 
Incorporated, Downers Grove, Illinois 60515. 
Or phone (312) 969-4550. 
••. creating components that 

simplify circuitry ~ 111olex 
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RC~s glass-passivated /center-gate 
thyristor line continues to expand
in plastic. 

1f 
TRIACS SCR'S 

To its popular 40668/40669. triacs and 
40868/40869 SCR's, RCA now adds 8 A 
ISOWATT triacs and 4 A SCR's-all avail
able now - in the industry-accepted 
VERSAWATT package. Leads are custom
formed to your requirements, of course. 

e ISOWATT triacs, 40900, 40901, 40902. 
These 8 A units are ceramic isolated ver
sions of 40668/ 40669, providing great 
flexibility in chassis mounting. 

• RCA-106 and 107. Here are 4 A SCR's 
that fill your needs for low-cost circuit 
areas that require triggering at 200 and 
500 µ,A . These RCA microamp gate SCR's 

have extended voltage ratings to 500 V 
and 600 V (corner-gate design) . 
• 40668/40669. Use these 8 A triacs for 
control of AC loads for power control and 
industrial lighting applications. 
• 40868/40869. Select these 8 A SCR's 
for applications In power switching and 
motor speed controls. 
RCA triacs are gate-controlled in all four 
modes. 
RCA VERSAWATT thyristors employ 
glass-passivated I center-gate chips for 
quality performance. With the RCA VERS
AWATT thyristor, you get ease of mount
ing, low thermal impedance for operation 

ncn Solid State 
products that make products pay off 
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at elevated temperatures, and minimum 
heat sink requirements - all at excellent 
cost effective levels. 

With RCA's full plastic capability, you 
can cover full- and half-wave applications 
with currents from 1 to 15 A and voltages 
from 15 to 600 V. 
See your local RCA Representative for 
details. For technical data, write : RCA 
Solid State Division, Section 57E-11/UR14, 
Box 3200, Somerville, N.J. 08876. Inter
national: RCA, Sunbury-on-Thames, U.K. 
or P.O. Box 112, Hong Kong . In Canada: 
RCA Limited, Ste . Anne de Bellevue 810, 
Quebec. 


